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Abstract 
Translation Memory systems have become established as a key technology to address the 
challenges faced by the language services industry today. Despite flourishing research on 
how TM technology could reach the next level of technical sophistication, there has been a 
lack of systematic research on the usability aspects of TM systems, leaving many questions 
unanswered as to how translators' actual needs could be met more effectively by future TM 
solutions. The goal of this thesis has been to bridge the gap between current R&D efforts 
and translators' work reality by identifying and investigating the needs of modern 
translation professionals with reference to TM technology. 
A survey was used to elicit information from TM users, with 874 translation professionals 
giving their views on what they liked, disliked and wished for in TM systems. The 
information was analysed using a system of coding and analytical elements of the grounded 
theory approach, as well as user profiling, in order to reveal the needs of various distinct 
groups of translation professionals, in relation also to particular TM use situations. 
The identified needs relate to the functionality of TM systems, specifically to the TM 
translation editor, its facilities for resource building and management, project management 
and quality control, its search and translation assembly capabilities and its collaboration- 
enabling features. In addition, several other needs concern non-functional aspects of TM 
systems, namely the systems' usability. The thesis also explores those needs that cannot be 
derived immediately from articulated user requests or problems, but can be anticipated 
from a number of significant implicit clues. A number of such clues reveal a growing need 
for technologies that can access vast lexical and factual resources, or integrate such 
resources in a TM-enabled workflow. Such a subtle need is believed to hold the key to 
innovative TM systems. 
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Preface 
This thesis marks the end of a long and eventful journey which began almost instinctively 
when I first entered the world of translation technology as a novice translator. I can clearly 
recall my first introduction to one of the earliest Translation Memory systems and the 
fascination I experienced, inspired not by the system's abilities at the time, but also by its 
potential as a powerful tool for translators. After that I worked with a great number and 
variety of TM systems (from in-house and off-the-shelf to experimental and open-source) 
and although my fascination with this technology remained strong, it was impossible not to 
be discouraged by the technology's limitations and shortcomings. Yet, the exact same 
limitations and shortcomings that at times drove me almost to the point of denouncing the 
technology altogether and abandoning the profession of translator - if such misery had to 
be accepted as a 'necessary evil' - also fired my imagination for better solutions and, 
eventually, prompted this research. 
Improving TM systems is of obvious scientific interest, as they are currently considered as a 
crucial technology in addressing the challenges faced by the language services industry. At a 
more personal level, the motivation for this research also comes from a desire to know how 
such tools can be of greater help to modern translation professionals, and how technology 
can even empower them to make an unrestrained choice of the translation methods, 
strategies and tools they feel more comfortable with and which bring out the best of their 
skills. 
This research has benefited from my continuous curiosity for TM systems and other 
computer aids, and has benefited from my experiences gained while working in different 
roles within the translation industry, amongst others, as a translator, translation company 
owner, project manager within a translation department, and purchaser of translation 
services. If it were not for these experiences, it would have been hard to understand each 
TM user's needs. And if it were not for the incessant interest in such fast-evolving 
technologies, it would have been very difficult to meet the most daunting challenge of all, 
which was that of keeping pace with a rapidly developing technology while conducting this 
research. 
During this research, I was privileged to have met a number of remarkable people who 
helped me, each in their own way, to sail through rough seas and dangerous passages and 
reach my destination. To all these people, I am thankful. 
In particular, I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisor, Mark Shuttleworth, 
whose expertise, understanding and patience added considerably to my experience as a 
doctoral student. I appreciate his vast knowledge and skill in translation studies and 
translation technology and his help in writing and presenting papers. His suggestions, 
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comments and editing assistance during the writing of this thesis greatly improved the final 
product. 
A very special thanks goes out to Dr Vassilis Agouridas (University of Leeds), my mentor, 
who provided detailed criticism and analysis of my methods during the critical stages of 
this research. Were it not for his persistence, direction and lessons in self-control and self- 
discipline, I would still be lost in the sea of great ideas. 
For his wisdom and kindness, I am eternally grateful to my second mentor, Prof Ruslan 
Mitkov (University of Wolverhampton), whose ideas and comments made a great difference 
to this thesis. I am indebted to his generous contribution of time, resources and feedback, 
and I cannot thank him enough for inspiring and encouraging me to lift my work to new 
levels by offering my very best. 
I also wish to express my warmest thanks to Dr Gabriela Saldanha (University of 
Birmingham) who reviewed parts of my thesis and offered valuable guidance and feedback. 
Her generous contribution of time, energy and insight enhanced my experience as a 
researcher. 
Appreciation also goes to Prof Harold Somers (University of Manchester) and Prof. Charles 
Drage (Imperial College) for their suggestions and valuable feedback during my transfer 
examination. Also, I wish to express my gratitude to Dr Ioannis Saridakis (Ionian 
University, Greece), my advisor, for his suggestions and provision of relevant literature. 
I am grateful for ideas, comments and contributions from the following friends and 
colleagues: Magdalena Verheyen (for her insights and expert knowledge in Grounded 
Theory), Dr Stephan Kolitz (Harvard University), Dr Juan Lalaguna (Imperial College) and 
Christophe Declercq (Imperial College). It has been a great pleasure working with the 
department, staff, and students at Imperial College, and I wish to thank the departmental 
staff for all the instances in which their assistance helped me along the way. I am also 
indebted to Su Peneycad, Brett Harmony, David Dacam, Rocio Rodtjer and Noreen Griffin 
who proofread parts of this thesis and contributed helpful editorial comment. Thanks also 
go to Joseph Eliahoo from the Statistical Advisory Service at Imperial who provided me 
with statistical advice at times of critical need. 
Thanks are also extended to my fellow researchers, Idalina Gomes, Ana Mialdea, Vincent 
Chang, Meng Ji and Panayiota Vatikioti for our philosophical debates, exchanges of 
knowledge and skills, and venting of frustration during my PhD, which helped enrich the 
experience. I am also thankful to my friends Dr Xin Xin, Claudia Pozo and Frantzeska 
Kolyda for their motivation and encouragement. 
I recognize that this endeavour would not have been possible without the practical support 
throughout my research of my colleagues at Vodafone: Jaakko Anttonen, Karl Slootweg, 
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Alan Richardson, Anthony Davies, Phil Hornsey, Ray Yee and Gabriele Dangel. I am 
grateful for their understanding and for allowing me to fit work around my PhD studies. 
No doubt, my greatest appreciation goes to the 873 people who participated in the survey 
and the eighteen people who took part in the pilot study, without whom this research would 
not have been possible, especially those anonymous translators who responded with 
humour and whose answers put a smile on my face in gloomy times during data analysis. 
Finally, I would like to thank Dr Minako O'Hagan from Dublin City University and Eric 
Atwell from the University of Leeds for taking time out from their busy schedules to serve 
as my external examiners. 
Above all, I would like to thank my family: my parents Tassoula and Yiorgos and brothers 
Mimis and Costis, for their love and untiring encouragement throughout this journey. 
Conventions 
0 All trademarks and trade names of TM or other software, registered or not, mentioned in 
this thesis belong to their respective owners. The trademark symb ol TM or the registration 
symbol @ are used only at the first occurrence of a trademark. 
The use of either feminine or masculine pronouns (e. g. he/she, his/her) is consistent 
throughout every chapter and alternates chapter by chapter. 
0 In Chapters 5 and 6, wherever phrases or sentences appear within quotation marks and in 
italics, and are not attributed to any bibliographical source, they represent the thoughts, 
opinions and ideas of the anonymous respondents of TM survey 20o6. Most of the verbatim 
responses cited contained language mistakes, the most serious of which were corrected by 
the author, so that the repeated use of (Sic. ) in every quote was avoided. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Over the last twenty years, the translation profession has felt a growing pressure to satisfy 
an ever-increasing demand for translations. This demand, stimulated in part by the new 
media of communication and the promotion of the value of multilingualism in modern 
societies, has motivated a quest for solutions that would help translation professionals to 
respond to the new challenges and would enable them to deliver high quality translation 
services at greater speed and lower cost. In the early years of informatics (i. e. the 198os and 
19gos), the deployment of technology seemed one of the obvious choices for many language 
service providers and translation departments within organisations. Those early adopters of 
translator-support technology quickly demonstrated the benefits of using such systems and 
as a result triggered a massive uptake of the technology by language service providers who 
wanted to access similar benefits and, at the same time, enhance their competitive edge. 
Translation Memory systems are the finest example of translator-support technology as 
they form a comprehensive solution that deals with most of the tasks involved in a 
translation process. Today, TM technology is largely established in the language services 
industry as the mainstream translator-support technology and, because of this, it attracts a 
growing research interest from both academia and the industry. 
TM systems are important from a social, economic and scientific perspective. The social 
significance of TM systems stems mainly from their ability to address pertinent challenges 
facing the translation profession. From a social point of view, TM systems are essential 
tools for both the industry as a group and the translation professional as an individual, 
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given that they can provide assistance in the practice of translation. From an economic 
perspective, TM technology is of significant value since it offers an effective way to produce 
translations fast and at low cost, without a corresponding drop in quality. Both language 
service providers and their clients can achieve significant cost savings from content re-use 
and the streamlining of the translation process when using a TM system. Scientifically, TM 
systems are also important because they can serve as a testbed for the application and 
integration of knowledge deriving from different disciplines such as Translation Studies 
(TS), Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Software Engineering (SE). The study of TM 
systems and its findings can conversely contribute to the theory of these disciplines and 
advance epistemic knowledge. 
In recognition of the importance of TM technology, research and development in TM 
systems has incessantly revolved around a core question: how to improve TM systems. This 
theoretical question has also sparked the present research. The question can often arise 
from existing problems with TM systems, such as the fact that many systems appear to be 
complex and full of features with no real usefulness for a translator [Hunt, 20031, the fact 
that more than one TM system is often required to deal with different translation projects 
and the fact that many translation professionals are buying TM systems but never using 
them because of the steep learning curve involved [Lagoudaki, 2oo6]. ' Evidently, the 
current translator-support technology leaves a lot to be desired. However, the necessity of 
improving TM systems is not limited to addressing existing problems. The question 
remains relevant even after solutions have been offered for critical problems, because TM 
technology is dynamic, in the sense that it evolves along with the changing requirements of 
the relevant stakeholders, which constantly renew the scope for improvement. 
The motive for pursuing an answer to this question varies according to the interests of each 
stakeholder who is engaged in TM research. For example, developers of commercial TM 
systems wish to improve TM systems primarily in order to achieve business and financial 
gains from selling a high-quality product. Developers of internal TM systems, on the other 
hand, seek to improve their systems in order to increase the productivity of their in-house 
translation teams. Our motive for pursuing the improvement of TM systems lies in the 
aspiration to see better translator-support tools that empower translation professionals, 
regardless of their organisational environment and its advantages or constraints, tools with 
a greater scope of utility that will appeal to a wider section of the translation community, 
and that will help them overcome in a more flexible way some of the challenges facing the 
profession. 
1 TM Survey 2006 revealed that translation professionals may use between one and eight TM systems for their work (53% of 
TM users reported using more than one TM system). The same survey also reveals that 16% of TM non-users have already 
bought a TM system, but they have not learned how to use it because of the complexity of the software. 
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Research area and the author's approach 
TM systems' improvement is a research area that is being explored continuously. However, 
it is an area that is almost exclusively approached from the engineer's point of view. The 
existing literature on TM systems development shows that, up to now, technical feasibility 
has dominated the way to TM systems improvement, whereas systems' usability and end- 
users' demands seem to have been of only subordinate interest. 
A review of several proposals by TM researchers either for the design of a complete TM 
system or for a single internal TM process reveals a repeated pattern of argument on which 
every proposal is constructed. The pattern involves the presence of an engineering problem 
within a TM system, which the TM researcher is called upon to solve. The research usually 
starts by referring to the technical limitations of other systems, before proposing a new 
approach. 2This is a perfectly legitimate way of advancing knowledge as long as there is 
clear evidence that the limitation impacts on the quality of the system as it is perceived by 
its users. Since TM systems are tools in the hands of professionals rather than being mere 
works of engineering, such evidence cannot be provided by any other means than the users 
themselves. Unfortunately, rarely does a piece of research embark from evidence provided 
by TM users concerning an actual limitation of an existing TM system, and even when such 
evidence is presented, it is mostly anecdotal. 3Moreover, research is hardly ever based upon 
a formalised user need. Instead, relevant needs are discussed in an expeditious and casual 
manner, while user-related information appears to be based on assumptions. 
The motivation that underlies most of the reviewed research is the technical improvement 
of the TM system and not how the TM system can best meet the needs of its users. The 
perceived notion of how to improve TM systems seems then to coincide with improving 
processes like segmentation, alignment and matching. Indeed, an improvement in these 
processes may enhance the overall quality of the system to some degree, but research that 
involves a human evaluation of the implementation, capable of establishing such a 
relationship, has been scarce so far. 
The lack of user-fed evidence for problems encountered in real-life conditions is not the 
only weakness of available research on TM development. The excessive focus on technology 
issues, instead of human needs, exemplifies a paradigm of technology-orientated research 
devoid of its social context. It is often apparent in the literature that TM systems are treated 
like Machine Translation (MT) systems, in the sense that excessive attention is attached to 
I For example, Gibor et al. [2004] start their paper as follows: 
"Commercially available translation memories do not involve linguistic knowledge. existing Translation Memory 
systems do not systematically treat and recognize morpho-syntactic or even syntactic similarities, if the translation units 
themselves are too different in terms of characters. This paper presents a proposed system addressing these particular 
problems... ". 
' For example, in MultiCorpora's White Paper [2002], although the authors mention that "Many TM users report that they 
rarely use the concordance search features because of the very slow search speed" in order to argue about the limitations 
of existing TM systems, their statement is not supported by any evidence whatsoever. Therefore, the truthfulness of the fact 
that many TM users rarely use the concordance search features can be contested, and so can the reason offered - i. e. very 
slow search speed. 
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the automatic processes of the system, as if the success of the system depends on these 
processes only. In those cases, the bigger picture seems to be lost. MT systems have 
different objectives than TM systems, hence the focus of research is naturally on NLP 
problems. But TM systems are translator-support tools operating in constant interaction 
with the user with the aim of facilitating her work. Therefore, the main focus is probably 
misplaced if it is not on how to advance this interaction and how to identify ways of 
supporting the translator in a more effective way. 
A piece of research that does not start from real-world facts in order to propose 
technological directions but departs from engineering challenges which call for solutions is 
likely to be carrying several risks. Apart from raising the question of whether the proposed 
solutions are actually desirable, there is a real danger that technological advances become 
so remote from the translators' work practice that ultimately they will be perceived as 
irrelevant to the translation task as performed by human translators. 
Overall, research on TM systems (in general, and not only on TM system development) has 
traditionally focused on the tools themselves and not on the use of the tools in a broader 
context. Thankfully, in the past few years a slow but steady increase of interest in user 
issues has been observed, mainly amongst Translation Studies researchers and translation 
practitioners. This trend has been favoured also by a shift in focus in the discussion agenda 
of leading conference events (such as the ASLIB international conference 'Translating and 
the Computer') which have been encouraging the dissemination of TM user-orientated 
research over the past few years, and by the increased interest shown by industry 
associations (such as LISA) in user aspects through their surveys (e. g. LISA TM Surveys 
2002 & 2004). There are already quite a few works on TM use that reveal the user's 
perspective. These are mainly divided into works that treat practical aspects of TM use, 
those that conduct user evaluations and those that investigate TM user perceptions. 
Not many books have been written on practical aspects of TM use, but the ones by Bowker 
[2002] and Esselink [2003,2ooo] are good examples of enlightening work that provides an 
insight into the context of use of TM systems and many of the surrounding practical 
aspects. The main bulk of information is found, however, in translation practitioners' 
journals (e. g. ITI Bulletin), translation technology- related magazines (e. g. MultiLingual) 
and conference proceedings. Some of the frequently discussed aspects include how TM 
systems are used in particular work situations [Zetzsche, 20o6; Carter-SigglOW, 2004; 
Iverson, 2004; Musale, 2004; JOY, 2002; O'Leary, 20001, and TM ownership issues 
[Valderrabanos, 20041. Other work offers product evaluations by users of TM [Garcia and 
Stevenson, 2007; Levitt, 2004; Gow, 2004; Benis, 2005,2003a, 2003b], whereas more 
recent user-orientated research has focused on the general perceptions of translation 
professionals around TM technology, by either investigating user attitudes [Dillon and 
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Fraser, 20071 or by extracting information on TM usage and the factors that affect TM use 
[Lagoudaki, 2oo6; LISA, 2004,2002; Wheatley, 20031. 
Some of the above user-focused research could provide a fertile - though limited - basis for 
identifying user needs with reference to TM systems (see also section 2.1). There are often 
cases when users describe problems encountered while using a TM system and propose 
solutions that they think would fit their circumstances. There are also cases, scattered 
throughout the literature, where users visualise their ideal TM tool and suggest ideas. 
However, these problems or ideas remain hints of needs still to be discovered. They never 
lead to the actual definition of user needs, because, until now, user-focused research has 
lacked the formalism that would allow a systematic investigation of user needs 
The gap between social (user-focused) and scientific (technology-focused) research on TM 
systems is probably the main reason why the needs of the users struggle to find their way 
into development proposals. This thesis is an attempt to bridge this gap by approaching the 
question of TM systems improvement from the social scientist's point of view and by 
offering a systematic investigation of user needs which will supply the evidence needed by 
TM system engineers prior to engineering future technological solutions. 
User needs identification with reference to TM systems is an unexplored area so far, as no 
substantial user-focused research with an explicit user needs orientation is available in the 
public domain. Yet, it is a vital line of research that provides the nexus between the people 
who create the systems and the people who use them, with the aim of TM systems 
improvement. 
Possible impediments to needs-orientated TM development research arise mainly from two 
facts that may have discouraged research engagement so far. Firstly, the interdisciplinary 
nature of the area requires a sound background in translation studies, social research and 
computer science (computational linguistics, software engineering), as well as experience in 
the use of TM systems, in order for the researcher to be able to shed light on the question 
from all angles. Secondly, the non-existence of prior work on the subject in the public 
domain, as well as the reluctance of companies that develop TM systems and possess such 
information to share their data with the rest of the research community, 4make it difficult 
for someone to carry out research outside a commercial context (e. g. in a purely academic 
setting). 
The approach to TM system improvement (through user needs identification) taken in this 
thesis is very much in tune with the user-centred design philosophy proposed by Norman 
[1986: 31-61], that is increasingly applied to the design of software [Battle, 20051. 
According to this, the design should try to optimise the system functionality around how 
4 Naturally, developers of commercial TM systems refrain from disclosing any invaluable data such as gathered user 
requirements, firstly because such data is bound by intellectual property rights, but most importantly because this is what 
ultimately provides and safeguards their competitive advantage. 
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people can, want to, or need to work, rather than forcing the users to change how they work 
to accommodate the system or function. Interestingly, the fact that translators are expected 
to change their working style and fit around the way the system works has already been 
remarked upon in the user-focused TM literature [JOY, 2002], and this is an issue that 
should be addressed. 
The chief assumption underlying our approach is to consider the TM system as a socio- 
technical system. According to Somerville [2004: 21-2], socio-technical systems differ from 
technical systems in that they may include one or more technical systems, but crucially also 
include knowledge of how the system should be used to achieve some broader objective. 
This means that the systems include people (the operators) as an inherent part of them. The 
user of socio-technical systems, thus, plays a critical role in the success of the system, so the 
possibilities for successful applications can only be secured through knowledge of user 
needs. 
The present research forms part of a global research movement that promotes a user 
advocacy for all existing consumer technologies (e. g. mobile phones, computer operating 
systems and software). The goal of this movement is to re-sensitise software engineers to 
the world of the "average user". It is a movement that works towards the development of 
needs-driven applications in close cooperation with the end-users and not technology- 
driven ones that are likely to suffer from poor usability. The "average user" is the key 
reference point in the system's development. Average users neither want to know nor care 
how a program works; their expectation is that technology will work "as advertised" and "as 
expected". 
Looking at translation professionals, the significant majority of TM users can be considered 
as "average users" since IT proficiency is irrelevant to how good translators they are, hence 
it should not be expected as a defacto skill. But in view of current complex TM systems and 
the resistance noticed by many (see Quah, 2oo6: 18 for examples) to adopting the use of TM 
systems, the answer to the problem might not be urging translators to be trained on TM 
systems - the dominant view supported by almost all university translator training 
programs and researchers in translator training (e. g. Dillon & Frasier, 2007) - but urging 
TM system developers to create software for "average users". 
Aim of research 
The overall aim of this thesis is to identify, analyse and consolidate the needs of translation 
professionals with regard to TM technology with a view to improving TM systems. It is our 
hope that these needs will reveal areas of improvement and point to ways of expanding the 
possibilities of the existing systems. 
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More specifically, the present work aims to describe the circumstances in which particular 
needs emerge and at establishing relationships between needs and specific user groups. 
Furthermore, it aims to discover which parts of the translation process call for greater 
automation and which TM system attributes are most important to translation 
professionals. 
The main aspiration of this research is to bring technology closer to humans, by providing 
constructive input that will enhance software engineers' understanding of the operational 
context of the system. It aims at complementing the research conducted by TM system 
engineers towards the development of user-adequate and need-oriented applications in the 
field of translator-support technology. 
Finally, it is hoped that this research will contribute to the body of literature on Translation 
Technology, advance the state of practice in TM systems engineering and play at least a 
small part in shaping the future of TM technology. 
Thesis outline 
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of TM systems, by 
describing their technical and social nature, and the progress in their development up to 
this day. Both the systems and their users, i. e. translation professionals, will be situated in 
the modern landscape where they interact and aspects of their relationship will be explored. 
The factors that drive the development of TM systems will be identified and an assessment 
of the current role of translation professionals in the overall system development process 
will highlight the underrepresentation of their needs. 
Chapter 2 accentuates the importance of user needs and investigates existing approaches to 
user needs identification from several disciplines. A number of methods and techniques 
from Requirements Engineering and social research will be combined to devise an effective 
methodology for systematic user needs identification in the context of TM technology. The 
chapter will show that an emergent, exploratory, qualitative approach that gathers data 
through a survey is the most suitable to address the research questions. 
Chapter 3 looks at the preparation for user needs investigation consisting of a data 
collection process in two stages. Firstly, the results of a pilot study designed to raise 
preliminary issues in eliciting information from TM users will be used to contribute to the 
design of the subsequent survey. Secondly, the elaboration of the survey will be discussed 
and its results assessed. 
Chapter 4 describes the strategy followed for the analysis of the collected qualitative data, 
which is based on Grounded Theory principles, user profiling and theoretical coding. It will 
present the elaboration of a conceptual framework used to identify needs in the data and to 
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reify theoretical positions. A classification scheme for organising user needs will also be 
presented and some of the challenges presented during data analysis will be discussed. 
Chapter 5 concentrates on the identified needs in terms of the functionality of TM systems. 
It will examine user needs relating to a TM's translation editor, its facilities for resource 
building and management, project management, quality control, its search and translation 
assembly abilities and its collaboration-enabling features. Needs will be explored with 
reference to use situations and particular sets of users, and will be juxtaposed to the 
available literature and research in the same areas. 
Chapter 6 looks into the needs that concern non-functional aspects of TM systems, namely 
the systems' usability, with special reference to user interface and the systems' 
customisability, learnability and supportability, as well as their efficiency, extensibility, 
portability and reliability. It will raise awareness of conflicting needs not only among 
different groups of users, but also among users and developers, and will provide 
suggestions for addressing such conflicts. 
Chapter 7 explores those needs that cannot be derived immediately from articulated user 
requests or problems, but can be anticipated from a number of significant implicit clues. It 
will show that these subtle needs may hold the key to innovative TM systems. The chapter 
will also envisage the role TM systems may play in the future not only in terms of 
supporting the translation process, but also in the context of translator training. 
The thesis concludes with a summary of achievements and conclusion of the endeavour of 
identifying the needs of translation professionals with reference to TM systems with the 
aim of improving translator-support technology. The conclusion will demonstrate that 
better understanding of user needs reveals new areas of technology expansion and will 
show the way to designing TM solutions that fit around a translator's work, by putting 
forward a philosophy of software development based on communication, feedback, 
simplicity and respect. 
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Chapter i: Translation Memory 
systems in context 
Any attempt to investigate the needs of translation professionals in reference to Translation 
Memory systems must start from a sound understanding of the technology in question. A 
sufficient level of background information will help define the technical context and nature 
of the system, and explain its purpose of use, its functionality, and those characteristics that 
make TM systems special, compared to other translation support tools. The aim of this 
chapter is to provide a fundamental description of the characteristics of the domain under 
investigation. 
ia TM systems and Translation Technology 
Translation Memory systems as a subject of study fall within the young field of Translation 
Technology (TT). This is an interdisciplinary field that pertains to Translation Studies, 
Software Engineering, Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing. 
According to the Translation Technologies Observatory5, the field covers the following 
thematic areas: development, management and exploitation techniques for corpora; 
translation memories; machine translation; software localisation; documentation 
5 The Translation Technologies Observatory is a thematic network in the field of Translation and Information Technologies 
financed by the Ministry of Education and Science of Spain. Website: http: //www. uem. es/web/ott/ingles/default. html Vast 
accessed on 04/04/2007]. 
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management; creation and management of terminological databases; pre- and post-editing 
techniques; controlled languages; and standards used in the translation industry. 
The first attempt to depict schematically the relationship between Translation Technology 
and Translation Studies was made by Quah [2oo6: 421, who revised Holmes' schema of 
Translation Studies [Holmes, 2000: 172-85] by adding 'Translation Technology' as a 
branch of 'Applied Translation Studies', as shown in Figure i. 
Translation Studies (TS) 
....................................................................................................... 
Pure TS Applied TS 
III --F- I 
Translator Translation Translation Translation 
training techn 
I ology policy criticism/evaluation I ---I 
Automatic translation tools Computer-aided translation tools I 
II F- 
MT (stand alone) MT (network) Translation tools Linguistic tools Localisation tools 
Translation Machine Document Project 
memory translation management management 
I ----I 
Language- 
dependent 
Dictionaries Glossaries 
Language- 
independent 
OCR Concordancers 
Figure 1: Quah's schema of Applied Translation Studies 
According to Ulrych [2002: 200], Pure TS research aims for an improved understanding of 
languages, cultures and translation phenomena, whereas Applied TS uses the information 
obtained by Pure TS to address practical aspects of translation, such as translator training, 
translation tools, creation of translation policies and translation quality assessment. On this 
basis, Quah correctly identifies the place of Translation Technology under the Applied TS 
sub-field. However, in Holmes' original schema, there was an area called 'Translation aids', 
instead of 'Translation Technology', which included all the resources (such as dictionaries, 
glossaries and grammars) that translators normally use as translation aids. Naturally, no 
translation-supporting computer application was included in that schema because they 
were not identified as such yet (most of the current ones did not even exist). In Quah's 
updated schema, these resources are included as sub-branches of Translation Technology 
and are classified as language-dependent language tools [2oo6: 42]. 
One weakness of this classification is that it does not make any clear distinction between a 
tool and a resource. Dictionaries, glossaries and other reference material are widely 
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considered as a resource for translators [Bowker, 2002: 7, Austermiffil, 20ol: 81, in relation 
to which there are many tools available that people can use to create, manage and process 
these resources. Another weakness of Quah's classification of resources is that they cannot 
fall under the Translation Technology field since resources in general existed before any 
translation technology. They have certainly been enhanced (computerised) by translation 
technology and they have become more sophisticated, but it would be imprecise to say that 
translation technology has led to the appearance of resources. Therefore, it is deemed 
logical to favour the addition of a separate category - relevant to translation technology - 
under Applied TS, which would treat translation-relevant language resources as a stand- 
alone entity. This sub-field would study resources that serve as aids to translators and it 
would include both printed and digital resources such as dictionaries, glossaries, 
monolingual and bilingual corpora. 
Quah's schema also presents a classification of translation systems based on the distinction 
originally made by Hutchins and Somers [1992: 147-8] and later refined by many, including 
Austermiffil [2001: 8-11] and Hutchins [2004: 2]. In fact, virtually all researchers in TF who 
have offered proposals for categorising translation systems have based their typology on the 
Hutchins and Somers model [e. g. Sager, 1994: 290]. According to this model, fully 
automatic Machine Translation systems are distinct from translation support systems, in 
the sense that the former attempt to produce translations automatically without the 
intervention of a human, whereas the second category covers interactive tools that are 
designed to support the human translator during the translation activity [Hutchins, 2004: 
21. This distinction, based on the degrees of translation automation, is still relevant today 
and allows for a definition of a group of interactive translation support systems that 
includes Translation Memory systems, Terminology Management systems, concordance 
tools, localisation tools and a new type of translation workflow automation systems: 
Translation Management systems. The place of TM systems in relation to other Translation 
Technology systems is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Translation 
Technology 
Automatic translation systems Interactive translation support systems 
II 
Machine Translation I, ". 
I11 
systems Translation Memory 
Terminology Concordance Localisation Translation 
systems Management tools tools 
Management 
systems systems 
Figure 2: Place of TM systems in Translation Technology 
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It is important to note here that today it is quite common to see hybrid systems that are a 
combination of any - or all - of the above systems, depending on their intended purpose of 
use. It is also evident from the latest developments in those systems that translation 
systems, in general, have become multifunctional, which means that each system has 
integrated functions from different types of translation system or other systems outside 
translation technology. This may well be indicative of a possible future convergence of all 
translation systems into a single unified system, but at present we can still see in the market 
six separate types of translation systems (as shown in Figure 2) with distinctive 
characteristics. Broad definitions for each type of translation system, as well as definitions 
for concepts related to TM systems that will be used throughout this thesis, are provided in 
Table 1. 
Concept Concept definition 
A tool that provides a variety of information (e. g. context, occurrence 
frequency, collocations) on the use of a queried word or phrase in a series of 
concordance tool 
texts residing in a database. It presupposes the existence of a database 
(or concordancer) containing a 
(possibly bilingual) corpus. It is used by translation professionals, 
especially by translators and terminologists. It is also used by researchers in 
corpus linguistics as a text analysis tool to examine corpora, and by 
lexicographers. 
Content A set of tools that allow the creation, modification, organisation and publishing 
Management of digital content on a website. It is normally used by web authors, web editors 
System (CMS) and webmasters. 
This term can refer to either the technique or the system. An EBMT technique 
is a approach originally used in Machine Translation systems, but now it is also 
Example-Based 
being used in Translation Memory systems to produce 'machine translation 
' 
Machine . It presupposes the existence of a repository containing paired matches 
Translation 'examples' 
deriving from an aligned and segmented corpus. The technique tries 
(EBMT) to match the new source text against the repository of 'examples', to identify 
the corresponding translation segments (or sub-segments) and then to 
recombine these with the aim of offering a target text. An EBMT system is a 
Machine Translation system that employs the above technique. 
Global Content An enhanced CMS with the ability to store, manage and process multilingual 
Management content. It also offers translation workflow management 
functions. It is used 
(GCM) system 
by web authors, web editors, webmasters; and translation professionals (e. g. 
translators, terminologists, project managers, localisers). 
Software application used for the localisation of software, graphics and digital 
games. It is able to extract translatable text strings from the surrounding non- 
translatable code and it offers an editor for the processing of translation. It is 
localisation tool also able to recompile the files by inserting the translated text back into the 
surrounding code. It includes a TM module, a terminology management 
module and various localisation workflow management facilities. It is normally 
used by localisers, software engineers, localisation managers and translators. 
Software application that incorporates a set of tools to support the translation 
Translation process 
but gives greater emphasis on the management of the translation 
Management workflow within an organisation. 
They normally comprise a Translation 
system 
Memory module, a Machine Translation module, a terminology management 
module and several project management facilities. It is normally used by 
translation companies or translation departments within an organisation. 
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Software application that includes a database (commonly called a termbase or 
term bank) where the user can store terminology, along with related 
information for each term, in a structured way. The system offers a set of tools 
Terminology to manage and process the terminology and its related information. Some 
Management systems are also able to extract terminology from texts (if sold separately, they 
System are called 'terminology extraction' tools). It can be a standalone application or 
it can be seen as a component in a Translation Memory system. It is normally 
used by translation professionals, especially translators and terminologists, 
and by lexicographers. 
Software application that includes a repository (most commonly in the form of 
a database) in which previous translations and their corresponding source text 
are stored in a structured and aligned way, so that any new text to translate is 
Translation searched automatically and matched to the system's available resources in 
Memory (TM) order for the system to be able to suggest a translation. The application 
system normally comes with a set of standard 
tools (such as an alignment tool and 
various file format converters), as well as additional translation support tools 
(such as a terminology management tool, a concordance tool, etc. ), thus 
offering an interactive translation support environment. It is normally used by 
translation professionals, especially by translators. 
translation A repository in which the user can store previously translated texts paired with 
memory (or 
their source text in a structured way. It can be a database within the system, or 
' ' Translation ) that includes associated texts that are located virtual database a repository ( 
Memory (TM) anywhere on one's hard disk, or an external database, located on a remote 
database) server. It is one of the two core components of a Translation Memory system (the other one is the search engine). 
Machine Software application that generates a translation for an input text 
Translation (MT) automatically. It is used by anyone, and by translators as a translation support 
system tool, when seeking translation suggestions for a source word, phrase or text. 
Table 1: Concepts related to TM systems and their definition 
1.2 TM systems and Computer-Assisted Translation 
Since the focus of this thesis is the TM system from the user's perspective, it is essential to 
define the place of the system in what is particularly relevant to the translation professional 
and what has been called by translation researchers and practitioners Computer-Assisted 
Translation (CAT). Several definitions have been proposed for this concept, which have 
caused confusion around its meaning. Some define CAT in a narrow sense as a collection of 
translation tools (= computer applications, excluding computerised resources) [Bowker, 
2002: 7-8; Hatim and Munday, 2004: 336], and some even confuse it with a Translation 
Memory system [Benis, 2007a: 28-32; Samuelsson-Brown, 2004: 77-8; Valderrabanos, 
2003: 2]. 
For the purposes of this thesis, a broader definition of CAT is adopted to show the place of 
the TM system in the modern translator's comprehensive toolbox. In such a broad sense, 
CAT refers to translation in which software applications and digital resources are used 
by 
translation professionals to accelerate the translation process and guarantee or enhance the 
quality of their translation output. This collection encompasses a wide array of computer 
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applications either designed specifically for translation professionals or developed for 
general use, as well as language resources in digital form. Table 2 illustrates the place of TM 
systems in the collection of translators' aids, and reflects contemporary developments in 
CAT. 
Digital resources 
Dictionaries & Thesauri 
Glossaries 
Termbases 
TM databases 
Monolingual corpora 
Bilingual corpora 
Encyclopedias 
Web 
Computer applications 
Translator-specific General 
Translation Memory systems 
Terminology Management 
systems 
Translation Management 
systems 
Localisation tools 
(Concordance tools) 
(Machine Translation systems) 
Word processors 
Webpage design/editing 
software 
Graphics processing software 
Spelling and grammar checkers 
Web search engines 
Desktop search software 
Desktop publishing software 
Data capture software (e. g. 
OCR) 
.... and many more. 
Table 2: Place of TM systems in Computer-Assisted Translation 
Many researchers have offered a similar typology of CAT aids in the past [e. g. Esselink, 
2003: 79; Bowker, 2002: 71, which is now incomplete because, firstly, of the appearance of 
new kinds of tool that can be used by translation professionals today (such as desktop 
search software), and secondly because of the incorporation of long-existing tools, such as 
MT systems and concordance tools, into the translators' daily work after their potential for 
supporting the translation activity has been realised. 
When examining the case of MT systems, it was long thought that MT is something that 
should be kept separate from translators, as it aspires to be able to produce the same 
quality of translation as humans do [Hutchins, 20011. But things have changed lately. As 
Champollion [2003] and O'Hagan and Ashworth [2002: 43] notice, the use of MT is now 
considered a common practice in many organisations among translators who prefer to have 
a rough draft of a translation before they can produce a final translation by editing the first 
draft. This also turns out to be the case within the translation departments of the European 
institutions as suggested by information provided by the European Commission 
Directorate-General for Translation [2007: 10-111. 
As for the concordance tools that, according to Bowker and Barlow [2004: 70-831, were 
once reserved for the academic community, they have been recently re-introduced to 
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translators by a number of TM system developerS6who have integrated a concordance tool 
into their TM system, in order to compensate for the lack of context that the segmentation 
of texts is causing. The tool reveals contextual information for a suggested translation and 
this way it helps translators in making a more informed decision. 
At the same time, the interest in concordance tools as translators' aids has been revitalised 
by the development of standalone bilingual concordancers geared towards translators, such 
as: 
WeBiText [Desilets, 2oo8]; 7 
RALI's TransSearch (now marketed by Terminotix) [Macklovitch et al., 2000CI; 8 
Multi-language Translation Example Browser [Goto et al., 2001/20031; 
WinDi@ Translation Search Engine; 9 
Linear B [Callison-Burch et al., 20041; and 
Beetext Find. 10 
It is important to clarify here the difference between a bilingual concordance tool and a 
Translation Memory system, as the first one is often confused with the second, and is being 
referred to as a 'translation memory system' [Macklovitch, 2000; Macklovitch and Russell, 
2000]. Besides any differences relating to the method of storing texts in their database - 
most TM systems store segments of text in a database, while concordance tools storefull 
texts (bi-texts) - the key difference that draws a clear distinction between the two systems 
lies in their search /unction. While in a concordancer the user manually enters in the 
system the term, word or phrase he wants to find the translation for (manual search), in a 
TM system the search for each segment of the source text (associated or imported to the 
system) is done automatically (automatic search) [Bowker and Barlow, 2004: 71-7]. The 
idea behind these systems is that the user enters problematic expressions and the system 
returns from the bilingual database translation examples as results. 
A-art from concordancers, another type of tool - this time one that is intended for general XF 
use - has recently found a place in the translators' aids collection, which can be used as a 
substitute for or in parallel with a Translation Memory system [Benis, 2oo7b: 26-29]. These 
are the Desktop Search tools, " and the fact that most of them are available for free may 
encourage their popularity among translators in the future. These tools index - usually in a 
fast and easy way - one's hard disk, which means, in the case of translators, that they can 
I Examples of TM systems that include a concordance tool are: Wordfast 5.0 ('Contexts') and D6ji Vu X 7.0 ('Scan'). 
7 Information about WeBiText can be found on http: //www. webitext. com/ Vast accessed on 25/09/2008]. 
' Information about TransSearch can be found on Terminotix' webiste: http: //www. terminotix. com/eng/index. htm [last 
accessed on 30/05/2007]. 
9 Information about WinDi Translation Search Engine can be found at: http: //www. vvindi7. com/wse_info. php [last accessed 
on 30/05/2007]. 
` Information about Find can be found on Beetext's website: http: //www. beetext. com/find. html Vast accessed on 
30/05/2007]. 
" Examples of such tools are: Google Desktop Search (http: //desktop. google. como and Copernic Desktop Search 
(http: //www. copernic. com/en/products/desktop-search/indexhtml) (last accessed on 30/05/2007]. Both tools are currently 
free. 
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have their old translations and source texts, their wealth of lexical resources (such as 
glossaries), any reference material (such as texts on different subjects), as well as any. 
helpful e-mails from colleagues about the translation of particular terms, searched at the 
same time, from a single easy-to-use interface [ibid]. The advantages of this quick and easy 
information storage and retrieval process are clear over a TM system, and over a 
concordance tool, which they resemble more. However, Desktop Search tools lack the 
essential cross-language matching function that TM systems and concordancers have, i. e. 
the ability to match the search query of the user with its translation (if it exists) within the 
contents of their database. 
It is interesting to notice here that nowadays translation professionals are in a more 
advantaged position, in terms of support, than ever before, thanks to the abundance of 
available aids spawned by the advent of computers. They are presented with a wide range of 
tools from which each professional can choose the tools that match better his needs and 
work style. But what makes Translation Memory systems more important than the rest of 
the available tools? On the surface, their popularity. 
In the literature, it is widely acknowledged that TM technology has garnered unparalleled 
success among the translation community and has caused the greatest impact on 
translators' work, more than any other technology [Bowker and BarlOW, 2004: 71-5; Somers, 
2003: 31; Carl et al., 2002: 19]. In reality, also, there is plenty of evidence for the success of 
TM systems. First of all, not only have they survived in a highly competitive translation 
software market for over 18 years, but their technology has also been evolving at a rapid 
pace thanks to the lively interest received by industry and academia. In addition, the 
increasing number and diversification of TM systems that are available on the market today 
undoubtedly reveals a rising demand for this type of technology. At the same time, surveys 
on the use of TM systems report a high penetration rate of TM technology (64% by 
eCoLoRe 2003,91% by LISA TM Survey 2004, and 82% by TM Survey 2oo6)12as well as an 
increased TM usage rate [Wheatley, 2003, Lommel, 2004; Lagoudaki, 2oo6]. Finally, the 
popularity of TM systems over other translation tools can also be demonstrated by the large 
number of TM user groups that exist on the internet with many thousands of members. 13 
Because of this evidence that makes TM systems stand out in the translators' toolbox, this 
thesis is specifically interested in the TM system rather than in any other system, since it 
appears to be the most popular translation support tool. 
Furthermore, a more important reason behind our interest in TM systems is what explains 
the predominance of this kind of system. That is the simplicity of the idea underlying its 
operation (i. e. the ability of the system to offer translation suggestions from previously 
12 These percentages refer to the number of each survey's respondents who use TM systems. 
" Searching Yahoo! Groups alone with the keywords 'translation memory' produces 31 TM user groups. As an indication, 
the user group of TRADOS has 4411 members and Wordfast group has 5025 members (search results accurate as on: 
6/4/2007]. 
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translated texts), and its scalability, meaning the flexibility of the system to incorporate 
functions from any other translation (or general) system that could render it a 
comprehensive and powerful translation support environment. 
Many definitions have been offered for a Translation Memory system in the literature, each 
one reflecting the technology or the operation of the system that each person has in mind. 
Most frequently, a TM system is defined as an application whose technology enables the 
user to store translated phrases or sentences in a special database (called 'translation 
memory') for later reuse [Gotti et al. 2005: 1; Benis: 2003; Esselink, 2000: 3621. However, 
since the appearance of TM systems (such as MultiTransl4and LogiTrans15)which allow for 
the storage of full texts in a database, this definition is no longer accurate. Moreover, some 
TM systems (such as STAR TranSit16) do not even create a physical database, but instead 
make use of associated parallel texts, wherever these might be located in one's hard disk. In 
the light of these recent developments, the definition of TM systems needs to be more 
general to include all systems. For that reason, some researchers have defined TM systems 
in a broader sense as memory-based applications that allow users to recycle their old 
translations by comparing a source segment with an archive of aligned texts and matching 
it with the appropriate translation [Macklovitch and Russell, 2000: 1; Macklovitch et al., 
2000: 1; Simard, 20031. This generic definition makes no assumptions about the way in 
which the archive is queried, nor about the linguistic units that exist in the archive 
[Macklovitch and Russell, 2000: 1]. However, it is so broad that it could include bilingual 
concordance tools. 
This thesis adopts a narrower definition of a Translation Memory system (see also Table 1) 
that builds on the definition by Macklovitch and Russell and takes into account the 
automatic search function that distinguishes TM systems from concordancers. A TM 
system is, therefore, an application that links to a repository in which previous translations 
and their corresponding source text are stored in a structured and aligned way, so that any 
new text to be translated is searched for automatically and matched to the available 
resources associated with the system, in order for the system to be able to suggest a 
translation. The user of the system is then free to accept the suggested translation as it is, to 
edit it, or to reject it and translate the text himself. The application normally comes 
equipped with a set of standard tools (such as an alignment tool and various file format 
converters), as well as additional translation support tools (such as a terminology 
management tool and a concordance tool), thus offering an interactive translation support 
environment. This definition covers all systems that are based on the 'translation memory' 
concept (i. e. a system's ability to 'remember' previous translations), and that consist, 
among other components, of: 
* information about MultiTrans can be found at: http: //www. multicorpora. com/index-e. html Past accessed on 30/05/2007]. 
* information about LogiTrans can be found at: http: //www. terminotix. com/eng/index. htm [last accessed on 30/05/2007]. 
16 information about STAR Transit can be found at: http: //www. star-group. net/star-www/description/transit/star- 
group/eng/star. htmi Vast accessed on 30/05/2007]. 
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1. a repository of resources (= a translation memory), no matter whether those 
reside in a database (or databases) within the system, or anywhere in one's hard 
disk, or in an external database (located on a remote server), and 
2. a search engine that automatically queries the resources and matches the source 
text with the appropriate translation (if it exists). 
The architecture of a TM system is much more complex than that, therefore it will be 
discussed in more detail in section 1.3-3, but for the purpose of developing a definition for a 
TM system, which is the subject of this thesis, that is as precise as possible, it is important 
to have clarified the basic characteristics that all TM systems share. 
The current definition is open enough to accommodate the existence of different 
approaches to TM technology and wide enough to encompass TM systems that have 
acquired such an advanced peripheral functionality that they are able to offer an integrated 
translation support environment. On this basis, our definition of a TM system is 
synonymous with what Hunt [2oo6] calls 'a Language Search Engine', what Zetzsche calls 
'translation environment tooIS'17 and what Reinke [1999] refers to as an 'integrated 
translation system'. 
In fact, the current definition mirrors the current state of evolution reached by TM systems. 
The strategies to bring about better results have changed and multiplied through time, but 
the idea behind the systems has stayed the same since their inception. Interestingly, our 
definition is much closer to the original visualisation of a translators' aid system (or a 
'translators' amanuensis'), as it was proposed by Martin Kay in 198o [Kay, 198o/ 1997: 3- 
231, than to many of the more recent definitions proposed by contemporary researchers. 
1.3 The origins and current state of TM systems 
1.3.1 Historical overview 
Going back in time to trace the history of TM systems, it is hard to identify with cer-tainty 
the origins of the idea for a translators' support tool, as different research groups have 
claimed originality. Even though most contemporary researchers attribute the original idea 
to Martin Kay, with his influential paper "The Proper Place of Men and Machines in 
Language Translation" published in 198o, Alan Melby 11995: 2251 suggests that the idea 
might have originated with his group at Brigham Young University in the 1970s. However, 
17 In his biweekly newsletter Tool Kit, no 71 (20/09/2006), Jost Zetzsche gives the following definition of a 'translation 
environment tool': ... Translation environment tool'. [ ... ]is a term that is geared toward tools with a translation memory 
component -- like Trados, Heartsome, Wordfast, across, MemoQ, Transit, etc. -- or a bitext component -- like Multitrans 
or Lingotek -- but also with tools for terminology management, analysis, code protection, project management, batch 
processing, spell checking, code page conversion, and many other 
features that most of these tools have. " 
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the idea seems to predate any of their published works, as evidenced by the ALPAC report 
"Language and Machines", published in 1966, which, after discouraging any future research 
in MT, points to the development of computer-based aids for translators [Hutchins, 
1998: 31. The ALPAC report was a decisive moment for the birth of TM technology, as it 
caused a shift in research and development from MT to more useful translation systems. 
More specifically, in this report, a system (developed by the European Coal and Steel 
Community) for 'automatic dictionary lookup with context' is described, which seems like 
an early incarnation of the 'translation memory' concept: 
The translator indicates, by underlining, the words with which he desires help. 
The entire sentence is then keypunched and fed into a computer. The computer 
goes through a search routine and prints out the sentence or sentences that most 
clearly match (in lexical items) the sentences in question. The translator then 
retrieves the desired items printed out with their context and in the order in 
which they occur in the source. [ALPAC, 1966: 27] 
Although this system was intended for terminological search, it included processes such as 
text alignment, as well as automatic matching and retrieval of terms in context, thus 
approaching the model of a modern TM system which still retains these essential processes. 
Since then, many researchers elaborated on the idea of a terminological database, among 
whom was Fredrick Krollman, who in 1971 envisaged its further expansion into 'a linguistic 
data bank', which would include monolingual and multilingual dictionaries, thesauri, an 
index file, a corpus bank and translation archives [Hutchins, 1998: 51. In the same year, 
Erhard Lippmann visualised a translators' support system where 
... the system serves an extension of the capabilities of the user. 
[ 
... 
] Rapid 
iteration toward the desired goal (i. e. a finished translation) can be achieved by 
switching back and forth as many times as required among human translation, 
direct dictionary lookup, editing, file management, and printing via typewriters 
or display screens. [Lippmann, 1971: 101 
In fact, he went further into suggesting that 'access could also be made to computer 
resources outside the organisation, e. g. to remote terminological databases' [Hutchins, 
1998: 6]. 
In 1979, Peter Arthern built further on the idea of a translation archive by proposing the 
development of multilingual text processing tools that would be based on what he called 
"translation by text-retrieval": 
The pre-requisite for implementing my proposal is that the text-processing 
system should have a large enough central memory store. If this is available, the 
proposal is simply that the organization in question should store all the texts it 
produces in the system's memory, together with their translations into however 
many languages are required. This information would have to be stored in such a 
way that any given portion of text in any of the languages involved can be located 
immediately... together with its translation... [Arthern, 1979: 941 
His vision of a tool that would search and retrieve 'any given portion of text' - in other 
words, one that is not limited to terms - stretched the functionality boundaries of the until 
then existing terminological tools and seems to be the earliest proposition for the 
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development of a tool that suggests translations for any source text from the texts that 
reside in its 'translation memory. Arthern appears to be the first to make an implicit 
reference to a 'translation memory' as we know it today. 
In 198o, Martin Kay published a paper in which he visualised in greater detail, with regards 
to functionality, a translator-support system called 'a translator's amanuensis'. His paper 
presented an advocacy for placing machines in the service of translators (as an opposition 
to the mainstream research efforts of that time, which were consumed for Machine 
Translation), and a proposition for the most complete version of a translator-support tool 
so far. He firstly proposed a 'special' multilingual text editor which would be the outcome of 
a 'flexible design' and that would 'make provisions for various kinds of extensions' [Kay, 
198o/ 1997: 141. The editor's interface would be split into two windows: one that would 
contain the source text and another that would provide space for the translation. To this 
would be added a facility to automatically look up any word or phrase in a dictionary, and 
the ability to refer to previous decisions by the translator to ensure consistency in 
translation: 
... the translator might start 
by issuing a command causing the system to display 
anything in the store that might be relevant to [the source text]. This will bring to 
his attention decisions he made before the actual translation started, statistically 
significant words and phrases, and a record of anything that had attracted 
attention when it occurred before. Before going on, he can examine past and 
future fragments of text that contain similar material. [Kay, 198o/ 1997: 191 
Kay also envisaged an additional facility to his system: the automatic translation of text 
segments, which the translator could opt to let the machine do without intervention and 
then post-edit the result, or which could be done interactively, i. e. the system could ask the 
translator to resolve ambiguities [Kay, 198o/ 1997: 20]. 
The most important contribution of Kay's visualisation of a translator-support system to 
the evolution track of TM systems is not the idea of the 'translation memory'per se, since 
that idea pre-existed (since Arthern). It is rather the unification of ideas around the design 
of a tool which for the first time attempts to address the needs of human translators. As 
Hutchins rightly notices, in retrospect, 
What Kay did [ ... I was to provide the 
impetus for the development of a 
workstation that incrementally incorporated aids that were really wanted by 
professional translators. [Hutchins, 1998: 9] 
It is important to draw a parallel here between Kay's vision and the motivation behind this 
thesis. Just as Kay aspired to a way of bringing technology closer to translators' needs, this 
thesis is driven by the same aspiration. Our aim, though, is not a translator-oriented system 
design based on general observations about translators' work practices, as the one offered 
by Kay, but the systematic identification of the needs of contemporary translation 
professionals, that can form valuable input to a user-driven design of a TM system. 
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Interestingly, Kay's proposed design for his 'translator's amanuensis' is still considered a 
basic blueprint for TM systems [Somers, 2003b: 32] and his prediction for the system's 
realisation is strikingly close to present reality: 
The translator's amanuensis will not run before it can walk. It will be called on 
only for that for which its masters have learned to trust it. It will not require 
constant infusions of new ad hoc devices that only expensive vendors can supply. 
It is a framework that will gracefully accommodate the future contributions that linguistics and computer science are able to make. One day it will be built because its very modesty assures its success. It is to be hoped that it will be built 
with taste by people who understand languages and computers well enough to know how little it is that they know. [Kay, 198o/ 1997: 231 
In 1981, Alan Melby proposed his own model of a 'translator workstation', following the 
experience acquired when working on a multilingual MT system with extensive human 
interaction at Brigham Young University in the 1970s [Hutchins, 1998: 1o]. His vision of a 
translator-support system was based on the idea of bringing together various ideas for 
supporting translators in an environment offering three levels of assistance [Hutchins, 
1998: 1o]. At the first level, the translator would be able to use a text-processor to create his 
translation, supported by a terminology database and possibly a database of original and 
translated texts. At the second level, provided that the source text is in machine- readable 
form, the system provides also a concordance facility to allow the look up of peculiar words 
in their context. Finally, at the third level, the 'workstation' is integrated with a MT system 
that would be able to generate translations automatically, which translators would have the 
option to reject or incorporate into the target text unchanged or after editing [Melby, 
1982: 219]. Melby's proposed model coincides with Kay's earlier views, in that both stress 
the importance of human translators being in control of the system. 
One of the earliest implementations (mid ig8os) of the previous ideas was the "repetitions 
processing" facility of the ALPS system. As Hutchins describes 
Translators could specify that a 'repetitions file' be created as the translation 
process proceeded. As each segment of text was translated, it was copied with its 
translation into the file. Segments could be multiple-word phrases or longer 
syntactic units. Once in the file, the translator could compare a new text against 
files of segments from already translated texts, extract those that matched and 
then create a file of similar segments for use on the text currently being 
translated. The translator did not have to retranslate repeated parts of texts. This 
facility was called "repetitions extraction" (abbreviated as 'repstraction'), and was 
clearly an early implementation of basic features of a 'translation memory'. 
[Hutchins, 1998: 12] 
During the same period, many more systems were developed, specifically designed for 
professional translators, which included some of the basic components of today's TM 
model, such as a text-processor, an automatic dictionary lookup facility and a concordance 
tool [Hutchins, 1998: 131. However, a comprehensive translator-support system was still 
nowhere to be seen. 
Things changed in the late 198os and early 19gos, when advances in computer hardware 
and software met with important research outcomes in MT and corpus linguistics. 
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Programs moved from DOS to Windows, user interfaces became more standardised and the 
processing and storage power of PCs improved significantly. Advances like these, coupled 
with an increased availability of large electronic corpora of bilingual texts [Hutchins, 
2003: 5101, generated new conditions for research, so that ideas like the one of 'bi-text' by 
Brian Harris [1988] could be realised. His idea essentially involved the existence of a 
bilingual database where the translator could store translations and their originals, 
segmented in translation units. Each translation unit of original text would be aligned to a 
unit that represented its translation. This way, the system would look for 'bi-text segments 
that will be similar enough to help him towards his objective' [Harris, 1998: 9]. His 'bi-text' 
proposal is today seen as the predecessor of the bilingual concordancer, but it is also a 
refinement of the earlier ideas on the translation memory. It was, however, the 
"development of statistical means of text alignment" that made possible the "realisation of 
these and earlier embryonic proposals for bilingual databases of translations", as Hutchins 
rightly observes [1998: 141. 
In the early 199os, while research and in-house systems continued to progress, the first 
commercial systems made their appearance. In 1991, the first commercial translator- 
dedicated system running on DOS was made available by STAR ('STAR Transit'). 18 Soon 
after, in 1992, TRADOS released their commercial TM system running on DOS, 19 
incorporating a 'translation memory' and alignment facilities, under the name "Translator's 
Workbench". According to Hutchins [1998: 151, TRADOS appeared to be the first to use the 
term 'translation memory' for its product. In the same year, IBM introduced onto the 
market 'TranslationManager/2'. 20 A year later, ATRIL released 'DeJ a Vu' for Windows 3 . 1,21 
and the following year TRADOS introduced 'Translator's Workbench' for Windows, while at 
same time STAR released the Windows version of their system 'STAR Transit'. 22 From 1994 
onwards, the TM software market blossomed. New TM systems appeared year after year, 
most surviving up to the present day, while others enjoyed a promising start only to fall into 
oblivion a few years later. 
A landmark development in the TM technology of the late 199os was the remote access of a 
translation memory, enabled by the internet. Logoport Software was the first developer to 
launch a commercial Web-based Translation Memory system ('Logoport') that allowed 
Logoport's client companies to have online access to a central TM database that resided on 
"' This is according to combined information from 1) Wired magazine 8.05 (available at 
http: //www. wired. com/wired/archive/8.05/timeline_pr. htmi) and 2) the University Johannes Gutenberg's list of 'translation- 
relevant software (available at: http: //www. fask. uni-mainz. de/ze/term/cat-pas. htmi). 
" This is according to 1) an unknown author in the July-August 1994 issue of Language Industry Monitor (article available at: 
http: //www. lim. nl/monitor/trados-2. htmi) who quotes Jochen Hummel (co-founder of Trados): " 1992 was the year we 
released MultiTerm for Windows and our DOS Translator's Workbench package", and 2) a document provided by Trados 
(accessible through http: //www. lai. com/tmcompet. htm) where it states that: "in 1992, TRADOS ships MultiTerm for 
Windows and Translator's Workbench 2 for DOS". 
'0 According to the University of Leipzig's list of terminology management tools (available at http: //www. uni- 
lei pzig. de/-xlatio/software/soft-termiman. htm). 
2' According to ATRIL's website (http: //www. atril. com/aboutus. asp? InFrame=true). 
22 According to the University Johannes Gutenberg's list of 'translation-relevant software (available at: http: //www. fask. uni- 
rnainz. de/ze/term/cat-pas. html). 
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their servers. Since then, the modes of accessing TM databases have evolved from purely 
standalone to distributed data either synchronised with a central database or as a remotely 
accessed central database [Yuste, 2004: 9-101. 
It is, finally, worth noticing in the evolution of the TM marketplace the considerable 
interest shown in developing open source TM software. Some of the efforts have led to the 
release of working products (such as Transolution, ForeignDesk, 0OXIate), and some others 
have been less fruitful. Among the open source TM systems, the most successful ones, 
which have been under continuous development up to the present day, are Omega-T and 
the Open Language Tools [Lagoudaki, 20o6l. 
IL-3.2 Overview of current TM systems 
These days, more than ever before, a great number and variety of TM systems are available 
to translation professionals, with new systems entering the market every few months, 
intensifying the competition in the TM systems arena. At present, a quick scan of the TM 
software market will reveal more than 3o available commercial TM systems, an indicative 
list of which is provided in Appendix A. According to the ICL TM Survey 20o6, the most 
popular TM systems with freelance users of TM are: Deja Vu, WordFast, SDL Trados, STAR 
Transit, MultiTrans and Omega-T [Lagoudaki, 20o6]. TM systems, nowadays, come in a 
selection of types. A common typology promoted by most TM developers is based on the 
degree of scalability of the system, reflecting differences in the intended use of the system 
by specific user groups, based on their particular needs. In such a typology, TM systems 
come in the following editions: 
1. corporate systems, which include: 
0 systems for Language Service Providers (translation/localisation 
companies) 
0 systems for organisations dealing with multilingual content 
systems for freelancers 
Besides the most obvious difference of price (e. g. WordFast is cheap and Omega-T free, 
while most others sell at full commercial prices), TM systems generally differ in terms of: 
0 the graphical user interface (GUI) design; 
0 the architecture (which is discussed further in section 1.3-3); 
0 the key internal TM processes (discussed further in section 1.3-4), in particular in 
terms of: 
0 the source ffle formats they support 
0 the granularity of segmentation 
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the indexing method 
the structure of the resources repository 
the match search and retrieval techniques 
the integration of machine translation techniques; 
the ability to port to other applications, such as Content Management Systems, 
authoring systems and Machine Translation systems; and 
0 the level of customisation allowed to the user. 
The differences in GUI relate to the text editing environment in which users are allowed to 
process their translation. Some TM systems work as add-ins (through macros) to Microsoft 
Word, while others provide their own translation processing environment, usually in a 
tabular way. TM systems that belong to the first category are: Wordfast, MultiTrans, 
Metatexis, Trados and Fusion. DeJAVu, Heartsome, MemoQ, STAR Transit, SDLX and 
across are some of the systems that belong to the second category [Shuttleworth and 
Lagoudaki, 2oo6]. Both these approaches to GUI design have respective advantages and 
the choice of one design over the other is usually a matter of the user's preference 
[Zetzsche, 2005: 164-71. 
In conclusion, modern TM systems vary mainly in design and technology employed. 
However, their development always departs from the very same 'translation memory' 
concept, and for that reason they are largely based on the same underlying principles. 
1.3.3 TM system architecture 
TM systems are no longerjust databases. As the name 'system' suggests, they may consist of 
several components linked together within a multi-layered software architecture. A typical 
TM system has a search-oriented architecture. The architectural layer is usually occupied 
by a database management system (DBMS), which is supplemented by a search engine. 
Queries for information are usually performed using Structured Query Language (SQL). 
The database management system comprises all those algorithms that govern internal 
operations related to the creation, manipulation and maintenance of the database, such as 
text segmentation, alignment of translation units (TU) and storage. Typically, two 
databases are created: a TM database and a terminology database, but the creation of 
additional databases containing other resources, such as a lexicon, is also possible in some 
systems (e. g. Deja Vu X). 
TM systems may have a multi-tier architecture, in which information is maintained in a 
Data-Tier where it can be stored and retrieved from a database or file system. This Data- 
Tier may be replaced or placed behind another tier which contains a search engine and 
search engine index which is queried in-place of the database management system. The 
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search engine itself crawls the database management system in addition to other data 
sources such as file systems and consolidates the results when queried. Apart from the two 
core components and their modules, TM systems also commonly include a text-editing 
module, file filters, and workflow mechanisms. 
D- 
Recent developments in TM technology which caused the emergence of hybrid systems 
combining TM with MT technologies (e. g. Deja Vu X) have led to the expansion of the 
search engine's operations, typically limited to match search and retrieval, to include an 
additional operation (previously performed only by MT systems): match assembly (or 
construction). This operation poses several special requirements to the TM system 
architecture, as it necessitates special modules to be added, such as a match construction 
algorithm and possibly POS taggers and parsers and various auxiliary lexical resources. 
The same happens when a TM system combines technologies from other systems, such as 
localisation tools or term extraction tools. Then, the TM system acquires modules from 
these systems, and its architecture becomes more complex. 
Regarding the architecture model, TM systems can be either centralised ('desktop systems', 
i. e. all system components reside on a single centralised computer and all the processes run 
there) or distributed systems. In the latter case, we can come across two types of TM system 
architecture: 
a) clientlserver: The server side hosts the DBMS and the search engine, with all their 
modules, as well as any filters and workflow mechanisms. The created databases, which 
constitute the TM repository, are also hosted on the server, and the system enables their 
sharing, as well as their remote management and processing. The server may be located on 
the TM developer's computers, in which case it is accessed by the users via the internet 
('Web-based TM') (e. g. Logoport), or it may be located on a company's server network, e. g. 
LAN (e. g. across Language Server). The client side is an interface (web browser, in the case 
of web-based TM systems) usually hosted in browser-based forms or Java applets. It 
provides the text-processing components, as well as the necessary code to communicate 
with the shared resources on the server [Savourel, 2001: 329]. 
b) service-oriented: In2Oo6, Lingotek pioneered a service-oriented architecture for their 
commercial TM system, the result being a TM solution offered as a web service rather than 
as a product. Unlike traditional client/server models, web services do not provide the user 
with a GUI; instead, they share business logic, data and processes through a programmatic 
interface (e. g. web browser) across the internet. Developers can then add the web service to 
a GUI (such as a web page or an executable program) to offer specific functionality to 
users. 23For a TM user this practically means that he has access to a TM system through the 
internet, instead of owning one. The main advantages of this solution are that the TM 
23 Definition according to Webopedia (available at: 
http: //www. webopedia. com/DidYouKnow/Computer_Science/2005/web_services. asp) Vast accessed on 12/09/2008]. 
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system can be accessed from any platform (e. g. Windows, Mac, Linux) and that the 
software can be improved continually without the users worrying about software updates 
[Kreckwitz, 20071. 
Although TM architecture models do not seem to attract any interest from the TM research 
community, the processes that lie within the TM system's internal operation, especially the 
ones that involve some kind of Natural Language Processing (NLP), have not stopped 
drawing the attention of the vast majority of TM researchers since the early days of the 
system. In fact, a general overview of TM-related literature reveals a degree of hype around 
research efforts concentrated on the improvement of the key TM processes, with new 
approaches being proposed one after the other, in a constant quest for optimum solutions 
to thorny NLP issues. 
Key internal TM processes 
Before discussing different approaches to TM processes, it is important to describe briefly 
the internal workings of a basic TM system. In a typical TM workflow scenario, the user (i. e. 
normally a translator) starts by opening his source document in a text-processing 
environment, either the one provided by the TM system or the one that the system ports to 
(e. g. Microsoft Word). Due to the fact that documents to be translated can be in any file 
format, it is essential that the system includes file format filters, so that it can convert the 
proprietary format into a format that the system can read. 
1.3-4.1 Segmentation 
Once the conversion of file formats is complete, the system starts the segmentation of the 
source text. In essence, it splits the source text into units ('segments'), which can be of any 
length (e. g. words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs) depending on the segmentation strategy 
of each system. Usually, the punctuation marks (e. g. periods, exclamation marks and 
question marks), hard returns and text formatting indicators (e. g. paragraph marks, list 
tags) determine the boundaries of each segment, but the user is also allowed to customise 
the segmentation rules, for example, by adding stop lists (i. e. by specifying words or 
abbreviations, such as "Prof. ", which should not be considered as segment separators). 
However, accurate segmentation, or as often called 'sentence boundary disambiguation' 
[Mikheev, 2003: 212], is a challenging task, because each language has its own script, so 
that the principles that drive how a sentence is constructed and delimited differ from one 
language to another [Savourel, 2001: 2091. Similarly, if segmentation is attempted at a finer 
level of granularity (e. g. words), an additional set of problems arises from the way the 
words are delimited in each language. For instance, in English, if a token is surrounded by 
spaces, tabs, newline characters or punctuation marks, it can be treated as a distinct word, 
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but this does not necessarily apply for other languages. The presence of compounds, word 
contractions and numbers written in full can also create problems for a tokeniser [Farghaly, 
2003: 225-71. 
Segmentation is the first key TM process, as it impacts directly on the quantity and quality 
of matches retrieved by the system in the subsequent process of matching. For instance, if 
the segmentation is done at paragraph level, the system has little chance of finding a match 
for the source paragraph in the repository (a phenomenon called 'silence' by NLP 
researchers). However, if it does find a paragraph match, then this typically does not 
require any editing and can be incorporated in the translation as it is [Esselink, 2000: 3631. 
In the next case, where the system performs sentence-based segmentation (full sentences or 
clauses), there are more chances of it finding a match from a repository that contains 
sentences. Whether those matches are correct or not, it depends on the match retrieval 
mechanism of each system. Finally, in the case where a system segments the text in smaller 
units (e. g. phrases, words), there are even more chances of it finding matches [Somers and 
Fernandez Diaz, 20041 - as a matter of fact, so many that the system produces the 
phenomenon of 'noise' - but naturally most of them are useless in the context of the source 
text [Simard, 2003b]. In such an event, the system must be able to spot the correct matches 
by applying a match filtering mechanism. 
For the last ten years, many methods have been proposed for the segmentation of texts by 
researchers in both TM and MT. In recognition of the fact that whole sentences rarely 
repeat in a document to be translated (unless it is a manual), and based on the premise that 
long segments (e. g. full sentences) reduce the chances of the TM system finding matches 
[Gervais, 2002; Hunt, 20031, research has been geared in favour of sub-sentence 
segmentation [see Varea et al., 2005; Gotti et al., 2005; Casillas et al., 2004; Simard 2003; 
Huang et al., 2003; Langlais and Simard, 2001; Macklovitch and Russel; 2000]. A major 
distinction between the proposed methods involves the contrast of approaches based 
exclusively on the information contained in the text to be segmented (e. g. punctuation 
marks, spaces, formatting indicators) along with statistical calculations [see Varea et al., 
2005; Macklovitch et al., 200ol, approach followed by virtually all commercial TM systems 
[Garcia and Stevenson, 2oo6: 1], and those approaches that depend on complementary 
linguistic knowledge. This can either be extracted from the translation memory (or the 
terminology databases) and used to train the system on how to do efficient segmentation 
(data-driven approaches) [see Chenon, 2004; Callison-Burch et al., 2004; Reinke, 19991, or 
it can be linguistic knowledge that has been introduced into the system (rule-driven 
approaches) in the form of pre-determined linguistic rules or phrasal lexica [see Gotti et al., 
2005; Planas, 2005; Gough et al. 2002; Schdler, 1996]. A critical review of these 
approaches, as well as a description of corresponding experiments, fall beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
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1.3-4.2 Data storage 
Most TM systems segment the source text before storing it in the database. Each segment is 
accompanied by contextual information, such as the name of the client, the domain, date 
and name of translator. However, some systems (such as MultiTrans and LogiTrans) follow 
a different approach, called the 'full-text approach'. Instead of segmenting the texts at the 
beginning of translation, they store both source text and its translation as full bitexts using 
the character-string-in-bitext (CSB) technique [Gow, 20041. Once the bitexts are in the 
database, they are aligned at paragraph level. This approach has two main advantages 
compared to the conventional method: a) the faster creation of a large TM database 
containing previously translated material and b) the retention of the co-text for any match 
found and suggested to the user [Gervais, 2002]. 
There are also systems that do not require the use of a database for the storage of the 
previously translated material. STAR Transit, for example, instead of creating a physical 
TM database, builds and makes use of a 'virtual' translation memory, which is essentially an 
index of selected reference material residing in any directory on one's computer. The user 
chooses the reference material he wants to use (i. e. the translated documents that are 
relevant to his project), and the system, after extracting the text into XML files, creates the 
index with the associated files. This idea has many advantages over the classic database. 
Firstly, because the index is resident in RAM, the searches for matches are relatively 
quicker. Secondly, the user has greater freedom in tailoring his repository according to the 
needs of each project. In addition, this model of a TM repository works especially well for 
projects with many updates containing a lot of small changes [ZerfaJ3,2002], although the 
greatest advantage of this idea is perhaps the absence of issues related to database 
maintenance and to the security of data residing in a database (databases are, by nature, 
prone to crashing or getting corrupted). 
1-3-4.3 Match search and retrieval 
Returning to the typical TM workflow, after the system has segmented the source text, the 
translator chooses the segment he wants to start translating and the system automatically 
looks up this segment in the TM repository. When a match is found, the system retrieves it 
and suggests it to the translator as a possible translation. 
Matching is the second key TM process, as it determines the ability of the system to 
leverage phrases and terms from existing translations in an effective and efficient way. 
According to Bowker [2002: 95-1051, there are several kinds of matches: exact matches, 
fuzzy matches,. full matches, sub-segment matches and term matches. Yet, recently, some 
TM systems have been able to produce an additional kind of match: an MT match [O'Brien, 
2oo6: 187-81. A brief description of each match type is provided in Table 3. 
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Type of match Description 
The segment in the TM is loo% identical to the source segment in terms of 
exact (or perfect) morphology, syntax and sometimes 
formatting (in other words, it is the 
match same 
in spelling, punctuation, inflection and numbers). The process 
i followed by the TM system to recognise exact matches is simple string 
pattern recognition. 
The segment in the TM differs from the source segment only in terms of 
full match variable elements, such as numbers, dates, times, currencies, 
measurements, and sometimes proper names. 
The segment in the TM resembles approximately or partially the source 
segment. The differences between the two segments are usually 
fuzzy match highlighted by the system. Fuzzy matches are presented according to a 
similarity degree given by the system. The user usually specifies a 
threshold for the acceptable similarity degrees. 
sub-segment match The source segment is identical with part of a segment in the TM. 
term match 
The source segment is identical with an entry in the terin base (or the 
I lexicon database). 
When the source segment does not match with any segment in the TM, the 
system constructs a segment usually by combining sub-segment matches MT match 
or by generating a new match by means of Machine Translation 
i techniques. 
Table 3: Types of TM matches 
Issues in match search and retrieval (due, for instance, to the inflectional and derivational 
morphology of words) have been widely discussed [see Bowker, 2002: 72-4; Somers, 
2003: 37-41] and several matching techniques have been proposed during the past few years 
[see Hodasz and Pohl, 2005; Jdrvelin and Pirkola, 2005; Vertan and Martin, 2005; Kraaij, 
2003; Simard 2003; Kamps et al., 20031. All matching techniques aim at rendering the TM 
system efficient not only in retrieving all available exact or fuzzy matches for a source 
segment (match recall), but also in retrieving the correct exact or fuzzy matches (match 
precision). 
The two match retrieval techniques employed by current commercial TM systems are: a) 
segment-based matching and b) character-string-based (CSB) matching [Gow, 2003: 22- 
441. Each of the two techniques is directly related to the way in which the texts are stored in 
the database. More specifically, a system that segments the text in translation units before 
storing it in the database is normally using segment-based matching, whereas a system that 
does not segment the text, but stores it as full text instead, performs a CSB matching. Most 
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TM systems (e. g. SDL Trados, Wordfast) implement the first technique, which means that 
they look for matches in the sequence of character strings of each segment in order to 
identify potential translation equivalents. The similarity between segments is 
operationalised via the distributed similarity of each word in the segment [Hunt, 2003; 
Simard, 20031. Some TM systems are also able to recognise matches not only at segment 
level but also in sub-parts of the segments that exist in the TM database (e. g. Deja Vu X). 
Alternatively, systems such as MultiTrans and Lingotek use a matching algorithm that 
calculates the similarity of equivalent continuous character strings in a text, rather than 
relying on segments and fuzzy matching [Garcia and Stevenson, 2oo6: 241. Both these 
statistical techniques are based on character n-gramming and are language-independent. 
However, recently, TM systems of the 'second generation' have opted to use matching 
techniques that are linguistically enhanced. These can be lexeme-based or grammatical 
pattern-based techniques [Planas, 2005, Gotti et al., 20051. Based on the premise that 
superficial matching techniques alone may result in a potentially useful match being 
overlooked, these systems make use of morphological and grammatical information to 
improve the match coverage. A more detailed description of the process followed by each 
second-generation TM system is given in section 1.3-5. 
According to experiments conducted by Carl and Hansen [1999], when comparing 
matching results from a string-based TM, a lexeme-based TM and an EBMT system, the 
least generalising system (the string-based TM) achieved higher translation precision when 
near matches existed in the database. However, when the database did not contain any 
similar translation examples, the lexeme-based TM performed better in terms of translation 
coverage but it lost in precision (the EBMT system outperformed both in match recall but 
performed poorly in match precision). Nevertheless, these results were based on a fully 
automatic evaluation method; hence, they could not establish the superiority of a particular 
matching technique in real work conditions. Such an evaluation that includes humans is 
very important as translators are able to assess not only if matches are indeed the correct 
translations for a source segment indeed, but also if they are suitable for the context of the 
source text. 
From a general perspective, the main disadvantage of TM systems that use linguistically 
enhanced matching techniques is that they are language dependent (since they rely on the 
built-in language resources). Consequently, such systems can work only for a small number 
of language combinations for which adequate language resources have been developed and 
incorporated into the system. 
1.3-4.4 Match assembly 
In the past two decades, several attempts have been made to combine TM systems with MT 
ones, to compensate for the limitations of the first and boost the TM system's productivity. 
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From a cursory look at the translation software market, it is quite common to see TM 
systems with the ability to port to a MT system and vice versa. A successful example of such 
an integration of TM and MT is the EURAMIS system used by the European Commission 
since 1995 [European Commission DGT, 20071. Translators who use this system are offered 
various match retrieval options, including the possibility for a match request from an 
integrated machine translation system: 
When Euramis does not find any perfect or fuzzy matches in the central memory, it requests a machine translation, which is included at the end of the retrieval 
result. In [TRADOS Translator's Workbench ... ], a machine-translated sentence of this kind is displayed in grey to distinguish it from perfect (green) or fuzzy (yellow) matches. The advantages compared to retrieval or machine translation 
alone are obvious: users always get a suggestion while being aware of its status, 
and they do not have to keep making the same changes in machine translation, 
since validated proposals from machine translation become perfect or fuzzy 
matches respectively if they reappear later in the text. [European Commission 
DGT, 2007: 181 
The idea of bringing machine translation closer to TM systems has also existed for a long 
time in the realm of academic research as a possible way of expanding the capabilities of 
TM technology and of exploiting fully the available resources in the TM repository [see Carl, 
2000; Carl et al., 2002; Simard, 2003; Huang et al., 20031. Gradually, TM developers 
started investigating how a TM system could employ MT techniques (instead of porting an 
MT system to a TM system), so that it could suggest a match, in an autonomous way, when 
the TM repository did not contain an identical or similar TL segment. It did not take long 
before MT techniques found their way into TM systems. 
The first commercial TM system known to have implemented EBMT techniques in a 
dynamic sequential manner, in order to be able to construct a match, is DeJAVU X. 24 When 
the system cannot find an identical or similar match in the segments of the TM repository 
using string-based fuzzy techniques, it then looks at the parts of each segment. When for a 
source segment the system finds two sub-segments existing in two different segments 
stored in the TM database, it puts them together to form a new segment that will be 
suggested as a match (the feature is called'Assemble from portions'). The system can also 
carry out replacements of both invariable parts (numbers, proper nouns) and variable parts 
with declensions. However, this is a mere 'find and replace' process, which means that the 
new match has little chance of being a grammatically correct segment, especially if it has 
been generated from a highly inflected language. 
This capability of the system draws on three essential prerequisites: a) that the system is 
able to identify matches at the sub-sentence level (as discussed in section 1.3.4-3), b) that it 
is able to score multiple fragments found as a translation for a portion of the source 
segment, and pick the best and c) that a combination algorithm is employed for inserting 
the fragments in the correct place within the match that is going to be proposed. The 
2' All information about Nji Vu X has been drawn from the Nji Vu X Professional Users' Guide (available from Atril's 
website: http: //www. atril. como. 
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second point relates to the issue of overlapping translation examples contained in a TM 
database, as identified by Somers: 
Some examples will mutually reinforce each other, either by being identical, or by 
exemplifying the same translation phenomenon. But other examples will be in 
conflict: the same or similar phrase in one language may have two different 
translations for no other reason than inconsistency. [1999: 121] 
Furthermore, this issue becomes even more complex when the system is confronted with 
word ambiguity (or simply put, words that have many meanings, and which might therefore 
have many translations). Since no semantic analysis is performed, the system must rely on 
its statistical scoring system, in order to decide which target fragment to use. 
On the positive side, the match assembly capability of the system is further enhanced by the 
comparison of source segments not only to the TM and termbase entries, but also to a third 
database containing word lists called 'lexicon', thus exploiting more information. This 
helps, also, in building more complete target segments, since the 'lexicon' normally 
contains general purpose words like 'and', 'or', 'from', etc. Obviously, in order for the 
system to be able to suggest useful combinations of fragments from across databases, it is 
essential to have a sufficient quantity of entries stored in each database. 
Deja Vu X's example of integrating MT techniques into a TM system can be seen as an early 
implementation of the attempt to combine the strengths of the two technologies in a 
seamless way for the benefit of translation professionals. While automation is attempted in 
a process reserved for the human intellect (i. e. text generation), the function is offered 
purely for the purpose of assistance and comes as an option, which may potentially add 
value without compromising the control of the user over the system. What is more 
important, Deja Vu X does not make use of any external linguistic information, which 
means that the system offers the same matching function irrespective of the language 
combination. 
It is interesting to note here the fact that Deja Vu X chose to implement EBMT techniques 
instead of any other MT technique, namely rule-based or statistical. One possible 
explanation may be that an EBMT technique Oust as a statistical technique) can work 
without the appendage of external language resources. It is also widely acknowledged that 
EBMT techniques could fit most appropriately in a TM model. Such an assumption derives 
from the similarities between TM and EBMT systems, clearly illustrated by Somers and 
Fernandez Diaz [20041, like the availability of a corpus of aligned translation examples in 
both systems and the common processes of segmentation, matching and alignment. Just 
like most TM systems, some EBMT systems also perform matching by comparing 
sequences of character strings [Somers, 2003: 5141, which makes a possible convergence of 
the two systems clearly very sensible. 
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Another approach to match construction is the one followed by 'second generation' TM 
systems. Unlike the minimalist approach of Deja Vu X, some TM systems have sought to 
exploit the TM databases based not only on the bare textual contents but on the structural 
and syntactic contents of segments. To exploit a database in such a manner, however, 
requires the introduction of external linguistic knowledge that will help the system identify 
these structures and allow for a more sophisticated processing. A description of the match 
assembly capabilities of 'second generation'TM systems is offered in section 1.3-5. 
Returning to the typical TM workflow, after the system has been able to offer a match, the 
translator has then to decide whether to reuse the translation example, to adapt it or to 
ignore it and insert his own translation. Once the segment is translated, the system 
automatically saves the pair of source and target segments in the repository. As the 
translator works his way though the source text, each successive segment is looked up 
automatically in the TM repository, and a translation is proposed (if one is available). By 
the end of the translation of the source text, the system has stored all pairs of source and 
target segments in the TM database for future reuse. The following illustration (Figure 3) 
shows how all the basic TM processes are linked together in a typical TM workflow. 
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Figure 3: Basic processes in a simplified TM workflow 
1.3-4.5 Alignment 
TM systems usually come with no, or virtually empty, repositories. According to the ICL TM 
Survey 2oo6 [Lagoudaki, 2oo6], the most frequent way followed by translators to build a 
repository, is to create a database and have it filled as they translate (by storing pairs of 
segments, as described previously) (interactive method). The next most frequent way is to 
build up a repository with aligned original texts and their translation (retrospective 
method). Alignment is a feature offered by most TM systems and it constitutes an 
additional key process within a TM system. In fact, it impacts directly on the effectiveness 
of the matching, because if a source segment is not accurately aligned with its translation 
equivalent, a wrong match is likely to be retrieved. Before the alignment process, the TM 
system normally segments both source and target texts and then tries to establish 
correspondences between their segments. 25 
21 TM systems that follow the 'full-text' approach do not segment the texts prior to alignment and storage. Instead, they 
store the texts in full and then they align them at paragraph level (see section 1.3.4.2). 
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The task involves certain challenges that inevitably compromise the accuracy of alignment. 
In addition to the issues of segmentation (mentioned in section 1.341) usually deriving 
from non-corresponding punctuation systems and a different notion of a 'sentence' 
[Somers, 2003b: 351, a single source text sentence can often be translated by multiple target 
language sentences or vice versa, or information can be omitted from or added to the target 
text (e. g. to handle cultural references). Moreover, sometimes source and target texts do not 
have the same structure, because sentences or whole paragraphs may be in a different 
order. As a consequence, it is not always easy to establish one-to-one correspondences 
between sentences. Thankfully, TM systems are interactive tools by nature, which means 
that automatic alignment can be corrected any time by the user; either immediately after 
the automatic alignment process, by joining or splitting misaligned segments, or during the 
actual translation, by accessing the TM database and by editing the appropriate pair of 
segments. 
One basic statistical method of automatic alignment was first proposed by Gale and Church 
119931 who, by assuming that there is a significant correlation in the relative length of a 
source and a target segment, anticipated that a target segment would have approximately 
the same number of characters as the source segment, in order for the system to draw a 
one-to-one correspondence. This simple statistical comparison seems to be followed by 
virtually all TM systems. 
In order to improve the accuracy of this method, other researchers have proposed the use of 
cognates [Simard et al., 1992; Johansson et al., 1993; Melamed, 1996]. Cognates can be 
either words that appear in the same (or similar) form in both source and target languages 
(irrespectively of their meaning), or words like proper names, dates, abbreviations and 
acronyms, or even punctuation marks and numbers [Somers, 2003b: 371. Those cognates 
serve as anchor points that can help a system link a source and a target segment more 
accurately. 
Alignment can be performed on various levels, depending on the segmentation output. In 
other words, if a system segments the source text at a sentence-level only, it will then try to 
align sentences; if it segments the text in 'chunks' (i. e. smaller units, like phrases), it will 
need to align the 'chunks'. In the latter case, the task of alignment becomes even more 
challenging because the system needs to identify the similarity between the two 'chunks', 
and a mere string-length comparison cannot be much of a help. To this end, an appropriate 
morpho-syntactic parsing schema and/or detailed tagging is used to identify any 
similarities at grammatical and syntactic levels. Examples of TM systems that perform 
alignment at a sub-sentence level are SIMILIS [Planas, 2005] and MetaMorpho [Hodasz 
and Pohl, 20051. 
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1.3.5 TM system generations 
From the perspective of computational linguistics TM systems qualify as NLP systems, 
since they deal with natural language which they are required to process to some degree. 
According to Nirenburg et al. [1992: 117-8], there are four levels of language processing that 
NLP systems aim to able to perform: morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. If 
we draw an analogy to the level of technical sophistication of TM systems, we could define 
two, or perhaps three, generations of TM systems. 
The first generation of TM systems is hardly capable of any language processing, with the 
exception of few TM systems (e. g. Deja Vu) which are able to perform some basic 
morphological processing ('shallow processing') that does not require any additional 
linguistic knowledge [Benis, 2003a: 241. The vast majority of TM systems currently 
available on the market belong to the first generation of TM systems. 
The second generation of TM systems requires the introduction of linguistic knowledge 
into the system in order to be able to perform morpho-syntactic analysis on the source and 
target texts. Two commercial TM systems are known so far to belong to this generation: 
SIMILIS26 and Masterin27. The two systems are described briefly below, forming a picture 
of the state of the art in TM technology. 
SIMILIS, in general, applies linguistic rules to a number of processes, including 
segmentation, alignment and automatic extraction of terms and phrases from translation 
memory content28. After segmenting the source and target texts at sentence level, it runs a 
linguistic analysis and further splits each sentence into syntactic units ('chunks') attaching 
grammatical annotations to them (this is performed with the help of monolingual lexicons 
and algorithms that can recognise grammatical categories) [Planas, 20051. It then indexes 
those as translation units as well. So, every time the system searches for a match, it looks 
not only at the sentences, but also at the chunks (thus increasing the possibilities of finding 
a match), and especially those chunks that are in the same grammatical category as the 
source segment (thus increasing the possibility of finding the right one). 
Masterin, on the other hand, segments the source and target texts in a flexible way 
according to the examples available in the TM database ('Knowledge Base') provided. Each 
segment is annotated with grammatical information (with the help of a POS tagger) and 
constitutes a grammatical 'translation pattern'. So, matches are sought by a deep-structure 
pattern recognition method that looks beyond the surface appearance of segments. If 
several matches are found, the system determines the best match by using semantics (with 
the help of a built-in lexicon) and/or examining their use frequency or domain information. 
In the case where no match is found, the system constructs and suggests a fuzzy match from 
26 Developed by Lingua et Machina. 
2' Developed by Master's Innovations. 
2' Based on Jost Zetzsche's newsletter of 23/02/2007 (82nd Tool Kit). 
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the available resources in the database by applying translation heuristics [Grbnroos and 
Becks, 20051. 
From an overall examination of the literature on second generation TM systems no 
evidence exists for any human evaluation of the systems. Therefore, it is impossible to 
determine if any of the systems outperforms the rest or, most importantly, if the systems of 
the second generation surpass the systems of the first generation in usefulness. In contrast, 
what is very apparent from the relevant literature is the excessive insistence on the 
technical sophistication of the system, without this being associated with practical benefits 
for its users. 
Perhaps prematurely, since no actual proof has established yet that second generation TM 
systems have succeeded in their purpose, a third generation of systems has been proposed 
recently. Pekar and Mitkov [20071 suggest that it is not enough for a TM system to perform 
morpho-syntactic analysis on the source and target texts, but it also needs to perform 
semantic analysis that will help the search engine to have a better idea of what the segments 
are "about", so that it can retrieve more relevant matches. Their proposal consists of a 
procedure that considers the syntactic, lexical and lexico-syntactic variability of segments 
and is interested in arriving at generalised semantic representations (with the help of the 
WordNet lexical resources) that can be attributed to each segment. The retrieval 
mechanism operates on these generalised representations in order to determine useful 
translations for a given source segment. In their most recent work [Mitkov and Corpas, 
2oo8], they concentrate their efforts in the identification of rhetorical predicates for each 
TM segment with the belief that sentences labelled with the same rhetorical predicates have 
a greater probability of being semantically equivalent. These latest techniques have not 
been implemented in an existing TM system so far, therefore no human evaluation has yet 
been able to determine their usefulness for the translator. 
1.4 Social context of TM systems 
So far, TM systems have been looked at from a short focal distance to provide an 
understanding of the technology in its technical dimensions. However, technology is not 
created in a vacuum. It exists in a social context, which defines its usefulness and proves its 
significance for society. This context is formed by a constellation of relationships between 
stakeholders and the TM system, and between stakeholders themselves. TM systems have 
two primary stakeholders that determine the purpose of the system: the language services 
industry (who are also the clients of the TM software developers, as well as the indirect 
users of the system) and the translation professionals (who are the end-users of the system, 
but may not be the clients of a TM software developer if the buying decision has been taken 
by their employer). It is important to analyse this context in order to understand the most 
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important factors that drive the development of TM systems in a business-minded world. 
Do these factors relate to the needs of translation professionals or to those of the language 
services industry? What is the difference between the two sets of needs and why does one 
set dominate over the other? 
IL-4a The language services industry 
The language services industry which includes companies in both the translation and 
localisation sectors has endured dramatic changes in terms of its needs during the past few 
decades. These have been induced by a combination of technological, political and social 
events. 
On one hand, the growing penetration and use of the internet, along with technological 
advances in information systems and telecommunications have turned globalisation into a 
reality. This practically means that, at least in the developed world, people and businesses 
are increasingly acquiring the means to communicate with each other, irrespective of their 
physical location and language. But no communication can be effective if people are 
speaking different languages. For this reason, translation has become a necessity that grows 
as the digital divide gets smaller. 
On the other hand, the growing exploitation of the web as a commerce and marketing 
platform for millions of multilingual consumers has amplified the need for translation and 
has given birth to a more specialised service that involves translation: the localisation of 
content and products. Even though English remains the commercial lingua franca, its 
hegemony is clearly eroding as more users from all over the world obtain access to the 
internet. The explosion of web content addressed to an increasingly diverse multilingual 
group of people has highlighted the need for multilingual content delivery. Similarly, in 
order to meet the demands of a global market, to satisfy customer requirements, to seize 
opportunities in new markets, and even to gain the advantage of differentiation among 
their competitors, product manufacturers have resorted to localisation, which they 
increasingly see as a strategy for business growth. 
Major political decisions have also had an impact on the demand for translation. Since 9/11 
and the expansion of the European Union, government-mandated translation has risen 
significantly. In addition, European regulations that want all product documentation 
translated in all official EU languages have rendered translation not only a legal 
requirement, but also a political obligation. 
Moreover, a further rise in the demand for translation has been encouraged by social trends 
in the last decade. In the spirit of social corporate responsibility, an increasing number of 
businesses, especially in the technology sector, attach social value to the effort of reaching 
people in developing countries. In order to make their products socially inclusive they turn 
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to localisation which helps them adapt the products linguistically and make them fit for the 
particular cultural context. In a similar spirit of social inclusiveness, several initiatives for 
localising open-source software or free content have emerged on the web, in order to 
encourage accessibility to technology and information. The impact of these initiatives might 
not be significant for the language services at present, because they are few, but as they 
expand in a limitless global platform of information such as the web, one should expect that 
they will put pressure in the language services industry in the ftiture. In general, 
multilingualism is increasingly promoted as a social policy, especially by NGOs, 
governments and the European Union, which means that the social trend of localising 
content and products can only be amplified in the years to come. 
According to Common Sense Advisory, a US-based business consulting firm, the language 
services market experienced an unprecedented growth with an estimated total Of US$9-5 
billion in revenue in the worldwide translation and localisation services market in 2oo629 
Their analysis reports an average projected growth rate Of 7.5% per year for the next five 
years, which is undoubtedly an encouraging forecast and suggests even greater demand for 
translations to come in the near future. 
However, the exponential rise in the volume of translations has brought about a number of 
challenges for the language services industry, some of which are the following: 
1. pressure to deliver high quality translations in shorter turnaround times: 
Digital content, especially webpages, have a short life span because they are updated 
frequently. This is facilitated by Content Management Systems and other web design 
tools which have rendered the content editing easier and the publishing instant. For 
businesses that maintain a presence on the web, as well as for news broadcasters, it is 
important that multilingual information be fresh at all times. Therefore, translation 
needs to be done as quickly as possible. Similarly, when multilingual documentation 
accompanies a product that has a launch deadline, this deadline will apply for 
translation too. Frequently, the translation of the documentation comes too late in the 
product development lifecycle, and as a result, translators are on tight deadlines to 
avoid holding up the release of the product. 
2. requirement to handle digital content that derives from a variety of new 
media sources: 
Translation requests do not concern only print material and webpages. Text may be 
contained in a variety of new media packages, such as audio, video, films, DVDs, and 
graphics. 
2' The full report by Common Sense Advisory can be read at 
http: //Www. commonsenseadvisory. com/members/res_cgi. php/070502_Q_Top_20. pdf [last accessed on 22/07/2008]. 
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I increased cost of human translation: 
As discussed earlier, translation demand is on the rise, but the same is not true for the 
numbers of professionals who can produce high-quality translations. In fact, as many 
industry commentators have observed, there is a shortage of skilled technical 
translators, [McCallum, 2004: 271 who could bear the weight of the enormous volume 
of translations without any help. Because of this discrepancy in levels of demand and 
supply, it is natural that translation costs have risen. This phenomenon is particularly 
acute in the supply of translation services for the biosciences sector, where demand 
outgrows delivery capacity. 
Schdler [2002], in his analysis of the problems of the language services industry reveals - 
contrary to one's expectations - the industry's lack of profitability because of inadequate 
organisational structures being unable to cope with the new challenges. He argues that the 
only way forward for the industry is the transformation of the established supply chains 
through technology. Today, it is widely acknowledged that the vast majority of language 
service providers have realised the potential of translation technology as the solution to 
their concerns and have taken major steps in integrating it into their workflows. 
1.4.1 .1 Significance of TM systems 
TM systems represent one of the available translation technology solutions that can be used 
by language service providers. Others include terminology management systems, MT 
systems and, lately, translation management systems. Yet, TM systems have proved to be 
more successful than the rest in their role of assisting the delivery of high-quality 
translations. 
Several commentators have discussed the advantages of TM technology for the language 
services industry and have provided evidence of tangible benefits. Esselink [2000: 362-6], 
in his overview of the importance of TM systems for localisation, argues that such benefits 
relate to: 
m Productivity increase 
Productivity levels can be improved by approximately 30% or even 50% [Esselink, 2000: 
362-6]. This is achieved mainly for four reasons: a) a translation that exists in the TM 
repository will be used again and again when the same source text reappears for the 
translator, thus saving the time and effort that would be spent on translating anew the same 
source text every time it appears; b) TM systems provide facilities (e. g. statistics on word 
counts and segment repetition within a translation project) which offer valuable 
information for project management and scheduling; c) several translators can work on the 
same project in a networked environment for speeding up the completion of a translation 
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project; and d) TM systems with a variety of file format conversion filters make it possible 
for language service providers to deal with content deriving from a variety of media sources. 
m Translation quality assurance 
TM systems can improve quality mainly in two ways: a) terms, brand names and standard 
expressions that have been translated before and are stored in the database are used 
consistently every time they appear in a project of the same domain or for the same client; 
and b) every TM system offers Quality Assurance facilities that help translators (or proof- 
readers) track any inconsistencies between the source and target texts, thus alerting them 
to mistakes and/or omissions in the final translation. 
m Costs reduction 
'Reduction in costs may result from various TM advantages, such as a) the recycling of 
content, which eliminates the need to translate a text/paragraph that has been translated 
before and is available in the TM repository and b) the fact that most TM systems normally 
come equipped with file format converters, saving language service providers from buying 
the specialised software that would allow them to process a proprietary format file 
containing the text for translation. 
Based on the above benefits testified through numerous case studies published regularly by 
TM developerS30, TM systems seem to be of paramount importance for the viability and 
growth of the language services industry in the current socio-techno-economic conditions. 
It is important to notice here that TM systems seem to address successfully some of the 
concerns of the language services industry, as those were mentioned earlier. 
1.4.2 The translation professional 
The same circumstances that impacted on the language services industry affected inevitably 
the translation professional, as the latter constitutes the central figure in the translation 
supply sphere. Several researchers like Bowker [2002: 11-13] and Austermiffil [2001: 1-81 
discuss at length how the socio-techno-economic conditions have impacted on translators' 
work, but limited mention is made of the concerns that the current conditions have raised: 
1. pressure to produce high quality translations within shorter deadlines 
Concern shared with the language services industry. 
30 On almost every TM developer's site we can find case studies on the implementation of 
TM systems by their clients. 
Examples of case studies can be found at: http: //www. sdl. com/localization-information/case-studies. htm [last accessed on 
12/09/2008]. 
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2. requirement to handle digital content that derives from a variety of new 
media sources 
Concern shared with the language services industry. 
3. balance of excellence in profession with job satisfaction 
This is a concern that all professionals have regardless of the industry they belong to. It 
is an important concern because it has implications for the productivity of the 
translator and it needs to be considered seriously in the design of environments or tools 
for translators. It is also a concern that is hardly measurable and can vary from person 
to person; it is therefore difficult to address. 
The above concerns could give an a priori indication of the needs of modern translation 
professionals, which this thesis plans to identify in a systematic way in the following 
chapters. 
The general consensus among researchers in Translation Studies is that the use of 
technology has become a necessity for the modern translator in order to stay competitive, 
or even to survive in the translation supply market [Austermiihl, 2001: 7-8, Bowker, 2002: 
13-14; O'Hagan and Ashworth, 2002: Xi]. In these conditions, TM systems have been 
proclaimed as a solution to the translators' concerns not only by TM developers but also by 
many university translator training programmes (e. g. at Imperial College London, Dublin 
City University, University of Limerick). 
1.4.2.1 Usefulness of TM systems 
TM systems are used by translation professionals as tools, therefore their potential is 
measured in terms of usefulness. The potential of TM systems for translation professionals 
have been discussed by many TM researchers, such as Ray and Ray [1999], Samuelsson- 
Brown [2004: 77-8] and Bowker [2002: 114-71. In summary, such potential benefits relate 
to: 
0 Productivity increase (more translations in greater speed, ability to process a 
variety of source file types). 
a Improvement in the quality of translation output (mainly due to consistent use of 
terminology). 
0 Reduction of repetitive work, thus enhancement of job satisfaction. 
These alleged benefits of TM systems for the translation professional have been contested 
by several researchers, mainly due to the non-existence of related epistemic proof deriving 
from research on translators' perceptions and work practices around TM systems. Pym 
[20o6l, for example, challenges the overall benefit of TM systems when he argues that the 
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technology - in its present form - separates the communicator (i. e. the translator) from the 
act of communication. He describes a situation where: 
Translators usually cannot see the whole source text; they are unaware of any 
iconic qualities that might profile a particular end-user; they are normally given 
no specific information about the purposes of the communication act; [ ... ] they rarely receive any feedback from the distant world of text use; and if any of those 
things happen, it is at the stage of revising, publishing or marketing, beyond the 
technologies that keep the translator looking at nothing but phrases from 
memories. 
In an effort to investigate translators' perceptions around TM systems, Dillon and Fraser 
[2007] examined the attitudes of users and non-users of TM systems towards TM systems. 
They analysed correlations between a positive or negative attitude and specific categories of 
translators (as those were determined by e. g. experience and IT skills) and mentioned the 
fact that there are unclear perceptions around benefits and limitations of TM systems, but 
they did not provide any proof of certain benefits deriving from the use of TM systems, nor 
did they analyse the perceptions of TM users in relation to the usefulness of their tools. 
The TM Survey 2oo6 [Lagoudaki, 20o6] has also attempted to shed light on TM users' 
perceptions and has revealed that TM users have indeed realised benefits such as savings in 
time, improvements in translation quality (through terminology use consistency) and 
sharing of language resources. However, those perceived benefits are not contrasted with 
any perceived inconveniences deriving from the use of TM (no such information is 
requested from participants) and are not analysed, so that the survey cannot provide 
sufficient proof of the cumulative benefit gained by translation professionals by the use of 
TM systems. 
Earlier empirical work [e. g. by Webb, 1998] cannot be considered to offer any evidence of 
TM benefits for translation professionals, as the TM systems in reference to which 
perceptions were analysed are far behind in design and technology from present TM 
systems. 
The question of whether the current TM systems truly benefit translation professionals thus 
remains open. Any further discussion on this issue goes beyond the scope of this thesis. 
What is of interest to us is that there is serious scepticism around the actual usefulness of 
TM technology for its users, with regards to existing TM products. 
1.4.3 What drives TM system development 
By comparing the obvious needs of the language services industry and those of translation 
professionals, we notice many overlaps. Both groups feel the pressure to deliver 
high- 
quality translations in shorter timescales and to respond to requests made by their clients. 
The difference appears when the needs derive from different goals that each group is set to 
achieve. For instance, while the industry is interested in reducing the 
financial cost of the 
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translation production, the translation professional does not have such a concern, because, 
apart from overhead costs (such as cost of training and investment in technology), no 
significant financial costs normally occur from his work. For translators, human factors are 
important, instead, such as the quality of the environment in which they work and the 
ergonomics of the tools that they find useful, both of which have direct impact on the level 
of job satisfaction obtained. 
In a business-oriented world, where system development is driven by profit potential, it is 
no surprise to see that TM systems have been developed to serve the needs of the language 
services industry, rather than those of translation professionals as individuals. The 
industry's effort in not only containing, but also reducing service costs has driven the hasty 
development of translation tools without giving the necessary attention to the end users. 
The language services industry is undoubtedly a large interest group with strong financial 
and political power enabling it to drive the development of technology. Translation 
professionals, on the other hand, have never been able to form a powerful entity that can 
further the interests of the profession. Therefore, translators have been forced to use the 
technology that was designed to serve industry goals and not their needs 
TM systems' development is driven by market forces, by capabilities afforded by software 
companies and computer systems and by the clients who dictate what they want from 
language service providers. Every effort in TM systems R&D must always be in line with 
commercial considerations. With the rare exception of free software, a TM system has a 
monetary value, therefore it makes business sense that priority is given to the needs of 
business buyers (i. e. translation/localisation companies), rather the needs of consumer 
buyers (i. e. translation professionals). Every investment in R&D has a cost and a risk, 
therefore trade-offs are more likely to satisfy the first group. 
Having said that, no one can argue that no real consideration is given to translators' needs 
by the TM software developers. TM developers are making considerable efforts in eliciting 
information from the end-users of their products (e. g. through online user groups and 
product feedback forms). However, these efforts prove insufficient, when we can still see 
system design - user needs misalignments, instantiated by complex and impractical 
systems. It is obvious beyond any doubt that many of the needs of modern translation 
professionals remain unmet by the existing TM systems. This is not only because TM 
developers may fail to identify them, or may downgrade them as a result of business 
priorities, but also because needs change constantly and at the same pace as changes 
happen in the world around us. Serving a societal need is not enough for any technology. It 
quickly saturates the potential of the system. In contrast, user needs can offer endless 
opportunities for expanding the possibilities of a system. It is the present research's goal to 
identify these needs, and analyse them taking into account the diversity in user 
characteristics, tasks and TM use environments. 
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Chapter 2: Preparing for user 
needs investigation 
There is an abundance of evidence in the software engineering literature that proves that 
software quality is inherently linked to the correct and early identification of user needs 
[Xia, 2003; Ryan, 20001. A widely acknowledged premise is that quality is achieved when 
the system successfully meets the needs of its users, thus creating user satisfaction. 
Although the importance of needs identification is commonly recognised, many software 
development projects are reported to undervalue the task, or fail to correctly identify needs 
with fatal consequences to the entire project [Townsend, 2007: 9; Kohler and Paech, 2002]. 
This failure is commonly associated with hasty activities during needs identification, lack of 
resources to spend on the task and lack of commitment or managerial support. Indeed, 
needs identification is considered as a costly process that can take a significant part of the 
product planning schedule and it is likely to bring delays to the software project. This is the 
main reason why only big companies can afford to perform this task properly [Griffin, 
1993: 7-8]. Usually, most of the challenges derive from the fact that user needs identification 
is a collaborative activity that requires the end-user involvement in the software 
development process. Nevertheless, any lapse in proper identification of user needs may 
result in the incorrect specification of the system, which can also require substantial 
resources and time in order to fix the software's defects [Eberlein and do Prado Leite, 
20021. 
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Investigating user needs might seem like a simple capture of knowledge from the user 
domain, but it is far from being a straightforward task. According to Gotel and Finkelstein 
119941 the generic sources of complexity in such a task can be the following: 
A stereotypical end-user cannot be predefined. The needs of users will differ and 
will often be inconsistent. 
M Users tend to change their minds often about their needs. 
The quantity, heterogeneity, and depth of detail of the potential information 
required, precludes predefinition. 
0 It is difficult to predefine how any access to information, and its subsequent 
presentation, will be required. 
N The data acquisition relies on personal contact, as there is always something out of 
date, undocumented, inaccessible or unusable. 
0 Not all users perform the same tasks on a system. Each user group, which 
represents a different end-use context, exhibits unique needs which may be in 
conflict with the needs of users in other use contexts. 
A successful investigation of user needs must, therefore, consist of a chain of activities, 
from information gathering to dissemination, which take into account all the above 
problems and address them in the most suitable way. It needs to be systematic, yet creative, 
and well prepared. The line of investigation that sets the general framework for the 
activities to be carried out in the present research is described and justified in the next 
section. 
2.1 Line of investigation 
Due to the absence of previous research on user needs identification for translator-support 
systems in the academic literature, no pre-set and pre-tested methodology was available to 
employ in the context of this research. This has allowed for greater freedom in choosing 
suitable research methods, tools and techniques, and has provided an excellent opportunity 
to be creative throughout this project. 
Given that the aim of the research is the discovery of translation professionals' actual needs 
with reference to the existing TM systems, the research is geared towards an empirical 
investigation of needs, based on data that derive from and measure the translation 
professional's work reality. 
The investigation starts with no predefined formal hypothesis. Although research in the 
area of translation studies or translation technology can be characterised by substantial 
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knowledge of problems pertaining to existing TM systems, it is not as yet noted for 
possessing substantial knowledge about hypothetical needs (i. e. explicitly testable 
hypotheses). In fact, the majority of clear references to translation professionals' needs are 
use-context specific. For instance, LISA's survey [Lommel, 2004] reveals and briefly 
analyses the needs of translation companies in reference to TM systems, but the vast 
majority of respondents are not necessarily the end-users of the systems (instead, they are 
decision-makers), and in addition, the survey does not give any consideration to non- 
corporate users, such as freelancers. Other examples of limited references to user needs 
include the research conducted by Carter-Sigglow [20041 on the translators working with 
TM systems at the Research Centre Jiffich in Germany and the one by Drugan [20041 on 
translation support tools in the European institutions. On a broader spectrum, more 
general and diverse needs (that are clear and not mere hints) seem to be fragmented across 
literature of questionable reliability (e. g. translators' magazines, industry journals, 
newsletters, etc. ). 
The lack of pre-existing theory in the form of a hypothesis reinforces the exploratory nature 
of the current investigation whose goal is to examine the needs of translation professionals 
in depth and acquire knowledge to form hypotheses that can be tested in future research. 
Data, therefore, is not used to test a theory, in this context, but to develop a theory. 
According to the Grounded Theory by Glaser and Strauss [19671, to which the present 
investigation is close in spirit, a hypothesis at the beginning of a piece of research is 
inimical to the generation of a genuine theory reflecting reality. Having a hypothesis 
prejudges the results of the investigation, which severely restricts the generative aspect of 
the research and consequently the theory [Glaser, 1998: 8-9]. Ideally, research must begin 
free from speculation and from the literature's claims and be as open as possible to 
discovery and the emergence of concepts, problems and interpretations from the data 
[Glaser, 1998: 671. Indeed, this research needed a methodology that could get through and 
beyond conjecture and preconception to delve into the concerns and visualisations of 
translation professionals in order to uncover their needs. 
The Grounded Theory is a popular research methodology in social research, which could 
have been considered suitable for the purposes of the current project. It has been offered by 
its inceptors (Glaser and Strauss) as a systematic way of generating a theory from real data 
by making use of rigorous methods of data analysis. Its main doctrine is "all is data", and its 
strength lies in its open-ended, discovery-based orientation which relies on methods that, 
instead of forcing meaning on the participants, are interested in listening to their genuine 
meanings, grasping their perspectives and studying their concerns and motivational drivers 
[Glaser, 1998: 32]. The appeal of Grounded Theory derives mainly from the fact that the 
emergent theory is fully grounded on real-life data, which leaves little room for challenging 
the theory, if the data is fit. Despite its record of success in discovering the reality in the 
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context of various social research projects, and although there has been evidence of its 
effective application in Software Engineering as well [Allan, 20031, Grounded Theory 
cannot be used as a general research methodology in the context of the present research. It 
can - and will be - used instead as a data analysis methodology in the analysis of 
qualitative data (see Chapter 4: Analysis of qualitative data). 
Its main weakness as a research methodology stems from its lack of internal and external 
control of its data sources, which may have an adverse effect on the quality of data. 
According to Glaser [1998: 8-9], data can be collected from anywhere and by any means, 
ranging from the briefest of comments to the lengthiest interview, and it can vary from 
factual descriptions to airy ungrounded conceptualisations. Clearly, in Grounded Theory 
there is no procedural structure in data collection, and no standards as to what constitutes 
useful, relevant and representative data. Any data used, however collected, appears to be of 
equal value [Glaser, 1998: 431. This lack of control over the data sources and quality, which 
undermines the rigour of data collection, carries the danger of founding a theory on unfit 
data, with the serious possibility that the whole theoretical construction will, at some point, 
collapse. 
In the context of this research, a methodology was needed that included rigorous methods, 
tools and techniques at every stage of the research. These stages are: 
i. Data collection: elicitation of information from users of TM systems 
2. Data filtering: evaluation of information in terms of relevance and usefulness 
3. Data analysis: systematic identification, through coding, of user needs that lead 
to the discovery of new application fields for TM systems; sorting data into 
categories 
4. Data interpretation: organisation and integration of categories into substantive 
and formal theories; linking the findings to related literature 
The four stages are consecutive, reflecting a linear structured process of investigation. 
Every stage has its own goals and challenges that need to be considered when selecting 
suitable methods, tools and techniques. The selection is not determined a priori, before 
defining the goals and the problems of each stage. In this way, the methodology allows for 
flexibility in considering various suitable methods, tools and techniques from different 
disciplines depending on specific purposes, and it is built gradually, as every stage of the 
project progresses. 
The reasoning that is followed is inductive, in the sense that investigation starts with 
specific measures of the likes, dislikes and suggestions of translation professionals 
regarding TM systems, and as it progresses it begins to detect patterns and regularities, 
formulates some tentative hypotheses that are explored, and finally ends up by developing a 
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general theory. Inductive reasoning, by its very nature, is more open-ended and 
exploratory, which fits ideally with the investigative character of the present research. 
2.2 Needs investigation in Software Engineering 
In this research, the goal of constructing a theory about the translation professionals' needs 
is to support the development of improved TM systems. An understanding of the 
development process of software, and of TM software in particular, is helpful in explaining 
where needs identification fits in that process and leads to the recognition of strategies 
followed in real-life software development projects to discover user needs. An insight into 
TM software engineering also helps to clarify the key concepts of needs and users, which is 
necessary before embarking on the investigation. 
2.2.1 Software development lifecycles 
In a typical software development lifecycle, identifying user needs is part of the 
requirements definition stage. This stage is responsible for defining what services are 
required from the system. The necessity for user needs investigation arises not only at the 
early stages of translation systems development, but throughout the software development 
lifecycle provided that the system is maintained through the release of updated versions. 
There are nearly as many software development methodologies as there are companies 
developing software, and in many cases software is developed without any methodology 
and even without any specifications. This applies to TM developers too, as each one follows 
their own system development model. In general, though, all models comprise the 
following basic stages, as illustrated in Figure 4: requirements definition, design, 
implementation, testing and operation [Sommerville, 2004: 64-8]. Once the system enters 
the market, the software development process normally continues in iterations, so that the 
system evolves around the changing requirements of its users. Ultimately, the technology 
usually fuses with other technologies to create a new kind of technology, or it dies after 
being replaced by a better technology. 
Requiremer 
definition 
System and 
software 
design 
plementa- 
n and unit 
testing 
........... 
Integration 
and system 
testing 
Operation 
and 
maintenance 
Fi . gure 4: TypIcal software development lifecycle 
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According to Wallin and Land [20011, there are three basic types of system development 
lifecycle model: the sequential, incremental and evolutionary models. 
The sequential models were the first to appear and are still largely used by organisations. 
They build on the assumption that the problem to be solved can be completely understood 
and described before a solution is designed. A design that satisfies all aspects of the 
problem can be specified before implementation [Wallin & Land, 20011. Normally, this 
approach is applicable when experienced developers work in a well-known problem 
domain, with well-known technology. Within this model range fall the commonly used 
Waterfall and "V" models, but these models seem not to be preferred by developers of 
commercial TM software. The most probable reason is that translator support technology is 
a relatively new research area, so that the application domain has not been explored to the 
extent that it can provide complete user requirements at the beginning of a new TM 
software project. 
The incremental models, with a view to minimising risk, favour the decomposition of a 
development project into several smaller sub-projects (increments). In these models, as in 
sequential models, the overall requirements of the final system are known at the start of the 
development. In incremental models, however, a limited set of requirements is allocated to 
each increment and with each successive (internal) release more requirements are 
addressed until the final (external) release satisfies all requirements [Wallin & Land, 20011. 
TM developers with many years of experience in developing TM software seem to prefer 
this software model. Since they already have a wealth of requirements at the beginning of a 
new TM software project (or a new version), TM developers break them down into sets and 
allocate each set to a sub-project. Usually, each sub-project deals with a separate module of 
the software (e. g. terminology manager, alignment tool). 
Finally, the evolutionary models are often used by developers of new technologies or 
developers with little experience in the application domain, when all the requirements 
cannot be known in advance. The most frequently used evolutionary model is the Spiral 
one, where a prototype is refined to a system in a series of cycles. This is, essentially, the 
model that most new TM system developers seem to use. All the requirements of the final 
system are not known when the development starts. Initially the requirements are partly 
defined, and then refined and extended with each successive release as the requirements 
picture matures. The main risk encountered by these models relates to the architecture of 
the first version of the system, which must support the changes introduced in each cycle, 
otherwise the system will need to be redesigned completely. Admittedly, at the early stages 
of development it is difficult to foresee all the kinds of problems that will arise so that the 
developer devises an effective mitigation plan from the start. But if a careful investigation of 
user needs and clear specification of requirements precede the 
design phase, there are good 
chances that many mistakes will be prevented from happening, and overall, the 
developer 
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will gain from a more flexibility-conscious approach to the architecture's design and 
implementation. Evolutionary models are also more suitable for small to medium-sized 
systems [Somerville, 2004: 69]. Frequently, TM developers abandon evolutionary models 
in favour of incremental ones, once the system and the developing capacity of developers 
has matured. 
2.2.2 Requirements Engineering 
Virtually all system development lifecycle models start with the requirements definition 
stage, whose complexity has given birth to a sub-discipline within Software Engineering 
called Requirements Engineering (RE). Requirements Engineering is seen as the bridge 
between the developer and the user, as its role is to transfer knowledge from the application 
domain to the development team. While Software Engineering focuses on 'designing the 
thing right', Requirements Engineering concentrates on 'designing the right thing' 
[Sutcliffe, 2002], in the sense that it ensures that the requirements reflect accurately the 
needs of all the stakeholders of the system and that are in such a form that engineers in 
subsequent development stages can understand them and turn them into a software that is 
fit for the intended purpose of use. In more abstract terms, Requirements Engineering lays 
down the 'promise' for the new system (or the new version of a system), whereas Software 
Engineering is responsible for delivering on that promise. 
Requirements are critical to the success of a software project. If the initial requirements for 
the project are done well, the project has a fair chance to succeed regardless of its size. If 
the requirements are done poorly and are filled with errors and uncontrolled changes, the 
project has a great chance of running out of control (if not dropped out). 
Requirements are the descriptions of the services to be provided by the system and its 
operational constraints [Sommerville, 2004: 1181. The requirements reflect the needs of the 
stakeholders for a system that helps solve some problem, such as retrieving a suitable 
translation example for a given source text from a repository of bilingual aligned texts. 
From an exploratory study of SE literature the term requirement does not seem to be used 
in the industry in a consistent way. Some use the terms requirements and needs 
interchangeably [e. g. Herzwurm et al., 1999; Krogstie, 1999], implying that the two 
concepts are synonymous, while others make no distinction between stakeholder 
requirements and system requirements, and use the term requirements to refer to both 
[e. g. Ryan, 2000], even though they have distinct differences and are usually represented in 
two separate documents. According to Sommerville [2004: 1181, some of the problems that 
arise during the RE process are a result of failing to make a clear separation between the 
above concepts. It is important, therefore, to clarify their difference, for the purpose of this 
thesis as well. 
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According to Oxford English Dictionary a need can be defined either as a condition 
requiring relief (which presupposes the existence of a problem) or as anything that is 
necessary but lacking. Needs are often confused with wants (= desires), which are more 
discretionary. The present research is mainly interested in actual needs, whether those are 
expressed explicitly, or are hidden in various demands or desires. The users' desires are 
also important for this research as, although they may not stem from immediate obvious 
problems, they can be the needs of the future, especially if they derive from users who, 
being savvier with IT, have become more sophisticated over time. 
Needs are not solutions to problems. They are usually the problems themselves. The user 
need is the basis for a user requirement, which in turn corresponds to a system 
requirement. Needs are expressed in layman's terms and because of the inherent problems 
in natural language interpretation, they need some processing and analysis to become user 
requirements. The greater part of RE literature appears to disregard or gives very little 
detail of the process of user needs identification and analysis as a separate step within user 
requirements engineering. Nevertheless, the analysis of needs is of critical importance in an 
RE process, as correct user requirements can only derive from correct identification of user 
needs. 
In the context of this research, the identification of user needs is an essential step before 
forming user requirements for TM systems, as in order to understand the visualisations of 
users about their ideal TM system through the perceived solutions for their immediate 
problems, it is important to analyse the situation that can reveal a bigger problem, for 
which the problem that users see may only be a symptom. The analysis of a situation is, 
thus, a way of ensuring that the correct need is identified through the understanding of the 
reasons behind given perceived solutions. 
Another reason for identifying needs before documenting user requirements is that user 
requirements, as perceived solutions, are usually tied to the technological capabilities of 
existing TM systems and therefore are time-bound and are highly likely to change within a 
brief period of time. Needs, on the other hand, because they are independent of specific 
technological solutions, withstand longer and change at the same rate at which the 
translator's profession transforms in the socio-techno-economic continuum. Therefore, the 
identified needs can be used safely over and over again as the basis for continuously 
renewed user requirements for longer periods of time. 
While user requirements are independent of the technological, financial and organisational 
constraints of the TM developer, the system requirements 
describe the solutions to the 
users' requirements that are feasible within the developer's capacity. 
System requirements 
are more technical in nature and more detailed in the 
description of the system's required 
services [Somerville, 2004: 118-9]. The level of 
detail is very important in the system 
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requirements specification. System requirements must be precise and detailed enough to 
describe a desired and feasible solution but not too detailed, as this might restrict the 
imagination of the system designer, and cause creative opportunities to be missed, at the 
subsequent stage of software design. 
Table 4 summarises the definitions for key concepts in RE and provides an example for 
each concept as it appears in a typical set of TM software documentation. It is interesting to 
notice here the evolution path that a user need normally (or ideally) follows in order to 
become a product feature. 
USER NEEDS 
Statements by the users describing a 
Definition problem that needs to be solved or 
anything that is necessary but lacking 
I need to be able to use my TM Example 
database in a different TM system" 
Term used in RE User requirements 
Brief statements about perceived 
Definition solution(s) 
by the user (with no 
consideration to cost or technology 
limitations) 
Level of detail High-level abstract description 
"The user requires the ability to 
export the TM database in a standard 
Example format, so that the database can be 
imported and used effectively by 
other TM systems" 
4 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
Characteristics of the final 
software 
TMX (Level 2) compliance 
System requirements 
Brief, concise statements about 
the feasible solution proposed 
by the engineer 
More detailed description 
"The system shall comply with 
the TMX standard" 
Table 4: Important definitions in Requirements Engineering 
Very few companies have an explicitly-defined and standardised RE process [Kotonya & 
Sommerville, 1998: 9]. Moreover, different companies tackle requirements engineering in 
radically different ways. For example, Kovitz [20031 observes that there are significant 
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differences in requirements engineering between phased (plan-driven) and agile 
development. Whereas phased development does requirements engineering in an early 
phase that precedes the majority of coding, agile development runs the process throughout 
the project. In addition, phased development usually embodies the requirements in a 
written document, while agile development does not. 
TM developers also have different ways of dealing with requirements. The following two 
case studieS31 demonstrate the differences in RE practices between a large company 
developing TM systems, which follows a phased development approach, and a small 
development team which develops an open-source TM system by following an agile 
approach. 
Case study A: REfor a leading commercial TM system 
In our company we follow an incremental development process. This has proven to be the 
most efficient process to ensure that we ship product that has the required levels of 
stability, quality and robustness when it is released to the market. We find it especially 
important to make quality assurance an integral part of the development process and have 
tight links between core engineering and stakeholders from quality assurance and 
documentation functions to ensure that the product we ship is not only "coded" right but 
has also the right quality and comprehensive documentation. 
We have a formal documented procedure within the company for user and system 
requirements specification. We use an approach that is revolvesaround MRD (Market 
Requirements Document), PRD (Product Requirements Document) and ERD (Engineering 
Requirements Document). The product marketing function is responsible for the 
commercial requirements driving a product inception/enhancement via the MRD, which 
then feeds into product management for the more technical PRD (describing concretely 
what features are required to ftilfil the user benefit requirements from the MRD), which in 
turn feeds into engineers writing ERDs for individual end user features. 
a Specifying use cases is an important step throughout the PRD, ERD and QA process. It is 
important to understand how the user will actually use a feature, what the desired results 
are and what potential exceptions might occur. 
The people who are involved in user requirements identification come from: Product 
Marketing, Product Management, Sales, Support/Professional Services, and Business 
Consulting. Gathering user requirements is an ongoing effort that never stops. The primary 
" The information is reproduced from the completed questionnaires received from the Product Manager of Company A 
and the Lead Developer of Development Team B in April 2006. The names of the developing company/team, of the TM 
software products and of informants are not disclosed for confidentiality reasons and to avoid the possibility of generating 
positive or negative publicity for the specific products. 
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methods that we use to identify user needs are: feedback/complaints from users, user visits, 
and discussions that happen with users during shows/ conferences. Occasionally, we 
conduct user surveys, we run focus group sessions and/or gather information from existing 
marketing data. 
After user requirements have been discovered, they are fully evaluated and, if feasible and 
reasonable, feed into both the Market and Product Requirements Document. The 
prioritisation of requirements is carried out by Product management, in cooperation with 
key stakeholders from development management, product marketing, sales and customers 
in focus groups. 
We cope with changing user requirements by closely involving key customers and focus 
groups in shaping a feature, getting feedback and changing it as required, and by working 
closely with architects and key engineers from the development function to ensure the 
infrastructure for a feature is sound and future proof, rather than merely implementing 
user feedback tactically. 
Case study B: REfor an open-source TM system 
We do not have a strict software development process. We're following "Release Early, 
Release Often" development model, which is close to an evolutionary process. The reason 
for choosing one is that we're an open source project where developers are free to join and 
go. The main benefits are that we get lots of feedback and we get it early, and that this 
allows us to implement easy improvements more or less ASAP, while being able to plan 
long-term improvements in advance. 
We have a formal documented procedure within the company for user and system 
requirements specification, which is a public RFE (request for enhancement) report that 
anyone can fill in. 
User requirements are identified most of the time by power users who are part of the 
community, but as well as by other users. Developers are responsible for evaluating the 
public RFEs. Gathering user requirements is ongoing. We elicit user requirements primary 
from the feedback/complaints we get (through RFE or e-mails). Frequently we conduct 
focus group sessions, and occasionally we interview users individually or gather 
information from the conferences/shows we attend. Rarely, we conduct user surveys. 
After the discovery of user requirements, we follow the following steps: a) evaluation, b) 
assignment to a particular developer, c) implementation, d) evaluation of the 
implementation against the user's request. We do not use technical specifications. The 
prioritisation of system requirements is performed by the lead developer and other 
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developers and our criteria are mostly subjective: "do I like it? " and level of difficulty. 
In an effort to cope with changing user requirements, we try to discuss the requirements 
thoroughly before implementing them, but if the evaluation of the implementation against 
the requesting user shows the requirement is void, we lose. 
The two case studies highlight two different approaches to RE based on the resources that 
each developer possesses. The first approach is more systematic and several people 
(including users) are involved in the different stages of the RE process. Requirements are 
collected through various methods and are negotiated in consultation with the users. The 
second approach, on the other hand, is less systematic but flexible to cope with the 
peculiarities of an open-source project. Minimum effort is put into the RE process by 
concentrating on few but effective methods of collecting requirements, and by evaluating 
requirements in a swift process with no further consultation with the users requesting the 
enhancements. The advantage of this rapid agile approach to RE is the prompt 
implementation of requested features. The former approach, on the other hand, 
concentrates on the features that would be desirable to the majority of stakeholders, and 
not all the features requested, which is why the developer devotes more effort to the 
negotiation of requirements. 
In general, most software developers try to follow a systematic route to RE and organise RE 
activities in groups. Kotonya & Sommerville [1998: 32-3] distinguish four main activity 
groups in a typical RE process as illustrated in Figure 5, but point out that these sub- 
processes have no distinct boundaries, as they usually run as an iterative process where 
each activity provides feedback to the others. The four sub-processes are: 
n Requirements elicitation 
This is a human-centred group of activities during which needs are discovered and 
stakeholder requirements are collected through interaction with the 
stakeholders of the system. Requirements are also collected from existing system 
documentation, from market studies and related standards and regulations. 
Domain information is also collected during this stage from stakeholders or 
relevant literature. This process is also referred to as requirements acquisition or 
requirements discovery. 
w IILR%. %equirements analysis 
This group of activities includes requirements classiflcation, organisation, 
prioritisation and negotiation. The unstructured collection of requirements 
from 
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the previous stage is broken down into groups of related requirements and 
requirements are organised in coherent clusters (e. g. by type of stakeholder, by 
user group or by system module). Inevitably, where multiple stakeholders are 
involved, requirements will conflict. Therefore, at this stage, the requirements are 
prioritised in consultation with the stakeholders, and any requirement conflicts are 
resolved through negotiation. 
Requirements documentation 
The agreed and prioritised stakeholder requirements are documented at an 
appropriate level of detail in a document that represents stakeholder requirements. 
Based on this document, the engineers of the system might need to add more 
technical details, so they either create a separate document for system 
requirements, or add their input straight to the final requirements specification 
document. Formal or informal requirements documents may be produced at this 
stage, and can be in the form of documents in natural language or/and diagrams. 
Requirements validation 
The final requirements are checked carefully for consistency and completeness. The 
process is intended to detect problems in the specification document before it is 
used as a basis for the system development. In case of a problem found, some of the 
previous activities may have to be repeated. 
Existing systems 
woroumn 
SukohoWtr r4eds 
(>P*4At*cwQj 
swdardl 
tk, oltoltHms 
Requirement 
eif, mftarýnql 
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document 
requirements 
Figure 5: Typical Requirements Engineering process 
SYSTEM 
DESIGN 
The goal of the requirements engineering process is to create and maintain a requirements 
specification document. This document plays a central role within the 
TM system 
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development process, as it feeds directly into system design and is regarded as the main 
instrument that guides all the other project actions. Jackson 119951 clarifies the 
relationship between the requirements and the design stage by pointing out that 
requirements are mostly concerned with the problem to be solved, while design is 
concerned with the solution to the problem [Kotonya & Sommerville, 1998: 1o]. In other 
words, and in the case of TM systems, the requirements set out what the stakeholders - 
including users - require from a TM system, whereas design describes the path to be 
followed to meet these requirements. 
In the context of this research, the typical RE process validates the line of investigation (see 
section 2.1) followed in this project. The four stages of data collection, filtering & 
organisation, analysis and formalisation correspond to the RE sub-processes 
requirements elicitation, analysis and documentation, to the extent that the current 
project could be characterised as an attempt to perform requirements engineering for an 
improved type of TM system. However, despite the common goal of improving a TM system 
through new requirements, there are crucial differences between the present project and a 
typical RE process for a TM system. 
First of all, this project is interested in requirements that derive exclusively from user 
needs; in other words, the focus is on interactor viewpoints represented by the people who 
interact directly with the system [Somerville, 2004: 1501. In a typical RE process, 
requirements engineers gather requirements from various sources, such as domain 
literature and organisational standards (domain viewpoints) and most importantly from all 
the stakeholders of the system, including users. Stakeholders typically include customers on 
one side and the developer on the other. In the context of TM systems, the customers are 
categorised into clients, i. e. the decision-makers or product-choosers (e. g. company 
managers, translation department managers) (indirect viewpoints) and end-users, i. e. the 
users of the software. End-users can also be the clients, in the case of freelance translators 
for example. The present project is interested in the later category of stakeholders: the end- 
users of TM systems. This is mainly due to the scope limitations of this research, although it 
is recognised that equal consideration should be given to all customers' needs during the 
development or improvement of a TM system. 
Secondly, this project places special emphasis on the in-depth analysis of user information 
and the generation of a theory regarding the users' actual needs that reveals not only 
obvious needs but also latent needs, through the examination of causality between needs 
and the user's situation. This in-depth analysis is a step that is lacking in RE projects due to 
previously mentioned constraints related to cost and time limitations (see P. 52). However, 
it is important that this investigation goes beyond the superficial identification of user 
needs, as performed in a standard RE process, to unlock hidden messages that could 
foretell the future of TM systems. 
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Thirdly, the present investigation ends in a theory around identified needs that is grounded 
in user data and can be the basis for formal user requirements. To reach the final stage of 
producing a TM system design, developers need to translate the identified user needs into 
requirements, to contrast them with requirements from other sources, to negotiate them in 
case of conflicting requirements, and to validate them against system requirements. All 
these subsequent stages necessary in a RE process fall beyond the scope of this research. If 
the scope of research could be extended, such research could develop further with a 
potential collaboration with a TM developer who would provide information on other 
sources of requirements (e. g. marketing data, requirements for previous versions of the 
system) and would offer the developer's viewpoint during the negotiation and validation of 
requirements. However, this possibility has been rejected for the present research project 
on the grounds of intellectual property rights protection32. Consequently, the current 
research ends when its aim has been achieved, i. e. once it succeeds in presenting the needs 
which reveal areas of improvement in TM systems, thus offering critical information in the 
application domain of TM systems that TM developers are lacking. 
Based on the above, the investigation route followed in this research has many differences 
from an RE process for TM systems. Nevertheless, the present investigation could be 
considered as part of an RE process for TM systems, since most of its steps overlap with RE 
sub-processes. 
One of the first steps in RE, which is also relevant for the preparation of this investigation, 
is the identification of users, who are the exclusive informants at the data collection stage. 
During this identification, it is important to notice any distinction between different user 
groups and any special interests that the user groups may have. The investigation will then 
be able to focus on those interests when eliciting information from different user groups. It 
is also essential to determine which group is more important than the others, in order to 
place greater emphasis on input deriving from this particular user group. 
2.3 Definition of TM users 
It is widely observed that translation professionals are normally the only users of TM 
systems. Translation professionals include, apart from known professionals such as 
translators, terminologists, proofreaders and reviewers, every professional who is involved 
in the production of translations (such as project managers, graphic designers/ engineers, 
" The outcome of the present investigation has been evaluated by Imperial Innovations Limited (consulting company, 
operated by Imperial College London, offering services related to the commercialisation of research produced at Imperial 
College London) as holding significant commercial value, therefore the disclosure of data to a third party could be exploited 
financially. Further to College's recommendations, it was opted not to give access to data deriving from the present 
research to any TM developing company before the research is published, as this could be seen as favouring a specific 
developer over the others. 
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DTP specialists). This typology of TM users is without difficulty confirmed by browsing the 
websites of TM developing companies and noticing who their systems are targeted at. It 
appears clear that from the above user groups, translators are the most significant user 
group, possibly because TM systems were originally developed especially for them. The 
investigation is, consequently, more interested in the needs of translators rather than those 
of other translation professionals, without this meaning that other translation professionals 
are excluded from the investigation or their needs are overlooked. In fact, their needs are 
studied too, and compared with the needs of other user groups; however, the information 
acquired from these user groups is limited in quantity, compared to information acquired 
by translators. 
The present investigation studies all three types of TM end-users: 
a. potential users: people who are involved in the production of translations or in 
any aspect of a translation workflow, but do not currently use a TM system 
b. emerging users: people who have not used a TM system in the past, but are 
known to have the intention of using a TM system in the future 
c. actual users: people who are using a TM system at present or have used one in the 
past 
The main reason for considering potential and emerging users in addition to the actual ones 
is that translation professionals have needs independently from a TM system, so the needs 
should not be related to whether they have used a TM system before or not. Obviously, for a 
person who has been using a TM system it will be easier to express her needs if she thinks 
of her known TM system as a model of reference. But it is highly likely that this person's 
needs will be prejudiced by the limitations of the existing technology. On the other hand, a 
person with no preconceived notion of a particular translator-support solution will be able 
to "think outside the box" and generate more daring ideas about future solutions. 
Finally, the investigation pays particular attention to lead (or "power") users as they are a 
better indication of future needs [Von Hippel, 1988]. Lead users are actual users who 
generally have lengthy experience in using TM systems (typically use - or have used - more 
than two systems) or use the system to its full potential for various tasks. According to Von 
Hippel's study [1988], lead users are more valuable informants than the other users 
because they currently experience needs still unknown to the public. Because they are able 
to express needs months before the rest of the marketplace encounters them, they are 
regarded as a key source of innovation. 
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2.4 Methods of data acquisition 
Following the identification of informants, a critical step in the preparation of this 
investigation is the review of available methods for sourcing data and the selection of a 
method that will ensure that the acquired data is fit for the aim of this research. 
2.4.1 Sources of data 
Two directions could be followed in order to address the question of sourcing data. The 
data can be any information deriving from users themselves, or from any other source that 
possesses relevant information, related to what users (might) need, want or expect from a 
TM system. Thus, one way to investigate translators' needs would be to collect data from 
secondary sources, such as literature, which involves the identification of relevant data, its 
evaluation and analysis, in order to generate the theory that answers the chief question of 
what translators need in reference to TM systems. Secondary data can be acquired from: 
" Academic literature (books, conference papers, academic journals) 
" Practitioner journals, magazines, newsletters 
" TM users fora 
" Translators blogs, TM users blogs 
" TM developers' documentation/websites (from which statements of needs can be 
extracted) 
In particular, valuable information on user needs can be gathered from TM system 
evaluations carried out by users, and system independent reviews that are either 
comparative (comparison of features for two or more systems) or standalone. However, 
these sources prove inadequate in view of the following problems: 
In system evaluations by users, there are descriptions of what is good and what is 
bad in existing systems, but hardly any new ideas are ever brought out. 
In system independent reviews, the authors hardly ever propose alternative 
solutions, and even when they do, it is hard to trace the rationale behind the 
proposed solution, and hence, it is difficult to see the reasons why one particular 
solution is more preferable than others. In addition, they rarely ever provide 
reasons why some features are not desired (which would possibly reveal a need). By 
nature, reviews published in magazines or journals lack depth in their analysis 
because of length constraints, so the data provided is limited in detail. 
Generally, relying on secondary sources of data is problematic because of the following 
issues: 
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0 Qualily of sources: the majority of sources containing relevant information (apart 
perhaps from books, reviewed journals and conference contributions) cannot be 
considered authoritative in the sense that it is questionable whether the relevant 
information is true and accurate. 
a Representativeness of data: theories on translators' needs may draw from data 
collected from a sample unit that is not representative of all TM users. 
a Time sensitivi1y of data: needs change over time, as translators become more 
competent in the use of computers and as new improved systems become available 
to them. Old sources of data are likely to carry obsolete information about needs 
that have already been covered by the majority of TM systems. In addition, because 
needs reflect the translators' work reality in a certain period of time, the 
information that one needs to study this time-confined reality must be 
synchronous. 
w Control over sources: there is little control over the measurement and the results 
presented may be tainted by data of poor quality; it is also difficult to trace back the 
empirical evidence that was used to generate the theories that the authors present. 
a Methodology: the literature is full of claims and theories that are not generated 
through a systematic approach. 
Subjectivi1y: the theories presented in the literature are usually of a subjective 
nature, or are biased in favour of (or against) specific TM systems. Especially in the 
case of system reviews and evaluations, the literature commonly reflects the 
opinion of a single person. 
Due to the above inefficiencies and deficiencies of secondary sources, the present 
investigation is geared towards a more controlled process of data collection that does not 
have to consider any particular data as sanctified, objective or valid, and, at the same time, 
one that places research closer to the real world. Instead of relying on in vitro paradigms of 
the translators' work reality, the investigation has set out to collect primary data, directly 
from the informants, in order to be able to base the theory on in vivo measurements. 
Acquiring information directly from users, rather than mining information out of 
documents, is not intended to diminish the importance of documentation or literature. 
Information acquired through communication with the users will be interpreted with the 
help of existing literature, and literature will be contrasted with the theory that will emerge 
out of the data. No theory stands alone; it must be integrated 
into the yet bigger picture of 
the area of Translation Technology. For this to happen, the scholarly 
incorporation of 
literature needs to relate the theory to the literature, so that literature will legitimate even 
more the grounded theory as a contribution to this area. 
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2.4.2Available elicitation methods 
The immediate question that occurs as soon as users are established as the exclusive source 
of data is how to elicit knowledge from them. Requirements Engineering offers a variety of 
methods for capturing user information, whose fitness needs to be evaluated according to 
criteria relevant to this research. The primary criteria informing method selection in the 
context of this project are: 
0 Research goals: the method must allow a large-scale collection of data (textual and 
numerical) that should expose or cue the needs of translation professionals in 
reference to TM systems 
Cost: it must bear minimal or no financial cost due to budget restrictions 
Rigour: it must be rigorous and must represent a systematic data acquisition 
programme 
0 Appropriateness to domain: it must have relevance to the people of the domain 
Some of the most widely used elicitation methods in Software Engineering and other 
disciplines are discussed below, and their appropriateness for this research is assessed. 
2.4.2.1 Observation 
Observation is a passive data acquisition method commonly used by requirements 
engineers in order to uncover and understand a) implicit needs [Kotonya and Somerville, 
1997: 69] and b) needs that pertain to specific social or organisational contexts [Somerville, 
2004: 1571. The analyst observes users in their day-to-day work, while using the TM 
software or while discussing about it with their colleagues, and keeps comprehensive notes. 
Somerville points out that the value of observation lies in the fact that people usually find it 
very difficult to articulate details of their daily work because it is second nature to them. 
They understand their own work but may not understand its relationship to other work in 
the organisation. Therefore, social and organisational factors that affect a system's use but 
are not obvious to individuals may only become clear when noticed by an unbiased 
observer. Kotonya and Somerville argue that observation is a better way of understanding 
tasks that users are performing in an intuitive way than direct questioning. This is because 
when tasks become routine, users do not have to think about them consciously and often 
they may not even realise what they are doing. 
In the context of this research, passive observation could not be used as a data acquisition 
method for a number of reasons. Firstly, observation is reported to carry the risk of 
capturing large amounts of irrelevant data [Maiden and Rugg, 1996: 1841. Secondly, 
effective observation of users can only happen in their workplace, but, despite the fact that 
gaining access to work places can be problematic, the use of TM systems would have to be 
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studied by taking into account organisational factors. However, the aim of the present 
investigation is to reveal user needs independently of a specific organisational context. 
Finally, although observation could provide information on the application domain of TM 
systems (e. g. how particular tasks are performed in a TM system, what problems are 
encountered), it is not certain whether substantial information hinting at possible needs 
would be gathered. 
2.4.2.2 Think Aloud Protocols 
Protocol analysis is another method combining observation with verbal communication, 
frequently used in Requirements Engineering, especially for building expert systems 
[Ramesh and Jarke, 1999: 71, and even more frequently in Translation Studies, as a 
Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) tool, for investigating translation as a cognitive process or 
for identifying translator strategies [e. g. Urscher, 1996]. With this method, the thought 
processes of the user are captured by recording the subject speaking her thoughts out loud. 
For instance, the user can undertake particular tasks with a TM system and speak out loud 
during these, explaining and commenting on every step of the process. The advantage of 
this method is that it can provide large amounts of data about specific tasks, while its 
disadvantage concerns the fact that transcribing and analysing protocols can be tedious and 
time-consuming [Maiden, 1996: 1841. However, the main reasons why protocol analysis has 
not been used as a data acquisition method in this research is to avoid being tied to a 
limited number (six maximUM33)of TM systems for the study - based on the data for which 
it would not be possible to make generalisations for all TM systems - and because this 
research investigates user needs with reference to a complete TM solution and not to a 
particular TM task. Inspecting user-software interaction for specific TM processes would 
significantly limit the chances of identifying unique areas of improvement for TM 
technology. 
2.4.2.3 Scenarios (user stories) 
Creating scenarios is yet another method for eliciting requirements from users. Its success 
as an elicitation method lies in the fact that people find it easier to relate to real-life 
examples than to abstract descriptions. They can understand and critique a scenario of how 
they might interact with a system [Somerville, 2004: 1531. Scenarios can be particularly 
useful for adding detail to an outline requirements description created by a requirements 
engineer. They are descriptions of example interaction sessions, covering one or more 
possible interactions between an end-user and the system. Applying a scenario involves the 
requirements engineer and the system end-user working through the scenario together, 
33 imperial College London, in the period 2004-07, has owned licences for six TM systems (most of which are standard 
editions) that could have been used for this research. 
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with the engineer taking notes of the user's comments, problems and suggestions. The end- 
user simulates the use of the system following the scenario and points out areas where the 
scenario is incorrect, simplistic or variable. The requirements engineer may ask questions 
at various points about current user actions, how tasks are carried out, who is involved in 
tasks, and what would happen if some alternative approach was taken. 
Using scenarios to describe requirements is an integral part of agile development methods, 
such as extreme programming (XP) [see Beck and Andes, 20041. In XP, scenarios are called 
user stories instead, and they are usually written jointly by programmers and on-site users 
on index cards. Each index card provides a concise description of the system and the 
desired functionality for the system under development. Each card also represents a unit of 
user-visible functionality, or in other words a user requirement [Beck and Andres, 
2004: 44-51. An XP-style elicitation method would not be appropriate in the context of the 
present research mainly because it is not possible to engage TM programmers in this 
process (see section 2.2.2, p. 64, for the reasons). In addition, any scenario-based method 
presupposes the generation of an outline description of the system and its functionality, 
corresponding either to an existing version of a system or to a system that is within the 
development capacity of the developer, that the end-users can work on. In this research, the 
investigation of user needs that will lead to user requirements needs to remain free from 
any particular existing TM solution, in order to be able to reveal deeper unmet needs and 
more original ideas about future features. 
2-4.2-4 PrOtOtWing 
People possess tacit knowledge about their needs that is not accessible to conscious 
introspection, and that is often missed when using typical elicitation methods involving 
verbal communication (e. g. interviews, focus group discussions). The use of a software 
prototype allows a simulation of the required system and its interaction with the user, and 
provides effective cues for recalling and recognising tacit knowledge [Maiden and Rugg, 
1996: 188]. For example, prototypes can often remind the users of low-level functions that 
are often otherwise overlooked, and can expose omissions, errors and inconsistencies in the 
software under development. This way, user needs are easier to discover. The present 
research has opted not to have a prototype built and used for the purpose of eliciting tacit 
knowledge mainly because of the high cost involved and because of problems present in 
engaging external resources for its development. Instead, this investigation has opted for an 
alternative technique for eliciting tacit knowledge, through the elaboration of questions that 
help the introspection of translation professionals with regard to their work practices (see 
Chapter 3). 
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2-4.2.5 Focus group discussion (brainstorming) 
Focus group discussions, or "brainstorming" sessions as they are commonly referred to in 
marketing, represent another method for eliciting information from the users of a system, 
with a view to capturing new ideas about future desired features. Focus group discussions 
can be conducted by the software developer themselves or by a market research company 
assigned to discover new trends and ideas for the software system under development. The 
session normally consists of a semi-structured exchange of viewpoints and ideas among a 
small group of users with a clear agenda. Some TM developers often carry out such 
sessions, during which users comment on the existing TM system developed by the 
company or simply visualise new solutions independent of the existing product. Focus 
groups are the mainstay of consumer research and the method is often regarded as one of 
the most important qualitative data collection methods used in market oriented research. 
The strength of this method is that it allows a space for the users to be creative and express 
their ideas, and also to question assumptions that might otherwise have constrained the 
system's functionality. One of the major concerns for conducting focus group discussions is 
that participants may not be intuitive enough to contribute to new concept generation, and 
there is always the risk of collecting unwanted data. 
The primary reason for not choosing a focus group discussion as the data elicitation method 
in this investigation relates to the difficulty in engaging a large number of people to this 
research and most importantly in organising a series of face-to-face focus group discussions 
in different locations. The alternative could be to stage the focus group discussions on the 
web (communication through e-mails, or through a dedicated forum) which would 
overcome the problem of approaching large numbers of users and that of the physical 
location of participants. However, this method presents a different set of issues. Firstly, it 
would be very difficult to maintain the interest of participants during the whole period of a 
virtual focus group discussion, which means that critical questions could be left 
unanswered for a long time and the moderator would have to probe answers continuously 
and until a satisfactory level of information was reached. Given that a significant number of 
users are needed to provide information, a series of no fewer than ten focus group 
discussions (8-1o participants) would be needed, which would render designing and 
coordinating the communication between so many people a very daunting task. As a 
consequence of all the risks involved in conducting several virtual focus group discussions, 
it would be difficult to estimate the duration of the task of data elicitation at the beginning 
of the project and it is highly likely that the data elicitation would delay the entire project. 
2.4.2.6 Interviewing 
In-depth interviews are one of the main methods of qualitative data collection in market 
research as well as in Requirements Engineering. The interviewer spends time with the 
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users of a system in one-on-one interviews finding out about their particular circumstances 
and their individual opinions about the system. Interviews can be formal or informal, and 
depending on the information they aim to elicit they can be: 
0 Structured: the interviewer asks a predefined set of questions, so that all 
respondents cover the same issues. The order of questioning is fixed and wording is 
usually specific: there is little scope for probing or deviating from the specified 
agenda. 
Semi-structured: this type is more flexible than the structured interview. Although 
the interviewer in this technique will have some established general topics for 
investigation, this method allows for the exploration of emergent themes and ideas 
rather than relying only on concepts and questions defined in advance of the 
interview. The interviewer would usually use a standardised interview schedule 
with set questions which will be asked of all respondents. The questions tend to be 
asked in a similar order and format to make a form of comparison between answers 
possible. However, there is also scope for pursuing and probing for novel, relevant 
information, through additional questions often noted as prompts on the schedule. 
The interviewer frequently has to formulate impromptu questions in order to 
follow up leads that emerge during the interview. 
0 Unstructured: interviewees have the freedom to explain their work routines and 
how they use TM systems in their own way, although there may be some gentle 
guidance offered by the interviewer in order to keep the narrative going. The 
method has some overlap with the semi-structured interview, in that the 
interviewer may have a very simple schedule, but in the unstructured interviews 
that may not be strictly followed. In the unstructured interview the interviewee is 
treated as an active subject, and not merely a reporter of facts or experiences. This 
method is concerned with finding what the user wants from a TM system through a 
detailed discussion of the interviewee's professional needs. 
In interviews, different techniques are used to elicit the desired information. For example, 
the interviewees are frequently asked to picture themselves working with a TM package, 
and to state the problems they encounter while performing specific tasks. They are then 
asked to offer suggestions as to how these problems could be overcome. 
Generally, interviews are regarded as an effective method for gaining insight into the user's 
perspective and can provide a wealth of information on the nature of user-TM system 
interaction, as well as the perceived areas of potential benefits. Nevertheless, interviews are 
considered less effective for uncovering tacit knowledge (i. e. knowledge that users think is 
too trivial to mention but could be important for the developer's understanding). Other 
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issues with interviews include poor recall on the part of the respondent and communication 
of incomplete or incorrect knowledge. 
In the context of the present research, interviews are not a cost-effective means for 
collecting the necessary qualitative data, due to the limited number of users that could be 
practically reached. Even if the investigation would opt for telephone interviews, or even 
on-line interviews, the number of interviews would not surpass 5o-6o. Given that this 
research is interested in supporting the design of commercial systems, and not of an 
internal system with a limited set of users, not only is it important that the data to be 
collected is of good quality but its quantity also needs to be substantial enough to ensure 
rich and diverse information that will help generate a more complete picture of what 
translators need from TM systems. An additional weakness of interviewing is that it 
assumes that the user has conscious, accurate access to all relevant knowledge. However, 
this is not often the case. Much knowledge is not accessible to conscious introspection, and 
of the knowledge that is, much may be missed. 
2-4.2-7Survey research 
Investigating users' needs is primarily a qualitative research task and as such it requires a 
method that can collect qualitative information from as many users as possible, and that is 
fit for and relevant to the domain of investigation. From the pool of available methods 
offered by the disciplines of Requirements Engineering, Translation Technology, Social 
Research and Marketing Research (many of the most common of which were discussed in 
the previous section), a survey has been selected as the most suitable method of data 
collection. 
A survey is a systematic method for gathering information from a sample of entities for the 
purposes of constructing quantitative and qualitative descriptors of the attributes of the 
larger population of which the entities are members [Groves et al., 2004: 2]. In social 
sciences, it is one of the most commonly used methods to understand the way societies 
work or to gain insight into a social problem [Groves et al, 2004: 41. Market research also 
uses surveys to seek knowledge about reactions of "real" people to existing and planned 
products or services, and to produce information that is useful for commercial decision 
makers. 
Surveys are conducted only occasionally by requirements engineers in the framework of 
collecting requirements for new systems (see Case Study A). They are usually avoided due 
to incurring costs in terms of resources and time needed to design them, carry them out 
and analyse their results. It is also problematic as a method because if it is branded, people 
might not be honest, and people who use the particular software under research are likely 
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to be the only ones to reply. There is also the danger of competitors giving wrong answers 
with a view to undermining the survey. 
In Translation Technology, surveys are commonly used to explore the use of translator- 
support systems by their users [see Zielinski and Safar, 2005, regarding terminology 
management tools, and Wheatley, 2003, regarding TM systems] or to investigate attitudes 
towards TM systems [see Dillon and Fraser, 20071. LISA has also used surveys [LISA, 
2004; 2002] not only to probe aspects of TM system use, but also to elicit requirements for 
future systems - something that the present research is focused on. Additional details of 
well-known surveys on the use of TM systems are given in Table 5. 
Surveys on the use of TM systems 
Sample unit 
Carried out by Year (respondents - 
coverage) 
Focus 
Corporate use/usage rate of TM 
LISA/OSCAR systems, TM implementation from a 
2002 134, world-wide business perspective, context of TM (www. lisa. org) use, pervasiveness of open standards 
adoption, future trends. 
ITI, BDO and various 
other partners in the TM use rate, context of TM use, 
context of the 2003 462, UK training requirements and issues, 
eCoLoRe project attitudes towards TM adoption. 
(Wheatley, 2003) 
Loughborough Uptake of online tools and web-based 
University language resources by freelance 
2004 390, UK translators, implications for translator 
(Fulford and Granell- training, professional development, 
Zafra, 2004) and research 
University of Translators' perceptions of TM, 
Westminster translators' attitudes towards TM 
2004 59, UK adoption, with a particular emphasis 
(Dillon et Fraser, on younger and/or less experienced 
2007) translators. 
Corporate use/usage rate of TM 
LISA/OSCAR systems, TM implementation from a 
2004 274, world-wide business perspective, context of TM 
(www. lisa. org) use, pervasiveness of open standards 
adoption, future trends. 
Imperial College 
Users' perceptions of TM, context of 
London 
TM use, practices around TM use, TM 
20o6 874, world-wide use/usage rate, evaluation of TM 
(Lagoudaki, 20o6) systems, user preferences, user 
requirements, future trends. 
Table 5: Surveys on the use of TM systems 
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Survey research presents certain advantages that satisfy the project's criteria for method 
selection (see section 2.3.2). 
The survey is an efficient way of collecting information from a large number of 
respondents. Very large samples are possible. It allows the collection of both 
numerical and textual data, which is necessary for the present qualitative research. 
Surveys are flexible in the sense that a wide range of information can be collected. 
They can be used to study the attitudes of translation professionals, their beliefs, 
their work practices and any other factor that influences the professional's needs in 
reference to TM systems. 
2 They can provide access to variations in larger populations, allowing the distinction 
and separate study of sub-groups within the surveyed population. 
M Because they are standardized, they are relatively free from several types of error. 
M They are relatively easy to administer. 
0 There is an economy in data collection due to the focus provided by standardized 
questions. Only questions of interest to the researcher are asked, recorded, 
codified, and analyzed. Time and money is not spent on tangential questions. 
A single method of data collection (i. e. the survey) is preferred over the combination of two 
or more methods in the framework of the current project. Mixing methods can create 
several problems to the investigation, the most serious of which being the difficulty of 
effectively comparing information that is collected by different means. In fact, one method 
seems to be enough for the present research project, as the aim is not to discover all the 
needs of translation professionals or, for that matter, to achieve user requirements 
completeness - as a developer should aim for - but instead, this research is interested in 
identifying needs that uncover areas of improvement for the existing TM systems. The 
current research is not a TM development project itself, but an investigation that will 
provide input to any TM development project. 
2.4.2-7-1 Survey mode 
There are two main methods (modes) for conducting survey research: by distributing a self- 
administered questionnaire or by carrying out interviews. More specifically, a survey can be 
conducted by mail, by e-mail, on the web, by telephone or by face-to-face interviews with 
people, individually or in groups. Research in survey methodology has shown that the 
mechanics of the data collection procedure can affect survey results [Dillman, 2007: 217; 
Ornstein, 1998: 671, and, for that reason, there is considerable research comparing the 
different survey modes, so as to assist those who do not know which mode would best suit 
their project [see Dillman, 2007: 217-32; Groves et al, 2004: 145-65; Couper, 2000; 
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Ornstein, 1998: 67-8]. The table below (Figure 6) summarises the main differences between 
all survey modes. 
Issue 
Self-administered Interviews 
Questionnaire Face-to-jace Telephone 
By mail 
By e- Web- Individual Group 
mail based 
Can the respondent retain her 
anonimity? 
No Yes Yes No No No 
Is the method flexible? No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Are open-ended questions 
feasible? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Can the quality of response be 
controlled? 
No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Are high response rates 
achievable? 
No Yes Yes No No 
Is it low cost? ? Yes Yes No No ? 
Is it eco-friendly? No Yes Yes No No ? 
Are facilities needs low? Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 
Does it give access to Yes Yes Yes No No Yes dispersed samples? 
Does the respondent have 
unlimited time to formulate Yes Yes Yes No No No 
answers? 
is there personal contact? No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Is a long survey feasible? Yes No No Yes Yes No 
Is there a quick turnaround? No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Is access to the internet No Yes Yes No No No 
needed? 
Can the respondent face 
technical problems impeding No Yes Yes No No No 
questionnaire completion? 
Is automatic processing of No No Yes No No No 
responses possible? 
Can response statistics be No No Yes No No No 
easily generated? 
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Is there pressure on No No No Yes Yes Yes respondents? 
Figure 6: Strengths and weaknesses of survey modes 
The most discussed difference between survey modes is the lack of personal contact in self- 
administered questionnaires, as opposed to interviews. In a face-to-face situation (or even 
in a telephone interview) an experienced interviewer can tell whether the respondent is the 
appropriate person to answer the questions. Respondents are able to discuss issues in detail 
and it is possible for the researcher to explain the study in person, and to clarify points if 
necessary. Ornstein [1998: 68] notes that a face-to-face situation creates a 'warmer' 
environment which may increase respondent attention and response quality. On the other 
hand, personal contact may also have adverse effects on the respondents. Respondents are 
generally less willing to tell interviewers about things they feel will place them in a bad light 
than to report them on a printed (or online) form [Ornstein, 1998: 671. While interacting 
with the interviewer, they may also feel the pressure to remember things in order to answer 
certain questions (which is not easy for everyone) and to express themselves in a way that 
the interviewer is able to understand. 
For the purposes of the present research, a self-administered web-based questionnaire was 
selected as the survey mode with the greatest potential to serve the needs of this research, a 
mode that benefits from information age technologies and overcomes some of the 
limitations of traditional survey modes, while maintaining its rigour as a method of data 
collection. Increasingly, people are asked to complete self-administered questionnaires by 
entering answers directly into computers while being at work or home. Web surveys have 
been gaining favour with surveyors in the past decade [Couper, 2ooo] and this is mainly 
due to increased internet penetration. 
A web survey has some unique characteristics that render it very attractive as a mode in the 
context of this research. Firstly, it appears to be the only mode that offers the possibility of 
conducting large-scale data collection, by accessing, as Couper [2ooo] asserts, undreamed- 
of numbers of respondents at dramatically lower costs than traditional methods. In 
addition to the ability to obtain quick and inexpensive responses, web surveys make feasible 
the delivery of multimedia survey content to respondents in a standardised way using self- 
administered methods. What is even more interesting is that web surveys can access almost 
every person with access to the internet, which means that they can reach dispersed 
samples all around the world, thus democratizing the survey-taking process. 
A commonly discussed barrier to the effectiveness of web surveys is the fact that many 
people do not possess computer skills and even more people do not 
have access to the 
internet. In the case of translation professionals, computer skills are required for the 
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performance of most translation work nowadays [Quah, 2oo6: 18; Bowker, 2002: 41; it can, 
therefore, be fairly assumed that the vast majority of translation professionals do possess at 
least basic computer skills. Translation professionals who do not use computers for their 
work are also less likely to be interested in TM systems, and consequently in participating 
in the current research. It is also a fair assumption to make that the majority of modern 
translation professionals are accustomed to the use of the internet and can access it when 
necessary - at least in developed countries - as suggested by studies of Carter-Sigglow 
[20041, and Fulford and Granell-Zafra [20041. The familiarity of translation professionals 
with computers is therefore an advantage that is lacking in other populations that are 
frequently surveyed (especially when studying the general population). This, along with the 
widespread adoption of the internet by translation professionals, renders them an excellent 
candidate group for web surveys. 
2.5 Challenges in data elicitation 
Carrying out a survey to find out the needs of modern translation professionals with regard 
to TM systems does not just involve asking people what they want. The term elicitation 
suggests that the process is one of simple knowledge transfer where the researcher elicits 
and documents existing user knowledge. In reality, the process is much more complex. It 
rather resembles a process of problem analysis and understanding, which, according to 
Davies 119931, is an activity that encompasses learning about the problem to be solved 
(through questioning) and understanding the needs of users by trying at the same time to 
find out who the user really is. 
Several issues may compromise the success of the process and are likely to do so unless the 
survey is designed in such a way that takes into account and addresses the associated issues 
proactively. These issues can relate either to respondents or to the quality of the instrument 
(i. e. the questionnaire). 
One of the first issues to consider pertaining to the use of a survey as an elicitation method 
is that it depends on respondents' willingness, honesty, memory, and ability to respond. In 
contrast with interviews, where the interviewer keeps the respondents motivated and 
probes incomplete or inadequate responses, in self-administered surveys there is no 
interviewer to intervene and force the data with questions. As a result, potential problems 
include poor recall and communication of incomplete or incorrect knowledge, as users are 
unaware of their own knowledge and its boundaries, and they often forget. Further 
challenges occur when respondents do not feel motivated to give accurate answers, or in 
fact, they may be motivated to give answers that present themselves in a favourable light. 
Motivation sometimes also relates to reassurance provided regarding the confidentiality of 
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responses, in the sense that respondents may feel reluctant to answer particular questions 
for fear of exposing themselves or revealing sensitive information. 
Drawing from experiences gained in Requirements Engineering, the greatest difficulty in 
eliciting information from users for the purpose of gathering requirements for a system is 
the fact that users often do not know what they want from the system except in the most 
general terms. Even when they have a clear idea of what they would like the system to do, 
they find it difficult to quantify and articulate this information [Kotonya and Sommerville, 
1998: 56]. Similarly, not all users are able to express themselves clearly, and because of this 
they are often discouraged by open-ended questions. Finally, respondents may have 
difficulty in comprehending the questions asked in a survey or they may just as well 
misinterpret them, either because the questions asked are irrelevant to their particular 
situation or, most commonly, because of the poor quality of the questionnaire. Instrument- 
related issues usually include poor questionnaire design, poor wording and technical flaws. 
The above issues raise a number of questions that had to be reflected upon prior to survey 
design. The most critical question in need of meticulous deliberation was: how can one get 
information on what users need, if they themselves do not know what they need? Is there a 
way to facilitate information flow, given that there is no interaction between the interviewer 
and the respondent? Other equally important questions that had to be considered were: 
how can the survey keep the respondents motivated in giving honest and accurate answers 
and encourage them to complete the survey in full? And how can the researcher be sure that 
the respondent understands the questions the same way that the researcher intends them 
to be understood? 
These questions and all other related issues are addressed in the next chapter, where the 
survey design is elaborated. Survey design is of paramount importance in scientific 
research, as it determines the level of confidence in this particular data collection method. 
It regulates the relevance, quantity and quality of data and, consequently, affects the quality 
of conclusions that emerge from a survey. 
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Chapter 3: Elicitation of 
information through survey 
By approaching user needs as a problem that needs to be understood before any analysis, 
and upon reflection on the challenges discussed in section 2.6, it becomes necessary to 
identify appropriate techniques for eliciting information from TM users through use of a 
survey. These techniques would allow the successful elicitation of rich and relevant 
information from users by means of purposeful questioning. 
Identifying user needs is Primarily a qualitative research task and, as such, it involves open- 
ended questions. However, simply asking users "What are your needs with reference to TM 
systems? " is highly likely to fail in returning the desired quality of responses and, possibly, 
to increase the nonresponse rate. 
The commonest deficiency of self-administered questionnaires is the difficulty in accessing 
the tacit knowledge that people possess, due to the absence of an interviewer who can probe 
answers to his questions through additional questioning, especially when participants are 
not able to recall and communicate knowledge in the first instance. To enhance the poor 
predictive power of people's introspections, a survey questionnaire must include questions 
that cue memory recall. 
A first technique considered in the context of the present survey was the elaboration of 
questions that drive participants to recall examples of their work situation. This can be a 
good starting point in the elicitation process, as questions like these define the context of 
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the survey and introduce participants to a topic that sounds familiar. Users are usually 
happy to describe their work, and they do this with ease, so that by asking them to name the 
tasks they perform with a TM system or the file types they deal with on a regular basis, they 
get mentally prepared to answer more difficult and abstract questions such as describing 
any functionality that would be desirable in a TM system. 
Furthermore, as explained previously in section 2.5, users often do not really know, when 
asked, what they want from a TM system, except in the most general terms. A technique 
that could address this problem is the elaboration of questions that instead of asking the 
user directly "What would you want from an ideal TM system? " ask "Where is the 
problem? " or "Where are the difficulties? " with reference either to existing TM systems that 
users currently use, or to current work practices or routines, for those who are not using a 
TM system. Questions that lead users to describe the annoying features of their TM systems 
or to evaluate any other conventional tools they use on the job, can result in an insight into 
the weaknesses of existing translator-support tools and TM systems, thus revealing 
opportunities for future generations of TM systems. 
A third technique that was considered in order to encourage the flow of ideas around TM 
systems, given that users often do not have a clear idea of what they would like the system 
to do, is to offer examples of potential features. Those features would be new - not 
implemented by more than 2-3 systems - and would be desirable by a number of users. The 
purpose of presenting such a list of tentative features would be to cue knowledge 
recognition and help unleash the imagination of users (which normally cannot stray very 
far away from the TM system that they are using). 
The three above-mentioned techniques for eliciting information from users had to be tested 
before being applied to the survey design, to ensure that they would yield the desired 
quality of information from the survey participants. In the event of their proving 
inadequate during testing, alternative elicitation techniques would have to be found. 
3.1 Pilot study 
A pilot study preceded the survey design with a view to gaining insights into the main 
challenges of user needs identification and to help overcome some of the issues 
surrounding the information elicitation process. The principal aim of the study was to 
inform questionnaire design after achieving a triple objective: 
a) Test the effectiveness of the three following elicitation techniques: 
asking users to describe their work routines (with or without the use of TM 
system) in order to familiarise themselves with the topic of study, 
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2) asking users to state the annoying features of their TM system (or the 
annoying parts of their work) so that they realise any problems, 
3) suggesting potential TM system features that act as idea stimulators. 
These three techniques should be able to help respondents give a quality answer to 
the crucial question of "What would you like to see in future TM systems? ". 
b) Establish the parameters (i. e. factors that influence needs diversification) that need 
to be measured or considered during needs analysis. The definition of parameters 
is important as user needs cannot be identified in a vacuum) without contextual 
information, i. e. without detailed knowledge about the human beings and about 
their life and working sphere. Needs can, of course, be influenced by innumerable 
factors. Nevertheless, certain types of information on the users (e. g. job role, 
experience, education level) are generally thought to represent the most important 
parameters responsible for the variation of user needs. 
C) Test the instrument (i. e. questionnaire). Discuss a list of tentative questions and 
test their comprehensibility and clarity of meaning. Assess how easy it is for 
respondents to answer all the questions and if all questions are relevant to all 
respondents. Determine the optimum length of the questionnaire, receive 
suggestions for the format and structure of the questionnaire and investigate ways 
to minimise any misunderstanding or loss of information. 
3. m Design & implementation 
The pilot study involved ten one-on-one interviews and one brainstorming session with 
eight participants. The selection criteria for all participants were fairly loose in the sense 
that it was only necessary for participants to be familiar with the concept of TM systems 
and their functionality in general terms, and for them to have an interest in them (and 
obviously in the research), even if they were not using any. 
All participants were translation professionals and their background, credentials and 
attitude were checked beforehand to ensure that their opinions were credible and that they 
would be of help to the project. Although they were chosen at random, variety in their job 
roles was pursued, to allow the distinction of any differences in viewpoints, and so that each 
important segment of the TM user base was represented. To that effect, participants in the 
interviews included three translators, one researcher on translation technology, one 
translator trainer, two terminologists, two project managers (translation projects) and one 
DTP specialist, while the brainstorming session benefited from the participation of six 
translators, one project manager and one terminologist. 
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3.1-1.1 One-on-one interviews 
The first three interviews were exploratory (i. e. unstructured - see also section 2-4.2.6) and 
were conducted in an informal setting - in the form of a discussion - with no set questions 
and no time constraints. An overview of the research and its aims was given to participants 
at the beginning of each interview, and the purpose of the interview was explained. 
After collecting some basic information on the respondents themselves (such as their job 
title, their education level, their length of work experience and their specialisation - for 
translators), and asserting their knowledge of TM systems and how they work, participants 
were asked to describe how they would visualise the ideal TM system with reference to their 
needs. None of the respondents could give an answer at that point, even after making sure 
that they had understood the question correctly. 
Subsequently, the interviewer employed the first technique of eliciting information, by 
using open stimuli such as "Tell me how you use your TM system in your daily work" or 
"Describe an ordinary process of translating". When a person had not used a TM system 
before, examples of TM system functions were given by the interviewer and a discussion 
developed on how these systems could help in the participant's job. The interviewer kept 
probing answers continuously, in order to keep up an interesting discussion by asking 
various 'how', 'where', 'what', 'who' and 'why' questions. 
Participants were happy to relate details of their daily work and how they use TM systems. 
Especially, when asked to describe the problems they encounter when using their TM 
system (or any other practical problem they face with other tools), a sudden eagerness to 
express their complaints in detail appeared. The technique of speaking about practical 
problems led the interviewees to new realisations and prepared them to speak about 
possible solutions to their problems. Thanks to this "maieutic" method of interviewing, 
hidden knowledge about the interrelations between user needs and the system in question 
gradually emerged. Participants seemed animated and interested in speaking further, 
which made it possible to delve into some of the less crucial questions and to extend the 
interview to general issues around the research and the design of the survey. During the 
three interviews notes were taken of the key points of discussion. 
The interviews that followed with seven additional participants were of a semi-structured 
format (see also section 2.4.2.6) and lasted approximately one hour each. The contribution 
of the first three interviewees resulted in the creation of a draft set of questions, which 
reflected a more clearly defined agenda for the subsequent interviews. The questions were, 
however, intended to guide the discussion to relevant sources of information, rather than 
restricting it to specific types of information. In fact, there was enough room for 
supplementary questions to allow for emergent themes and ideas. 
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The same maieutic method as before was applied to these interviews. As the users described 
their experiences, the interviewer kept probing, searching for better and more complete 
descriptions of problems and solutions. Again, notes were taken of the key points made by 
the participants in addition to the answers given to the questions. 
During the interview stage, the questionnaire was being revised continuously through the 
feedback loop created by the participants and the interviewer. By the end of the last 
interview, the questionnaire had a refined form with clearer and more focused questions 
and it was suitable to use and assess at the brainstorming session that followed. 
3-1.1.2 Brainstorming 
The brainstorming session was conducted with the participation of eight translation 
professionals and one moderator (the researcher). It mains objectives were: 
a) to test the third elicitation technique (do suggestions of potential TM features to 
the users stimulate the generation of additional ideas about desired features? ), 
b) to explore the factors that influence user needs 
c) to arrive at a list of potential TM features that could be used in the survey as idea 
stimulators, and 
d) to validate the questionnaire after its formation with the help of the interviews. 
The session started with introductions about the research and its aims, along with a brief 
explanation of the motives and standing of the person who convened the group (the 
researcher). In focus group research, one of many possible types of bias occurs when 
participants, knowing the sponsor of the focus groups, feel awkward providing truthful 
criticisms or negative responses to their host, especially when it comes to brainstorming 
about a particular software product, when the session is normally organised by the 
developer of that product. A way to mitigate any resulting bias was for the moderator to 
make clear to the group that she had no affiliation with any of the TM development 
companies, that her research is carried out within an independent academic setting, and 
that her only requirement is to generate truthful and thoughtful responses for the benefit of 
the research. Participants were also reassured that their contribution would be anonymous. 
Finally, it was made clear that the aim of the session was to gather views and opinions, and 
that there was no right or wrong answer and no need to arrive at group consensus. 
Before the discussion, a mini-questionnaire was distributed and completed by the 
participants with the purpose of collecting background information on each participant. 
The discussion was led by open-ended, clear and concise questions (taken from the 
questionnaire that was formed after the interviews), neutrally presented by the moderator. 
Open-ended questions were mainly used because of the exploratory nature of the session 
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(answers to the questions were not known beforehand) and because they could help in 
determining which response options should be used in closed questions for the following 
survey. Obscure vocabulary or industry-specific jargon was avoided, so that participants 
could feel competent to respond to any question put to them. Good questions are believed 
to stimulate participants to think hard about a meaningful answer, not about the meaning 
of the question. 
Since the focus of the session was the assembly of as many ideas as possible about desirable 
TM features, with emphasis on generation rather than evaluation of existing TM products, 
participants were told not to conform but to think the unthinkable as to what an ideal TM 
system could be like. Ideally, no particular TM software should be in mind when generating 
new ideas (which worked very well for the participants who had never used any TM 
system), but unavoidably users of TM systems were referring to the TM software they were 
using and were expressing requests that would solve the problems that they encountered 
with their TM tool. 
It took some strong persistence on the part of the moderator to convince participants to 
free their imagination and express daring ideas without any consideration of the costs or 
the technical difficulties involved. During the session, the moderator never mentioned 
possible obstacles in the development process of a TM system, but instead insisted that the 
question in this research was not whether a particular development was possible but rather 
whether it would be useful for translation professionals. 
Whereas at the beginning of the discussion participants' imagination needed help to be 
activated, after the suggestion of some ideas (mentioned by the participants of the 
previously conducted interviews) by the moderator, the flow of ideas among participants 
gradually increased. One idea led to the next, and, as discussion progressed, all participants 
seemed to have finally stepped into the future and could visualise a tool that would meet 
their needs. 
The moderator also attempted an analysis of the requests made, in order to understand 
their needs and discover root needs. By asking "why is this functionality important to you? ", 
"how would that feature help you? " or "why would you prefer feature A instead of feature B 
when they both appear to solve the same problem? ", a relationship emerged between 
several features that were mentioned and a single latent need that no participant had 
explicitly mentioned. Once the moderator stated such a root need, participants were 
suddenly able to offer many more ideas about possible TM features around that need. 
The session ran for approximately 2 hours, as the group appeared to be deeply involved in 
sharing various points of view and specific examples from their work. At the end of the 
session, participants were asked to comment on the questionnaire that would be the basis 
of the survey, and mark any questions that did not apply to their individual circumstances. 
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Finally, all participants were thanked for their contribution and were invited to promote the 
survey that was about to be launched if they wished for further involvement in the research. 
A summary of the key points, as expressed by participants, was produced after listening to 
the recorded focus group discussion and was distributed to all participants shortly after the 
session. 
3.1.2 Study outcomes 
The pilot study permitted a deepening of our understanding of the problems of data 
elicitation and pointed to the most expedient techniques for addressing them. The study 
also succeeded in corroborating the effectiveness of the three elicitation techniques under 
consideration (discussed in sections 3 and 3-1). Specifically, none of the participants was 
able to answer an abstract question around desirable TM functions, unless any one of the 
techniques was employed. 
More commonly, respondents' memory needed a warm-up with questions about their 
working practices and ways of using TM systems in order to be able to generate ideas about 
desirable features. Others found it easier to discuss the problems they faced with their 
current TM systems and then to suggest convenient solutions. The second technique (i. e. 
discussing weaknesses of existing TM systems) could also be expanded to provide 
additional insights. By discussing not only the weaknesses, but also the strengths of existing 
TM systems, it gave an indication of what features are most important for users. This could 
be particularly useful information for developers who often have to negotiate features (i. e. 
give up on some features in order to add new ones, because they either do not have the 
capacity to develop all or simply because they do not want the system to be overly feature- 
rich hence complex). 
The third elicitation technique proved particularly effective, as ideas suggested for potential 
TM features stimulated further ideas and facilitated information flow on the part of 
participants. In general, the pilot study affirmed that skilful questions and elaborate 
elicitation techniques can activate people's hidden knowledge and prepare insights for more 
abstract concepts such as their needs in reference to TM systems, which is the core concept 
within the present investigation. 
3.1.2.1 Factors affecting user needs 
The pilot study assisted in learning the views and ideas of a sample of TM users. Most 
importantly though, it helped in identifying differences between respondents, which is just 
as important as the views they share. 
Requirements for TM features, and needs by extension, are influenced by a variety of 
factors, as clearly demonstrated by the fact that expressed requirements appeared to 
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correspond to the situation of each user. The individual parameters affecting user 
requirements that were identified in the pilot study are shown in the table below (Table 6). 
The identified parameters could be grouped into four general categories of factors: 
professional role & status, knowledge & experience, work environment & practices, and 
attitudes. 
CATEGORIES PARAMETERS 
Professional role/status 
type of translation professional 
employment status (e. g. freelancer, employee) 
length of work experience 
TM use/non-use 
Knowledge/experience length of TM use (if applicable) 
level of TM usage 
level of computer usage competence 
level of education 
working languages 
Work environment/practices area(s) of specialisation 
Operating System 
uses of the internet 
Attitudes perceived 
benefits from the use of TM systems 
reasons for not using a TM system 
Table 6: Established parameters predictive of user needs variability 
Among the most important individual parameters appeared to be a person's knowledge and 
experience both in the working domain and with computers. Experience and knowledge are 
responsible for the development of individually different strategies for problem solving, and 
consequently, to some extent, determine which features would be desirable in a TM system. 
In addition, there is a strong correlation between the individual and his work context, as 
well as the nature of his job as defined by the tasks he performs in a TM system. For 
instance, the same individual will have different needs with regard to a TM system, if 
working as a freelance translator or within the translation department of an organisation. 
Similarly, the same translator will need different types of TM support when allocated 
terminology-related tasks or when asked to manage translation projects. 
Requests also differed greatly between those who were using a TM system and those who 
were not. The latter had to be reminded (and perhaps convinced) of the benefits of using 
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such systems. Only when they could see some potential benefits could they generate ideas 
about an ideal TM system. On the contrary, if they had a negative attitude towards the 
system (this applied also to 1-2 participants who were using TM systems, but had a negative 
or sceptical attitude towards them), it was hard for them to generate ideas. This confirms 
the likelihood that positive attitude towards TM systems can favour the generation of rich 
ideas about TM systems. Therefore, the survey had to be aimed at professionals with 
positive attitudes or try in some way to predispose them positively to the concept of TM 
before asking any question on desired functionality. 
Other factors that could possibly affect needs variability, such as the sex or the personal 
income of the translation professional, were also discussed, but no relationship could be 
established between these factors and any special type of need. 
In conclusion, given that needs are variables affected by all the above factors, the profile of 
the user is relevant in order to determine the true nature of a need. The clearer picture we 
can get of the user, the closer we can be in our understanding of his needs. 
3.1.2.2 Inputfor questionnaire design 
The pilot study served also as a pre-test for the survey questionnaire. One of the most 
difficult problems for survey researchers, as observed by Ornstein [1998: 2], is to design 
valid and reliable questions. He points out that while greater reliability can be achieved by 
systematic efforts to develop better ways to formulate questions, validity should rely on the 
respondents' judgement of what questions mean to them and not on the researcher's own 
opinion. During the brainstorming session, the survey questions (as formulated during the 
interviews) were tested for comprehension, clarity, lack of ambiguity and relevance to each 
professional's work situation. Participants gave suggestions for rephrasing some of the 
questions, and also for adding new or removing existing ones. 
At the end of the session, it was also concluded that before any open-ended question on 
desired TM functions, survey respondents must be given a list of tentative features to 
stimulate their ideas about an ideal TM system. The list of tentative features should include 
some of the ideas discussed in the session. Fortunately, the brainstorming session produced 
an abundance of ideas for desired TM functionality, although not all of them could be used 
in the survey. 
Some requests were eliminated because they were too abstract (e. g. "I'd like a more user- 
friendly interface") and some were considered not to concern the intended purpose of use 
of a TM system (e. g. automatic invoicing function). A few suggestions were also made in 
terms of hardware, and these were also excluded from the list. Finally, there were requests 
that concerned the same functionality, but were worded in two or more different ways. Such 
requests were rephrased into a single desired function. 
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From the above evidence, it is natural to expect a lot of redundancy in the answers of the 
survey concerning the desired functionalities. Therefore, it would be safe to aim for a large 
number of survey respondents to ensure a significant number and variety of original ideas 
that will allow the elaboration of a robust theory concerning translators' needs in relation to 
TM systems. 
For all remaining valid ideas that emerged from the session, their quality was assessed in 
accordance with whether they represent either original ideas (not implemented by any 
known system) or poorly met requests (very few systems have implemented them). So if 
any of the suggested functions already existed in the majority of TM systems, based on the 
knowledge of the researcher or the rest of the group, they were excluded from the list. 
However, even after the elimination of a number of requests, the remaining ideas were still 
too numerous to be included in the survey. Therefore, it was decided to include the most 
popular ones, that is, those requests that were voiced by the greatest number of 
participants. The following list of sixteen requests was produced (in random order): 
"I'd like a TM system to be able to... " 
" support all languages (full Unicode support) 
" handle editable PDF files 
" run on multiple platforms (Mac OS, Linux, etc. ) 
" handle graphics (extract text from images/ flash movies) 
" comply with the TMX and SRX standards 
" plug into a Content Management System 
" support project-specific translation/ localisation directives 
" have an integrated Optical Character Recognition (OCR) capability 
" integrate spellcheckers for any language 
" automatically sort lists into alphabetical order 
" handle text in graphs and illustrations that are embedded in a document 
" search the repository as I type 
show a preview of the target full text before the translation is complete 
show the full source text in original formatting while I translate 
display some co-text of the exact/ fuzzy match suggested 
construct and suggest fuzzy matches by combining different words/phrases existing 
in my translation memory or in my termbank 
Among the less popular ideas not included in the list of tentative features were the 
following: 
would be great if a TM system could... " 
0 integrate idiom libraries = be able to assist more in literary translation 
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be able to import dictionaries from CD-ROMs 
interact with the internet (for example, by searching the internet for glossaries in 
one language, importing the URLs into TM bookmarks - possibility to check if 
those links have expired or been removed) 
a have machine translation capabilities (as long as there is an option for it and 
depending on how well it works) 
have a TransType feature (autofill sentences during typing, according to the 
matches retrieved in order of fuzziness) 
The resulting list was referred to all the participants of the brainstorming session for 
consideration and was conclusively confirmed as the list of tentative TM functions to be 
used in the survey. 
3.1.3 Remarks on the research methods for the pilot study 
The interviews and the focus group discussion proved to be two suitable research methods 
(see also 2.4.2.5 and 2-4.2.6) for the purposes of the pilot study. Each method's strengths 
were exploited to obtain the information needed prior to the design of the survey. 
Interviews were more effective in exploring the issues around data elicitation, which is the 
reason why they were carried out first. They were also effective in providing insights into 
the relationship between translation professionals and the TM system and in informing the 
questionnaire design. 
The brainstorming session, on the other hand, was successful in producing a rich pool of 
ideas about desired TM features. Obviously, group synergies produce more and varied user 
requests as each participant builds upon the ideas of the others. In fact, as it turned out, the 
brainstorming session proved to be a more cost-efficient method of ideas generation, as the 
ten people who were interviewed at first generated only ten valid requests in total, whereas 
the group of eight participants in the brainstorming produced over thirty in only two hours. 
The brainstorming session also proved to be a better means for obtaining rich feedback on 
the survey questions, as quite a few questions provoked a debate amongst the group over 
their clarity or relevance to certain translation professionals' groups. 
In hindsight, fewer one-on-one interviews (especially of translators) could have been 
carried out without having a substantial impact on the outcome of the study. From the 
seventh (out of ten) interview onwards, several themes and ideas, already discussed, were 
being repeated and any new information referred to each person's own experiences rather 
than succeeding in making any new point. 
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3.2 Survey design 
A survey's design is inherently linked to the survey's purpose. In the context of this 
research, the survey is used to measure the opinions of TM users (i. e. translation 
professionals, as defined in section 2-3) about current and future TM systems in relation to 
their work, through which we can identify their needs. Those needs can be then projected 
onto future developments in TM technology. 
The survey must produce both high quality information and a high response rate, in order 
to allow for an accurate and inclusive description of translation professionals' needs. 
Therefore, its design must encourage the collection of a large quantity of high quality data. 
It is generally acknowledged that the greatest part of the success of a survey lies in the 
design of its instrument (i. e. the questionnaire); consequently, great attention had to be 
paid to all aspects of questionnaire design. The section that follows describes the key 
considerations when attempting the best possible formation and presentation of the survey 
questions. 
3.2.1 Questionnaire design 
During the interviews (for the pilot study) a list of draft questions was produced. However, 
it took considerable effort to transform this list of draft questions into a set of good survey 
questions. The resulting questionnaire was piloted among the participants of the 
brainstorming session, and then modified in the light of the resulting comments (the final 
survey questionnaire can be found in Appendix B). 
The mode of data collection (i. e. self-administered web survey) was an important 
determinant of how the measurement instrument was shaped. Based on this, special 
considerations were given to the design of a web questionnaire. 
Question wording 
Since the survey was to measure primarily subjective states (i. e. the opinions of TM users), 
it was important to focus our attention on question wording. Careful wording is essential 
not only because many common words are easily misunderstood or have an ambiguous 
meaning [Ornstein, 1998: 8], but also because certain terms and phrases have the capacity 
to introduce bias [ibid: 2001. Therefore, it was ensured that the questionnaire contained 
appropriate terminology to help the respondents enunciate their opinions clearly and 
unambiguously and every effort was made to avoid leading questions and the introduction 
of bias caused by spontaneous wording. However, according to Ornstein, the respondents' 
interest in a topic still plays a major role in how they answer. He argues that less interested 
respondents are more likely to misunderstand questions and answer carelessly, while very 
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interested respondents pay too much attention, discerning unintended nuances in 
questions [ibid: 271. 
Types of question 
Various types of question (open-ended, closed-ended and partially closed) were used , each 
type selected to suit the function of each particular question. Acknowledging the fact that 
questions in surveys are often difficult and place heavy demands on memory or require 
complicated judgments, the majority of questions provided answering choices to ease the 
cognitive burden of responding. Especially for 'retrospective' questions about previous 
events (e. g. file formats used, ways of filling the translation memory database), there is 
strong evidence of the superiority of closed-ended questions, as suggested by the studies of 
Ornstein [1998: 21-231. In fact, as he points out, a checklist of answers usually uncovers 
some details that respondents forget when they are asked a single general question. 
Moreover, a checklist is also useful because not only is unassisted recall much more difficult 
for respondents than recognising items from a list, but the list also describes which specific 
items qualify for inclusion (ibid: 21). 
Closed-ended questions with ordered response categories were also used to obtain 
evaluative responses for well-defined concepts (e. g. "Does the content you usually deal with 
have a lot/average/not that much/not at all internal repetition? "). Additionally, closed- 
ended questions with unordered categories were used for many different concepts which 
had to be evaluated in relation to each one of the others (e. g. "If you have to translate a term 
or phrase and you don't know the translation, where do you usually look - in order of use? " 
- where the respondent had to number the resource he resorts to first, then second, then 
third, and so on, from a list of given resources such as dictionaries, search engines and 
subject experts). Many of the close-ended questions were partially closed (i. e. provided 
space for a different answer) to allow respondents to give their preferred answer. 
All three elicitation techniques (as discussed in sections 3 and 3.1 and tested in the pilot 
study: 3-1.2) were implemented in the questionnaire. Before asking any broad opinion 
question on desirable TM functionality which would require substantial effort in first 
recalling information about the topic, and then in making a judgement about the 
information retrieved from memory, followed by additional effort in using the imagination 
to be able to answer such question, users were asked to evaluate their current TM systems, 
in the hope that the evaluation would bring to light problems that an ideal TM could resolve 
in future. Specifically, users were asked to rate the TM system they were using most 
frequently in terms of functionality, reliability, efficiency in match recall, efficiency in 
match precision, efficiency in speed, usability, learnability, price to usefulness ratio and 
customer support. A definition of each quality criterion was included in the question, to 
ensure that all respondents understood the criterion in the same way. The selection of 
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criteria was based on the quality metrics proposed in the EAGLES framework [King, 19971 
and on H6ge's framework for evaluating translators' aids systems [Hbge, 2002], and was 
finalised in the discussion that took place at the brainstorming session. The session's 
participants concluded that these were the most important criteria that TM users consider 
when evaluating their TM tool, either when comparing it to other tools or when they assess 
its quality against their expectations or its stated purpose. 
The questionnaire included two additional open-ended questions relating to the evaluation 
of TM systems: "Which is the feature that you love most in the TM tool that you use? " and 
"Which is the most annoying thing that has happened (or happens a lot) to you, while using 
this TM tool? ". These were two of the three most important open-ended questions of the 
questionnaire, which would provide the qualitative data, satisfying the exploratory 
objectives of the present survey. 
Based on the outcomes of the pilot study (see section 3.1.2), it is helpful to ask people 
descriptive questions about an activity before requesting evaluations of the experience, thus 
encouraging a more complete recall of past events. Therefore, all evaluation questions were 
preceded by a series of questions about the nature of the translation professional's work 
and the use of his TM tool(s) (see Appendix B for the full questionnaire). Recall-aiding 
questions related to recent events and were selected in such a way as to keep recall simple. 
The third most important open-ended question of the questionnaire ("Any comments for 
the above possible features? Is there any other particular task that you would like to see a 
Translation Memory do in the future? ") was placed at the end of the questionnaire as it was 
the question requiring the greatest mental effort on the part of respondents compared to all 
other questions. This question would seem fairly vague if it was placed earlier in the 
questionnaire, and would undoubtedly give rise to measurement and nonresponse error. 
Naturally, this question was preceded by questions that suggested new possible TM 
functions serving as ideas stimulators. Due to the importance of the question for this 
research, more space was provided to visually suggest that a longer answer was desired. 
One advantage of the self-administered questionnaires that increases the chances for 
getting long and quality answers is that people can fill them out at their own speed, taking 
time to comprehend each question and provide a thoughtful answer. 
Question grouping and ordering 
There is evidence [Ornstein, 1998: 231 suggesting that the order of questions can affect 
responses to long and complex questions, as there is a great danger that respondents will 
make unforeseen connections between different items in the questionnaire. The pressure 
on respondents to answer quickly exacerbates these effects as well as contributing to 
random error arising from misunderstanding and haste [ibid: 23-41. In this questionnaire, 
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questions were ordered and numbered in the sequence in which they should be answered 
and in a way that is logical to the respondent, starting from the easy ones and passing 
gradually to the more difficult and abstract. The ordering was implemented in such a way 
that respondents' efforts to understand and resolve ambiguities in the meaning of questions 
could be assisted by inferences from previous questions. The ordering aimed also at 
reducing possible objections related to some questions (which would result in respondents 
quitting the survey), as it made some questions seem less objectionable in the light of 
previous questions already answered 
Grouping questions by topic is also important and helpful to respondents as it cuts down on 
the respondent effort required for focusing on each issue and giving a reasoned response. 
For that reason, the questionnaire was divided into seven sections, each dealing with a 
different topic: 
1. User profile 
2. Work environment & practices 
3. TM use 
4. TM: usage and perceptions (applicable to TM users only) 
5. Evaluation of TM systems based on user experience (applicable to TM users only) 
6. Limitations of TM use (applicable to TM non-users only) 
7. Visualising the ideal TM tool 
To define the path that respondents had to follow, question numbers and section headings 
were used in each section. Every section containing its group of questions appeared on a 
separate webpage. A 'next' button could be found at the end of each section which the 
respondent had to click on in order to proceed to the next section/webpage. A sense of 
progress was provided by numbering each section (e. g. 1/7,2/7) in an effort to deter people 
from quitting when they are only a few questions from the end. 
Observations of respondents answering questions that appeared one at a time on the screen 
suggested that some respondents lose their sense of context [Dillman, 2007: 396]. If their 
concentration is disrupted, even momentarily, they cannot go back and easily pick up on 
where they were in the mental process of responding [ibid: 396]. On the other hand, 
respondents' ability to see and answer groups of questions at once serves to increase the 
consistency among responses [Ornstein 1998: 681. The option of having all survey 
questions appearing on one webpage was quickly abandoned as the questionnaire looked 
too long and not too attractive. To remedy a potential problem with recalling previous 
answers, the possibility of glancing backwards at the previous screens (by clicking a 'back' 
button) was provided, which would help respondents provide more accurate and consistent 
answers. People were guided by graphical layout features from the landing page up until the 
last question. 
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Generally, every effort was made to create a respondent-friendly questionnaire that looked 
attractive and encouraged people to read words in the same order as other respondents 
would read them. 
Questionnaire introduction and closing 
Responding to a self-administered questionnaire involves not only cognition but also 
motivation. In our case, it was necessary to find ways to motivate people to complete the 
questionnaire in order to achieve a high response rate. 
Based on the theory of 'social exchange' [Dillman, 2007: 141, actions of individuals are 
motivated by the return these actions are expected to bring. The theory implies that people 
engage in an activity because of the rewards they hope to reap, either directly or indirectly. 
To the same end, an effective strategy is to appeal to values shared widely by those who are 
surveyed, as supporting a person's values can instil a sense of reward in individuals. Our 
survey appealed to translation professionals on the basis of the study's "social usefulness". 
The first page contained a welcome message that stated the survey's purpose and 
emphasized the survey's usefulness and the importance of a response from each person 
who was contacted. It was also made clear that the survey was conducted under the 
auspices of a reputable academic institution (Imperial College London), in order to 
engender respondent trust. 
Another strategy used to motivate respondents was to make the questionnaire interesting. 
In general, questionnaires on topics of high salience to recipients are a powerful 
determinant of high response rate. Therefore, every effort was made to improve the layout 
and design, to order questions so that the more interesting ones were placed at the 
beginning, and to make questions easy to understand and answer. 
The questionnaire starts with some of the most salient questions to the respondents. A 
salient beginning to a questionnaire is partly a matter of meeting respondents' expectations 
and partly a matter of identifying questions that the respondent will find interesting. Those 
are easy questions that require a nearly automatic answer and that apply to all respondents. 
Most are demographic questions (such as job title, professional status and years of 
experience) with obvious relevance to the topic, and highly relevant to the study's 
objectives. 
On the last page of the questionnaire, respondents are reminded of the benefits that could 
be reaped by them - again, in a social exchange context - and are thanked for their 
participation in this research. 
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3.2.2 Technical features of the survey 
Using the web for a survey offers many possibilities to design a creative questionnaire 
layoUt34- Bearing in mind how one's emotional state can influence one's ability to fill out a 
questionnaire, there was minimal use of colour to make the questionnaire look more 
visually pleasant and navigation elements such as 'next' and 'previous' buttons, as well as 
an 'exit the survey' link, to define the desired path through the questionnaire. 
Some of the questions in the questionnaire were mandatory, so the respondent could not 
continue to the next section/webpage of the survey unless answering these questions (a 
message appeared showing which mandatory questions still had to be completed before 
moving on to the next section). Although this could have been annoying for some 
respondents, the importance of answering the specific questions was greater, justifying the 
use of this feature. Certainly, all the mandatory questions offered a 'don't know' or'other' 
answer category (followed by a space for a different answer) to give respondents greater 
choice. 
Other features were also used to achieve a dynamic interaction between respondent and 
questionnaire. A'skip pattern'was employed - in a way that was invisible to the respondent 
- to direct each respondent to different groups of questions according to his answer in 
section three about whether he used a TM or not. Selecting the 'No' answer choice required 
skipping automatically sections four and five about TM use. Similarly, section six was 
skipped for those who did use a TM system. 
Upon completion of the design of the survey, the web survey was tested for browser 
compatibility and then was launched online on a dedicated survey site, which respondents 
could access from any browser. 
Each answer provided by a respondent was saved automatically in the survey data file, even 
if the respondent did not complete the survey in full. To prevent multiple responses from 
the same person, multiple completions made on the same computer were not possible by 
detecting the respondent's IP address. 
3.3 Survey implementation 
The implementation strategy for a web survey depends primarily on the selection of sources 
from which samples are drawn and on the alternatives for accessing respondents. The 
section that follows describes the sampling methodology and the considerations related to 
inevitable bias, as well as the process followed to recruit respondents and promote the 
survey. 
" The survey was designed with tools provided by surveymonkey. com. It was hosted by the same company. Additional 
information can be found at http: //www. surveymonkey. com/. 
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3.3.1 Sampling 
Sampling is critical to survey research, as a poor sample can invalidate inferences for a 
given population, based on the collected data. For the purpose of this research, the target 
population about which the survey was used to generate a theory was translation 
professionals - TM users (as defined in section 2-3). Constructing a sample frame out of this 
population was challenging in many ways, due primarily to lack of size information or any 
sort of reliable directory for the population of translation professionals worldwide. The key 
challenge was to find creative ways to make the survey more inclusive of the desired target 
population, otherwise it would have to limit generalisations to more restricted populations 
(e. g. internet users). 
The following four main criteria, in line with the aims of the research, were used to design 
the sample frame: 
The survey needed to cover and elicit information from a large market share of 
diverse users and avoid problems of errors arising from measuring just a subset of 
population. Representation at the elicitation stage ensured that the different 
viewpoints were captured. The chosen mode of survey (web survey) helped in this 
direction, as we could access more people and more diverse groups within the 
overall population of translation professionals through a popular mass 
communication channel such as the internet. 
The selection also needed to control the sample distribution geographically, making 
sure it was spread over the spatial dimension like the target population. In other 
words, the survey must reach geographically dispersed populations in as many 
parts of the world as possible. 
3. The sample frame should yield respondents who are interested in the topic (TM 
systems), as these are more likely to provide more relevant, complete and rich 
answers than translation professionals who have no interest in TM technology. 
4. Due to the fact that translators are the biggest subgroup of translation professionals 
who are found using a TM system, they carry more weight as a TM user group; they 
therefore need to be overrepresented compared to all other translation 
professionals' groups. In order to have data from them to prepare a separate 
analysis for this group, being our main group of interest, we had in effect to 
oversample translators. 
The above criteria were used in lieu of unavailable data regarding the size of and any 
directory details for the translation professionals' population, which would allow us to draw 
a probability sample. 
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Our sampling method was linked to the mode of data collection and was devised to suit the 
purposes of the survey. Accordingly, the sample frame was restricted to translation 
professionals-TM users with access to or use of the web. The main reasons for this decision 
were: a) because it is a prerequisite for completing a web survey, b) translation 
professionals who use the internet are more likely to be familiar with and interested in 
translation technology than those who do not, and c) translation professionals who are 
internet users normally have an e-mail address, therefore they can be contacted easily. 
The process used to construct the sample was to obtain lists of translation professionals' e- 
mail addresses from translation professionals' associations in every country35, as well as 
from translation companies' associations (e. g. ATC). Another way to locate translation 
professionals was to visit translation portals (e. g. proz. com) and obtain lists of e-mails from 
their directories of freelancers and translation companies. In addition, the sample was 
reinforced by the researcher's contacts in the language services industry. 
Because we needed a mechanism that could identify and involve all TM user groups, as all 
user groups had to be represented, a "snowballing" technique was implemented. People 
who were contacted were asked to pass the link of the survey to their colleagues and 
whoever they thought would be interested in TM systems and in contributing to this 
research. 
Certainly, adopting nonprobability sampling methods inevitably carries various problems. 
Inference about generalising to the target population are generally not advisable, since it is 
impossible to measure statistically the representativeness of the sample against the target 
population (i. e. translation professionals-TM users). This happens because neither the 
target population nor the sample can be measured. Generalisations, in this case, can be 
made only on certain assumptions. The findings of this survey will represent the translation 
professionals' population who are also internet users, but they may also represent the 
population of translation professionals who are also internet users, but they may also 
represent all translation professionals based on the assumption that the level of penetration 
of the internet in the translation professionals' community (at least in the developed world) 
is high enough to allow such a generalisation. To counterbalance the sampling error that 
derives from the fact that not all translation professionals have access to the internet, we 
assume that those without access to the internet are likely to be either little interested in 
translation technology or unable to adopt it due to cost/lack of infrastructure, or simply 
unaware of it. 
Bearing in mind that a sample of translation professionals could never be fully 
representative due to a lack of statistical information, based on the above criteria our 
sample seems to be reasonably representative of translation professionals. 
3' A list of translation professionals' associations was obtained from http: //www. lexicool. com/transiator_associations. asp and 
http: //www. accurapid. com/journal/00org. htm 
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The survey is obviously biased towards internet users (for the reasons explained above) and 
also towards English speakers, as the questionnaire was available in English only. 
Furthermore, the survey is biased towards those who have a keen interest in translation 
technology and are willing to participate. The above sources of bias cannot have any 
negative impact to the survey's findings since they do not produce any bias on the variables 
of interest (i. e. the needs of translation professionals). 
The desired number of responses was not specified from the beginning as no prior known 
attempt at a worldwide survey of translation professionals could give an indication of 
numbers to be expected. Obviously, an effort was made to receive as many responses as 
possible within a specific period, and in the event where the responses return an 
unmanageable quantity of data, a filtering mechanism would be devised to reduce the 
quantity of data to a manageable level. 
3.3.2 Survey promotion 
Initially, the URL of the survey was distributed via e-mail to the translation professionals 
and translation companies in the sample described previously (section 3-3.1). The e-mail 
explained what the survey was about and why it was important to respond, highlighting the 
study's relevance to the respondent. People were invited to complete the survey irrespective 
of whether they used a TM system or not. However, many of the e-mails obtained turned 
out to be invalid, so that the sample had to be extended to more professionals eligible to 
participate according to our criteria (see section 3-3-1). 
The survey was additionally distributed in the same way to students of randomly selected 
postgraduate translation courses, in order to ensure that a sufficiently broad range of 
experience was captured. Apart from mass e-mailing as a method for soliciting 
participation in the survey, professionals were solicited using announcements on a variety 
of newsgroups (e. g. TRANSLATIO), announcements in a popular newsletter36, and 
invitations to translation professionals' associations, asking them to pass the survey link on 
to their members or advertise the survey in any way they thought appropriate. 
Other response-stimulating efforts included announcements in eleven TM user groups (e. g. 
multitrans, OmegaT, and transit-termstar groups in Yahoo! ) and open invitations issued 
on web portals for translators (e. g. Translatum. gr). Finally, to maximise response rates, 
banner ads (appearing in pop up windows) were created on a translation company's website 
(the freelancers' section), inviting freelance translators to fill in the survey. 
At a rough estimate, the survey questionnaire was probably sent to more than 5,000 people 
aiming primarily at collecting a rich pool of data for this research, but also at raising 
36 "The Tool Kit A biweekly newsletter for people in the translation industry who want to get more out of their 
computers", authored by Jost Zetzsche. 
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awareness about TMs. However, the number of those who ultimately received the survey is 
not known, and therefore the nonresponse rate is unknowable. The survey ran for a period 
Of 2 months (July and August 2oo6). 
3.4 Survey results 
874 people completed the survey successfully. Of those, go% were translators and 73% were 
working as freelancers. The majority (89%) held a professional qualification relevant to 
their work and a large proportion (64%) rated their general computer usage competence as 
'good', while 30% rated their computer skills as 'excellent'. 61% reported specialising in the 
translation of technical texts, with high levels of content repetition, and all respondents 
confirmed having access to the internet (which was expected due to the fact that the survey 
was conducted online). 
So far, this has been the only large-scale survey of perceptions and opinions surrounding 
TM systems and it represents a unique attempt to disaggregate the relationship between 
TM users and systems through a multi-layered exploration of user-computer interaction. 
The response level was highly pleasing considering the timing of the survey (summer 
holiday period), and a considerable amount of data, fit for both qualitative and quantitative 
analysis, was collected. 
Even though the survey's primary goal was to collect data for this research, its findings were 
sought after by various parties in order to fill gaps in the current TM technology market 
data. As a result, a quantitative analysis of the survey data was prepared and published 
soon after the survey closed. 37With regard to this research's aims, the qualitative analysis 
of data is of greater interest than the quantitative, as the former will reveal the needs of the 
survey population with respect to TM systems. 
After the survey closed, the data file had to undergo some post-survey adjustments to 
reduce nonresponse and measurement errors. These adjustments define the data used in 
the analysis step. 
Nonresponse is almost unavoidable in surveys [Ornstein 1998: 102], as there are inevitably 
people who do not complete the questionnaire fully for various reasons. Missing data can 
result in nonresponse error, when respondents do not answer individual questions ('item 
non-response') or do not complete all sections ('section non-response'). Both cases were 
present in our survey. With this incomplete data, the greater concern is not that we had 
fewer data; the level of nonresponse is quite predictable and has been taken into account in 
37 The quantitative analysis of the survey findings was presented at the ASLIB International Conference Translating & the 
Computer 28 on 15 November 2006 at London, UK. The paper "Translation Memories Survey 2006: Users' perceptions 
around TM use" is included in the conference proceedings and has also been translated in Chinese following interest 
expressed by Chinese TM researchers (Chinese version at: http: //hexun. com/myles/default. html Past accessed on 
23/07/2008]). 
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survey design (by setting critical questions as compulsory in order to proceed to the next 
section). The more serious concern was that the data might give misleading estimates of the 
characteristics of the population that the sample is designed to represent. 
Decisions had to be made when processing the data file about when to include a data record 
with less than complete information and when to exclude a respondent altogether from the 
analytic file. 
Two strategies were considered for dealing with missing data: a) to use data from 
respondents for whom all the required variables were available (the drawback being that 
the analysis could be affected by sample selection bias, because the profile of the omitted 
respondents are likely to differ from those for whom all the desired variables are 
measured), and b) to use all the non-missing responses from the survey that are relevant to 
each analysis. The second strategy was ultimately chosen, as it is possible to spot a clear 
need even in an incomplete answer from a particular respondent. 
However, not all but some of the questions in the questionnaire were considered critical 
carriers of data important to needs identification (see Appendix C: summary of results, 
questions 37-43), and people who did not answer any of these had to be excluded from the 
survey data file. In total, 155 incomplete responses of this sort were eliminated. 
An interesting fact about the quality of responses is that, as was hoped for, a number of 
translation professionals who reported not using a TM system (i. e. potential users) felt 
comfortable in answering the question about desirable functionality in TM systems, even 
though they were only vaguely familiar with or lacked experience in using such systems, 
and contributed in that respect valuable information to this research. 
3.5 Data filtering 
The survey data file with the remaining 719 responses had to be further processed before 
the analysis to minimise another type of error found in surveys: the measurement error. 
Measurement error occurs when a respondent's answer is inaccurate, imprecise, or cannot 
be compared in any useful way to other respondents' answers [Dillman, 2007: 91. 
Especially, for the three open-ended questions of the survey (about the strengths and the 
weaknesses of existing TM systems, and about desired features), some answers presented 
quality issues. Not all respondents had recorded their answers uniformly, and there were a 
great number of ambiguous responses and a tendency on the part of some respondents to 
seize on peripheral issues, as well as a variation in the complexity of answers and the 
number of points made in a response. 
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All the narrative material collected from the three open-ended questions was, for that 
reason, processed in such a way as to filter out any non-relevant, useless or ambiguous 
statements. 
As a result, answers to Q. 37 (about the user's opinion on the favourite feature(s) of his TM) 
were reduced from 477 to 442 (35 invalid statements were excluded - for example, 
statements like "none", "I'm really not familiar enough yet to answer this question. ", "I 
don't really like it. I have to use it. ). Similarly, answers to Q. 38 (about the user's opinion 
on the most annoying issue(s) related to his TM) were reduced from 478 to 447 (31 invalid 
statements, examples of which include: 'Nothing that I can remember. ", "very little", 
"nothing major has happened so far). Finally, the 162 recorded answers to Q. 43 (about 
desired features) were filtered to 154 valid statements (examples of the 8 excluded 
statements include "I don't use TM sofar, so it really doesn't matter", "none). None of the 
excluded statements were coded or analysed further. 
The rest of the data was coded and organised, as necessary for a systematic analysis aiming 
to produce valid findings. The next chapter presents the methodology followed to analyse 
the collected data. 
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Chapter 49. Analysis of qualitative 
data 
The purpose of analysing the likes, dislikes and wishes of translation professionals in 
relation to TM systems is not only to reveal underlying needs, but also to explore the 
broader issues surrounding the translation professional's contemporary work conditions 
that such needs bring into theoretical focus. An interpretive, naturalistic approach in the 
analysis, aiming to construct new understandings around the needs of translation 
professionals, is expected to turn the raw data into findings that will make a contribution 
to the translation technology field. 
The focus of analysis is the needs of translation professionals and the context within 
which they are observed, whereas the goal of research at this stage is a meaningful 
analysis of the data collected from the open-ended questions of the survey rather than a 
full descriptive coverage of this data. 
Coding is considered the most important process in any qualitative analysis, as it is an 
essential precursor to a systematic exploration and understanding of the data [Basit, 
2003: 1441. Coding involves assigning codes and/or categories (i. e. labels) to the 
'meaning units' that the researcher identifies in transcripts, meaning units being 
understood as any chunk of information (e. g. words, phrases, paragraphs) in the collected 
data which presents some kind of interest for the current research. Basit [2003: 1441 
contends that creating categories triggers the construction of a conceptual scheme that 
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fits the data. This scheme helps the researcher to ask questions, to compare across data, 
to change or drop categories and to arrange them into a hierarchical order. Seidel [19981 
considers the analysis of qualitative data as something more than sorting, categorising 
and organising the collected data. He argues that analysis is primarily a process of 
noticing and thinking. In this process, the researcher examines the data she has collected 
and tries to make some type of sense out of each statement. With this in mind, the aims of 
the present analysis were: 
to look for patterns and relationships both between a meaning unit and the user 
who expressed the statement and also across meaning units themselves; 
to generate ideas that help explain why those patterns are there; 
and to make general discoveries about the needs of translation professionals. 
Both a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of qualitative data were needed, as this 
research is interested not only in identifying needs per se but also in comparing these and 
finding out which ones are the most compelling based on the frequency with which they 
have been voiced by the people surveyed. 
4-1 Grounded Theory 
The exploratory nature of this analysis entailed the selection of a method that would allow 
for openness with respect to the nature and content of the results. On this basis, the 
Grounded Theory (GT) was selected as the most expedient method for analysing the 
collected data. 
Grounded Theory has gained significant status in the past two decades as a mainstream 
data analysis approach within interpretive research contexts not only in pure social 
research fields but also in fields such as Information Systems [Fernandez, 2005: 44, 
Rowlands, 2005: 81]. Originally developed by Glaser and Strauss [19671, Grounded 
Theory evolved over time and was later substantially reformed by Strauss and Corbin 
[1996], resulting in the emergence of two schools of theory (the 'Glaserian' and the 
'Straussian' models of GT) with distinctive differences. Irrespective of their differences, 
Urquhart [20011 emphasises two key beliefs of Grounded Theory, inherent to both 
models: (a) the researcher has to set aside theoretical ideas before she star-ts coding the 
data (i. e. avoid preconceptions) so that she can be open to emergent themes; and (b) the 
concepts are developed through constant comparison. Constant comparison is a key 
process in Grounded Theory and has been the cornerstone of the analysis strategy 
followed in this research. 
In terms of the main differences between the two models, Fernandez [2005: 461 notices 
that these can be seen in the use of Strauss and Corbin's 'axial coding' [Glaser, 1992; 
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V_ Kendall, 19991 and the form and nature of the theoretical outcome (Straussian full- 
description versus Glaserian abstract-conceptualisation). In the present research, the 
Glaserian model of Grounded Theory was adopted as most appropriate for the particular 
study. More specifically, the current analysis is more interested in the conceptualisation 
of data offered by Glaser than in thefull description of Strauss and Corbin. The Glaserian 
approach has a strong focus on abstract conceptualisations that is not concerned with the 
context and characteristics of informants that are not relevant to the study's particular 
goal, but is tied instead to the substantive area of inquiry. This increases the likelihood of 
it producing a theory that is both novel and much more useful to the particular field. In 
addition, the Glaserian approach is far less prescriptive and offers the flexibility of a 
number of potential coding paradigms. Finally, a preliminary literature review on 
Grounded Theory has brought forward practical problems reported by researchers in 
using the Straussian coding paradigm [e. g. Cronholm, 2002; Allan, 2003; Sarker et al., 
2001; Urquhart, 2001; Kendall, 1999], such as a loss of focus of analysis or confusion 
caused by the word-by-word micro-analysis of data as proposed by Strauss and Corbin 
[Allan, 20031. 
Grounded theory's greatest advantage is that it ensures that 'interpretations are all 
rigorously induced from data, if the full process of constant comparison is followed' 
[Glaser, 1998: 12]. It explicitly seeks to discover the underlying assumptions, the contexts 
and the experiences of those involved in the phenomenon under study, and provides a 
method for generating concepts systematically and with scientific rigour [Glaser, 
1998: 131. Its greatest appeal for the present study is that Grounded Theory proffers the 
way to ground each and every conceptual hypothesis the researcher makes directly in 
data. 
4.2 Data analysis strategy 
Grounded Theory allows for various analysis strategies depending on the properties and 
goals of each research project, as long as they comply with the fundamental Principles of 
data conceptualisation and theory generation through constant comparisons and 
theoretical coding. In other words, grounded theory can only be achieved when the 
researcher uses concepts that have emerged by conceptualising the patterns in the data 
(such patterns emerge when the researcher aggregates, compares and links units of 
meaning to each other), and subsequently by relating these conceptualised patterns using 
theoretical codes until a theory is constructed [Glaser, 1998: 311. 
In the present analysis, a key activity in the data analysis process was coding. Codes were 
used to assign meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled after the 
survey, and were employed as heuristic tools rather than objective representations of 
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data38. Seidel [1998: 14] believes that heuristic codes (i. e. code words that act as flags or 
signposts pointing to interesting things in the data) help the researcher to isolate and 
collect the information of interest, and facilitate the discovery of things, while at the same 
time they help open up the data for further investigation. According to him, heuristic 
codes represent the things that the researcher has noticed and have the advantage of 
being flexible enough to change and evolve as the analysis develops. 
Three types of conceptual codes, as identified by Miles and Huberman 119941, were used: 
1) descriptive codes, which describe an interesting incident and involve little 
interpretation, 2) interpretative codes, representing an underlying web of motifs, and 3) 
pattern codes which represent an emergent pattern. Additionally, theoretical codes were 
used to denote relationships between concepts, and thematic codes were used to classify 
emergent concepts into themes (see section 4.2.3 Classification scheme). 
Based on the Grounded Theory data analysis model, the analysis strategy followed in this 
research involved the following four phases. 
Phase 1: Initial attempt to develop categories which illuminate the data - 
Open coding 
At first, the documents containing the user statements were read through (see excerpts 
from the survey's responses in Appendices D and E), to give a general picture of the type 
of answers collected and to stimulate the researcher's theoretical sensitivity. Theoretical 
sensitivity, an important notion in Grounded Theory [Glaser, 1998: 122-31, is what helps 
the researcher decide what is important to code and what is not. To enhance the 
theoretical sensitivity prior to coding, the researcher spent time in following advances in 
translation technology (attending conferences, workshops, seminars), engaging in 
informal discussions with translation professionals about their working practices and how 
they use TM tools, and in following discussions relevant to this research at translators' or 
TM users' fora. The theoretical sensitivity is also naturally likened to the professional 
experiences of the researcher, which have also helped her spot interesting information in 
the overwhelmingly large amount of data that was collected. 
To start the analytic process, open coding was initially carried out. That meant that all the 
data was read line by line looking for anything interesting. A coding scheme was devised 
beforehand to guide the identification of units of interest (see 4.2.1 Coding scheme). Once 
an interesting incident (e. g. a stated need, a problem encountered by the translation 
professional, a desired solution to a problem) was noticed, it was labelled with a 
11 According to Seidel [ 1998: 14], an objectivist approach to coding treats code words as condensed representations of 
the facts described in the data, therefore they can be treated as surrogates for the text, and the analysis can focus on the 
codes instead of the text itself. This approach imposes many rules for guaranteeing the objectivity of the code names and 
carries several risks (as reported by Seidel [ 1998: 14]), such as losing confidence in the codes as some 
degree of 
subjectivity is bound to creep in. 
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descriptive name (code) that captured its essence in a more general way (abstract concept 
generation). Other interesting concepts that were revealing the "whys? " (why is there 
such need, why is there this problem, why has one chosen this solution? ) were also coded. 
By going through the data, more incidents were identified and more concepts were 
generated, which were compared to others already discovered in case they could be 
labelled in a way that others were labelled, preserving integrity. Concepts were compared 
with previously identified ones, and similar concepts referring to the same general 
phenomenon (e. g. a need) were grouped into a category. Categories were labelled (coded) 
too. Attention had to be paid in the generation and labelling of categories, so as to avoid 
conceptual impressions that were not carefully grounded. The categories should describe 
the data by means of conceptual codes, which were derived directly from the data. 
Each category could have certain properties, which could be characteristics, attributes, 
dimensions or context. Properties of a category were also coded. Since the researcher was 
not initially sure which conditions of participants (e. g. professional role, experience, 
computer usage competence) influenced their needs, and therefore which could be 
relevant to each category of incidents, all available data about the profile of each user was 
coded as category properties (for the category containing incidents that came from the 
corresponding users). The relevant property items would emerge as part of the analysis in 
the next phase, and the others could be ignored. 
After each data set, categories were revised in light of the new data analysed, as espoused 
by the idea of progressivefocusing that runs throughout Grounded Theory. 
Categorisation was the first step of generating a theory, as it helped conceptualise the 
types of needs that translation professionals expressed in relation to TM systems. 
Phase 2: Saturation of categories with many appropriate incidents and 
further development of categories - Axial coding 
The texts were read several times and constant comparison continued. The units of 
comparison were not the statements but the incidents observed within the statements, in 
an attempt to classify each incident into a category. Moving up inductively to more 
abstract conceptual categories, several patterns emerged through incident comparison. 
These patterns were also named as categories. To discover latent patterns was not an easy 
task as, while a few incidents gave indication of a pattern forming, they were not enough 
or adequately relevant to establish one. It took many incidents to be sure that a pattern 
truly existed. 
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Conceptualising and comparing constantly enhanced the researcher's sensitivity in 
discovery and helped to neutralise imputing while coding, since it was constantly 
corrected. As the statements were read again and again, categories emerged more easily. 
Soon, many categories were saturated with a sufficient number of appropriate examples 
able to validate the category's meaning, its relation to the emerging theory and its 
naming. 
This construction of categories led to a refocusing of the analysis. Instead of viewing the 
data in its original context, it was now viewed in the context of the categories. But, whilst 
the use of categories allows the exploration of the data and a comparison of the 
similarities and differences, it can destroy the bigger picture. The categories' relationships 
with each other were important in maintaining the overall perspective. Therefore, 
categories were compared with each other, leading to a reconceptualisation of the data at 
a higher level of abstraction. Axial coding was carried out, which involved making 
connections between categories by looking at relationships between the concepts they 
contained (i. e. incidents, properties, etc. ). 
The types of relationships between concepts could be anything from the conditions that 
give rise to them (causal conditions), the context into which they are embedded, 
intervening conditions, action/interaction strategies in which they are handled, and 
consequences of those strategies. This was particularly useful for identifying which of the 
properties containing user profile information truly influenced certain important needs. 
Only those that were relevant to the theory would be included in it. 
The relationships were captured in theoretical codes with the intention to link the 
categories (and some uncategorized concepts) theoretically into a web of emerging theory. 
Relationships were also crucial in thinking about how categories fit together into an 
explanation or model, and which categories and properties earn their way into the theory 
depending on the links they have with other categories. 
Phase 3: Prioritisation of core categories - Selective coding 
In this phase, the category system was refined through selective coding. Because some 
categories started appearing to be central in this analysis, evidenced by the quantity of 
coded excerpts they contained, they automatically assumed the role of sensitizing 
concepts. Subsequently, moving from inductive to deductive analysis, the researcher had 
to go back to the documents and code once again for this particular subset of concepts 
and relationships, this time to find instances that might add further aspects or 
dimensions to these categories. Gilgun [2007: 7] argues that sensitizing concepts are the 
ones that give direction to the researcher, and can offer a starting point from which 
theories can unfold. 
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These categories, which were seen as the most striking and interesting for the analysis, 
were named as core categories and were linked to several subcategories, helping in this 
way to keep track of grounding. 
Phase 4: Overall integration of concepts in a theory through sorting 
Finally, as categories and properties became saturated with appropriate coded excerpts 
and were linked to each other, the task of analysis was visibly approaching theoretical 
completeness. But in order to be able to formulate substantive and coherent theories, 
which are also meaningful in the context of the present research and that serve its goals, 
concepts were sorted into thematic categories based on a coding scheme that allowed the 
organisation and presentation of findings according to TM software quality 
characteristics (see 4.2.3 Classification scheme). While the core categories provided the 
larger theoretical scheme for the emergent theories, the thematic categories integrated all 
concepts around the core categories linking the emergent theories into a story that can 
find its place in the translation technology field. 
Generally, Grounded Theory encourages the use of literature in this final stage of analysis 
in order to confirm the findings and to illustrate where the research differs from the 
literature [Glaser, 1998: 2o6-71. In this way existing theories can be 'tested' against the 
data. In this case, the findings from this analysis were contrasted with existing relevant 
theories either from practitioners or academics, in order to ensure that the interpretation 
offered in this research is grounded in the multiple contexts that surround the data. 
4.2.1 Coding scheme 
Shortly after embarking on the analysis, it was realised that for identifying user needs, the 
researcher needed a systematic way of spotting stated needs (if those appeared explicitly 
in the text) or indicators for latent needs that could be later worked out through further 
analysis and user profiling. 
Clearly, identifying user needs in narrative material is not a straightforward task, but it is 
rather an endeavour of investigative or detective nature. This is mainly due to the high 
level of ambiguity inherent in natural language and to the fact that the same concept can 
be expressed in many different ways by a number of people, thus complicating and 
confusing the process of coding. Coding can be also derailed by a lot of seemingly 
interesting information contained in the user statements that bear no relevance to the 
research aims and that can easily distract from the focus of the investigation. 
To overcome these challenges, a coding scheme was devised to define the criteria for 
selecting and coding units of interest at the initial stage of open coding. The scheme 
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predefined the focus of analysis (i. e. looking for user needs) and allowed an objective 
conceptual description of data. Under this scheme, the task of needs identification was 
based on the widely acknowledged principle in Requirements Engineering that a need, if 
not obvious, can be derived from a problem that a user is facing (with or without the use 
of a system) [Sidky et al., 2002] and/or a solution that she perceives as ideal for solving 
her problem(s) [Agouridas et al., 2oo8: 251. 
On this premise, the researcher was able, through deductive analysis, to spot and code 
both needs that were clearly expressed by the surveyed translation professionals, and 
needs indicators (i. e. problems, or perceived solutions to existing problems, or solutions 
to past problems, as those emerged from people's favourite features) (see excerpts from 
the survey's responses on the problems and the strengths of TM systems in Appendix D). 
The task was not concerned with problems created by the TM systems themselves, as the 
aim of this research is not to treat the problems of an existing poor technology but is a 
creative attempt to contribute to the design of novel systems. Moreover, the task was not 
concerned with problems which, although they may result from a bad experience using a 
TM system, could not be relieved by even the highest quality TM system (e. g. problems 
that relate to poor computer specifications, laziness or lack of interest to learn or 
experiment with the software, or inability to comprehend very basic software 
instructions). Finally, problems that were too vague (e. g. "problems with opening TM", 
"terminology management is dreadful", "Display does not keep up") and lacked any 
additional information that could clarify them were not coded either. 
Some examples of coding based on the above conceptual framework are shown in the 
following table (Table 7): 
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Statements (with highlighted units of interest) Basis for coding 
"I believe one of the most importantfeaturesfor translators 
would be voice recognition interface. " 
Explicit need 
"I've just finished working on a geological report (nearly 
20,000 words rendered fi-om Brazilian Portuguese into 
English) for which I had to use a huge amount of my time 
on the Internet (Google) to make sure the appropriate 
Problem - Explicit need - Explicit 
wording would be used (I am an aeronauticul engineer, not 
need 
a geologist! ). If only I could have a user-f-riendly tool to 
help me in such situations... " 
"[I dislike] stored segments that are too long due to 
doubtful segmentation rules (e. g. a short word at the 
segment end which is interpreted as an abbreviation = Problem - Problem - Problem several sentences together form a segment). Repeated 
subsegments in translatable text aren'tfound automatically 
although they are in the TMfor sure. " 
"conversion of a Trados memory into Wordfast" Perceived solution 
"Search patents databases such as Espacenet" Perceived solution 
Table 7: Examples of coded units of interest and their basis for coding 
A frequently discussed challenge in establishing user needs from verbatim statements is 
the distinction of wishes or perceived solutions from actual needs. Often, there is the 
danger of mistaking a perceived solution for a need [Agouridas et al., 20o8: 25; Griffin 
and Hauser, 1993: 41. For instance, a user request such as "Id like my 7M system to 
comply with the 7MX standard" could be transferred to the software designer as a user 
need, whereas the actual need is the ability of the user (granted by the TM system) to 
exchange TM resources effectively and efficiently. 
The reason for such a distinction is crucial to the design of innovative software solutions. 
Needs are abstract, generalised and technology-free descriptions of the essence of a 
problem, whereas potential solutions (as perceived by the users) can be, on one hand, the 
quick way to satisfy customers, but on the other hand, serious constraints on the 
creativity of software designers. In other words, needs are here to define the problem 
spaces. Their role is to allow the designer to understand the shape and fit of solutions 
which will occupy these spaces. 
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Certainly, the analysis and restatement of the perceived solution or the problem as a need 
requires investigation of the origin and rationale of the stated user request. A key element 
in this investigation is the contextual information associated with the user statement. This 
information, which was collected from answers to the questions contained in the first six 
sections of the survey (see section 3.2.1 Questionnaire design), ranged from data on the 
user's profile, her work environment and practices, her attitudes towards TM systems and 
her ways of working with these systems. 
4.2.2 User profiling 
The contextual information that accompanies each user statement plays a vital role not 
only in understanding the user as a person but also in elucidating different contexts of TM 
use, which is helpful in identifying the correct need and delimiting it within a specific user 
space. This information also allows the categorising of users into groups featuring the 
same characteristics and the establishment of links between certain needs and specific 
user groups. 
During the analysis of qualitative data collected through the survey, various different TM 
user profiles were identified, some having different objectives than others, which 
confirms the idea that approaching TM users' needs in a holistic way is nearly impossible. 
One of the most obvious characteristics that differentiated the various user groups in this 
research was their type of role in the translation production chain. Each user group 
represents a context; a context that is defined by the tasks and the responsibilities of the 
particular role. Examples of the most prominent user profiles, as distinguished by types of 
professional roles, are given beloW39: 
z Project Managers: Within some team configurations, especially in small 
companies, the role of the Project Manager is merged with other roles (e. g. 
Administrator, Vendor Manager, Account Manager, CAT specialist) that are 
normally separate in larger organisations. Typically, their role involves liaising 
with both clients and vendors (e. g. translators) and performing standard project 
management tasks such as scoping the project, scheduling, budgeting, reporting 
the status of the project, flagging any issues to the client and assessing translation 
vendors. Project Managers are usually also responsible for analysing the source 
text against any existing resources to determine the rate of repetition and prepare 
quotes, and for allocating resources to the project, including distributing source 
texts among translators and arranging any reviewing, proofreading and DTP 
" The task descriptions are based on the experiences gained by the author while working for several medium-sized 
translation companies and translation departments in a variety of roles. 
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stages, if required. Occasionally, their duties involve the preparation of source 
files (e. g. extraction of translatable text) before sending it to translators. 
Terminologists: The role of the terminologist is most of the time absorbed in 
other roles (for instance, in that of the translator or the project manager) and 
usually only specific translation workflows or processes call for a dedicated 
terminologist. Typically, they are responsible for developing terminology for 
particular clients/projects, extracting terminology from texts, compiling 
termbases, creating and maintaining online glossaries, updating and merging 
termbases, troubleshooting and resolving any terminology issues, and archiving 
and referencing termbases. 
0 DTP specialists: DTP specialists (such as web engineers and graphic designers) 
are responsible for the layout and formatting of material, including webpage 
validation or re-building. Their duties typically involve file assessment, including 
translatability, preparation of files to be translated, conversion of files, generation 
of Table of Contents and Index for the translated file and re-design of non-textual 
elements (e. g. tables, graphs, images). 
0 Localisation engineers: They are responsible for all technical aspects of 
localisation projects including project preparation, software engineering, 
compiling and testing. 
m TM/CAT specialists: Also frequently referred to as Translation Engineers, they 
are in charge of the technical aspects of projects, where TM and other CAT 
systems are used. Their typical responsibilities include assessing the project files 
(for instance, analysis of files for internal or external repetition), preparing 
translation memories, batch pre-translating and marking of non-translatables, 
maintaining, merging, updating and archiving translation memories, 
troubleshooting and often training other team members on how to use TM 
systems. In general, they are considered the main technical resource and they are 
the ones who prepare and distribute localisation kits or project instructions to 
translation vendors. 
0 Reviewers: Reviewers are usually considered external to the production team 
and are normally located in the country of the target language. They are subject 
matter experts and are responsible for the linguistic review of the translation, 
including assuring its adherence to cultural and terminological standards that 
apply to the project. They are normally native speakers and excellent users of the 
target language and occasionally they may not be required to be proficient in the 
source language, as the focus is on the translation as an independent text. 
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Editors: Editors are usually appointed to ensure that the content and style of a 
set of material is consistent and to perform standard editing tasks. An editor is 
normally a senior linguist who checks and edits the text for proper language, 
consistency and completeness, after the translation has been carried out by 
translators. 
a Proofreaders: Proofreaders, who are sometimes referred to as Quality 
Checkers, are responsible for checking the final translation according to a set of 
pre-defined quality assurance steps, either required by the client or existing as 
part of the translation company's/department's workflow process. The role of the 
proofreader is sometimes merged with that of the editor or the reviewer (in small, 
medium-sized or low-budget projects) and involves assuring the quality of the 
final translation product in terms of content (correct language, numbers, 
terminology, style, register, formatting, etc. ) and form (acceptable layout, 
working hyperlinks, etc. ). 
m Language coordinators: In larger organisations where several rounds of 
quality controls are needed, language coordinators are responsible for managing 
the process of linguistic quality check, software and terminology consistency 
check. 
0 Translators: The translator's role varies greatly depending on whether she is 
working independently as a freelancer or if she is working in a company as a 
member of a team. Again, her role can be extended to cover any of the tasks 
performed by professionals in the above roles or limited to very concrete tasks, 
such as translating straightforward texts for a specific client or in a restricted 
domain, and working with a specific file format, while having access to specific 
readily available resources (glossaries, translation memories). In many cases, 
translators often find themselves in situations where their responsibilities rise to 
include additional tasks such as converting and preparing the files to be 
translated, selecting the translation memories and other resources, updating the 
client's translation memory or any online glossaries, extracting terminology and 
compiling glossaries for the project/client, editing or re-designing the non-textual 
elements of the file, re-designing a document's layout and populating the client's 
translation memory. To these, several administrative and project management 
tasks can be added, especially if translators are freelancers working directly with 
clients and not through translation agencies. In some localisation companies, 
translators are referred to as Localisers, since their role is to translate software, 
its documentation and collaterals. 
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From the above task descriptions, a significant overlapping between translation 
professionals' roles is easily noticeable, that renders the boundaries of different contexts 
represented by each user group rather blurry. 
As translators are the user group that this research is most interested in, it was important 
to identify additional user proffles existing within the translators' user group, so that it 
would be possible to determine typical needs of specific types of translators and contexts. 
Such user profiles were delineated by: 
a the translators' level of professional experience, as a function of the years working 
in this role, their age and the volume of translation work; 
their computer usage competence (high-tech users vs. low-end users); 
their experience with using TM systems (people who have never used a TM 
system at all vs. "power" users); 
their area of specialisation (technical translators vs. translators of literature or 
marketing material). 
Based on the above user profiling, every need was associated with a specific user group 
and its analysis was contingent upon the profile of the user and a particular context of TM 
use. User profiling proved to be very useful indeed during needs identification and helped 
to distinguish between different types of interaction with the system. 
4.2.3 Classification scheme 
Since this research looks at needs in relation to TM systems, it makes sense to categorise 
them, once they are identified, on a basis that is used and understood by software 
developers. Categorisation of needs under a classification scheme that is shared among 
developers is crucial for the transfer of knowledge between the present research and real 
TM system development projects. It facilitates the mapping of user needs to user 
requirements and connecting back requirements to data derived from users. Moreover, it 
clearly shows the connection between user needs and software quality and facilitates a 
seamless import of the findings to the developers' requirements modelling processes. 
The classification scheme that was used was based on - but not limited to - the software 
quality characteristics as described in the ISO 9126 standard 11991: 4.1-61. The reason 
behind this was to be able to produce a theory for TM system development in the form of 
a quality plan, where the voice of the user can be easily translated into design parameters. 
The standard decomposes the concept of software quality into six quality characteristics 
and 21 sub-characteristics, as shown in the following table (Table 8): 
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Software Quality Characteristic Sub-characteristics 
Functionality 
---- > 
Suitability, Accuracy, Interoperability, 
Compliance, Security 
Reliability Maturity, Fault tolerance, Recoverability 
Usability Understandability, Learnability, Operability 
Efficiency Time behaviour, Resource behaviour 
Maintainability Analysability, Changeability, Stability, 
Testability 
Portability Adaptability, Installability, Conformance, 
Replaceability 
Table 8: ISO Software Quality Characteristics 
Along these lines, the identified needs were classified and coded in thematic categories 
named after the above quality characteristics. However, not all ISO quality characteristics 
were used as no needs emerged relating to maintainability. Instead, there were a number 
of needs relating to the surrogate and relatively new concept of software extensibility, for 
which a category was created to encompass all related needs. 
Coding in these six thematic categories was based on the ISO definition of each quality 
characteristic: 
Functionality: A set of attributes that bear on the existence of a set of 
functions and their specified properties. 
Reliability: A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to 
maintain its level of performance under stated conditions for a stated period of 
time. 
Usability: A set of attributes that bear on the effort neededfor use, and on the 
individual assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of users. 
Efficiency: A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of 
performance of the software and the amount of resources used, under stated 
conditions. 
Portability: A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be 
transferredf-rom one environment to another. 
Extensibility: A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to 
allow addinglenhancinglrepairing functionality to the core system. 
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Adopting industry terminology to devise a structured naming scheme for thematic 
categories facilitated handling and overseeing a large set of concepts within the industry 
context this research is interested in. 
By exploring further the classification of concepts into thematic categories, needs were 
also associated with quality sub- characteristics. The labelling of these thematic codes was 
based on the nomenclature suggested by the ISO 9126 standard and the specialised 
reports on quality metrics for language engineering systems by the EAGLES Evaluation 
Working Group [King, 1997] and the European Commission (TEMAA project) [European 
Commission, 19971. Quality sub-characteristics that grouped together same-type needs 
included interoperability (branch of functionality), customisability, learnability and 
supportability (branches of usability). Examples of coded units instantiating a need and 
its association with a quality sub-characteristic are shown below (Table 9): 
Coded units of interest instantiating a user need Software quality sub- 
characteristic 
"... Difficulties in converting proprietary Trados file 
Interoperability 
"IV like to be able to create own file formats for 
Customisability 
Icustomization" 
"Better Help, I have learned 7M myself and it is not very Supportability - Learnability 
easy! " 
"... the tools themselves should be localized in more I Accessibility 
languages! " 
Table 9: Examples of quality sub-characteristics derived from identified needs 
4.3 QDAS-aided analysis 
A key element of qualitative research is data management. Welsh [2002] believes that 
using qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) can assist researchers during the labour- 
intensive process of qualitative data analysis. In the context of this research, NVivO 740 
was used to support the analysis process, following recommendations by social research 
scientists who have undertaken qualitative analysis with the help of NVivo [for example, 
Basit, 2003: 143-54] and after studying its differences with other QDAS (e. g. ATLAS) (see 
Comparative Review by Barry Lewis [20041). NVivo was chosen primarily because it 
Further information about the NVivo software by QSR International can be found at http: //www. qsrinternational. com/. 
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offers a range of tools for handing rich and complex data records, allowing visual coding 
and accurate and swift retrieval of coded information. 
In fact, NVivo proved to be a powerful tool for carrying out sophisticated data coding, by 
offering the flexibility to code one passage in multiple ways and by supporting several 
ways to build theories. Its capabilities fitted well with this study's research goals and were 
aligned with the methodological underpinnings of qualitative analysis, as borrowed from 
Grounded Theory. NVivo also allowed the researcher to look at coded segments of the 
data in context so that it was possible to explore coded passages without separating them 
from the surrounding material. From within its practical interface, the researcher could 
easily organise the different and extensive data types and sources used in the study, and 
systematically store and manage the data thematically, as in the example of needs 
organisation in a quality characteristics taxonomy shown in the screenshot below (Figure 
7). Coded needs such as 'analysis of new text against TM database' and 'separate software 
for managers', for instance, are shown as grouped under the subcategory (=software 
module) 'Project management' which belongs to the category (=software quality 
characteristic) 'Functionality. The category 'Functionality' includes all those needs that 
pertain to the sub-categories 'Collaboration', 'Match assembly', 'Quality control', 
'Resource building', 'Resource management', 'Search' and'Translation editor'. 
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Figure 7: Needs classification in a software quality characteristics taxonomy in NVivo 
The main advantages in using NVivo to aid the qualitative data analysis were: 
Ease of searching for relationships: It was very useful to look at the data emphasizing the 
relationships within it. Using NVivo, it was easy to do cross-case analyses, to re-order the 
codes and generally to explore and get close to the data. The advanced features of NVivo 
helped to develop concepts (called 'nodes' in NVivo) and do complex thinking about the 
data. The sophisticated search option of NVivo, for example, allowed the researcher to 
explore complex ideas or hypotheses about user needs quickly and easily. Identified needs 
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were clearly linked to their source and the information about the user, allowing 
traceability. 
Time saving: NVivo helped to automate and speed up many data management and 
analysis tasks. To some researchers, this might be the most important feature of any 
computer program. Most QDA programs provide tools for organising data, help shape the 
data in ways that permits researchers to reflect upon it, and give opportunities to see data 
from different angles; and all these happen in seconds. 
Rigour: Overall, NVivo was very helpful in building a rigorous database for the data 
analysed. It demonstrated very clearly all the data coded and the way it had been coded. 
The relationships explored by the researcher among the data sources could easily be seen 
in the browser of NVivo. Welsh [2002] emphasises another important ability of NVivo to 
add rigour to the qualitative studies: a search facility that enables researchers to 
interrogate their data. This ensures that the theoretical ideas that have emerged in the 
first round of coding can be systematically evidenced in the data, thus addressing testing 
the validity of the research results and making it easier to see if all data relevant to, for 
example, "lexical resources sharing" are coded electronically together rather than 
manually highlighted on paper. This, in turn, makes it possible to search this "lexical 
resources sharing" code to find out, for example, which users are concerned about this 
issue, what problems/conditions gave rise to their need and which needs are similar or 
conflicting to this one. 
However, NVivo presented also some drawbacks which started appearing as more data 
was imported into the system and coded (the total amount of qualitative data imported 
into the system was approx. 22,000 words). The most serious of these has been the 
distortion and sometimes loss of highlighted quotes included in a code or category. 
Because of this malfunction, each code and category had to be compared manually 
against the records of qualitative data to make sure that the quotes included were full and 
that no other important quotes were left out. This procedure caused a significant delay to 
the process of data analysis. Other drawbacks included slow response time when querying 
a segment of text or a respondent ID, and frequent 'no response' errors. 
4.4 Challenges in data analysis 
One of the weaknesses of surveys, common in all data elicitation methods that have 
natural language as output, is that they require coding, which is error- and bias-prone. 
Difficulties associated with coding include: a) Can the codes be interpreted the same way 
by other people? and b) Can the researcher avoid being influenced and resist applying 
concepts from elsewhere? 
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It is commonly known that natural language is ambiguous and open to misinterpretation. 
It is, hence, possible that people from different backgrounds will offer different 
perspectives when called to interpret the same data. Griffin and Hauser 119931, 
acknowledging the fact that interpretation of data can never be free from some degree of 
subjectivity, suggest that the ideal scenario for analysing data in order to produce user 
requirements consists of a multi-disciplinary interpretation carried out collaboratively by 
analysts from different backgrounds. This variety of perspectives is thought to lead to a 
larger set of user needs and a richer understanding of the user than is feasible with a 
single expert [Griffin and Hauser, 1993: 12]. 
Since a multi-disciplinary interpretation of data was not possible in the context of this 
project, the means to reduce subjectivity and enhance the interpretation of needs rested 
on the analysis strategy employed by the researcher. Specifically, subjective bias was kept 
to a minimum, by adopting the following measures: 
0 The researcher used a methodology (Grounded Theory) capable of providing a 
systematic way to control bias: by comparing units of interest to each other, any 
patterns that emerged and could contain bias would soon be corrected by further 
comparisons between units of interest, categories and their properties. Indeed, 
some distortions in identifying patters were revealed and corrected as the 
comparative process progressed. Similarly, the meaning attached to a segment of 
data was always tied to a specific context, for example, the profile of the user, 
which minimised the need for imputing. 
0 Scheme-based coding was another way to mitigate the risk of subjective analysis, 
by establishing a systematic way of objective conceptualisation of data based on a 
predefined conceptual framework. This way, the researcher's decisions about 
relative importance in the data were based on fairly objective criteria, rather than 
being guided exclusively from her theoretical sensitivity. Moreover, the grouping 
of concepts under a classification scheme that is shared among requirements 
engineers added further trustworthiness to the conceptual architecture of the 
emergent theory. 
Subjective interpretation of data can also be minimised when an alternative 
explanation for a puzzling finding is offered from the literature. In this research, 
findings were compared to existing information available in the practitioner's 
domain, in order to ground the interpretation in multiple external viewpoints of 
the phenomena in question. 
M Sometimes field experts have preconceived notions, which cause them to miss 
surprising or unexpected statements of needs. In this research, it was important 
to maintain an open disposition and a willingness to be surprised. The researcher 
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periodically stepped back and asked 'what is going on hereT, especially when 
contradictory concepts seemed to exist for the same phenomenon. 
Inevitably, the findings have been shaped by the constructs and experiences of the 
researcher conducting the research and carrying out the data analysis. It was impossible 
to avoid influencing the coding with the researcher's store of general knowledge of 
research and theory and personal and professional experience. On the other hand, this 
helped to produce a unique picture of needs in relation to TM systems that benefits from 
the researcher's personal experience and skills. In any case, however, it was one of the 
researcher's foremost priorities to try and maintain an interpretive style balanced 
between a personal hermeneutic perspective and an objective conceptualisation. 
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Chapter 5: What are the actual 
needs of TM users? - Part 19. 0 
Functional aspects 
User needs, as identified within the present research, refer to both functional and non- 
functional aspects of a TM system. The functional aspects concern the functionality of the 
system, i. e. the operations that it is required to perform. These aspects are presented and 
discussed in this chapter. Non-functional aspects, on the other hand, include usability and 
utility issues, for example user interface design, system response times, search results 
retrieval time, match recall and precision, portability, and software resilience. The 
discussion of these aspects follows in Chapter 6. 
It is important to stress again that needs should be expressed at a high level of abstraction 
(i. e. stated in a way to avoid implying a particular technical solution - although suggested 
solutions are acknowledged), leaving room for a broad range of possibilities and 
alternatives to be considered while designing a system, with the designer in a position to 
generate new and innovative features with these descriptions. It is also important to note 
that the determination of needs, in order to find meaningful TM application fields, must be 
examined with concrete reference to use contexts, as users' needs cannot be properly 
understood without an awareness of what users are continuously exposed to. 
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5.1 Functionality 
According to the survey, one of the most frequently expressed observations by TM users 
appears to be that TM systems are strongly domain specific, namely they cater for the needs 
of translation professionals working on technical translation projects. The importance of 
technical translation in this day and age is unquestionable, as it is estimated to account for 
go% of the world's annual translation output [KingsCOtt 2002: 2471. There is therefore an 
obvious overwhelming need to support the translation of technical texts that come in great 
volumes and involve a degree of repetitive, tedious and often sterile processing. 
However, this statistic does not mean that go% of all translators are specialised in a 
particular technical field, spending all their professional life translating texts from this field. 
It is even possible that there are hardly be any translators of this sort, as people (and, 
indeed, translation companies) tend to seek variety in their work, and often grasp any 
opportunities for profitable jobs in areas outside their main domain of expertise. This 
means that Translation Memory tools that rely on the principle of "you will never translate 
any previously translated text twice" (the slogan of a well-known TM software brand) do 
not seem to produce benefits for a substantially large segment of translation professionals, 
not only those who translate non-technical texts but also all those who "translate in a 
variety of technical fields, sometimes all different throughout the year, hence repetition is 
not a majorfactor". 
In fact, the survey reveals that a significant number of respondents (33 Out Of 145) who are 
not using a TM tool believe that TM systems are not suitable for their work because of the 
types of content they deal with (e. g. film/series subtitles, literature, marketing material, 
food, tourism, culture, historical and philosophical texts, musicals, legal, market research) 
or because they are simply generalists. A number of translators have also expressed 
frustration and disappointment when trying to apply TM technology in certain contexts. 
As for the actual TM users, they too believe that TM systems, as they stand, are not suitable 
or useful for all content. Quite a few of the questioned TM users reported refraining from 
using a TM system in cases where their work does not contain enough repetitions (internal 
or external) to warrant the use of TM tools, as they sometimes take on "translation jobs out 
of [their] regular fields of expertise" or they "do not always translate for the same 
company or about the same subjects". 
Some TM users present this case of content variation very clearly: 
"*J only find TMs usefiil for a reduced number of texts, i. e. user manuals, 
software, etc. When it comes to scientific texts (academic papers, legal 
documents other thanforms and the like, advertising texts, even technical texts 
with little repetition and metaphoric, somehow literary or colloquial language), 
I do not think TM tools are useful at all, on the contrary, I think that 
segmentation equals 'text grinding'and lack of cohesion in those cases. " 
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"Since I translate very technical documents from many different fields, the 
specialized vocabulary doesn't overlap muchfrom one project to another except for the same client. " 
YThere is] not enough repetition in some of my texts and even between texts. I 
receive a very wide variety of textsfi-om one of my clients and may work in the 
same subject area only once. For my marketing clients, the repetitions are 
primarily at the subsegment level, which limits some tools. " 
"In general, the scientific translations, which are a large part of my work, are 
poor in repetition (internal or external). Sometimes, in those texts, the author 
uses too large sentences, in which segmentation can make the work difficult. " 
Content repetition is widely assumed to be high in technical texts, which leads TM software 
companies to promise high leverage of existing translated content, and consequently of 
translation cost savings, to prospective buyers. But, as shown above, this is rarely the case 
for many translators. Research conducted by MultiCorpora Inc. points to the same 
conclusion by reporting that "complete sentence repetition is almost non-existent in all 
types of content except technical manuals for products that belong to a large family of 
similar products". In addition, they maintain that "in all cases of technical content, the 
majority of repetition comes from expressions Of 5 words or less" [Tardif and Laugesen, 
2oo6]. 
The reported limited applicability of current TM systems reveals an immensely large area of 
translation activity not being able to benefit from the existing TM technology. As appears 
from the survey's responses there is a strong need for tools and techniques that can increase 
translators' productivity without the benefits depending on the repetitiveness of the text. 
The need to expand the scope of use of TM systems lies behind this realisation, as well as 
behind the attempts of many translators to apply the existing technology to their work with 
disappointing results. Scope expansion can be achieved with such functionality that will 
allow the processing of all the existing content types that come in electronic format (e. g. 
content from DVDs, software, games, small screen devices) and the provision of 
considerable assistance for translators who translate any variety of non-creative texts 
(containing standardised expressions and terminology), as well as generalists and even 
those who engage in creative translations and need some help from time to time. 
In addition to this general need pertaining to the functionality of TM systems, a number of 
surveyed TM users expressed the need for TM systems with broad language support, after 
failing attempts to find or efficiently use a TM system for their language combination. Full 
language support does not only mean true Unicode software, but also its ability to display 
correctly all languages supported by the operating system of the computer. Text with 
extended (non-ASCII) characters should be rendered appropriately, including ligatures, 
composite characters, writing direction and so on. This is an unconditional need as the 
fruits of technology should be enjoyed by all. 
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Apart from the above general needs calling for functionality enrichment in a way that could 
expand the scope of use of TM systems, the survey has revealed a great number of specific 
needs concerning functionality, which correspond to TM software modules as inferred and 
grouped from the specific needs expressed by surveyed users. These modules concern the 
translation editor, resource building and management, search, translation assembly, 
project management, quality control and collaboration. 
Modules like these are present today in many of the available TM software packages and 
help to organise the various functionalities that each TM system offers, as well as facilitate 
the access to a particular set of tools by a particular type of translation professional who 
only needs to perform certain sub-tasks of the full translation process (for example, a 
terminologist can open the module that contains the resource building and management 
tools without being overwhelmed by unnecessary tools used mostly by a translator or a 
project manager, which form instead part of the translation editor or project manager 
modules). 
These modules need to be distinct and operate independently (although, it is essential that 
they are linked dynamically and that they are part of the same application), so as to avoid 
imposing a specific procedure for processing a translation project (for example, some 
translators want to be able to start translating a text right away without setting up a 
translation memory or termbank beforehand; others, prefer extracting terminology as a 
first step before embarking on translation). Obviously, each project, depending on its 
volume, its type and the requirements of the client, has different needs in terms of the tasks 
required, and the same is true for the needs of each translation professional working on the 
project and performing different tasks, often in his own individual way. 
5. m Translation editor 
The needs that concern the functionality of the translation editor are different from user 
interface requirements (to be discussed in section 6.1.1). The former relate, above all, to the 
translation process that the user enjoys or finds more convenient to follow while he carries 
out the translation task. 
The survey showed that translators have different preferences in terms of the type of 
translation editor, depending on their personal circumstances, and also sometimes on their 
idiosyncratic work habits. Based on their responses, translators choose one of four ways 
when it comes to translating with the help of a TM system; consequently, needs associated 
to each one of them must be examined separately. 
Some prefer to work in a standard text processing environment (e. g. MS 
Word) that they are familiar with, and for which TM plug-ins have been developed 
to bring translation-assisting functionality into these programs. All users who 
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responded favourably about these word processors were receiving the greatest 
proportion of their work in an MS Office file format. One of the commonest 
reported advantages was "... the text is translated and the doc's layout remains the 
same as it was it in original. No need to redesignlre-layout the output". Some 
favourably inclined users liked the physical presentation of segments and others 
appeared to be particularly fond of working directly in the environment they were 
accustomed to, having the ability to use MS Office's rich text editing functionality 
("so I can use Autotext and even macros, as well as spell check 'on the fly"). 
Furthermore, a repeated comment coming from translators and translation 
company owners alike was that an editor of this sort is easy to understand, hence it 
"doesn't freak out new translators as they still can work in Word" and "doesn't 
bother [translators] with the interface that has to be studied". However, the 
majority of the favourable users of this editor reported major problems with it, the 
most repeated of which was the frequency of MS Word crashing, "especially with 
documents that contain oddformatting changes". Another problem worrying some 
of the users was the frequency of updates to the RTF file format by Microsoft, and 
the inability of TM developers to provide plug-ins for this format to keep up with 
these changes. Translators using this type of editor expressed a need for correct 
language detection, the ability to merge and split translation units and that the TM 
application should "not disable any functions of the software for the source file 
(e. g. when translating doc files, all MS Word features should be available)". 
Moreover, being able to use Copy and Paste in the MS-Word environment while 
using the TM tool appears to be also important for these users. 
2. Others favour working in a dedicated text processing environment into 
which the file to translate can be imported. The advantage of a dedicated interface 
is that as long as the translator receives work in any type of format supported by 
the TM system, he will always work in the same interface in the same way. Editors 
of this sort protect the original formatting by default, and this information is also 
applied to the translation. However, unlike word processors, the editors make it 
much more difficult to modify the formatting information, and this was the most 
frequent complaint expressed by the users of these editors. The ability to copy 
source segments and paste them to target segment cells, as well as that of being 
able to merge and split segments, all at a touch of a button, were the next most 
compelling needs of these users. 
3. Some like better working in a translator-friendly word processor to which 
one can copy and paste any text from any file into the application, translate it with 
potential matches, and copy it back into the originating application. The translator- 
friendly word processor has all the standard word-processing facilities enhanced to 
facilitate the translator's text editing moves. People who use such editors enjoy the 
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benefits of TM functionality irrespective of the file format of their source file and 
are in greater control of the page layout and the formatting of text which they can 
edit or leave as it is from within the native application. A further advantage 
reported by the users of such editors is that they can choose which text needs to be 
translated and what needs to stay as it is. 
4. Finally, others prefer translating in the native application of the source file 
(e. g. Adobe FrameMaker, InDesign, Photoshop, Dreamweaver) or within a CMS, 
and have their TM software open at the same time giving them access to stored 
previous translations or terminology. There were quite a few cases like these 
present in the survey, involving work scenarios such as translating creative material 
("when translating advertising1marketing material, it is sometimes more 
convenient and inspiring to work directly on the actual source text. TMs 
sometimes make me translate mechanically, word for word; this is more 
applicable to technical texts rather than creative translation. "), texts with complex 
layout ("Sometimes it is easier for me to translate the text 'manually' and then 
perform alignment of the source and target texts in order to avoid formatting 
problems if the text seems to be too complicated from the formatting point of 
view. '), short jobs that "don't alwaysjustify the work of setting up a project in the 
soft-ware's data organization system" or translation of minor updates ("If there are 
small updates to projects, it is easier and quicker to implement them directly in 
the source files instead of going through the whole rigmarole of converting files 
backwards and forwards which can be quite cumbersome... ). Some of these 
translators requested a minimal presence of a translation editor (as a plug-in) in 
the form of a toolbar lending translation editing functionality to the text processing 
application of their choice. The TM functionality would be accessible from the 
toolbar which would be always on top of the window containing the project a 
translator is working on in any file format, so that the TM functions are always 
within easy reach without impeding his work. The translator would perhaps 
highlight a term, phrase or sentence and by pressing a shortcut the system would 
search the databases/index for this highlighted segment, displaying the results in a 
small search window. This design appears to be ideal for those who want minimal 
help, especially with terminology, who prefer greater freedom in translation and 
who do not encounter great external repetition. 
Due to the fact that different translators follow different translation processes, an ideal TM 
software intended to assist several translators working on the same project or for the same 
company would be able to offer a flexible text editor, either by giving the translators the 
option to use any of the above alternatives, or by combining them into a new and versatile 
design. 
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5.1.1.1 Translation process 
In terms of the translation process that each editor offers, the first two models described 
above impose their own way of working through the text, with little flexibility given to the 
translator for customising the process. Most of these two types of editors segment the 
source text, forcing the translator to work on a segment-by-segment basis. The feelings of 
the surveyed TM users about this rigid process were mixed. Those who usually translated 
creative or non-creative, yet not technical, texts maintained that the segmentation of the 
source text: 
"... hinders the flow and creativity of the translation process due to the 'one 
sentence/One segment'structure. " 
The same group believed that this process can also have a negative impact on the 
translation product: 
"Forcing me to work on a sentence-by-sentence basis interrupts theflow of the language, and possibly degrades the quality and beauty of the language. 
Granted., this isn't a huge issue with highly technical texts, but once outside the 
realm ofpurely technical, style DOES matter. " 
However, a few inexperienced technical translators, having Romance languages as their 
working languages (e. g. French, Italian and Spanish), expressed a positive view about this 
process, when asked what they liked most in their TM software: 
"[I like] that it forces me to work steadily and consistently through a text. 
Before, I used to jump'difficulties and leave them to solve later on. With [name 
of TM software] I have to work each one as it shows up - this is very good. " 
"[I like] the physical presentation of segments (in [name of TM software], in two 
differently coloured boxes one above the other, with differently coloured 
backgrounds)" 
"[I love] thefact that you can translate a sentence at a time without seeing the 
rest of the text. This makes it easier and clearer to translate. " 
For this group of translators, the major concern is the ability to change the order of 
translation units, which they need in order to preserve their freedom in manipulating the 
structure of the translated text. 
Others, apparently not satisfied with the existing process, expressed the need to be given 
"the possibility to go paragraph by paragraph seeing the source and target segments" 
while they translate, and even the option "to choose how many words the segments I'm 
translating should contain". 
In literature, segmenting the source text into sentences has given rise to numerous 
objections from translation theorists and practitioners alike, who claim that such a process 
induces to a mechanical way of translating which prevents the translator from applying any 
creative flair to the translation and even alienates the translator from his work [Biau Gil, 
2005; Bowker & BarlOW, 2004: 791. PYm [20031, on this matter, insists that "seeing texts in 
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segments reduces translation to the most primitive sense of fidelity: fidelity to words at 
sentence level", while he argues that such a substandard process "keeps translators focused 
on language-replacement exercises". D6silets et al. [2oo6: 22] add a further argument 
against this process by explaining that: 
"... it tends to encourage (sometimes even enforce) literal, sentence by sentence translation. But good translation which is idiomatic and culturally appropriate 
often requires that the translator deviate from the structure of the source text. In 
particular, whole sentences may be left altogether untranslated if they are not 
culturally appropriate in the target language". 
Overall, the surveyed TM users seem to prefer being asked how they want to work through 
the text: sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, or seeing the whole text. This way, 
the system will adapt to the translation process that is most suitable for each translator, 
rather than imposing its own. 
A side-effect of following a segment-by-segment translation process is the difficulty of 
seeing or visualising the source segments in their original place in the source text, as the 
text no longer exists as an integral semantic unity but has been dismantled into small 
individual textual fragments: 
"With [name of TM software that allows working in MS Word] you cannot see 
thefull source text. Once you translate a TU the source text disappears. Same 
with [name of TM software that provides a dedicated text processing 
environment]: You cannot see the entire source document. You have to open it in 
Word to see what it looks like infull. " 
This causes several problems and limits the application of TM systems, as some translators 
have reported: 
"It takes text out of context. Sometimes it is difficult to recognise and maintain 
format. " 
"I do not use TM softwarefor literary, journalistic or creative texts, that is, for 
textsfor which I need to have the whole text in mind. " 
Along similar lines, Benis criticises this particular translation process in one of his regular 
TM system reviews [2007a: 3o] by explaining that: 
"... you see little context above and below the sentence you are working on. More 
importantly, when the time comes to check your work you will find the sentences 
displayed contiguously, making it easier to lose your place or inadvertently skip a 
sentence, and more difficult to scan through your work, checking the translations 
against the source text. " 
On the issue of source text visibility, using frequency of mention as a surrogate for 
importance, the survey showed that the visibility of the source document at all times ("the 
capacity to work side-by-side (Source-Target)) during translation is imperative to any 
translation process. In fact, it appears that it is not only enough to be able to view the 
source text as a list of sentences, but it is also important to see the formatting of the text, as 
well as any non-textual elements, in other words, to be able to view the source text in its 
original form. This need appears to be associated with the translation of all types of texts, as 
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well as with the localisation of software. With regards to the latter, Savourel [2001: 171 
points out that the lack of source text context during the localisation of software poses "a 
restriction that can affect the speed and the quality of their work"; for example, "a heading 
can be translated differently or have different capitalisation rules if it appears in a manual 
or in the index of a help file". 
Moreover, research on the importance of visual elements that are present in the source text 
has shown that it helps translators in problem solving and decision making during the 
translation process [Kussmaul, 20051. In fact, Kussmaul [2005: 378-82] believes that the 
visual elements of the source text aid the comprehension of the text and, furthermore, they 
help stimulate a target frame, that is a translation. Biau Gil [2007] has also observed, 
through his experiments, a difference in the quality of translation when translators had 
access to visual information compared to others who did not. He argues that the lack of 
visual information in the translation environment creates problems, such as wrong 
punctuation, inadequate translation decisions due to a lack of awareness of a problem and 
delay in decision making. 
Another issue brought forward by a small number of surveyed TM users and relating to 
translation editors and the translation process that the system dictates, was the lack of 
support for the reviewing process which is required from translators/reviewers as a service 
as often as translation itself: 
I also regret that TM does not fit well into workflow when fteelancers are 
editinglbeing edited. Thefinal changes do not usually make it into the TM, since 
cleaned documents are sentfor editing. " 
"It is very important to have an environment for the reviewer, for example, 
identify only the segments to be reviewed and automatically open only these 
segments (e. g. sometimes a reviewer doesn't have to review loo% matches). " 
For this group of TM users, the translation editor needs to incorporate functionality that is 
appropriate for reviewers, such as the possibility to: 
select the text that needs to be reviewed 
track the changes that have been made 
accept or reject changes 
add comments to translated segments 
do a global search and replace for any text 
present to the reviewer, once he corrects or edits a word/phrase, all the occurrences 
of this word/phrase throughout the target text, in order to correct it in all other 
instances, as well as all the occurrences in any of his chosen resources, in order to 
correct it there too 
compare source and target texts and highlight differences between the translation 
and the user's translation resources 
use all the quality control tools (see section 5.1-7) that are incorporated in the TM 
software. 
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On the whole, translators showed great interest in working in a text editor that allows them 
the flexibility to translate creatively and in their own preferred ways: 
I don't want the CAT tool to force me to work in a different way so I like to continue doing some work without it to make sure I keep my usual translation methods. " 
The more experienced the translators were, the more freedom they appeared to demand in 
their text-editing moves. As for the translation process, all translators seemed to enjoy a 
process where the system automatically displays the translation of any source text that 
seems to have been translated before, as the translator works on his text, having at the 
same time the possibility to edit any text in his repository of language resources (e. g. past 
translations, glossaries, corpora) interactively as he works. 
5.1.1.2 Target textpreview 
Another important need frequently mentioned in the survey responses is the ability to 
'ýpreview the target file, no matter how far the translation has gone". In particular, 
translators appeared to appreciate the possibility of previewing their translation in its 
original file format at any time by clicking on an icon, in order to ensure that they have not 
missed any non-editable text that also requires translation. 
5.1-1.3 Visibility offormatting tags and underlying code 
According to the survey, one third of all electronic editable text for translation comes in 
formats other than the MS Office ones (e. g. HTML/XML files, InDesign or Quark files). 
Translators dealing with these types of texts appeared to be concerned with the markup 
instructions hidden in the text, which, if deleted or corrupted by translators by mistake, 
cause problems such as the damage of the formatting of the text or the layout of the 
document. In some other cases, the offending codes may even prevent the exporting of a 
project from the TM application. 
Bowker [2002: 137] argues that the ideal TM tool should "shield translators from the messy 
business of wading through computer code and allow them to focus on identifying and 
translating the relevant text strings. The advantage of this approach is that it helps to 
reduce the translator's learning curve, which makes the translator more receptive to using 
the tools. " As is indicated by the survey, her view is shared by a particular segment of 
translators, i. e. those with a low level of computer skills and with less than five years of 
professional experience in translating. These translators need protection from something 
they believe can disrupt their work, and therefore it should be left to specialists to deal with. 
All other translators with good or excellent computer skills, irrespective of experience, TM 
usage level or age, seem to prefer the freedom to interfere with the code and change it, in 
order to adjust the formatting of the text or the layout of the document. These translators 
favour the idea of a WYSIWYG editor that can display for both the source and target files 
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the formatting and layout and also enable the user to access the source of the files where 
markup is visible and editable, with the additional possibility of copying tags from source 
text to target text. This would satisfy a compelling need expressed by the surveyed high- 
tech translators to "see the 'bones' of a text" and to be able to manipulate the form of their 
translation. 
5-1-1.4 Pre-translation 
On frequent occasions, translators receive partially translated texts and are called on to 
translate only the untranslated parts. This is often the case when there are regular updates 
to content that needs to be fresh at all times, such as product documentation, some 
websites and financial reports. The possibility of carrying out a pre-translation of a 
document in a TM system, by leveraging any previously translated content, appears to be 
very appealing to a large number of the survey respondents. 
The advantages of this function are found to be appreciated by both translators and 
translation clients alike. The latter choose to use pre-translation when new text has been 
added to an old translation, or when they are reluctant to assign anew the translation of text 
that has been translated before, especially when they can find the old translated segments 
in their TM repository. Apart from the obvious cost savings, many companies/clients also 
prefer to supply external translators with pre-translated texts, instead of giving them their 
translation memory, to protect the ownership of their database. Finally, by providing a pre- 
translated text to translators, which contains the terms, phraseology and brand names used 
throughout their organisation, they ensure that their branding is preserved. In all cases, the 
translator's job is to translate the remaining parts of the text for which no matches could be 
found in the client's repository. 
Translators also appeared to be in favour of a pre-translate function, under certain 
conditions. If their client has carried it out in advance and has provided them with a 
partially translated text from their resources, they appreciate having the terminology, 
phraseology and style that the client has already approved right in front of them, saving 
them time to research such matters. Things change, however, when the pre-translation has 
been carried out in a TM or MT system, which has produced a draft translation by machine 
translation techniques. There is no doubt, as Wallis has also rightfully noticed in her 
experiments [20o6: 12], that most translators do not like working as post-editors for these 
kinds of (partial) translations. And that is because, first of all, it is generally more time 
consuming to edit a poor translation than to produce a new one and, secondly, with pre- 
translated segments the translator is inclined to use the sentence structure of the source 
text (particularly problematic for languages with hardly any similarity between their 
sentences' structure), with little freedom or motivation to apply his own style, while at the 
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same time risking producing ajigsaw puzzle'with pieces that seem to fit correctly with each 
other but fail to form an overall picture. 
It appears that pre-translation is a helpful function for translators when clear-cut 
specialised terms are replaced by target language equivalents at the beginning of a 
translation. Most problems start to appear when the system automatically replaces every 
part of a source segment with the target match (fuzzy or exact) that it finds in the database. 
Therefore, it makes sense for translators to be given options as to which matches he wants 
replaced. To the same end, another solution expressed by the surveyed translators would be 
the possibility for them to carry out a pre-translation interactively, that is, to enable them to 
accept or reject the proposals of the system at their point of entry, rather than after they 
have replaced the source text. This way, the translator can control any unnecessary 
replacements before starting the translation, rather than spending time editing them at a 
later stage. 
An interesting need inferred from the comments of translators regarding pre-translation is 
the possibility of viewing the pre-translated text not in the main working window but in a 
separate window, using it as a reference, instead of a starting point for their translation. 
Some translators have actually reported that a pre-translated text is often so restrictive that 
they cannot work directly from it but prefer to create a brand new target text; yet, it is often 
so helpful that it can be used as one of their primary sources of consultation. 
5.1-1.5 Preservation of textformatting and page layout 
One of the major concerns among TM users who use either a MS Word-based editor or a 
dedicated text processing environment seems to be how well the system deals with 
complicated formatting and document layout. A great number of complaints were 
expressed regarding the editors' propensity to damage documents with complex layout, 
"causing formatting problems that call for repeated document re-creation". Most 
problems are encountered when the source text contains tables, numbered sections, 
bookmarks, bullet points or frames. In addition to altering the formatting, some systems 
also fail to recognise translatable text within text boxes, footnotes, tables of contents and 
links, which means that this text is often not presented to the translator for translation, 
hence translators often forget to translate it and only realise it when they preview the final 
document - at which point they go back and sometimes translate it outside the TM. 
For the users of these types of editors, the system's ability to preserve the original 
formatting of the text and the document's layout in perfect condition, as well as identifying 
text in complex formatting appears to be of paramount importance, as the lack of these 
features is causing them great frustration and delay in their work. Additionally, some also 
favour the possibility of cloning the formatting and layout of the source text to the target 
text, arguing that a perfect cloning can save them time in recreating a complex formatting. 
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Nonetheless, it is agreed that the editor must allow the user to change the formatting and 
layout as he sees fit and must offer a range of formatting options. 
For the users of the third type of editor (translator-friendly word processor), no requests or 
comments were reported regarding formatting issues, apparently because the translators 
who use these editors can adjust the formatting and layout in the native application of the 
document they work on, without the TM system having to deal with any of this - the 
translator just copying and pasting plain text in the TM editor. 
5.1.1.6 Productivity enhancement tools 
Apart from the previous needs regarding the functionality of translation editors, the 
surveyed translation professionals showed interest in various tools integrated in an editor 
that they believe would enhance their productivity during translation. The most popular 
ones were those that would enable users to: 
a sort lists alphabetically; 
m apply different locale-specific styles easily, according to the rules of which: 
0 ordered lists or tables can be sorted, 
0 automated text, such as quotation marks or captions, can be generated, 
0 measurement units, dates and time can be converted automatically; 
0 monitor the translation progress by real-time word counters and progress bars (for 
example, a user has proposed a small field on the status bar that shows how many 
words the current document has, with the number being updated as the translator 
types. Another user has proposed a small counter showing an ongoing count of how 
many words/lines there are to go in the file or project, complete with match 
analysis); the word counter is expected to be accurate and it is important that it 
does not miss out any hidden text (e. g. alt descriptions of images) or text in 
headers, footers, text boxes, etc.; 
propagate matches throughout the document on the fly, with the user being 
allowed to specify the type of matches (exact, full, fuzzy, terms only, or from a 
specific resource) that he wants to propagate; 
perform any kind of global replacements (e. g. replace commas with 
full stops in 
figures), applying grammar rules where necessary (e. g. changing the form -plural, 
singular, feminine, masculine- of nouns and adjectives according to the co-text); 
0 copy and paste text from other files that a user may open, or webpages; 
0 copy text from source text to target text; 
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add a comment to a text segment (e. g. a query by the translator on a particular 
term/phrase); 
incorporate terms from a terminology database more efficiently, for example 
having a letter assigned to each term in the database which can be entered with one 
keystroke as the user types; 
offer a space for notes of queries and uncertainties on the translation in progress - 
the notes must stay there on screen, in context, reminding the translator of the 
problem until he has solved it and deleted them. 
Great interest also emerged in an interactive mode of translating where the user by starting 
to type his translation automatically triggers off the matching engine, so that matches are 
invoked by a keystroke. As the user types in his translation, the system then dynamically 
predicts alternative translations that best complete the part of the sentence being 
translated, based on the retrieved matches. Separate areas of the editor can present all the 
different matches. This autocomplete feature is believed to speed up writing time by 
limiting the number of keystrokes and avoiding mistype errors, as long as it allows for 
adjustments, i. e. allowing the user to specify the types of matches that he wants to allow 
autocompletion for. Some users expressed their concern about the system's interference 
with the typing which can be very irritating when the matches suggested are not the right 
ones. In such cases, the user must be able to de-activate the feature or set it to allow the 
autocompletion of exact matches only. 
5.1.2 Resource building 
Translators try constantly to build and manage the widest linguistic and factual knowledge 
directly applicable to their work, so that searching for information during the translation 
process is reduced to a minimum. TM systems naturally facilitate the integration of lexical 
resources into the system, by allowing the user to create archives (or databases) of past 
translations, terminology lists and lexica. Because lexical resources are so important to 
translators, systems offer various ways to build and access resources. 
According to TM Survey 2oo6 [Lagoudaki, 2oo6: 22], the significant majority of surveyed 
TM users (74%) stated that they prefer to fill their TM database, which is initially empty, 
gradually as they translate (i. e. by saving each segment they translate to the database 
automatically). 51% reported aligning legacy translations with their originals in order to 
produce a translation memory, 44% frequently import their client's resources and 28% 
import their company's resources. Downloading pairs of parallel texts from the web and 
then aligning them appeared to be an option for 15% of the users, aligning a ready-made 
bilingual parallel corpus was chosen by 12% and 6% used an external TM database that 
existed on a remote server. 
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The surveyed translators appeared to enjoy the "structure and control [a TM system] 
provides over language resources", but many contemplated the fact that "it takes a lot of 
time and effort to build data in a YM". In fact, the latter appeared to be the main reason for 
some translators for not wanting to use a TM system in their work. Overall, translators and 
terminologists, alike showed great interest in being allowed by the system to build resources 
easily and quickly in many different ways. Specific needs regarding the most frequently 
mentioned ways of building resources - text alignment, terminology collection and term 
extraction - are discussed below. 
5.1.2.1 Text alignment 
It is commonly believed that existing translations contain better solutions to a wide range 
of translation problems than other available resources such as dictionaries, glossaries, and 
so on [Gough, 2002: 1; Isabelle, 19931. This, obviously, depends greatly on the size of the 
archive/database as well as the subject of included texts. Large repositories of legacy 
translations in subjects relevant to the area of expertise of the translator are normally 
expected to have immense potential for content recyclability, producing benefits such as 
time savings and quality assurance through consistency checks. Translators were found to 
prefer using their own legacy translations, if relevant to the text they are translating and if 
easily accessible, as they believe that this is a reliable source of information, of which they 
can be sure of the quality. When imported into or associated to a TM system, legacy 
translations are normally used for matching the new text against any previously translated 
similar text or for reference purposes only. 
A significant number of TM users (51% of surveyed TM users) nowadays rely heavily on the 
alignment module of TM systems in order to build bi-textual databases or archives. Based 
on the survey's findings, the expectation and general need of all surveyed TM users 
regarding the alignment facility is the automatic accurate alignment of pairs of texts (in any 
file format) at all levels (e. g. document, section, paragraph, sentence, phrase, word) or at 
any particular level specified by the user. Interestingly, alignment is found to be one of few 
TM functions for which users favour automation. This seems to derive from negative 
experiences with current TM systems which assist the alignment process by offering 
alignment "suggestions" based on well-chosen parameters, but require sub stantial user 
intervention in order to verify and often repair the suggested aligned pairs. The parameters 
are typically punctuation and paragraph markers, repetitions, and non-linguistic matches 
such as numbers and abbreviations. Often, these parameters can be configured by the user. 
Still, alignment results are often disappointing ("segments are divided in the wrong 
places'), as several of the surveyed TM users have reported. Typical cases where manual 
changes are required are differences in sentence delimitation (one sentence in the source 
becomes several in the target or the other way around), shifts in the order of segments, 
different use and/or placement of footnotes, and index markers. Because of these cases, 
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many users have asked for the option to define segmentation rules, as well as more 
flexibility in merging, splitting and deleting segments (and undoing any of these actions). 
Correct alignment is very important for correct bilingual match retrieval (see section 
1.3-4-5). Yet, the process of alignment is considered very resource-intensive (time and effort 
consuming) and tedious, especially for lengthy documents or a great volume of past 
translations. Increasing the speed of the process was one of the main requests from TM 
users regarding alignment. This is obviously important as they expect a TM system to begin 
to deliver benefits immediately. Specifically, users believe that time can be saved if the 
system: 
0 can identify the language of texts automatically; 
0 can process unlimited pairs of files at once; 
employs a sophisticated alignment engine (performing linguistic analysis) that 
produces high accuracy of alignment, saving the need for manual alignment 
validation; 
a filters out any unlikely match (for instance, based on differing lengths of 
segments). 
The second most compelling need of the surveyed TM users is found to be the retention of 
the context for aligned segments. Context seems to be an ambiguous concept that is 
interpreted differently by various TM developers and linguists. Many TM developers 
presume that context refers to the extra-linguistic information that the system or user can 
attach to aligned segments (e. g. client, target readers, subject, date, other notes). However, 
linguists generally concur that context is not limited to the extra-linguistic environment in 
which communication is situated, which involves ideational knowledge of the world, but it 
also includes the co-text, i. e. the immediate verbal environment of a segment or term, 
which plays a crucial role in inferring the meaning of this segment or term [Hoye and Chan, 
2007: 254; Baker, 1992: 238]. TM developers certainly acknowledge the value of contextual 
information, but many appear to underestimate the importance of co-text. As a result, 
many of the existing TM systems today fail to present the aligned segments in their original 
textual surroundings, because the alignment has broken down the texts into segments, so 
the texts are nowhere to be found in full. 
Translators seem to be suffering from this approach to alignment, as the retrieved matches 
devoid of their co-text can cause confusion. The context of a word or phrase, as Baker 
points out, determines the range of implicatures that may sensibly be derived from it 
[Baker, 1992: 238]. If no context is retained, the translator cannot tell with certainty 
whether the disjointed chunks of texts that are presented to him as matches are appropriate 
for the text he is translating. Even if the segments are annotated with some basic contextual 
information (e. g. client, subject), the co-text is the defining descriptor of the 
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communication situation in which the segment or term occurs. Without the co-text, 
segments are just static specimens of a language, open to limitless interpretations, which 
may not help translators whose primary interest is not to examine the usage of a term or 
phrase - as lexicographers are often interested in instead - but to make pragmatically- 
informed decisions about the translation of the text in hand. 
In fact, TM users who reported using systems that take a full-text approach to alignment 
(i. e. systems that do not separate sentences/terms from their co-text at the segmentation 
phase of alignment), seemed to appreciate the speed of building bi-textual 
archives/databases, and most importantly, the possibility of viewing the context for each 
suggested match, which helps them evaluate the system's proposals more quickly and with 
greater confidence. 
In terms of storage options for TM resources, there seems to be no clear inclination, overall, 
in favour of a particular type of repository that may contain bi-textual resources (e. g. 
whether the TM application creates a database or simply indexes separate files that exist on 
one's hard drive without creating a database), as long as the application can handle very 
large resources and can demonstrate very fast retrieval times. Nonetheless, several 
complaints were expressed about the weak database structures used by some of the current 
TM systems, which lead users into frustrating situations such as dealing with corrupted 
databases or lost segments. 
For those who favour the database solution, the kind of database implementation is 
assessed, firstly, from its ability to treat uniformly as many languages as possible and, 
secondly, from the ability to port to other systems seamlessly. The latter appears to be a 
compelling need for all types of translation professionals, who wish to be able to import and 
export resources into and from their system with ease, in a standard format, without having 
to convert proprietary database file formats to the standard ones. Project managers and 
translation company owners seem to be the ones who are more concerned about database 
issues, especially when they are faced with TM data migration scenarios (for instance, when 
they want to change to a new TM system). For many of the surveyed TM users, the solution 
to content storage appears to be the automatic conversion of all content to an XML format 
and its subsequent storage in an XML-aware repository. 
An interesting idea that emerged from TM users with experience in using text retrieval 
software (e. g. Google Desktop Search, Copernic Desktop Search), was the creation of an 
index that contains only the text contents of one's bilingual resources, after those have been 
aligned at user-specified levels (e. g. paragraph, sentence), instead of the creation of a 
database containing disjointed aligned segments. Since the segments would not be 
separated from the full text, the system could show retrieved matches in full text (bi-textual 
scrolling would be a desirable added functionality), and what would be considered the most 
important advantage of all is the fast search and retrieval. The index could be updated 
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automatically to ensure that one's latest work is included, along with any updated 
glossaries, reference materials, even e-mails. 
Finally, TM users appear to enjoy the flexibility of creating several separate resource 
repositories (for better organisation of resources or to facilitate sharing), as long as these 
can communicate with each other and can be operative simultaneously. 
5.1.2.2 Terminology collection 
Terminology research and management can take translators a considerable amount of time 
within a projeCt4l, and can often turn into the most challenging and time-consuming task 
prior to or during translation, especially when translators are novices or when they 
undertake a translation in an unfamiliar subject area or for a new client. This is why any 
assistance on the terminological aspect of a translation job is greatly appreciated by the 
majority of translators and terminologists alike. 
One of the most important utilities of a TM system is that it can act as a repository for 
consolidating and storing terminological information for use in future translation projects. 
The terminology module in every TM system has three basic functions: it allows its users to 
a) create and maintain terminological records, b) search for terminology before and during 
the translation process, c) import and insert terms automatically, eliminating the need to 
copy and paste or re-type terms, and d) export terminological data as dictionaries, 
glossaries or wordlists. 
The most compelling need expressed by TM users concerning the terminology management 
function was the ability of the tool to process terminology in such a way that it can be made 
readily available and easily accessible. In other words, users need to be able to build 
termbases fast and with ease. For some, this means being able to manually select 
corresponding terms, by perhaps highlighting terms in both source and target texts, and 
using a shortcut or a mouse click to enter glossary terms in their terminology database. This 
could be done both as one works on the translation and after one has completed the 
translation. For others, it means being able to copy and paste terms from other applications 
(e. g. from a Word document, an e-mail or a webpage) into the glossary, without leaving the 
text one is working on. The ability to store and correct terminology on-the-fly is very 
important for the timely maintenance of terminological records. Obviously, for all TM 
users, the glossary import function in every TM tool is considered of paramount importance 
as it is the fastest way to build substantial terminological resources that can be accessible 
from within the TM system. 
Other frequently-mentioned requests from TM users included the possibility of viewing all 
terms in a glossary at any point during translation and the option to reverse bilingual 
41 t-survey 2005 found that translators spend on average approximately 30% of their time on terminology work 
(investigation, storing, validation, etc. ) in relation to the duration of the translation process [Zielinski & Ramirez Safar, 2005]. 
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glossaries (for example, a Spanish to English glossary could be also used or exported as an 
English to Spanish one). Those who often have to type terms in their terminology databases 
also found the automatic change of input language once the cursor is in the translation field 
to be very useful (saving the user from manually changing between languages each time he 
wants to key in the translation for a term). 
The second most compelling need expressed by TM users was having flexibility in the type 
and amount of information that can be stored on a term record. Although terms are 
generally considered as monosemous - and thus more likely to have one translation, 
different customers may use different terms to express the same concept. Moreover, 
glossaries do not always contain industry-specific terminology only. As Esselink points out, 
project glossaries can sometimes also contain product names that should not be translated, 
words and even phrases that are repeated throughout the project and equivalents for 
general language verbs and nouns that are appropriate for the product [Esselink, 2000: 
402]. Mapping source-to-target terminology using a unidirectional 1: 1 correspondence is 
therefore not always practical, as a term or other word/phrase found in a glossary may have 
a number of definitions and translations depending on context. On this basis, a concept- 
based terminology bank seems to be the preferred solution. 
Furthermore, users who find themselves limited in the type of information they can attach 
to each term (by filing in predefined set of fields, such as subject field, source, definition) 
have reported that such a limitation impacts on the reliability of their terminological 
resources, as the less information is presented about a term, the less confident the 
translator feels when trying to decide whether to use it or not. On the other hand, 
configurable glossary structures which allow users to define their own fields of information, 
seem to assist translators organise their resources in a more efficient manner. In particular, 
TM users find very useful the ability to add grammatical, semantic, syntactic and pragmatic 
information to their terms, and even link them to external reference sources (e. g. Wikipedia 
pages). Concordance statistics offered automatically by the system for each term appear 
also to be of help during decision-making. Some also find very helpful any system-added 
sourcing info for each term (e. g. file name, folder location). 
Finally, a significant number of TM users appeared to favour and consider of extreme value 
the solution of a temporary terminology container (sometimes called a 'lexicon') that some 
TM systems offer. This type of container acts as a temporary holding place for data that still 
needs to be verified before being sent to the terminology database, or as means for 
extracting terminology before starting a project (the system creates a wordlist of all 
words/phrases which occur in the text one is about to translate), or simply as a means to 
import data quickly into the translation memory or terminology database. This provisional 
wordlist is particularly helpful to those who want to have a glossary with the frequently- 
found words/terms for this project straight after they complete a translation. 
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5-1.2.3 Terminology extraction 
Enlargement or improvement of one's available dictionaries and glossaries can be helped by 
terminology extraction from parallel corpora or one's previous translations. Terms that are 
extracted from approved translations normally inspire confidence about their quality, 
compared to glossaries obtained from unknown sources; they can therefore help translators 
and terminologists control the quality of their terminological resources. Term detection and 
extraction is a labour-intensive activity which can be assisted by the terminology extraction 
tools often incorporated into a TM system. Such tools facilitate the time-consuming process 
of terminology compilation, by scanning lengthy textual resources, detecting terms and 
their corresponding translation and presenting candidate terms to the translator or 
terminologist for validation. The methods that each tool uses vary between statistical 
techniques and those which make use of linguistic knowledge (e. g. morpho-syntactic and 
semantic resources). Hybrid systems may also combine techniques from both approaches, 
while some other systems have appeared to be using exogenous methods, such as a contrast 
corpus for identifying terms in a specific domain [Oliver and Vazquez, 2007: 6-81. 
The surveyed users appeared dissatisfied with statistical approaches to terminology 
extraction, as applied by current TM systems. Those offer an extraction feature for frequent 
terms, for glossary building purposes: 
"[rd like to see] better 'terminology extraction, i. e. extraction not based only on 
number of occurrences of a term in a text, but 'technicity' of the term (which 
may appear only once or twice but will require a lot of research to find the 
appropriate equivalent in the target language). The existing tools right now 
only make up lists of frequently found' terms, which 99% of the time are not 
technical terms related to a specific technical topic. " 
On the other hand, linguistic approaches that make use of linguistic knowledge (or 
combined linguistic and statistical methods) are thought to produce better results. Ideally, 
users would prefer an accurate term extraction, where all and only the relevant terms are 
extracted from lengthy texts at great speed. But to date no terminology extraction method 
has managed to dispense with human input altogether, human intervention being present 
in all terminology extraction applications to a greater or lesser extent in order for the 
system to produce the desired quality of terminology. This is natural since the type of 
information to be extracted depends each time on the areas of specific interest to each 
client or user. 
Thurmair [20031 observes that the relevancy of candidate terms (proposed by a term 
extractor) is a highly idiosyncratic issue. This is not only because terms are selected and 
stored on the basis of the likelihood of their being used in the future, but also because when 
translators compile a glossary with terminology, they not only include terms (from a special 
domain) but they also often include general purpose language words that they do not know, 
or had difficulty translating. So the term extraction task will always 
be linked to the 
particular translator's knowledge as well [ibid, 20031. 
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However, the survey found that terminology extraction is one of most desirable functions in 
a TM system, especially for translators, terminologists and managers of translation 
departments within large organisations. This finding confirms similar findings from the t- 
survey 2005 on terminology extraction practices and tools conducted by Zielinski and 
Ramirez Safar. In their survey, although only 15% of the 451 respondents reported using a 
terminology extraction tool for their daily work, 85% of all respondents expressed potential 
interest in using such tools as they recognised their potential benefits [Zielinski & Ramirez 
Safar, 20051. This disparity in figures might seem remarkable, but it is not surprising when 
one looks at the reasons that non-users gave for not wanting to use any of the existing 
terminology extraction tools. The most common reason of all was the tools' poor 
performance in extracting terms. In particular, respondents mentioned that the results lists 
of the terminology extraction usually contained too many wrong term candidates, or, in 
other instances, the tools found very few terms. In addition, the time spent checking the list 
of term candidates is often too long to afford on a regular basis. Finally, the terminology 
extraction results list often did not contain adequate information about the terms, which 
would allow the translator or terminologist to decide with certainty whether a word was a 
term or not. 
According to the same research, desired functionalities for a term extractor included (in 
order of importance): 
linking the term candidates directly with their contexts: this appears to be of 
paramount importance according to our survey as well, as terms can be ambiguous 
at times (many terms are often used metaphorically in general purpose language, 
or the same term can be used with different meaning in different domains); our 
survey confirmed a vital need for viewing the context of terms (if extracted from 
texts) indicated by the great number of respondents who reported performing term 
concordance search on a very frequent basis because the context of a term was not 
shown; 
0 searching automatically for definitions of terms (e. g. with the help of internet 
search engines); 
M communicating with the termbase in order not to propose already known terms as 
term candidates; 
0 showing collocations of the term candidates; 
proposing synonyms and antonyms; 
automatically identifying linguistic information; 
showing semantic relations for the terms contained in the termbase or in the text; 
displaying a notional system as a diagram in addition to the results list. 
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In addition to the above, our TM survey's respondents expressed interest in additional 
functionality such as: 
w selective extraction of terms (e. g. noun phrases or verb phrases only); 
0 recognition of idiomatic expressions; 
a recognition of jargon ("recognise the difference between 'dictionary' words and 
management rhubarblinvented words - very predominant in German'); 
a recognition of special entities such as names of companies or people, numerical 
data, dates and places; 
0 automatic coding of terms (e. g. if a corpus comes from a specific client or subject, 
the extracted terms should be automatically tagged with such information to 
facilitate future searching). 
In essence, a terminology extractor needs to be based on sophisticated natural language 
processing components that utilise language resources specific to the working languages 
and domains of the TM user. It needs to be trainable and intelligent enough to extract not 
only terms from monolingual texts but also term pairs from bilingual comparable or 
parallel corpora which can be easily built from the web. Recent attempts to extract pairs of 
terms from bilingual corpora [see Ha et al., 2oo8a: 107-112; Ha et al., 2oo8b], as well as 
from comparable corpora [see Saralegi et al., 2oo8: 273-28o; Gamallo, 2007: 191-197] have 
presented some very encouraging results to this direction. 
5.1.3 Resource management 
Managing and controlling the quality of language resources residing in one's TM repository 
(e. g. glossaries, aligned past translations, reference material) is vitally important as, 
without the appropriate maintenance, there is a real risk of quality deteriorating, especially 
if the repository is fed by a number of translators. This is often the case with translation 
companies or departments which use a number of translation vendors or suppliers. In 
many cases, also, the client wishes to provide his own translation memory which, if it 
contains errors, can contaminate the translator's resources. The consequence of poor 
resource maintenance in all these cases is either that productivity is impaired by 
inappropriate or incorrect matches or, worse still, that less experienced or inattentive 
translators adopt inappropriate translations. 
The surveyed TM users made a number of suggestions for improving the TM maintenance 
features, stressing the need to be able to manage their resources in an easy and effective 
way. 
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5-1-3.1 TM maintenance 
A repeated complaint by the users of TM systems is that the memory does not get updated 
properly during translation or translation editing/proofreading. Often, the final changes to 
a translation do not make it into the memory, or do not overwrite old incorrect translations 
that exist in the memory (being instead stored as duplicate translation units). Accessing 
and maintaining the data of the memory directly from the main interface appears to be very 
important for TM users, as it facilitates applying changes in the TM when translating or 
reviewing the translated text. They also seem to appreciate the ability to batch edit their 
memories interactively, directly from their translation environment. 
In essence, the TM maintenance module should be able to show source text, target text and 
any attributes of the translation unit (with the ability to hide the latter if one wants to keep 
things simple) and should allow the user to scroll through all the translation units and edit 
them all as desired. The module should offer also the ability to select translation units that 
are going to be batch edited automatically, as well as a Find and Replace function, to 
increase the speed of 'cleaning' large memories. Being able to merge two translation units 
as one or split one entry into as many segments as one wants is necessary for obvious 
reasons. 
The module could also flag translation units according to a variety of conditions which are 
frequently encountered (e. g. flag entries with the same source, target or both (duplicate 
entries), entries with empty source or target, entries where the target is the same as the 
source). Flagging duplicate entries is particularly helpful for the translator, as he can check 
whether there are incorrect translations in his memory that should be deleted or whether 
there are alternative translations for the same source that should be kept and used in 
different contexts or types of subject matter. Once these translation units have been 
flagged, the user could filter them so that only they are displayed, making it easier to 
correct them (or delete them all at once, if required). The user must be able to specify his 
own flagging conditions, including with relation to client and subject area fields if present. 
5.1-3.2 Terminology maintenance 
Like the translation memory, terminology is easier to maintain when terms are accessed 
from the translation environment and edited in synchrony with the task of translating or 
reviewing: 
"Terminology-management tasks [should be] performed conversationally 
within the translation environment (being able to edit [name of terminology 
management tool]from the [name of 7M system] environment so as to handle 
multiple equivalentsfor a source term, e. g., instead of editing the entries ex post 
facto). " 
A dedicated terminology maintenance module should allow the user, apart from editing the 
terms, to add and remove glossary fields, such as definitions, client or subject, and even 
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blacklist terms that are of poor or dubious quality. Users also expressed an interest in being 
able to specify the order in which the programme lists suggested terms (i. e. assign an 
ordinal rather than only having the choice of chronological order or reverse chronological 
order). User could even decide which fields of a term record are visible in the terminology 
window in the translation environment when a term is found in the text, e. g. context, 
translation comment, definition. 
To ensure terminology organisation and control, the module could allow the user to filter 
all terms in a glossary by any combination of user-specified criteria (e. g. by client, subject, 
translator, date of entry creation) and flag duplicates, terminology inconsistencies and 
blacklisted terms. In addition, other useful capabilities as requested by the surveyed TM 
users may include: 
allowing multiple termbases to be merged or split according to criteria, 
generating reports and metrics on any variety of terminology-related matters, 
generating a diagnosis of the status of the glossary 
0 creating dynamic links between resources: 
0 concordancing selected terms against the translation memory and locating 
examples of use in order to check the validity of their translation, 
0 comparing two glossaries for missing or inconsistently translated terms, 
0 performing terminology synchronisation between two glossaries, 
N displaying the frequency in which terms occur in all terminological resources, 
M creating cross-references between terms, or between terms and specific texts in 
a memory. 
5.1-3.3 Organisation ofresources & sharing 
A persistent requirement by TM users is the ability to create translation memories or 
terminological resources separately from any particular project (i. e. not having to create 
'project kits'). The reason for this is to facilitate the sharing of resources in neat packages. 
To improve organisation, the resource management module should allow the attribution of 
custom labels for individual resources (e. g. translator, project number, client) and filtering 
can be applied to select and batch edit the resources that the user desires. For more 
effective batch editing, different filtering criteria could be combined. In addition, users 
must to be able to merge or split resources by filtering their entries. This seems to be 
particularly useful for project managers and clients who often wish to supply extracts of 
their translation memory files to freelancers. 
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Finally, the module must allow the comparison of resources in the case where different 
translators have been working on and simultaneously updating an offline TM resource file 
(e. g. a TMX file) and need to merge it back into the original translation memory after they 
finish their translation. This way, translation managers can check and update their 
translation memories more easily and on a more regular basis. 
The resource management module seems also to be helpful of improving the quality of 
retrieved matches, if either or both of the following two facilities are offered: 
the user is able to sort resources hierarchically according to his criteria (this helps 
weighting the importance of matches when retrieved and suggested to the 
translator); 
the system generates reso urce rankings according to the frequency of use of a 
resource (displaying the most frequently used resources at the top, and prioritising 
their matches accordingly). 
The most important need of all in relation to resource management is the ability to import 
and export resources in multiple formats - e. g. XML, plain text or HTML - for the user's 
own use, but also in whatever TM or database format the clients might supply or demand. 
Adhering to open resource exchange standards is perceived as the best solution insofar as it 
makes the exchange of resources and integration within other applications easier. For the 
more demanding users (who work mostly on collaborative projects), a TM system must also 
offer the option of publishing resources over a server to be accessible in real time by any 
standard internet browser. 
5-1-4 Search 
The search facility is key in every TM system as its efficiency impacts on the effective 
retrieval of matches. The surveyed TM users offered suggestions as to both where and how 
the system should be able to look for matches. 
A frequently mentioned request was the possibility for the user to mix and match the 
resources that he wants to associate with a translation project without any limitation on the 
number of resources selected. The user should also be able to rank the selected resources, 
so that matches from top-ranked resources are displayed first. An interesting idea that 
some users seemed to favour was the ability to distinguish and select 'primary' resources 
(for matches that can be trusted) and 'secondary' or 'reference' resources that may consist 
of not so trustworthy legacy translations or glossaries, or of monolingual or bilingual 
corpora, or even external resources (e. g. glossaries or texts on the web or a remote server) 
provided that those can be accessed in some way. The ideal scenario for the surveyed 
translators seems to be the simultaneous searching of multiple resources: 
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"I would very much like to be able to centralize the content of all the dictionaries I have purchased and of glossaries availablefree on Internet, in order to query 
against them as I translate and have the possibility to insert translation of terms in my TM environment. " 
Translation managers and some translators alike (particularly those working in 
collaboration with others) favour also the option of 'locking' resources, so that they cannot 
be accessed in cases such as when being suspect, duplicated or company-specific. A visual 
component showing which resources are 'live' and which ones are 'locked', along with short 
property descriptions is important for the translator in order to maintain control of his 
sources of information. 
Two types of searching should be possible: a) for matches and b) for context (parallel 
concordance search). An option must be made available to operate either of the two or to 
set the concordance search to start once matches have been found (especially for those 
matches that do not have any co-text or context). In addition, the user must be able to select 
either an automatic or a manual search for either of the two types of search. This appears to 
be very practical for translators or reviewers who wish to use a TM tool for concordance 
searches only or those who prefer more control, by searching only the unknown 
terms/phrases and not everything. It is also important that the search field(s) are 
detachable from the main interface, and that the search module can be used as a separate 
mini-application for when someone translates from hard copies or wants to translate in 
other environments. 
Searching for matches is normally performed automatically in virtually all TM systems (e. g. 
when a term/phrase is highlighted or a segment is selected), which is why the speed of 
searching is one of the primary concerns among TM users, especially for those who own 
very large resource repositories. The flexibility of searching is also one of the top requests, 
with users favouring the idea of having various different look-up methods to choose from 
and combine. From their responses to the survey, at least three search methods should be 
possible: 
1. Simple search: for locating specific words/phrases, even when those exist within 
larger textual structures, like sentences, in the translation memory. Strategies 
employed by the TM system should include sub-segment searching, meaning that 
every word or combination of words in the source text can theoretically be searched 
for. The system should be able to match text at any level: word, expression, 
sentence and paragraph in full-text context: 
I think a good TM tool should do matching at 5 levels: 1. Paragraph to 
Paragraph 7M 2. Sentence to Sentence TM. 3. Phrase to Prase TM. 4. 
Word to Word TM. 5. Character to Character 7-M. If 1 is not good match, 
then it should lookfor 2. If 2 is not good match, then it should lookfor 3. 
If 3 is not good match, then lookfor 4. If 4 is not good match, then look 
for 5. " 
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2. Fuzzy search: for locating words/phrases that are similar or contain part of the 
search text. An advanced fuzzy searching technique will have linguistic capabilites 
(e. g. recognizing singular-plural forms, inflections, etc. ) that will help to overcome 
some of the challenges in searching within specific languages. Every language has 
its own set of special challenges when it comes to search retrieval. For instance, as 
Halpern [2004: 6o-1] explains, Japanese has highly irregular orthography, so 
orthographic disambiguation is essential for achieving high performance and 
precision in cross-language information retrieval. Cross-orthographic searching is a 
requirement that can improve the match recall rate dramatically. Depending on the 
fuzzy matching performance of the system, the translator must be able to set the 
sensitivity threshold of the match, so that a balanced number of potentially useful 
matches are retrieved. 
3. Wildcard search: for locating all words that contain a specific string of characters. 
Wildcards are very useful for highly inflected languages. For example, a termbank 
may contain only one form of a term (e. g. 'exctracting'), while the same term in a 
different form (e. g. 'extraction' or 'extractor'), if looked up, may retrieve no 
matches. Using an operator as a wildcard after the root part of the term (e. g. 
'extract*') will return all available terms having this root, which can also be helpful 
to the translator. 
Other options for improving flexibility in match searching would be allowing the user to 
select whether the search string is case sensitive or not, to find whole words only, and also 
to specify the number of matches displayed for every search query. 
In terms of parallel concordance search, it appeared to be a very popular feature with the 
respondents of this survey. In particular, users of TM systems that make use of translation 
memories containing disjointed segments (instead of full bi-texts) find the use of a 
concordance tool indispensable, as it can show some co-text for the available matches. The 
function of the TL word/ phrase in its specific context is important for the decision-making, 
whereas in the absence of contextual information, the suggestions can confuse the 
translator. 
According to the surveyed TM users, the usefulness of the concordance search function can 
be improved if, apart from creating wordlists with statistical information on the 
term/phrase one is interested in, it can also: 
Show the occurrence of a given search term/phrase in its co-text (i. e. the words to 
its right and left) and allow the user to cutomise the length of text displayed before 
and after (with a "more" option to reveal the full text, if available). This way, the 
translator can search through all the selected resources at once to examine every 
occurrence of a particular term in order to understand how it is being used. This 
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saves him a lot of time and allows him to grasp the meaning of a complex concept 
immediately and decide upon its correct translation. 
Filter results by client, subject and so on (it being possible to combine different 
criteria), in both source and target languages, or filter on the results that are of 
interest (e. g. the relevant translations of the queried term). By filtering on the 
results of interest, the user can concentrate on these results only and batch edit 
them if necessary, without running the risk of inadvertently changing any other 
translation units in the project. 
In addition, a number of search options must be given to users, so that they can improve 
the quality of their search results: 
8 use of wildcards for finding inflected forms of a word 
choice of ignoring or matching punctuation marks (punctuation marks are 
normally ignored when matching, but in some cases, e. g. for capital letter 
acronyms, punctuation marks must be matched as well, in order to retrieve the 
correct matches) 
0 choice of matching upper-case or lower-case letters or both 
M choice of method (e. g. Boolean operators) for combining adjacent search terms. 
5.1.5 Translation assembly42 
More and more TM systems nowadays are fortified with machine translation techniques to 
enable them to propose a translation to the translator when no match is found in his TM 
resources. The system attempts this by assembling a combination of terms from its 
terminology database, translations from its memory, and even portions of them, with the 
help of integrated MT techniques. 
Translators are different from the average user of MT systems when it comes to evaluating 
the machine translation capabilities of a TM system, therefore they have slightly different 
requirements. Generally, the latter are just looking for the gist of a text, or want a quick 
translation of a short-lived document. By contrast, translators are expected to produce an 
excellent quality translation on every occasion. They can use MT if they like, but the final 
result should be seamless. This means that the standard of editing is high, and if the MT 
output is poor, correcting it might take as long - or longer - as starting from scratch. So, 
while the average user's MT tolerance threshold is normally moderate, the translator's 
42 This section has been published in a modified form in the proceedings of The Eighth Conference of the Association for 
Machine Translation in the Americas, Wakiki, Hawaii, 21-25 October 2008. Paper title: "The Value of Machine Translation 
for the Professional Translator" by Elina Lagoudaki. 
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threshold is much greater, and what is useful for the one may not always be helpful to the 
other. 
An important issue that impacts on the MT capabilities of a TM system, in contrast to that 
of standalone MT systems, is that the performance of the system stems from a complex 
interaction between the processor and the input, i. e. the translator's own resources. The 
success of the MT functionality, therefore, depends considerably, among other things, on 
the size and quality of lexical resources residing in the TM system. On these grounds, the 
surveyed TM users were not asked to rate the accuracy of match construction as performed 
by their TM system, but instead to offer comments and suggestions on the practical 
usefulness of MT functionality as part of a TM system. 
Generally speaking, machine translation appeared to be well received amongst translators 
who were familiar with it, with 45 Of 145 TM users (using a TM system with MT 
capabilities) declaring it to be their favourite feature in their TM. For these users, 
assembling sub-segment portions from their terminology database as well as their 
translation memory (thus rendering it possible to have a 'match' even if the exact source 
text is not in the TM) is an advantage that increases their productivity and saves them time. 
Even when the results of the assembly are not loo% accurate, some of these users are still 
satisfied, as access to a couple of translations - even if they do not make sense - can bring 
together a number of useful clues which they can utilise before they select everything, delete 
it and type in their new translation. 
However, there was also a small proportion of respondents (1o) who named the automatic 
assembly feature as the most annoying of all. These users were mainly dissatisfied with the 
repeated poor quality of match assembly. As one user observed 
"*.. of the many previous translationsfor a given expression, some willfit in the 
current context. However, many examples that apply in specific contexts will 
also exist but they will not befit because the terminology usage, style, and/or 
tone are inappropriate. " 
Another user, along similar lines of dissatisfaction, expressed his concern about the lack of 
linguistic and stylistic unity in a translation assembled from different pieces of text, 
something that does not only happen to literary translations, but also to non-literary ones. 
Indeed, most TM resources are made up of many different texts that might have been 
produced by many different authors and translators. Each text and each translator can have 
a different style, and when bits and pieces from a variety of texts are forcibly brought 
together, the resulting text can be a stylistic patchwork. 
The attitudes of the respondents who commented on the MT features of a TM system 
varied, as expected. Some appeared to dismiss the whole idea of machine translation 
ftinctionality in a TM system: 
"I don't think that a TM tool is supposed 'to bake a cake'while I am translating. 
There is a reason why it is called a translation memory tool and not machine 
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translation. I believe that most of the things mentioned above [MTfunctions] 
are supposed to be handled by human translators. Sometimes less can be more. " 
On the other hand, other respondents expressed the desire to see more advanced MT 
capabilities: 
'ýA well designed translation program should not be based on the mere 
mechanical replacing of texts... but it must think, analyze and reconstruct the 
text in the destination language, using its database to enhance the translation. " 
The respondents of the second category were those who offered recommendations as to 
how MT capabilities could be strengthened to serve their needs more effectively. Some 
examples are listed below: 
A machine translation facility should be available when there is no match or the 
fuzzy match is below a user-predefined percentage - say 75%. The machine 
translation should get the information from a separate database which will be full 
of parallel corpora. In the TM options the user would be able to choose two 
databases: the client or project-specific one (as primary) and the master one (as 
secondary) which will contain the parallel corpus. 
The TM tool should have linguistic capabilites (e. g. recognizing singular-plural 
forms, inflections, etc. ). When, for example, it finds fuzzy matches from the TM, it 
should have the ability to analyse and do some operations on the target segment as 
well (e. g. automatically correct the grammar). 
0 In order to assemble semantically precise and relevant translations, there needs to 
be in place some measure of context similarity between the source phrase and the 
retrieved matches. 
a Incorporate MT at a user-defined level for sub-segment/new segment processing 
(e. g. search for terms in standard dictionaries). 
m Have the option to turn any MT functionality on or off according to one's 
preference. 
0 The system should identify similar examples and make generalisations about them. 
0 Integrate automated and user-dependent feedback of new knowledge into the 
knowledge base in a dynamic and interactive manner. 
By correlating the attitudes of translators (positive/ negative) with various factors that may 
affect the way they view machine translation, some interesting findings emerged. There was 
no evidence to suggest that a positive or negative attitude is related to the age or the 
computer usage competence of the translator. However, attitudes appeared to be affected 
by the length of work experience of translators. Inexperienced translators seemed to favour 
machine translation and to tolerate incorrect assembly more habitually. Experienced 
translators, on the other hand, with more than five years of translation experience, were 
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those who voiced complaints and who seemed to be most annoyed with machine translation 
suggestions. This group of translators generally thinks that it is mundane to wall on 
someone else's (the system's in this case) path. It is much more gratifying to come up with a 
decision on their own. They insist that translation requires analytic and intuitive decision 
making, and they prefer to make a decision on the spot, execute it and move on, without 
spending time in going through poor, or irrelevant or misleading potential translations. 
In addition, attitudes towards machine translation seemed to be related to the language 
combination a translator worked with. For example, translators working with highly 
inflected languages, such as Greek or Polish, realised that machine translation 
underperformed (and consequently was of little use), unless it could use language-specific 
assembly algorithms and rules. Their expectation was that when a TM system incorporates 
a knowledge base (grammar rules, lexicon) it will produce more lexically and grammatically 
correct translations. 
Finally and not surprisingly, the users' attitude towards machine translation appeared to be 
influenced by the area of specialisation of the translator. Those who regularly translated 
highly specialised texts or updates of previously translated texts seemed to be positively 
inclined towards the use of MT features and they would be interested in training their 
system, by supplying feedback, in order to improve its performance. 
As appears from the survey's findings, the majority of translators hardly ever need 
functional machine translations (that may allow them to get the gist of a text), as they 
prefer to resort to authoritative dictionaries and other sources of pragmatic information for 
that. Instead, they expect from a machine translation feature the ability to suggest correct 
translations: to construct not only a correct segment syntactically and grammatically, but 
also in terms of semantic equivalence to the source text. Then, the translator will be the one 
to decide whether the suggested translation is fit for context by looking at the full text in 
hand. Anything less than a correct translation can be misleading or, if it happens 
repeatedly, can reduce the role of the translator to that of a post-editor of badly translated 
texts. 
It is also evident from the users' recommendations that it is important for the system to be 
able to learn from the decisions/choices made by users: for example, which potential 
translations are preferred, which were rejected and why, with the system updating the 
weight for the selections made by the user, so that errors in future translation assemblies 
are reduced. 
Although when MT systems first appeared they provoked negative feelings on the part of 
suspicious translators, the latter have now started to realise the benefits of using MT 
features, as long as they are in control of a) the repository content (thus ensuring reliability 
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of results) and b) the operation (by defining the rules of match construction and even 
opting out of MT matching when it is not necessary). 
Translators also seem to be coming to terms with machine translation as an alternative 
means of translation production and appear to feel secure in their profession, reasoning 
that a fully automatic MT system is unlikely to produce high-quality translation of a text in 
the near future. This derives from their belief that even if computer programming succeeds 
in addressing even the most complex equivalences with appropriate descriptions of all 
possible discourse environments/situations, it can never accurately predict the aims, 
purposes, intentions, complex strategies, changing tactics and fine choices required by the 
creative character of a high-quality translation. Furthermore, translators know better than 
anyone else that the linguistic choices in a translation are a function not only of language 
rules but also of the translator's creativity, a factor that knows no rules and therefore 
cannot be replicated. 
However, since not all texts involve elements of creative writing (many are rather repetitive, 
tedious and written in controlled language), translators have no reason not to appreciate 
the assistance of machine translation in dealing quickly with such texts, which offer little 
joy of intellectual challenge in any case. 
5J. 6 Project management 
Translation projects can range from a two-page letter in MS Word format to a complex 
multi-media website which includes a variety of file formats containing translatable 
content. As the complexity of a project increases, the translator, or the project manager in a 
translation agency, feels more strongly the need to be able to manage his project in a 
streamlined way, having access to a variety of practical tools provided by his TM system. 
5.1.6.1 Project setup 
The most compelling need on the part of the surveyed translators and project managers 
alike is the ability of their TM system to open all types of file easily (and if the project 
consists of many different files, to open all within the same project), allowing the user to 
work on them immediately, without having to spend time on file conversions. Loading 
more than one file in a project is also very useful for any project where the client sends 
several files, allowing the translator to search all the files at once for every occurrence of a 
particular term in order to understand how it is used. Global changes should also be 
possible in a project containing multiple files (e. g. finding a translated word in several 
documents - in the particular project - and replacing 
it with a new translation in all 
documents at the same time). 
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All elements within a project should be variable and substitutable, such as changing the 
languages in a project, with the possibility of having unlimited source and target languages 
in the case of multilingual source documents, or changing the number and types of 
resources associated with the project, at any time. The system should also allow the user to 
add, remove or update files in his projects as they progress. This kind of flexibility can be 
very useful when translators are working for clients who keep revising the documents they 
have sent as work progresses. This is not at all unusual in industries where time to market 
is crucial. 
A TM user should also be able to attach localisation directives, notes or an in-house 
stylesheet to a project. Some organisations have in place a systematic documentation 
management system that includes the use of a stylesheet for authors and translators to 
follow for all documentation. This ensures consistency in the use of terminology, and 
adherence to pre-determined phraseology ensures uniformity of style. 
A further request expressed by a number of translators and project managers was the 
possibility of keeping the files ordered in folders and subf6lders within a project, thus 
making it easier to organise large and complex projects. The sub-division of the entire 
project into smaller projects would be very practical for distributed translation projects. 
In order to monitor the progress of a project, several attributes could be attached to each 
file (e. g. wordcount, number of words translated, reviewed, signed off), allowing an overall 
view of how the project is advancing and its state at any time. A project status report can be 
generated and shared amongst a network of distributed translation teams and the client. 
Analysing the project's source files for leverage is an important step at the project creation 
stage, as it helps the translator, or project manager, understand what savings can be made 
from the use of a TM. An integrated analysis function should be able to identify the 
translatable from the non-translatable parts of a text and report on: 
0 wordcount for translatable text (for each file separately and for the entire project in 
total) 
a external matches (full and fuzzy) with the associated resources (for each file 
separately and for the entire project in total) 
0 internal matches (how many segments are repeated within the same document 
and/or within the project) 
0 number of images contained in the project which may contain translatable text 
(translators have reported that they often forget to translate images embedded in a 
document as their TM system skips them as untranslatable material) 
For freelance translators, being able to apply the TM and have an approximate word count 
before starting the translation is very helpful as they can book their schedule according to 
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the work they really have to do. Some would also like to see an estimate of the time that will 
be required (based on an average value that the translator can enter) to translate the source 
files that they have just been asked to translate. 
In general, the project management module of a TM system should offer functionality that 
allows full control over all stages of the translation, but also presents a simple way of 
creating a new project. 
5.1.6.2 Fileformat support 
From the survey respondents' comments on file formats, the language services industry 
appears to be facing an acute problem which TM developers must address without delay. In 
the current situation, an immense variety of formats is used to store data. Consequently, 
translators and translation agencies are confronted every day with format conversion. Most 
TM systems try to offer some converters (also known as filters) that handle popular formats 
such as PageMaker, FrameMaker, Quark, and PowerPoint, but no known system covers all 
formats, as a) there are too many formats (every application can have its own proprietory 
formats) and b) filters are expensive to develop. Even when filters are developed for the 
popular formats, two serious problems are bound to emerge for the TM user. Firstly, every 
time an application releases a new version, its formats evolve, therefore the filters for these 
need to be updated too (adding considerably to the cost of maintaining an up-to-date TM 
system). Secondly, filters are not perfect. Some sort of information is likely to be lost during 
the conversion. 
Some of the survey respondents suggested that using XML as a gateway format to convert 
to/from any other format can be the solution, since many applications nowadays can export 
their files into an XML-based format which is translatable. 
The most popular file formats for which the survey's repondents requested support by a TM 
system are listed below, in order of frequency of mention: 
" plain text files (e. g. txt) 
" MS Office formats (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, etc. ) 
" editable PDF files (with the ability to export translated documents in the PDF 
format, which seems to becoming a standard file format for document exchange, as 
it is searchable, viewable and printable on any platform and can maintain 
information integrity) 
" HTML, SGML, XML (which can have embedded HTML or Javascript) 
" TMX, TBX, XLIFF files 
" Quark, InDesign, PageMaker, FrameMaker files 
" OpenOffice and Star Office 
" editable image files (e. g. psd, svg) 
" online help file formats (e. g. HTMLHelp, JavaHelp) 
" software text-only resource files (e. g rc, properties) 
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subtitling files 
in-game files that contain text assets 
po and pot files (translatable language resource files used in the free GNU gettext 
concept for translating software and documentation) 
AUTOCAD formats 
The point that most translators made very clearly is that a TM tool should be able to 
translate the file formats supported without requiring the corresponding application to be 
installed. For example, some tools claim support for MS Office but cannot do anything if 
MS Office is not installed. They use MS Office as an intermediate filter. 
Non-editable graphics 
A challenge for every translator is presented when dealing with text that comes in a 
graphics file type (e. g. jpg, gif, bmp, tiff) or a non-editable PDF. Since a TM system cannot 
process the text in these files (unless it can successfully use an integrated OCR 
functionality), it could allow the TM user to browse folders and subf6lders in his project 
quickly for graphics that are displayed within the tool, determine which contain 
translatable content, create a list of those image files, and (manually) enter the source text. 
This can then be exported into a file that he can translate in something like Excel and the 
file can then be delivered to the client or passed on to a DTP specialist to localise the 
graphic. 
The ability of a system to open this kind of file can bring a considerable advantage to the 
translator. It will allow him to use images as references when translating, either when he 
needs to translate them or when he needs to refer to them as a resource. In fact, many 
translators have reported that a part of their resources consists of scanned documents, non- 
editable PDFs and even scanned dictionaries, which could be used more effectively if they 
could be browsed from within their TM system. 
5.1.6.3 Version control 
It is increasingly acknowledged that with the rise of digital 'disposable' content, the 
translation process has passed from a linear to an incremental just-in-time model for a 
large number of translation projects [D6silets et al., 20o6l. Material is now being translated 
before the source material is complete or finalised, so that the translation makes it for 
simultaneous shipment. Websites, whose information relies on its freshness, are a prime 
example of this new process, as they go through regular updates and accordingly language 
support needs to incorporate all such changes. This can become complex in terms of 
management and workflow, particularly when multiple languages are involved. 
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According to the surveyed users' opinion, a TM system should be able to provide assistance 
in update management and version control with a set of functions that are integrated in the 
project management module. Such functions would allow: 
the accurate comparison of two or more versions of the same source file, so that the 
translator can know which text has been edited and which is the new text to 
translate, with the ability to isolate the new text 
the identification, marking and analysis of overlapping content using a visual 
comparison utility. 
5.1-7 Quality control 
The quality of the end product of translation is of paramount importance to all translators 
and maintaining a high level of quality is in the interests of every translation company. 
Virtually all TM systems nowadays come equipped with some type of quality assurance 
(QA) tools. According to a survey by Makoushina [20071, QA tools are indispensable for the 
majority of modern translation professionals (81% of the respondents of that survey 
reported using QA tools), and 83% of those use the QA tools that are built into their TM 
system (as opposed to standalone QA applications). The same survey showed that 32% 
reported they were applying quality assurance procedures at the end of each translation 
stage (e. g. translation, editing, proofreading), whereas the second most popular approach 
(28%) was to apply QA procedures only at the final stage before delivering the files to the 
client. 30% of professionals and translation companies reported that they applied QA 
procedures to source files as well as to the final ones. 
The last point was also highlighted by the respondents in our survey who recognise that 
poor language in the source text is often the reason why no matches are retrieved from the 
TM repositories. Poor source quality is also believed to impact on the quality of resources 
when source and target texts are subsequently aligned and stored to be used as reference. 
The same respondents are convinced that improving the source text will in turn increase 
the likelihood of better output in other languages and derivative works. 
Given that translation quality is directly linked, to a smaller or greater degree depending on 
the skill of the translator, with the quality of the source text(s), on one hand, and the quality 
of resources used, on the other, to assure the optimum quality for the end product, a TM 
system needs to perform quality checks on all three levels: source text, target text and 
resources. In particular, quality checking and fixing external reference files before using 
them for a translation project and possibly multiplying the problems throughout the project 
appears to be a primary need on the part of translators, who are naturally concerned about 
the reliability of their resources. 
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The surveyed TM users suggested various options for running QA checks. Some need to be 
able to perform a QA check of the source document as soon as they set up the project, 
before they start any translation, for problem areas such as incorrect spellings or in- 
sentence line breaks. Others find the on-the-fly underlining of language errors in the source 
and target texts to be practical, as well as a real-time check of translated terms against the 
glossaries, while they translate. They also favour a customisable 'auto correct' or 'auto text' 
feature. Alternatively, other TM users find it more convenient to perform QA checks after 
they finish the translation of a document as part of their checking procedure, or finally as a 
batch operation on all the files in their project. The option that was less favoured by the 
surveyed TM users was that of QA checking every segment before it gets sent to the 
memory. Users found this option very impractical, annoying and time consuming, mainly 
because it constantly interrupted the task of translation. 
Regarding the type of errors that a TM system should be able to detect and correct 
automatically, spelling mistakes were the ones most frequently mentioned by translators, 
reviewers and proofreaders. More specifically, these TM users expect the system to be able 
to run context-sensitive language checks with the possibility of learning from the 
corrections made by the users. A text-induced spelling correction method that uses nothing 
but lexical and word co-occurrence information derived from the translator's own collection 
of texts and translation memory, in order to perform context-sensitive spelling error 
correction of non-words, has been proposed by Reynaert [2005] and seems to come close to 
this particular need on the part of TM users. 
Respondents to our survey have reported various additional translation errors whose 
detection could be automated by a TM system. These are listed in the table below (Table 
lo). The list is by no means exhaustive and only includes the errors that the survey 
respondents mentioned as the most frequently encountered. 
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Common error typology 
Language/locale checks Consistency checks Visual checks - formatting 
integrity 
spelling errors omitted translation errors in tags 
grammar/style errors incomplete translation consistent font type, style and 
language-specific quotation insertion of translation that size 
marks lacks support from the source correct placement and size of 
language-specific punctuation 
text/ double translation graphics 
spaces before full-stops 
identical numbers, figures, page flow and page numbering 
email addresses, names 
non-breaking spaces (between identical hyperlinks in 
cross-references between text 
and the table of contents number and measuring unit, 
for example) source/target 
, indices, internal references, 
non-breaking space before ? 
identical untranslatables in graphic caption 
text 
I source/target text indentation and alignment 
multiple spaces (except 
identical punctuation at the end correct display of fonts and 
after ... ) 
of source/target segment graphics within appropriate 
no multiple dots (ignore project glossaries/resources 
browser or reader 
ellipsis dots ( ... )) 
adherence corrupted characters 
double punctuation 
identical spacing between titles, text direction 
headings and paragraphs display of copyright and capitalisation of initial letters trademark symbols 
measurement unit conversion all translator or reviewer 
comments removed 
Table lo: Common errors detectable by a TM system 
From the above list, checking for terminology consistency is also thought to be one of the 
most essential QA checks. Quality control can ensure that the translator or reviewer is 
alerted to any inconsistencies in terminology with respect, for example, to the contrasting 
terminological preferences of different clients. It also ensures consistency in terminology 
when many translators work on the same project. 
Besides the aforementioned error typology, other types of translation errors can occur 
during the review of a translation, but those fall outside the scope of a TM's translator- 
assisting functionality. Such checks include: 
0 the appropriate preservation of meaning, 
M the correct use of terms in a particular context, 
a adherence to client-specific requirements regarding style and register 
other quality metrics as described for example in the J245o Translation Quality 
Metric [Godden, 2000] 
which must be left to the translator and other language professionals to detect and correct, 
although a TM system could certainly provide tools for the user to correct and record any 
such errors. 
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Since quality assurance is such an important task in any translation process, usually 
involving more than one person (depending on the size of project and its review cycles), a 
separate quality control module is essential for consolidating all quality-related functions 
and for independently assisting reviewers, proofreaders and QA staff in a translation 
department or company. In our survey, reviewers and proofreaders expressed the 
complaint that the translation review process does not fit well in the workflow of TM- 
assisted translation. They suggested that a QA toolbar would be a very practical feature in 
the editor interface. They also seemed to favour a graphical representation of errors and the 
activation and deactivation of the different types of warning and suggested correction. Most 
prefer the system to highlight any errors it finds from within the editor interface, showing 
everything in context, while others find more convenient the ability of the system to 
produce an external report showing a list of errors, allowing the user to navigate between 
the list and the files in which they are contained. The possibility of adding comments 
anywhere in a reviewed document is also favoured by translators and reviewers alike. 
5-IL-8 Collaboration 
More than in any other sector, projects in the language services industry regularly require 
distributed operations and outsourcing. Some languages are translated internally, while 
others are passed on to service providers, who in turn assign them to freelance translators. 
From the point of view of translation managers, coordinating large multilingual, time- 
critical projects can often be a challenging prospect, with the need for intermediate 
synchronising of translation memories being just one aspect to be taken into account. 
Translators, on the other hand, increasingly start to think of themselves as participants in a 
multi-agent translation process, as revealed in our survey from their requests for features 
that enable collaboration. 
Collaboration is not only about sharing resources. It is also about controlling and managing 
the fragmented translation workflow in a simplified and optimised manner, as well as 
enabling more effective communication between all the stakeholders in a translation 
project. TM-based translation support, in that respect, is expected to facilitate teamwork 
and help overcome some of the collaboration-related issues, resulting in reduced workload 
and cost. 
The interoperability of TM systems is a major concern for all TM users, as revealed by our 
survey. Translation company owners and translation managers want to be able to share 
their translation assets freely and without problems, without being tied to the proprietary 
formats of their vendors and their TM system. Project managers need to be able to 
distribute their TM resources to freelancers without worrying whether the freelancer's 
preferred tool is compatible with the format of their resources. Translators, editors and 
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terminologists want, finally, to be able to exchange resources with their colleagues easily 
and, most importantly, to work on any translation project they wish to take on, 
irrespectively of the format of the resources supplied with it. As one freelance translator 
could not help but protest in our survey: "Ifind it highly frustrating that I need to obtain 
various t-rn toolsfor various clients... " 
Unfortunately, most TM systems today suffer from a certain degree of autism, as they make 
use of proprietary file or database formats which cannot be perfectly interchanged. This is a 
fact that our survey's respondents find not only unhelpful for them personally but also 
harmful to the interests of the industry. All types of TM users, without exception, clearly 
need better ways of exchanging resources and seem to rest their hopes on the use of open- 
source formats for storing and exchanging resources. As for resources that have already 
been locked into proprietary file or database formats, they expect to see an improvement 
and the subsequent support by TM systems of the existing XML-based industry standards 
for the storing and exchange of resources, such as TBX and TMX for terminology databases 
and translation memories, SRX for segmentation rules, and XLIFF for translation files. 
Communication between all team members in a translation project is also a need revealed 
by the respondents' requests. A dedicated built-in module would be helpful in improving 
communication and making its records available for future reference. In fact, it is often the 
case that other co-workers already have the information that new translators are asking for, 
and enabling them to access the company's knowledge base can both save work and ensure 
a prompt response. 
In terms of translation workflow management, the suggestions, hence the needs, of the 
survey's respondents differed between those of translation agencies, and those of virtual 
translator networks and individual freelancers. 
Translation companies and translation departments within organisations can find a range 
of connectivity options suitable for them, such as access to the server from the internal 
network (LAN), access over the Internet, server-to-server connections, and browser-only 
access to a remote database of resources, depending on the needs of their translation teams 
and their clients. Some desirable web-based collaboration methods that were mentioned 
were: 
M centralised TM and working, whereby everything is controlled by the system and 
team members log in, allowing several language professionals to search, share, view 
and update the same repository simultaneously in real-time, or 
0 centralised TM with project-level downloads whereby all data can be downloaded 
with each new project. 
web-based platform is believed to facilitate the interaction between the translation 
company, the client, the translator, the proofreader and the in-country reviewer and allow 
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translators anywhere in the world to connect to and simultaneously access TMs residing on 
the server from their client version of the TM system. The greatest advantage of such a 
method is that freelancers do not have to own a TM system because they work directly in 
their client's web-based system. Sending projects can be straightforward and translations 
can be synchronised between people who work on the same project at the same time. An 
essential parameter of the configuration of such a system would be allowing the translators 
or reviewers to work either completely online or to combine offline and online working 
within the same software setup, depending on their internet speed. In addition, because 
several translators may simultaneously populate the same TM with their translations, the 
workflow engine must provide some type of protection mechanism for the quality of TM 
data, like for example an option which ensures that translations are first only stored in a 
virtual project TM before being transferred to the central TM after a quality check by an 
editor. 
The development of TM servers is increasingly gaining popularity among corporate users of 
TM systems, as is also shown in the LISA 2004 survey [Lommel, 2004: 17-91, where 
respondents considered TM servers as a very important development in TM technology. 
Our survey also encountered a need that has taken shape very recently. A few of our 
respondents reported performing translations voluntarily, as part of a community of 
volunteer linguists interested in some topic or product who want to disseminate 
information about the topic or product in different languages. A notable example of this 
trend is the open source communities who offer their language skills to localise open source 
software, to be used freely around the world. Incidentally, a related concept, that of 
Ct crowdsourcing" [Howe, 2oo8], has emerged and has been utilised by corporations who 
develop products and invite the users to localise them voluntarily, instead of assigning the 
localisation to specialised vendors (a famous example of crowdsourcing being the launch of 
the popular social networking site Facebook in several languages). 
The needs of those translators concentrate on the ability to work and communicate 
effectively in a web-based collaborative translation environment. New technologies are 
needed to optimise the translation process, speed it up and make it more efficient. This 
relatively new phenomenon of collaborative translation has now been increasingly noticed 
by TM researchers and has inspired some interesting system designs [see Bey et al., 2oo6 
and Murata et al., 20031. 
Individual freelancers are also in need of groupware features that enable them to work with 
colleagues on a project. A few them, actually, seem to favour the idea of accessing server- 
based TMs via the internet (as in the example of Wordfast's Very Large Translation 
Memory, or Lingotek's 'public index'), in order to collaborate and share resources with 
colleagues in real time. 
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The general consensus among all the above users of TM systems seems to be that the 
Internet will become an increasingly important aspect of translation workflow, which is 
reflected by an increasing demand for Web-based solutions. The frequency with which 
networking features are requested can also reveal a tendency towards a significant shift 
from the use of standalone TMs to internet-enabled TMs, as workflows can be simplified 
and data synchronisation problems are avoided. 
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Chapter 6: I"at are the actual 
needs of TM users? - Part 11: Non- 
functional aspects 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the needs of translation professionals, as they derived 
from the responses to our survey, concerning the functionality, i. e. the operation, of a TM 
system. This chapter concentrates on the non-functional aspects of the system and needs in 
that respect. The understanding of non-functional aspects by software developers is just as 
important as correct description of functionality and plays a critical role in the design of 
quality software. Unlike the functional aspects, which describe specific concrete 
functionality, the non-functional ones refer to the general properties that the system or 
parts of it should exhibit (take, for example, the requirements "the analysis of source files 
ffiendly and intuitive interface) and are harder to must be fast" or "Id prefer a more user- 
quantify. The responses of our TM users revealed needs relating to several non-functional 
aspects, including usability, efficiency, portability, extensibility and reliability, as we shall 
see below. 
6a Usability 
The concept of usability in the context of TM systems denotes the ease with which people 
can employ the system as a tool to carry out any translation-related task. Furthermore, it 
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refers to the clarity and elegance with which the interaction between the system and its user 
is designed. Since the focus of this research is on the user and the optimisation of the use of 
TM systems as tools, needs in this area are particularly important. For the sake of clarity, 
they are broken down into more specific usability aspects of a software application: its user 
interface, its customisability, its learnability, and its supportability. These are drawn from 
the software characteristics taxonomy that was used in classifying the discovered needs (see 
4.2.3 Classification scheme). 
6. m User interface 
TM systems are interface-intensive applications in the sense that they need to be able to 
offer a rich visual environment where the available functionality and the various options are 
clearly displayed, and in which users feel comfortable working. Whether TM users employ a 
graphical user interface or a web-based interface, they attach great value to the experience 
that the interface of the system creates for them. 
The translators who responded to our survey favoured the idea of a customisable layout in 
the translation environment, with at least the following visual components: menu bar, main 
tool bar, tabbed view for project, resources and search areas, source area with its tool bar 
and target area with its tool bar. The source and target area should be able to synchronise 
and allow the user to scroll them down simultaneously. All areas should be removable, 
resizable and displaceable. Search areas should be able to close automatically after use. In 
addition to these, one should be able to change the contents of the areas depending on what 
one needs to do while working. The translator toolbar must be powerful and receptive to 
the translator's needs by allowing her to select and centralise all the activities and 
functionality that she commonly uses. 
In general, all TM users appeared to favour an environment where they could find all the 
information they needed displayed immediately as they worked without having to navigate 
around the product. They wished to be able to customise the interface with the windows 
that they needed, thereby clearing cluttered user interfaces, and to change the default 
display options and system settings quickly and easily. 
The following needs emerged from the comments of respondents on user interface 
problems and suggestions for improvement: 
1. Clearer user interaction: 
Writing help messages tightly and making them responsive to the problem is considered 
crucial for comprehension and efficiency. The same applies to well-explained setting 
options. If something goes wrong or if something is outside the capability of the software, 
error messages should be clear, simple, comprehensible and explanatory of the situation, so 
that the user understands what is going on and what caused the problem. This 
is crucial for 
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troubleshooting the problem. Quite a few times, users reported: "it did this... with no 
apparent reason". That is how users get frustrated and give up on a piece of software. 
Along the same lines, unclear or ambiguous messages about interactive tasks can cause 
confusion (a typical example of a poor attempt by a popular TM system to communicate 
with its user is the one offered by one of our respondents: "I amflummoxed time and again 
by the following question stated in the negative form: Do you not wish to save the 7M? 
Yesl No). 
2. More ergonomic user interaction: 
Many of our respondents complained about not being able to use keyboard shortcuts to do 
things quickly (like entering terms to a glossary, or inserting a suggested match into the 
translation) and to avoid the constant use of the mouse which can harm one's wrist joints: 
"[Name of TM system] is what I call a 'clicking nightmare'. One has to click all 
the time when working in [name of TM system], which is a real dangerfor our hands. I'm starting to sufferfirom RSI and I am convinced [name of TM system] has speeded up the process. " 
Some consider the lack of support for shortcuts "absurdfor a text-processing application", 
and would be relieved to see interface dialogs designed for keyboard-only navigation and 
operation. The possibility of using keystroke shortcuts is also thought to increase 
productivity during editing and operating the program itself. 
, j. Visible navigation: 
TM users seem to appreciate a navigation that is clear and natural, with the help of which 
they quickly see their range of options, grasp how to achieve their goals, and do their work. 
The navigation should present the illusion that users are always in the same place, with the 
work brought to them. This not only eliminates the need for maps and other navigational 
aids, it offers users a greater sense of mastery and autonomy. 
4. Reversible actions & allowing'undo': 
People explore in ways beyond navigation. Sometimes they want to find out what would 
happen if they carried out some potentially dangerous action. Sometimes they do not want 
to find out, but they do it anyway by accident. By making actions reversible, users can both 
explore and make mistakes without worrying about damaging previous configurations. The 
possibility of undoing any action is also very important for correcting mistakes. The 
unavoidable result of not supporting 'undo' is that TM systems must then support a number 
of dialogs that say the equivalent of. "Are you really, really sure? ", which is considered 
annoying and slows people down. 
r- .,. 
Use of colour: 
Using colour in a TM interface is believed to enhance the aesthetic appeal of the 
environment and to make it resemble reality more closely. Indeed, a TM system that uses 
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red for terminology errors or highlights matches in yellow, for example, seems to imitate 
the behaviour of the translator as if she was translating on paper. 
6.1.2 Customisability 
When a TM system grants customisation facilities to its users, they can adjust the 
functionality of the system to suit their preferences and their work style. The need for 
customisation is apparent from many of the survey's responses (e. g. "[Id like to see a] 
Docking user interface that allows the users to configure their set up the way they like. 
Configurable fonts to make use easier on the eyes. 'J but is also instantiated by the fact that 
quite a few users with programming skills have developed their own TM system, after 
failing to adopt a ready-made system [Lagoudaki, 20o6l. 
Our surveyed TM users seemed to appreciate the ability to customise the functionality of all 
the tools offered by their system, such as the way to proceed through the text while 
translating, the terminology extraction, the text alignment and so on. In terms of the user 
interface, they would like to be able to customise the layout (for example, options for 
windows' positioning should include: horizontal/vertical, reverse, merged for image or 
paper translation, detach/attach, panoramic for large screens, panoramic for laptops), the 
colours and the fonts, as well as the keybord shortcuts. Furthermore, some users thought it 
would be helpful if a TM system allowed user options to be exported or imported, so that 
they can be used across different systems. 
6.1.3 Learnability 
The need for easy to use and easy to learn software may seem obvious to everyone, 
including TM designers, and one can assume that it has been at the top of their priorities. 
However, current TM systems seem to be suffering from a complexity that results in a steep 
learning curve, as shown by the overwhelming number of complaints registered by our 
survey's respondents: 
"before I really understand what means a TM and how usefull it can be, it was 
really annoying to try to perceive how this whole idea (segmentation, storage of 
translation solutions, etc) can be usefull. Now I'm aware that thefiinctionnality 
of TM's are not self-evident for neophytes ... they are not naturally attractive. 
And this is annoying: when something is good and we just don't catch how it 
can be usefull. " 
"there are many functions which I can't remember how to operate. so for 
instance I never add words to the glossary now as Id have to search the 
instructionsfor how to do it... " 
'Terrified of the technical problems associated with using the user-hostile 
software, incomprehensible manuals. " 
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"I used [name of TM system] almost exclusively for years and it took many 
months, with almost no support, to learn the rudimentaries. After 3-4 years 
was using it to lo% of its potential. " 
"It takes too long for you to get to learn how to use it and you never have time 
available to stop your work to learn, then you postpone and postpone it and end 
up never starting. " 
Unsurprisingly, the difficulty of learning how to use TM systems was also mentioned as one 
of the most common reasons for not using a TM system among non-users. At the same 
time, learnability was mentioned by some as the plus factor about their TM systems when 
they were asked what they liked most about their TM tool. Evidently, the learnability of TM 
systems is of great importance to translation professionals, and issues with learnability 
seem therefore among the most serious problems that TM developers must address in the 
future. What users would like to see is software that is "userfriendly, so you don't have to 
attend seminars to use them". In particular, users believe that extra attention should be 
paid to the simplicity of the user interface which should permit the user to start using the 
software right away without extensive training, but rather with the help of self-explanatory 
and comprehensible tutorials or screencasts. Users also expect TM developers to work on 
ways that enhance the learnability of their systems, such as offering better documentation 
and help, localising the software and its documentation into more languages, and avoiding 
the use of technical jargon for naming software features, tasks and actions. 
6.1.4 Supportability 
Supportability refers to the ability of the system to help users overcome problems when 
they occur. The inevitability of software problems is well understood among TM users: 'A 
minor bug is introduced with a newfeature. Of course, this goes with the territory if one 
wants a very user-driven up-to-date tool". However, this was not the focus of our survey 
respondents' criticism. Their discontent seemed to start with the appearance of unhelpful, 
sometimes 'strange', error messages which gave no clue as to what was the real problem. As 
one user described: 
'The single most annoying thing about [name of TM system] is that things 
occasionally go wrong, [name of TM system] grinds to a halt, and it can be very 
hard to understand what the problem is and how tofix it. This has happened to 
me dozens of times. Sofar, I have always been able to recover, and what's more 
without losing too much work, but it is a very hit and miss affair. The 
underlying problem to my mind is that the [name of 7M system] documentation 
is not very good or comprehensive. That also applies to their support web site. " 
More users seemed to agree that the manuals offered along with existing TM software 
packages are 'far too technicalfor afreelance translator who wants to keep it simple" and 
that sometimes the "help system is writtenfor experts rather than 'mortal translators"'. 
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In the event of errors, lack of support from the TM vendor has been reported by many of 
our respondents, unless one buys a separate support contract. Some users also mentioned 
that their vendors' websites do not offer a substantial knowledge base where they could 
look for answers to their problem or even to simple practical questions they might have. 
The most serious shortcoming of the support for some of the available TM systems was 
believed to be the TM developers' failure to take into consideration frequent problems with 
the software, resulting in a distressing situation for its users where "bugs remain unfixed 
year after year, version after version". 
Evidently, TM users need to be able to find solutions to their software problems quickly and 
with confidence. Such confidence can be inspired firstly by good documentation and 
secondly by efficient customer communication and support responsiveness. Representative 
of this need is the response below by one of our survey's TM users: 
"Better documentation, advice and supportfor handling problems and errors. 
[name of TM system] is a very complex product with a huge range of options, 
and it is often very hard to understand the benefits of different options. This is 
not helped by the [name of TM system] documentation, which Ifind often rather 
impenetrable. I speak as someone who has written a number of technical user 
guides in the past, and I would do it quite differentlyfrom the way [name of TM 
software company] do it --for a start I would includefar more example TMs to 
illustrate the various points. I would also includefar more advice about how to 
recoverfrom problems. " 
In addition, there appeared a compelling need to have software documentation and help 
localised into as many languages as possible in order to decrease problems that derive from 
miscommunication. A possible solution to the serious challenge of localising the software's 
user interface and its documentation undoubtedly faced by TM developers could be 
crowdsourcing the translations to TM users/volunteers, by offering a Wiki-type method of 
compiling software-support knowledge bases. 
Another proposal by a respondent that would probably enhance support responsiveness 
was the possibility of sending a message to the developer from within the TM system for 
either a persisting problem or a new feature request. 
6.2 Efficiency 
Efficiency in TM systems refers to how well they perform their funtions and at what cost in 
terms of computer resources. Our survey showed that each group of TM users had different 
priorities in terms of efficiency. For instance, terminologists were more interested in the 
efficiency of functions related to terminology collection or extraction. However, the 
majority of our respondents, who were translators, attached great importance to the 
efficiency with which the system leveraged existing linguistic assets. In 
fact, the majority of 
TM users seemed to be interested more in the performance of the tool in terms of matching, 
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than in the variety of features that a TM software package may offer. Efficient match recall 
and precision appeared to be their primary concern. 
Efficiency in speed was also a concept that appeared repeatedly in our survey's responses. 
Some users pointed out that their system's speed and responsiveness appeared to "slow 
down when dealing with certain files containing numerous or large graphics or have 
special formatting (text boxes, fi-ames)", or when the TM repository reached a certain size. 
Others seemed to be particularly irritated by the slow speed of crucial functions like match 
recall or spell check, which can slow down the whole translation process and drive users to 
think twice about applying TMs to their work, especially when it is urgent. A few TM users 
were also dissatisfied with the fact that their TM system used too much of their computer's 
RAM with the immediate effect of slowing down all processes. This did not seem to be of 
concern to those using web-based TM systems. 
6.3 Extensibility 
The ability of a TM system to be extensible, namely to allow its users to add functionalities 
to it or to modify the existing functionalities, is a need that appeared among translation 
company owners, as well as freelance users of TM systems with advanced IT skills. This 
segment of the TM market considers the benefits of real customisation as offered by an 
extensible TM application very important, as they believe they can achieve better software 
quality and greater reliability, have more flexibility, and reduce costs by not having to buy 
auxiliary applications. A TM system that supports plug-ins has many advantages for 
developers too. These include enabling third-party developers to create capabilities to 
extend an application, supporting features as yet unforeseen, and reducing the size of an 
application. 
Extensibility means that the system is designed to include hooks and mechanisms for 
expanding/enhancing the system with new capabilities without having to make major 
changes to the system infrastructure. For example, a software system may have a public 
Application Programming Interface (API) that allows its behaviour to be extended or 
modified by people who do not have access to the original source code. This seems to be an 
ideal scenario for one of our respondents: 
"One. full-fledged app please, but make it modular, so you can keep tasks apart 
when necessary, and with a *well documented and powerful* API, so that add- 
ons like e. g. language-specific assembly algorithms can be made and plugged 
in. " 
The most popular plug-ins for a TM system, according to the survey, were applications that 
translators believe can enhance their productivity, such as OCR, machine translation and 
speech recognition tools. 
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The most powerful way of rendering a TM application truly extensible is allowing access to 
its source code, so that its users can improve or fix the code as the need arises. Given that 
the development of open source TM applications seems to be on the increase [Lagoudaki, 
20o6l, the demand for free applications is likely to become greater, particularly amongst 
those who want to adjust their TM system every time their needs change and those who 
resent TM vendor lock-in. 
6.4 Portability 
A frequent criticism by TM users, as appears from our survey, is that their TM system is not 
portable from one platform to another. This is particularly frustrating for people who are 
used to and enjoy working on a particular platform, but since they cannot use their 
preferred desktop TM application on it, they are forced to buy the platform on which their 
TM system has to be installed. Most frequently, this change affects the learning curve of the 
TM user and incurs additional costs. The underlying need of many in this situation is 
desktop TM systems written in a multiplatform language, so that they can be used 
seamlessly across all available platforms. Web-based TM applications, which inherently 
overcome this problem of platform dependence, should also be developed further. 
With the rise of small-screen devices (like PDAs and smartphones), a need seems to be 
emerging for mobile versions of TM systems, so that translators can take texts with them 
and edit them anywhere. Although the user who expressed such a request believed that 
he/she "would be a minority on that one", current trends of mobile working among 
translation professionals indicate that more requests of this kind are likely to appear in the 
near future. 
6.5 Reliability 
The reliability of a TM system is apparent from its ability to perform and maintain its 
functions in routine circumstances, as well as under hostile or unexpected conditions. 
Defects are inherent in every application, as we have pointed out earlier, and unexpected 
situations are bound to arise. According to Beck and Andres [2004: 97] defects can destroy 
the trust of users. The goal of the development team must then be to reduce the occurrence 
of defects to a level where trust can reasonably grow, by investing in defect reduction 
strategies such as extensive testing and continuous user feedback. 
Our respondents reported frequent occasions where their system crashed unexpectedly 
resulting in the loss of some or all the work they had completed up to that point. A lack of 
user warnings, error messages and tools seemed to compound the problem. 
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Most TM systems nowadays tend to use an Autosave function, meaning that one's work is 
saved in the translation memory and can easily be retrieved in the event of a crash. But that 
could still see someone losing several minutes'work in the event of a crash 
What users apparently need is a system that saves everything carefully and continuously to 
its translation memory, including saving each translation unit in a project as soon as the 
user proceeds to the next one. The system must ensure that users never lose their work as a 
result of error on their part, the vagaries of internet transmission, or any other reason other 
than the completely unavoidable, such as sudden loss of power to the client computer. 
6.6 Addressing conflicting needs 
TM users are a diverse population, in the sense that their needs can vary to a great extent. 
Needs diversity involves accommodating users with different roles, experience, computer 
skills, language combinations and specialisations, and it is one of the greatest challenges 
faced by TM developers. While a number of the existing commercial off-the-shelf TM 
systems seem to have avoided the pitfall of trying to accommodate every single requirement 
expressed by their users, others have not succeeded in this. Hence, we see on the market 
systems with an abundance of features that are useless for certain categories of users, or 
systems that in their effort to offer solutions that will benefit one user have placed 
constraints on another. 
The risk of producing a false-feature rich system is real for every TM system that is aimed at 
a wide range of user types (e. g. translators, terminologists, project managers). Such a 
system is most likely to suffer in terms of usability, as its features are not loo% deployable 
(some may be redundant and meaningless for some users) and the added complexity is 
likely to increase the learning curve of TM trainees. But how can TM developers satisfy such 
diverse users to an equal degree? 
Temponi et al. 11999: 346] observed that requirements (the same being true for user needs, 
as revealed by our study) can be mutually exclusive, irrelevant, cooperative or conflicting. 
Two needs are called mutually exclusive if they cannot be satisfied (partially or completely) 
at the same time. They can be irrelevant to each other, if satisfaction of one need does not 
have any impact on the satisfaction of the other need. Cooperative needs are considered two 
needs if an increase in the degree to which one need is satisfied also increases the degree to 
which the other is met. On the other hand, when two needs are seen as conflicting with each 
other, it means that an increase in the degree one need is satisfied often decreases the 
degree to which the other is met. An example of conflicting needs is shown below: 
"Feature-rich does not mean overbearing. I would prefer a feature-rich, single 
small-scale tool that is highly-adaptable to individual translators' needs and 
that places preference on new features that enable a translator to get started 
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quickly on any format (OCR, PDF handling), to access additional reference 
materials more directly (CD dictionaries, major online dictionaries, bilingual 
parallel texts), and to work fi-om within any of the major word processing 
applications and OSs. That being said, I don't believe that anyone tool provider 
can develop a single end-all be-all tool. " 
The above user shows a clear preference for a variety of features that he/she thinks are 
important to his/her work: OCR, access to additional reference material and so on. But 
although for some users these features may be vital, for others they are too 'fancy' and 
unnecessary: 
'The above 3 suggestions are very nice, but possibly a bitfancy. Can a 7V tool do these any more easily than I can, and more importantly, should it? I'd prefer TM tools to concentrate on getting the basics right (why *can't* most others, 
apart from [name of TM system], Assemble, and what good is a tool that doesn't, for example? ) before they start adding loads of potentially useful but inessential additional features (more development time, more cost to the user, 
more things to update). " 
The conflicting needs in this example are not the needs for particular features as requested 
by each respondent. Those can be cooperative or irrelevant. The real conflict lies in the need 
for enhanced and rich functionality on one hand and the need for simplicity and 'pared- 
down' functions on the other. In other words, when the developer attempts to please the 
first user by adding additional functionality, the satisfaction of the second user's need for 
simplicity of is likely to decrease. 
Based on our investigation of user needs, conflicting needs usually result from differences 
in the use of context by different user groups (e. g. translators, terminologists, project 
managers), from a variation in levels of experience both in translation and in using the 
system, and finally from differences in the users'level of computer usage competence. 
So how can TM developers reconcile divergent needs? An idea suggested by one of our 
respondents is the distinguishing and grouping of functionalities according to translation 
roles under separate modules and the availability of a dashboard that can give easy access 
to all software modules. This will allow any type of user to start her project from the module 
that is most relevant to her task without being presented with features that she is not likely 
to need. Another suggestion, more suitable for corporate systems or collaborative 
environments, involves the presence of customisable user levels. In each user level, certain 
features are either enabled or disabled, based on what would be more useful for each user 
who logs into the system, with even the potential for tailoring the interface to each user's 
preferences. 
The needs of TM users do not only occasionally conflict with each other. They can also 
conflict with the needs of TM developers, which are sometimes considered of higher 
priority, and as a result the conflicting need of a user is automatically overlooked. A striking 
example of such a conflict of needs is found in the development of linguistic data that would 
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help increase the efficiency of functions such as text alignment, match assembly and 
terminology extraction. 
Based on our investigation, translation professionals do not need tools that function for all 
languages but tools that work well for their working languages. In an effort to address such 
needs, TM developers would have to develop (with substantial cost and human resources 
involved) linguistic data in every language combination, which is economically forbidding 
as a solution. If, alternatively, they developed linguistic data selectively, namely built TM 
systems that work only for a few language combinations, as happens with some of the 
existing commercial TM systems, in an effort to address the needs of users in major 
segments of the markets they serve, they would satisfy some users. However, at the same 
time this approach would leave many feeling discriminated against and seriously 
dissatisfied. Moreover, building language-specific TM systems does not only show a 
disregard for valid user needs but also creates a backlash for TM developers. In fact, by 
adding linguistic knowledge to a TM system, the product automatically loses its language- 
independence and its market share shrinks dramatically, especially since there are many 
translation companies that deal with multiple languages. 
A possible solution proposed by some of our respondents would be the availability of global 
TM systems and the development of language-specific add-ons Ginguistic data and tools), 
that can be sold separately, based on a careful cost-benefit analysis that takes into account 
the high demand for particular language combinations. Obviously, such a solution would 
leave minority languages in a disadvantaged, position, as the low demand for rare language 
combinations would not give sufficient incentive to develop costly language resources. In 
this case, TM developers offering MT capabilities should perhaps direct their research 
efforts to ways of acquiring lexical resources quickly, easily and cheaply from sources that 
contain readily available multilingual corpora. An enormous source for such material could 
certainly be the Web. 
Add-ons could also be developed for additional functionality if requested by experienced 
users, whereas novice users and those who preferred using only the essential functions 
could still enjoy the basic version of the system. The solution of add-ons seems to be useful 
in a market that is characterised by heterogeneous needs, as users are able to customise 
their application before and after they install it by mixing and matching the functionality 
that they want. 
Conflicts in user needs are bound to appear in any requirements engineering process, but 
what is important is how TM developers deal with them. Some of the needs may be truly 
unnecessary; others may turn out to be temporary interests. The developer must resolve the 
conflicts in collaboration with the users, making sure that various categories of user are 
involved. Together they should delineate which needs are of high priority, which are actual, 
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which are potential, which are distantly related, which may be dropped and which should 
be added to the list of forecasted needs. 
In the light of such a diversity of needs, it seems a hopeless task to look for an answer to a 
general and inaccurate question such as "What is the ideal TM system? ". It is clearly 
impossible to accommodate every individual's preferences and desires within a single 
system, in the same way that it is impossible to identify a prototypical TM user. What is 
important, however, in such an atomised translation society, is free market and the 
availability and constant development of various different TM systems, so that each 
individual user has a better chance of finding the system that matches her needs most 
closely. 
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Chapter 7: Knowledge resources 
and innovation in TM systems 
In the previous two chapters we discussed how the functionality of TM systems can be 
expanded and how the overall quality of TM software solutions can be improved, based on 
the needs distilled from the responses to our survey. Yet, needs can lead to something more 
than micro-optimisation. Some of them may even hold the key to innovation for translator- 
support technologies. 
It is widely acknowledged in the realm of product design that opportunities for novel 
systems or features can be either created through technological innovation, or spotted 
through needs. Most TM developers follow a holistic approach to their innovation sourcing 
strategy which considers customer needs and technology trends, and aims at matching 
customer insights to systems' design. They are particularly interested in identifying 'lead 
users' who according to Von Hippel [1998] can be defined as those who are early adopters 
and passionate users of company products, and work with the company to drive innovation. 
Insight from 'lead users' is thought to be an excellent indication of what the customer base 
will need in the near future. Usually, this group of users consists of corporate users of TM 
systems, such as translation managers and translation company owners, as they are 
arguably the first to adopt TM solutions; therefore their experience in using a particular TM 
system outgrows that of freelance translators, for example, who are considered a late and 
slow adopter of translation technology. Corporate users of TM systems are also preferred as 
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'lead users' because they can test their systems in complex and large-scale translation 
operations and, subsequently, offer rich feedback in terms of desirable functionality. 
Istvan Lengyel [2oo6l in his article in the leading industry magazine MultiLingual looks at 
innovation in TM systems from the same point of view as that of corporate users. He 
believes that the source of innovation is to be found in technologies that offer a better 
control of the workflow in translation projects as the latter become increasingly 
fragmented. The findings of our survey have allowed us to offer an alternative source of 
innovation, looked at from the perspective of freelance translators who were the majority of 
the survey's respondents. 
Innovation sourcing, in the context of this research, has also been based on the insights of 
'lead users'. However, in the case of freelance translators, 'lead users' or 'power users' were 
considered those who appeared to be the most intensive users of a TM system, and the 
people who used the system to the fullest. Certainly, not all needs expressed by 'power 
users' qualified as containing seeds of innovation. But some needs appeared to be 'exciting'. 
The term 'exciting needs' was first introduced by Kano [19841 who argued that in order to 
increase customer satisfaction, product designers must distinguish and incrementally meet 
three types of need: basic (which concern expected features), performance (which reveal 
desired functionality) and exciting (corresponding to features that are well beyond the 
imagination or expectations of the customer and cause excitement when implemented). 
Customer satisfaction with the application can be dramatically improved through the 
implementation of a few 'exciting' needs. Moreover, 'exciting' needs, if fulfilled, provide 
important competitive advantages for the developers and inspire loyalty in customers 
[Griffin and Hauser, 1993: 8]. However, failure to implement these needs does not adversely 
affect overall satisfaction [Krogstie, 1999]. 
According to Kano, 'exciting' needs are never fully articulated as they have not been 
crystallised yet in the minds of the customers (TM users in our case). However, we can 
anticipate them by studying the situation of the user and by identifying what are the 
problems and opportunities arising for this situation. The resulting understanding of the 
goals of the user allows us to explore what new benefits the user would appreciate. From 
the new benefits, we can then look for product attributes that would contribute to those 
benefits. Such features should be exciting to the user. 
One'exciting' need was identified within the following TM user's response: 
"I would very much like to be able to centralize the content of all the dictionaries 
I have purchased and of glossaries availableftee on internet , in order to query 
against them as I translate and have the possibility to insert translation of 
terms in my TM environment. " 
Among his/her other needs that are clearer to identify (such as the need to consolidate the 
language resources in one location, the need for simultaneous search and the need for 
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inserting text from external documents into his/her translation editor), we can anticipate a 
need for dynamic interaction between a TM system and the internet. This user, according to 
supplementary data on his/her profile, has a tendency to use online resources when facing 
translation problems. Specifically, he/she reported that his/her translation research 
methods included first searching on the internet in online dictionaries/glossaries, then in 
dictionaries/glossaries on CD-ROM, then in hardcopy dictionaries/glossaries, then again 
on the internet, via a search engine (e. g. Google) and in monolingual texts on the subject, 
and if no solution can be found in the above sources, he/she then finally resorts to asking a 
colleague, or a subject expert. 
From the answers to the same question regarding popular translation research methods, a 
predilection for online resources is apparent amongst all the translators in our survey. The 
table below shows the most popular research methods and how they were ranked by the 
survey's respondents: 
Research method Ranked 
look in dictionaries/glossaries on CD-ROMs ist 
look on the internet: in a search engine (e. g. Google) 2nd 
look on the internet: online dictionaries/glossaries 3rd 
look in hardcopy dictionaries/glossaries 4th 
look on the internet: bilingual (parallel or aligned) texts on the subject 5th 
look on the internet: monolingual texts on the subject 6th 
look in old translations/glossaries that you have 7th 
ask a colleague 8th 
look on the internet: ask questions in forums/communicate with other translators gth 
ask a subject expert loth 
look in printed texts on the subject last 
Table 11: Popular translation research methods by order of preference 
This evidence suggests that translation professionals make very frequent use of resources, 
especially those found on CD-ROM and on the internet, that lie outside their TM-enabled 
workflow. Bringing these resources closer to the translator is anticipated to have substantial 
benefits. It is believed that such an 'exciting' need that is currently latent has the potential 
to bring innovation to TM systems. 
Another response that echoes the same 'exciting' need was the one given by another'power' 
user: 
"I've just finished working on a geological report (nearly 20,000 words 
renderedfrom Brazilian Portuguese into English)for which I had to use a huge 
amount of my time on the internet (Google) to make sure the appropriate 
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wording would be used (I am an aeronautical engineer, not a geologist! ). If only 
I could have a user-fi-iendly tool to help me in such situations... " 
It is worth noticing, at this point, how this particular need reflects what Austermiihl 
[2001: 38] has described as a 'paradigm shift' in the research methods of modern 
translators (namely, a shift from hardcopy reference material to digital and online 
resources), which coincides with what O'Hagan and Ashworth [2002: 142-1561 have called 
the 'new paradigm of teletranslation'. Research by Fulford and Zafra [2004: 58] on the 
uptake of online tools and resources by translators also reveals that modern translators are 
making extensive use of internet-based facilities to assist their research, especially the 
younger less experienced translators who have received some type of formal education on 
translation. The reason for the increasing uptake of internet-based facilities is well captured 
in Asensio's observation [2003: 1111: 
Professional translation, as a profitable activity, imposes restrictions on the effort 
that can be invested in finding information. Researching ad libitum may be 
characteristic of translating as an ideal mental process, as a scholarly activity or 
as a part of the training stage. In professional activity, however, we simply do not 
have unlimited time or resources. Obviously, the internet is now our most 
powerful tool, giving quick access to countless sources of information. 
The importance of digital resources for translators can signify an opportunity for TM 
system developers who wish to extend their systems' functionality. Up until now, based on 
the available commercial systems, most R&D efforts in TM technology seem to have been 
focusing in the maximisation of the utility of the translator's legacy resources (mainly by 
improving the matching). However, considering the fact that a translation memory is easily 
saturated when it is small - preventing any sophisticated matching to occur at peak 
performance - we tend to believe that innovation in translation support is more likely to 
come from expanding the translator's resources, either by pointing translators to relevant 
resources and allowing access to them from within their TM system, or by integrating 
sources of information into the TM system. The development of tools for the acquisition, 
access, management, customisation and use of resources is anticipated to bring substantial 
benefits to the investigative nature of a translator's work as such tools will help translators 
open up to additional sources of knowledge. 
7.1 Access to knowledge resources 
The importance for translators to be able to access large lexical resources online is 
increasingly recognised not only by TM developers (see for example the Very Large 
Translation Memory projeCt43 by Wordfast, thanks to which users of the Wordfast TM 
system can have access to an enormous public translation memory), but also by other 
43 More information can be found on Wordfast's website at: http: //www. wordfast. net/index. php? whichpage=jobs&lang=engb 
[last accessed on 20/09/2008] 
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parties interested in translation technology. Google's recent announcement of the future 
launch of Google Translation Centre, 44 which will allow freelance and professional 
translators to search a vast collection of parallel texts, is yet another indicator of future 
directions in translation technology. 
Translators seem to be interested in two types of knowledge resource: lexical (which help 
them find translation equivalents in the target language) and factual or extra-linguistic 
(which help the pragmatical disambiguation of their source text and the validation of their 
translation) [Kim, 2oo6: 2851. Lexical resources can be translation memories, bi-texts, 
bilingual websites, dictionaries and specialised glossaries, whereas factual resources can be 
monolingual texts or websites relevant to the source text, monolingual dictionaries and 
encyclopaedias. 
The need for TM systems that allow access to all the resources that a translator usually 
consults from a single platform, regardless of where the information may physically reside, 
is soon to be even more apparent. Specifically, translators would benefit from a system that 
can send queries for a source term/phrase simultaneously not only to local TM resources 
(as all TM systems do now), such as the translation memory, the terminology databases, 
archives or glossaries, but also to: 
a CD- or hard drive-based dictionaries and glossaries 
0 online search engines 
m online resources 
making it possible to link information stored in these distributed, heterogeneous 
environments. 
The user should be able to preconfigure the offline dictionaries/glossaries and the online 
search engines that the TM system sends the queries to and he should be allowed to 
bookmark new search or metasearch engines. He should also be allowed to create his own 
search engine using only the sources he trusts, i. e. specify the websites that he considers 
most authoritative, from which the search engine should provide results. 
New sources of information, such as electronic journals and e-books, represent a good 
opportunity for harvesting suitable knowledge. A link to the online open encyclopaedia 
Wikipedia would also be very useful for many translators for retrieving encyclopaedic 
information and also for identifying translation equivalents since many of its articles can be 
found in other languages too (even though these different language versions are not 
translations of each other). Interestingly, a study by Jim Giles [2005] has shown that 
Wikipedia's status as a resource for factual information is rising to the same level as 
Encyclopedia Britannica in terms of trustworthiness, which offers some reassurance to the 
quality- conscious translators. 
44 For further information, read the article by Brian McConnell at: http: //gigaom. com/2008/08/04/google-translation-center- 
the-worlds-largest-translation-memory/ [last accessed on 20/09/2008]. 
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The TM system could also allow users to bookmark any external websites which contain 
glossaries of interest and even to store these for offline search. Certainly, the system must 
also offer information on these sources to allow translators to assess their trustworthiness, 
as one of our respondents pointed out: 
'A translator needs to mistrust any terminology fi-om a remote or unknown 
source, so the source needs to be kept apparent when you start integrating 
remote terminology resources". 
In the same spirit of bringing translators closer to more information and expert assistance, 
a TM system could integrate fora, blogs, translators' portals and vortals. As a closer 
cooperation of translators through online communities is predicted for the future [Desilets 
et al., 2oo6; Bey, 2oo6] a system that favours interaction is likely to bring considerable 
advantages to translators, especially to those who feel that the translator's job is 
unpleasantly isolated. 
7.2 Acquisition of knowledge resources 
Not all translators can or want to work online, while some prefer to own their knowledge 
resources, feeling safer in knowing that the resources' quality has been validated by them 
personally. This realisation has sparked an interest in trading quality knowledge resourceS45 
among those who have generated massive translation memories over the years from large- 
scale translation operations and those who enter the translation arena with no substantial 
legacy memories or those who simply wish to expand their knowledge resources in an easy 
and quick way. 
Such knowledge resources, as well as dictionaries, glossaries and idiom lexica (for assisting 
in the translation of general texts), could be sold by TM developers in the form of language 
packs, something that would certainly add value to their main TM product. TM developers 
could also collaborate with established dictionary publishers or producers of multilingual 
content (such as accredited newspapers or other media companies) to offer integrated 
translator-support solutions (TM systems with language-specific resources) from which 
translators could greatly benefit. 
7.2.1 Bilingual corpora 
In the array of knowledge resources that translators frequently consult, bilingual corpora 
feature in a prominent position. There can be two types of bilingual corpus: collections of a) 
comparable texts (texts dealing with the same subject in two different languages) and b) 
" See for example the TM marketplace initiative, a virtual marketplace for selling and buying translation memories: 
http: //www. tmmarketplace. com/ [last accessed on 21/09/2008]. 
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aligned or parallel texts (original texts with their translation). Comparable texts can be 
very useful to translators for identifying indirect contextually appropriate equivalents of 
expressions that appear in the source text [Babych at al., 20071. Because translators are not 
necessarily subject-field experts, they need to consult texts originally written by experts in 
order to make sure that their translation adheres to the terminology and style being used. 
This way, the quality of their translation output is usually improved and consistency in the 
use of domain-specific terminology is easier to maintain. 
Parallel texts are also seen as a multi-purpose resource with enormous potential for 
assisting the translation activity. First of all, what seems to be the most obvious use of a 
parallel corpus is that, depending on the size and subject-domain of the corpus that 
translators have at their disposal, they can compare it with their translation project to find 
any existing translations of parts of their text. From a parallel text corpus they can also 
extract bilingual terminology with the help of term extraction tools, and build specialised 
glossaries [see Somers, 2001]. In fact, Bowker [2004: 771 points out that when a translator 
has a bilingual parallel corpus it is like having a sort of "full-text glossary" which by its very 
nature contains countless "term records". 
Additionally, parallel texts can be used to validate the translator's choices, by cross- 
checking them with word frequency data or by being able to see the chosen terms in a 
variety of contexts simultaneously [Austermiihl, 2001: 1241. 
Finally, parallel texts can be used for different types of text analysis either for investigating 
translation strategies or for acquiring or cultivating linguistic or subject-specific knowledge 
(see studies by Laviosa, 2003: 105-117; Zanettin, 2002: 239-248 and Laviosa, 1998: 1-6 for 
the pedagogical role of corpora). Evidently, such corpora give the translator the ideal 
opportunity to discover underlying patterns for the two working languages and to obtain an 
in-depth overview of all kind of equivalences (semantic, stylistic, structural, pragmatic) that 
exist between two parallel texts. 
Despite the fact that parallel text corpora are considered such an important resource, only a 
few are available for public use (due to copyright restrictions) and those are limited in size 
and language coverage. Some of the biggest aligned corpora46 (in electronic format) that 
have been built so far and are publicly distributed are: the Hansard corpUS47 (English- 
Canadian French/ 2.87 million parallel sentence pairs), the Europar148 (11 European 
languages/ 44 million words), the UN corpUS49 (English-French-Spanish/ 165 million 
"" An extensive list of parallel corpora can be found at David Lee's website: http: //devoted. to/corpora/ [last accessed on 
17/09/2008] 
" Collection of official records of the proceedings of the Canadian Parliament from the mid- 1970's through 1988, available 
at: http: //www. ldc. upenn. edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry. jsp? catalogld=LDC95T20 (last accessed on 17/09/2008] 
" Collection of proceedings of the European Parliament from April 1996 to October 2006, available at: 
http: //www. statmt-org/europarl/ [last accessed on 17/09/2008] 
'9 Collection of documents offered by the Office of Conference Services at the UN in New York; they are drawn from 
archives that span the period between 1988 and 1993; available at: 
http: //www. ldc. upenn. edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry. isp? catalogld=LDC94T4A [last accessed on 17/09/2008] 
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words) and the recent release of the European Commission's Directorate-General for 
Translation (DGT)'s multilingual Acquis Communautairoo (the entire body of European 
legislation in221anguages). 
What is promising is that the number of parallel texts is constantly increasing and large 
amounts of open content are being created (e. g. Wikipedia, news, blogs, wikis, software 
documentation5l), but most efforts are still concentrated on majority-language pairs. A 
further disadvantage of the currently available parallel corpora is that most of them are 
unbalanced due to the fact that they represent mostly governmental or newswire-style 
texts. This means that even though they all might have the same style, they fall into a wide 
range of subject domains without this signifying that they are a representative sample of a 
particular domain. And of course, as most things that require considerable time and effort 
to create, parallel corpora usually do not come free of charge; their acquisition is frequently 
accompanied by fees and licensing restrictions. 
7.2.1.1 Compiling parallel corpora 
For translators, building a large parallel corpus is a major issue. Faced with the need to 
have a parallel corpus, they are presented with one, or at most two, options: either to access 
any of the previously mentioned ready-made corpora (if there is one available for their 
working language pair) or to build their own private collection. The private collection is the 
most commonly followed route, according to many translators. In fact, our survey revealed 
that only 12% of translators use ready-made corpora, whereas the vast majority are 
accustomed to compiling their own corpus as they translate or by aligning their legacy 
translations. 
But despite the availability of numerous tools, such as concordancers and alignment tools 
designed inter alia to enable and speed up the corpus compilation process, the fact remains 
that corpus compilation is a very time-consuming and tedious task with rarely satisfying 
results. 
A few commercial TM system developers have recently recognised the importance of being 
able to build a large parallel corpus fast and with little effort. For instance, MultiTrans (by 
MultiCorpora) and Lingotek (by Lingotek) have applied a full-text approach to TM database 
creation, which allows translators to build their database rapidly by importing and indexing 
the full text of their legacy bitexts, and by also skipping the sentence alignment procesS52 
that is initially required by all other, sentence-based, TM systems. Unlike most TM 
" The DGT Multilingual Translation Memory of the Acquis Communautaire boasts of being the biggest parallel corpus in 
existence so far. Its most outstanding advantage - apart from being freely available - is the number of rare language pairs (e. g. 
Maltese- Estonian, Slovene-Finnish, etc. ). It is available at: http: //Iangtech. irc. it/DGT-TM. html [last accessed on 17/09/2008]. 
" Particularly encouraging is the free culture movement promoted by Creative Commons, thanks to which an increasing 
number of old and recently authored texts are being released from their copyright and become available in the public 
domain. For more information see http: //creativecommons. org/text and http: //www. opencontentalliance. org/index. htmi [last 
accessed 20/09/2008]. 
" Both systems align the parallel texts on paragraph level instead. 
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databases, the corpus in the two TM systems does not depend on perfect alignment, so this 
eliminates the need for time-consuming up-front verification of the aligned SL and TL pairs 
before a translator can start using his/her corpus. But even though they offer a way of 
speeding up the creation and exploitation of a parallel corpus, they assume that a generic 
form of such a corpus already exists, i. e. that translators have at their disposal a large 
number of original texts with their translations, or that a generic corpus can be manually 
downloaded from the web. More often, the first assumption does not hold true, because 
very few translators, even those with many years of working experience, have at their 
disposal a massive organised private collection of parallel texts in electronic format. As for 
the second assumption, downloading parallel texts from the web is indeed a possibility, but 
bearing in mind the vast number of web locations that contain parallel texts, it is 
unreasonable to believe that manually locating and downloading pairs of parallel texts one- 
by-one could be an effective way of building a large parallel corpus. 
When translators are creating a parallel corpus they aim to collect as much textual data as 
possible covering a wide range of domains with the minimum effort and time spent on the 
task. They seek parallel texts according to criteria such as the following: 
" Texts in electronic formats 
" Publicly available texts with 'loose' copyright and ownership restrictions 
" Texts from authoritative sources 
" Texts representative of a specific subject domain 
" Texts with terminological relevance to their translation projects 
Luckily, there is already a single source where vast amounts of such texts can be found: the 
web. It is unquestionably the largest collection of electronic texts and as such it presents an 
excellent opportunity for exploitation. 
7.2.2 The web and its characteristics as a repository of texts 
The web has some unique characteristics that distinguish it from all other compiled 
(printed or electronic) corpora. First and foremost, its size (indicatively, over one trillion 
public webpages have been indexed by Google53) surpasses the size of any large electronic 
corpus and is steadily growing day by day. Unlike structured corpora which remain static 
after they are built, the web, thanks to its dynamic nature, retains the advantage of always 
offering 'fresh' content, thus allowing translators to trace the ongoing evolution of a 
language according to its latest usage trends. Also, the fact that there is so much publicly 
available material that one can download for one's own private use without 
having to pay 
for it is an additional advantage worth considering. 
S3 Data from the official Google blog: http: //googleblog. blogspot. com/2008/07/we-knew-web-was-big. html [last accessed on 
16/09/2008]. 
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Finally, one can observe that the dominance of the English language on the web is starting 
to recede, as content becomes truly multilingual because more languages are being used. 
Even minority languages are increasingly represented on the web, which gives us reason to 
believe that we can find a considerable amount of parallel text for 'rare' language pairs. 
Although everyone recognises the superiority of the web as an immense repository of texts, 
many translators, as it also appeared from our survey, question the quality of such content 
and are reluctant to use it as a corpus for their work. They argue that inappropriate web 
content not only has little utility as background information but can actually interfere with 
the translation process and lead to the production of translations of poor quality. 
Admittedly, there is no guarantee that a corpus collected randomly from the web will be of 
'good quality'. But then again what is meant by'good quality'? Is good quality language that 
used by scholars, or educated people in general? Or the one that obeys the rules of grammar 
and has a 'correct' syntax? If that is what we have in mind in terms of quality, then the web 
is not a resource that can be used arbitrarily without pre-processing. We will have to 
restrict the search for bilingual content according to our 'quality' criteria. But at the same 
time, we need to be aware of the discrimination we commit against language, if we proceed 
in this way. The language used on the web has one attribute thanks to which it can be 
considered the finest sample of human language: it is free and highly expressive. The web 
as an open linguistic resource is able to expose plentiful uses of a language, not only the 
'correct' formal types but also the informal ones that are typical of oral discourse. This 
enormous variety of language phenomena that can be revealed is what constitutes the 
quality of web content. 
00 7.2.3 Automatic extraction of parallel texts from the web54 
By now translators have realised the potential of the web as a source of parallel texts, but 
they lack access to tools capable of extracting these texts quickly and on a large scale. So far, 
no commercial TM system features a module for the automatic extraction of parallel 
corpora from the web. However, on the academic research front there is some considerable 
activity around the development of such tools, which has produced some very encouraging 
results. Some well-known web-mining tools are: STRAND [Resnik & Smith, 2003: 349- 
38o; Resnik, 1998], BITS [Ma & Liberman, 1999] and PTMiner [Kraaij et al., 2003: 381- 
419; Chen & Nie, 2000]. 
STRAND is the first web-mining tool that was developed to automatically identify and 
extract parallel corpora from the web. At its current stage of development, two approaches 
54 This (7.2.3) and the next section (7.2.4) have been published in a modified form in the proceedings of the X International 
Symposium on Social Communication, Santiago de Cuba, 22-26 January 2007. Paper title: "Challenges and Possibilities for 
Extracting Parallel Corpora from the Web - The Translator's Dream Scenario" by Elina Lagoudaki. 
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to the system's architecture have competed for better results: the first approach is the 
structure-based, while the second is the content-based. According to the first approach, the 
tool originally worked on the assumption that translated pages on the web tend to exhibit 
parallel structure and they follow the same rules of content authoring; therefore the tool 
was designed to look for those similarities. By using the AltaVista search engine's advanced 
search, the tool searched for any pages that include anchors related to the two languages 
one is interested in, and in this way it retrieves a list of candidate webpage pairs. After this, 
in order to check that the retrieved bilingual pairs are parallel, the web crawler component 
of the tool performed a URL matching to identify any similarities in the pages' respective 
paths. It then looked at the structure characteristics (HTML mark-up) of webpages to 
identify any parallel structure, until it finally produced a list of filtered out parallel 
webpages. On the other hand, according to the content-based approach, it is recognised 
that not all web authors follow a standard mark-up convention (such as XMQ and some 
webpages do not even have any structural mark-up. Therefore, a modified version of the 
STRAND tool makes use of a word-to-word translation lexicon in order to identify 
similarities in the content of two paired webpages. The results offered by the structure- 
based approach (following a ratings-based assessment) were loo% precision 55 and 68.6% 
recall" for three data sets created from an English-Chinese corpus, whereas the content- 
based approach showed (through human evaluation) 97.4% precision and 98% recall for an 
English-French corpus Of 325 webpage pairs [Resnik & Smith, 2003: 349-366]. 
Bilingual Internet Text Search (BITS) is also a tool that searches the web for parallel texts, 
but it does so through a list of domains, generated by a candidate generation module, which 
have a high probability of containing parallel content. It operates by sampling pages from 
each domain and identifying their languages; if a domain is found to be multilingual, all 
pages on the site are crawled, while if it is monolingual then the system moves on to process 
the next website. BITS considers all possible combinations of web page pairs in the two 
languages and filters out incorrect pairs by using a large bilingual dictionary to compute a 
content-based similarity score and by comparing that score to a threshold. In addition to 
cross-lingual lexical matching, BITS filters out candidate pairs that fail to match in terms of 
file size, anchors (numbers, acronyms, and some named entities), or paragraph counts. 
Using an English-German bilingual lexicon Of 117,793 entries, Ma and Liberman [1999] 
report 99.1% precision and 97.1% recall on a hand-picked set of 6oo documents containing 
240 translation pairs (as judged by humans). This technique yielded a 63MB English- 
German parallel corpus [Resnik & Smith, 2003: 3591. 
Parallel TextMiner (PTMiner) uses a more advanced technique to identify candidate 
parallel webpages and verify their parallelism. Initially, it sends requests, specifically 
formed to include anchor texts identifying the language, to a powerful internet search 
55 By precision is meant the proportion of bilingual webpage pairs retrieved. 
56 By recall is meant the proportion of page pairs correctly identified as parallel among all bilingual webpage pairs. 
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engine (e. g. Google or AltaVista) and the websites retrieved are considered to be the 
candidate bilingual websites. As a further step and based on the fact that a website is a host 
corresponding to a distinct DNS address, it employs a host crawler that crawls each 
candidate site for more URLs that could contain bilingual content. Once a large collection 
of URLs; has been identified, each webpage in each pair undergoes several tests in order to 
find out if the paired webpages constitute parallel texts. To discover this, the tool examines 
the file names and the URL paths of the webpages for similarities in the prefixes and 
suffixes for both the source and target languages. After this stage, the webpage pairs are 
filtered further by criteria such as file length, HTML structure and language and character 
set. Kraaij et al. report approximately 99% precision (manually checked) for an English- 
French corpus, while the final corpus extracted was 174/198 MB [Kraaij et al., 2003: 391-2]. 
All the above tools, despite the different techniques they use, have been able to extract from 
the web an impressive amount of data, and therefore, they provide evidence for the fact that 
it is feasible to compile parallel corpora from the web automatically in a short time and with 
little human effort. 
7.2.4 Integrating a corpus extraction facility into a TM system 
During our survey, translation professionals were asked to assess the idea of a Translation 
Memory module that "locates bilingual parallel texts on your subject on the web (you can 
specify authoritative sources only), downloads them, aligns them and fills in your TM 
database for future use or reference". The reaction was overall positive, with the majority of 
respondents (75%) finding a tool that offers such functionality very or somewhat important 
to have, provided that they would be able to customise the content search to ensure quality. 
The reason why a web-mining tool should be integrated into a TM system rather than being 
developed as a separate utility is because the benefits deriving from the use of such a tool 
will be maximised if combined with the advantages of a TM system. For instance, it is not 
enough if translators have a huge parallel corpus in their database; they also need a search 
and retrieval tool that will allow them to exploit this corpus. Also, given that TM systems 
are the tools most commonly used by translators compared to other available CAT tools, it 
is more practical for translators to have one single tool for doing their job rather than 
having various different tools that cannot interact. Furthermore, many of the modules of 
the TM (such as the database and/or the alignment module) can be shared with the web- 
mining tool, thus reducing the cost of developing such a tool. Finally, a tool that fills the TM 
repository automatically is something that has always been missing from TM systems and, 
at the same time, seems to provide a plausible response to the 'exciting' need of integration 
of resources. 
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In an effort to visualise such a tool as a module integrated into a TM environment, the 
model can be based on the example of WATCHER, an intelligent agent developed by 
Sgarbas et al. [2003: 449-4641 that is designed to extract multilingual corpora automatically 
from the internet. This particular tool exhibits some very interesting features that could be 
easily accommodated in a TM system, but it does not deal with parallel corpora 
identification. 
The proposed agent would crawl the web looking for parallel content according to a 
combination of structure and content-based criteria used by all the aforementioned 
experimental tools. The process would include the following steps (some performed online 
and others offline): 
Online actions 
I. Location of pages that might be mutual translations: The web crawler would be able to 
identify language-specific webpages in every publicly available website by a) checking for 
language indicators in the URL paths or the file names and b) parsing the content of the 
webpages for any language anchors (e. g. 'English version', Iranýais% etc. ). The results 
would form a preliminary list of paired webpages. 
Il. Cross-checking that a pair is not already included in the corpus: The agent would 
examine each pair by parsing the content of each one of the two webpages and comparing it 
with the content which is already indexed in the local database. If a ý: go% match is found 
for both pages, then the pair is discarded. If a <go% match is returned, the pair is eligible 
for further processing. Now if, for example, a pair returns a 99% match for one page and a 
56% match for the other one, the pair would have to be kept, as this might be a case of a 
webpage whose translation was published before the proofreading, and then re-published 
with many changes in the content at a later time when the proofreading was completed. 
III. Verification of parallel content: In order to verify that the pairs of webpages are mutual 
translations, the agent needs to identify and evaluate the similarities between them, at both 
structure and content levels. Some possible methods for doing this have been described 
above, as used by the three experimental tools. The main difficulty that complicates this 
action lies in the fact that the agent has to understand the text in order to be able to make 
content-based comparisons. But no effective text understanding can be envisaged without 
the proper identification and representation of the semantic content of the webpages. So, 
until the Semantic web becomes a reality, there are only a few ways available to tackle this 
problem. We can either use large bilingual lexica (the option followed by BITS and 
STRAND) or an index of domain-specific semantic keywords against which we must parse 
the paired webpages. These lexica or terminology lists can be the ones that the user has 
created and that reside in his terminology database. 
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IV. Download pairs of parallel webpages to a temporary local folder: This would allow the 
offline processing of the files, even if the user decides to interrupt the session at any point 
by going offline. 
Offline actions 
I. Non textual items filtering out: After having a validated set of parallel webpages, the 
agent would strip out any non textual elements (e. g. images, video, graphics, etc. ) from 
every webpage 
II. Conversion into plain Unicode text (with no indication of font or text formatting) 
III. Tagging: Each text file would be tagged with the following information: date of creation 
of content, language, source (URL and webpage name, if it exists) and subject (if domain- 
specific keywords were used). 
IV. Full-text indexing in the TM repository: The texts would be indexed as character strings 
and would be aligned according the segmentation rules and alignment methods followed by 
each TM system. 
General functionalfty aspects 
The agent would start operating once the TM application is opened and it would work in the 
background without interrupting the work of the translator. It would run in regular 
temporary sessions (e. g. once a week or month) either automatically (i. e. the translator 
would not have to initiate the process every time) or at the user's command. The module 
would be accessible through the main interface of the TM application and a separate dialog 
window would allow users to set the parameters under which the agent would operate. Such 
settings would include: 
a Schedule of temporary sessions 
0 Determination of the size of the database (the agent would stop the session when a 
predefined size threshold was reached) 
0 Search restrictions: a) by website (the user would be able to restrict the search by 
listing specific websites that he considers more authoritative sources of good 
quality content; by default, the agent would search the entire public web), b) by 
domain (the user would be able to include subject-specific keywords in the search 
or import his bilingual glossary, if he wants to build a domain-specific parallel 
corpus). 
This being a preliminary exploration of the possible integration of a corpus extraction tool 
in a TM system it leaves room for further investigation into all functionality aspects of such 
an integrated productivity system and the potential issues that may appear. The creation of 
a prototype would be the next step to test the new functionalities of the system and to make 
improvements to the model. 
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The integration of a corpus extraction facility in a TM system would mark an important 
development in translation technology. By offering the possibility of exploiting the potential 
of the web as the biggest electronic corpus, TM systems would become, undoubtedly, more 
powerful tools. Such a facility would enhance the functionality and expand the scope of use 
of existing TM systems, as well, it is believed, as extending the penetration of translation 
technology solutions among the large market share of translation professionals who are 
currently unconvinced of the benefits that technology can bring to their work. 
7.3 The current and future role of TM systems 
Einstein is often quoted as saying that his pencil was smarter than he was. By 'smartness' 
he was referring to his pencil's ability to fixate temporary results on paper, freeing up his 
working memory and thereby enabling him to solve an arithmetic problem in increments. 
Without the pencil and paper, he would have to store the results of the increments in short 
term memory, quickly exceeding its limits. 
In the parallel universe of translation, the traditional role of Translation Memory systems 
has been that of a smart tool with unlimited memory which can free up the translator from 
menial tasks such as the repetitive translation of same text and let him concentrate on 
challenging translations. In their role as translation-support tools, they have also aimed at 
helping translation professionals to deal with complex translation projects and facilitating 
the collaboration across project members. Finally, their functions have aimed at allowing 
translators to build resources directly into their TM-enabled workflow, which can make a 
big difference to the consistency, quality, and speed of translation 
Several translator trainers have warned of the dangers of over-relying on TM systems and 
have expressed their fear that while TM systems become more sophisticated at suggesting 
translations, translators will use their imagination less and less [Bowker & Barlow, 
2004: 76-791. The potential 'dumbing down' effect of TM systems derives from the 
observation that the more extensive the epistemic knowledge base a translator has at his 
disposal, the less time he has to spend applying heuristic strategies [Wilss, 1996: 571. 
Consequently, continuous suggestions of ready-made translations may put to sleep many of 
his skills including his resourcefulness, creativity a nd curiosity, and might hamper his 
inventiveness when it comes to developing new problem solving methods. This fear 
resonates with American journalist and scholar Sydney J. Harris' frequently quoted 
concern which surrounds technology in general: "the real danger is not that computers will 
begin to think like men, but that men will begin to think like computers" [Eves, 2003: 631. 
The mitigation of the above risks cannot come from restricting the advancement of 
translation technology if there is a clear need calling for it. As Austermiffil [2001: 11] 
believes, "the effective use of translation technology starts from the translator's position. 
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The translator has to determine what types of technology are needed at what stages in the 
translation process in order to optimise his performance. " Pym [2003: 4941, on the same 
basis, stresses the importance of the cautious user when it comes to assessing the 
translations proposed by a TM system. He believes that translator training is responsible 
for the wise use of technology by translators, as they should be taught to mistrust and 
constantly evaluate their sources of information. He also thinks that trainers should 
encourage translators to be creative and not translate slavishly but to adapt and localise the 
text to suit the intended reader or user. And since TM systems - as they become more 
sophisticated - are now able to present a wider range of translation alternatives for one's 
source text in less time, the trainer must try to enhance the translator's ability to select only 
one viable target text from a series of possible translations, quicIdy and with justified 
confidence [PYM, 2003: 4941. 
Hopefully, the current role of TM systems in the production of human translations seems to 
be clear for most translators familiar with this type of technology. As one of our survey 
respondents felt the need to clarify: 
"The translation memory tool is only to assistfor implementing the translation 
task in a faster manner, whereas the most important and biggest part of the 
translation is directly connected with the style and personal approach to the 
content of the translated document of the translator himself. " 
However, as knowledge resources will grow larger and more accessible from or integrated 
into a TM system, we envision a new role for TM systems that will not only not pose a threat 
to traditional translators' skills, but will help translators develop them further. TM systems 
could become training tools in the hands of translator trainers and learning tools in the 
hands of translators. Corpora would enable the pedagogical function of TM systems. 
Our anticipation draws upon the conclusions of a number of studies which have been 
carried out on the use of corpora for translator training [see Bowker & Barlow, 2004: 74-5, 
Laviosa, 2003: 112; Zanettin, 2002]. According to existing research, trainee translators with 
access to bilingual corpora show enhanced knowledge of the source language, clearer 
understanding of the subject matter and have better chances of identifying appropriate 
target language equivalents, during the course of their training programme [Laviosa, 
2003: 112]. Similarly, Danielson's research [20031 on monolingual corpora and their value 
for training translators has shown that translators who have access to large monolingual 
corpora use a wider variety of expressions and idiomatic patterns and feel comfortable with 
paraphrasing, as opposed to the general tendency of translators to get locked into the word 
choices and structures of the source text with the frequent result of using words that are out 
of fashion and more formal. 
Evidently, with the introduction of corpora, a TM system could be repurposed to be used 
for training or professional development purposes, something that would surely expand the 
possibilities of TM technology. 
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Conclusion 
The implementation of survey research proved to be largely successful in addressing the 
research questions of this investigation, in the sense that it delivered information of 
sufficiently high quality and detail to enable the generation of theories regarding 
translation professionals' needs. Operating across disciplines (Translation Studies, Social 
Studies, Requirements Engineering and Product Design) allowed us to employ multiple 
research methods and techniques during the analysis and interpretation of data, and 
showed that it is fruitful to follow an interdisciplinary approach to the problem of user 
needs identification. 
This research has addressed the challenge of delving into the translator's world and 
revealed needs that are guided by practical experience and interests. It has established 
connections between needs and particular user groups, as well as contexts of use, and has 
provided design directions from the user's perspective on both functional and non- 
functional aspects of TM systems. 
In summary, three key concepts corresponding to TM system properties appeared to bear 
the greatest importance to TM users, as they emerged again and again throughout the 
survey's responses: a TM system's flexibility, simplicity and ease of access. These three 
system properties, given that they are considered so important by users, are also in all 
probability the determining factors when selecting a TM system. 
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Flexibility seems to be attained when the system offers the possibility to the user of 
customising and defining the settings for most of its features. This way it can be adaptable 
to each user's personal needs. It is also achieved through the option of enabling or disabling 
certain features according to the different tasks performed by certain groups of users. 
Finally, a system is flexible when allowing the user to deactivate the tool for a specific part 
of the text where it is not required or deemed useful. 
imp icity is perceived in different ways by different user groups. For users with little or no 
experience in using TM systems and with an average level of IT skills, simplicity is the 
opposite of featurism', meaning that the more features a TM system has, the more 
complicated it is to use. As a consequence, complexity in a software is more likely to 
discourage novice translators from using it. This group of users seem to prefer systems in 
'turnkey' format which can be plugged in, turned on, and operated with little or no 
additional configuring. On the other hand, more experienced TM users with good or 
excellent IT skills favour more complex systems. For them, a feature-rich application does 
not necessarily mean an overbearing one, as long as the workflow that ties all features 
together is simple. Both user categories seem to agree on the idea that simplicity can be 
achieved by organising all features under the umbrella of a single simple process that 
supports the translation workflow from the beginning to the end. It is also believed that 
simplicity can be also achieved through a single software solution. According to TM Survey 
2oo6 [Lagoudaki, 20o6l, the significant majority of respondents (75%) indicated a 
preference for a single TM software solution, instead of multiple applications that might be 
linked together. Similarly, based on the qualitative data of the survey, multiple applications 
- even if they are well linked to each other - are thought to be less user friendly and entail 
an additional learning curve. 
Ease of access relates to the affordability of the system, not only in terms of purchase cost 
by also in terms of upgrade, support and training costs. According to TM Survey 2oo6 
[Lagoudaki, 20o6] cost is found to be the main reason for not using a TM system for 25% Of 
the survey's respondents. In addition, our qualitative data revealed that affordable price is a 
persisting request, although some users appear willing to pay a premium price for tools 
with value-adding features. 
A key finding of this research has also been the attitude of translation professionals towards 
automation. In general, TM users strongly believe that software should not be pushed to do 
anything unless it can do it both better and faster than a human. In other words, any 
technically possible enhancement, including the automation of particular tasks, will only be 
accepted by the users if it does not introduce new time-consuming tasks into the translation 
process. 
The most frequently discussed tasks that users believed needed greater automation were 
the alignment of parallel texts, the analysis of project files and the detection of errors in a 
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translation through a user-defined quality control procedure. TM systems are expected to 
deliver satisfying results when performing these tasks with minimal or no supervision. 
Other tasks that involve the understanding of the meaning of words or texts, such as term 
extraction and translation assembly, would benefit from a degree of automation, but the 
user's input would be critical for the success of the task. Specifically, our research showed 
that the sophistication of the match assembly capabilities of a TM system, through the 
implementation of machine translation techniques, is more desirable by inexperienced 
translators. Experienced translators ardently believe that since creative rendering of 
meaning is still the domain of humans, a system's computational efforts must stop at the 
point where the imagination of the translator risks being compromised. 
In view of the fact that current trends in translation technology are conspiring to automate 
the task of translation, developers of TM systems should never forget the intended use of 
these systems (which is different from that of an MT system), which is to support 
translators in their decision-making process and not try to automate this process by 
mechanically constructing language to be offered as a translation solution and requiring 
translators to validate the system's decisions. At the other end of the spectrum, translators, 
for their part, especially the inexperienced ones, should not over-rely on the MT capabilities 
of a TM system, as disappointing results can create a contemptuous attitude towards the 
technology which under certain circumstances might prove pain-saving. The key to a 
mutually beneficial relationship between a translator and an MT feature appears to be the 
cautious application of MT and the consultation of MT suggestions as if they were just 
another source of reference. 
Overall, the survey revealed a large number of needs that are not yet met by most if not all 
of the existing TM systems. Some respondents formed their requests out of their current 
problems. Others visualised future TM systems by imagining what would make their job 
easier. 
Some of the ideas and suggestions in this thesis have already found their way into improved 
versions of TM systems through regular dissemination of the present research's findings 
during public talks and presentations. As regards future developments, it is envisaged that 
as translation professionals become savvier about IT, their expectations from technology 
will rise. Their expectations will also expand with every successful software product they 
see, and consequently their needs will become more sophisticated, calling for an array of 
additional intelligent features. What is more certain than any other prediction for the future 
of translator-support technology is that all advances will derive from the language services 
industry's needs. 
We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that needs to be done. 
We anticipate hybrid TM platforms that integrate a number of applications, techniques and 
resources. By looking at other office applications and their evolution through time, we also 
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anticipate convergence, that is, providing translation professionals with the ability to access 
multiple and convenient tools via multiple interfaces at the time and in the format they 
require. A system of value-added services is also likely to be developed around TM 
products. However, for services and tools to be constantly evolving and adapting to the 
growing needs of their users, better understanding of the users themselves will be key. 
We also foresee a shift in the pricing model for TM products, as R&D investment is likely to 
turn to the development of language resources and to tools that can access, manage and 
maintain such resources. The price of technology will drop significantly (with core TM 
systems made available at little or no cost), whereas add-ins such as application plug-ins 
and resources will be sold separately. Such a shift seems to make sense, considering the 
diversity of user needs and the fact that a single TM system, no matter how comprehensive 
it is in terms of functionality, cannot satisfy all its users to the same degree. 
Finally, perhaps some day in the distant future Christopher Evans' 119791 foresight will 
come true even for TM systems: computer engineers will develop means for computers to 
programme themselves, so a translator will be able to specify his requirements and the tool 
will seamlessly design and create a program that will be custom-made for her needs. 
Until that day comes, software engineers are responsible for producing software that is 
simple and elegant, but also moral and ethical. 
Indeed, software engineers have a great impact on the translation professional's work 
experience, as software can enhance their productivity and amplify human intelligence. 
However, they often live in a slightly different world from the practitioners, i. e. translation 
professionals. And if they have come up with some good features - as they all have - they 
tend to focus on them instead of going on a truly never-ending quest for the ever-more- 
sharpened tool. 
The commonest danger is to design software based on the development team's intuition 
and to make assumptions concerning the translators' needs. The difference between what 
software engineers think is important and what really is important or valuable creates 
waste for the developers [Beck and Andres, 2004: 171, while the resulting software can be so 
user-hostile that it can damage the confidence of translators in such tools. It is therefore 
recommended that user engagement be pursued in all stages of software development. 
First and foremost, quality should be built into the software in the first stages of a 
development project, working in conjunction with end-users. When undertaking the 
development and implementation of such systems it is important that developers consider 
how the systems will actually function in coordination with human beings in a translation 
workflow process. By observing how people use technology now, greater levels of product 
usability can be achieved. A steady flow of early, concrete and continuous feedback will also 
help to ensure the compliance of the system's design with users' requirements. In fact, the 
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sooner the designer has domain-specific knowledge, the sooner she can adapt the design. 
Refining the design of the system must be straightforward. The actual design will never be a 
perfect reflection of the ideal, but TM software designers need to strive daily to bring the 
two closer. 
Users should be involved in software testing, as well. They should be allowed to monitor the 
progress of development, which will in turn allow the system to evolve in the right direction 
and to catch defects early. 
In addition to the above, engineers must incorporate change into the development process. 
Everything in software must be adaptable, since the requirements change, the translation 
business changes, the technology changes and the translator's profession changes. Constant 
feedback from the users is again the key to developing software that is in tune with the ever- 
changing modern business world. Similarly, a keen eye on the translator's work reality will 
help software engineers react to changing customer needs, anticipate market changes and 
keep up to date with developments in the industry and technology. 
Software engineers generally seem to love complexity. But the more complicated the 
software gets, the greater the need to focus not only on quality assurance testing but also on 
usability testing points that keep learning curve and human factors in mind. If a tool 
becomes so complicated that a long (and expensive) training course is needed, then users 
risk opting out of the training, and then struggling for a long time trying on their own to be 
productive with the new tool. For these reasons, software engineers need to take a step back 
more often and simplify things. In fact, depending on the target user groups, the way 
forward for some systems could be not sophistication, but simplification. 
Finally, engineers must show respect for the user whose life may be affected by the 
software, and bear in mind that their passion for creating software has the potential to 
improve the quality of work and life of a translation professional. 
The goal is no longer simply to meet specifications, it is to deliver software so superb that 
user expectations are not just met, but exceeded. In other words, users should not be simply 
satisfied, but delighted. Software developers must make sure they address expected 
requirements, performance requirements, as well as exciting requirements that will delight 
users when delivered. Inspections and testing can be the answer to defect reduction, but 
they cannot increase value. To deliver value, developers should not study defects; they must 
study the needs of their software's users. 
Functionality, attractiveness, ease of use, affordability, and portability are taken for 
granted. The new trends are for applications that inspire users, enhance their lives and 
evoke emotions and dreams. This requires research into conscious as well as unconscious 
processes that are related to positive emotions and pleasurable experiences. A well- 
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structured research effort will open up a field for human-centred, innovative product and 
service developments and help to minimise risks in the research and development process. 
In technology nothing is impossible. Research in software engineering and natural language 
processing is evolving at a rapid pace, surmounting programming limitations of the past. 
The question at the moment is not whether it would be possible to develop some features, 
but whether they would bring any real benefit to the daily work of the translation 
professional and therefore would justify the development effort. This is something that TM 
developers need to find out through a careful and systematic requirements engineering 
process, carried out in close cooperation with the end-users of their products. 
Translation professionals, for their part, must keep an open mind about technology and 
grasp any opportunity for familiarising themselves with it and testing it in the context of 
their work. Only by exploring the possibilities of technology out of personal interest or 
curiosity can one actually appreciate its real purpose. In addition, those interested in 
technology must seek collaboration with translator-support tool developers and offer 
feedback through any of the available channels of communication, in order to improve 
existing systems. Finally, they must realise that technology presents a choice and that 
people ought to use what they need from it. It is not meant to lead people, but rather people 
should lead it to serve their own personal goals. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF COMMERCIAL TRANSLATION MEMORY SYSTEMS 
Appendix A: List of commercial Translation Memory systems 
[correct as on 17 Sept. 2008] 
LABREVE 
Company: ArchiText 
http: //www. architext-usa. com/ABREVE. html 
2. across 
Company: Ahead Software AG 
http: //www. across. net/en/index. htmI 
3. Anaphraseus 
Developers: Open 
http: //sourceforge. net/projects/anaphraseus/ 
4. AppleTrans 
Developer: Independent developers 
http: //appletrans. pbwiki. com/AppleTrans 
5. Cafetran 
Developer: Igor Kmitowski 
http: //www. cafetran. republika. pl/ 
6. Deja Vu 
Company: Atril 
http: //www. atril. com 
7. Ecco 
Company: PrimaTrans Software 
http: //primatrans. tripod. com/ecco/ 
8. ESTearn Translator 
Company: ASTeam AB 
http: //www. esteam. se 
9. Felix 
Developer: Ginstrorr 
http: //felix-cat. com/ 
15. Lingotek 
Company: Lingotek Inc. 
http: //www. lingotek. com 
16. Logoport 
Company: Lionbridge Technologies, Inc. 
http: //www. Iionbridge. com/1ionbridge/en- 
US/services/localization- 
translation/software. htm 
17. LogoVista X PRO 
Company: Logo Vista Corporation 
http: //www. logovista. co. jp/english/index. html 
18. Masterin 
Company: Master's Innovations Ltd. 
http: //www. masterin. com 
19. MemoQ 
Company: Kilgray 
http: //www. kiIgray. com/kilgray/products/memo 
q 
20. MemorySphere 
Company: AppTek Inc. 
http: //www. apptek. com/products/index. html 
21. MetaTexis 
Company: MetaTexis Software and Services 
http: //www. metatexis. com/ 
22. MultiTrans 
Company: MultiCorpora Inc. 
IT Solutions http: //www. multicorpora. ca/products/multiTran 
s4/ 
10. ForeignDesk 
Developer: Independent developers 
http: //sourceforge. net/projects/foreigndesk 
11. Fusion Translate 
Company: JiveFusion Technologies 
http: //www. jivefusiontech. com/products-FT. html 
12. Globall-ink Translator Studio & TM Server 
Company: Translations. com 
http: //www. translations. com/technology/technolo 
gy-05.2. html 
13. GlobalSight Ambassador 
Company: GlobalSight Corporation 
http: //www. globalsight. com/index. html 
14. Heartsome Translation Suite 
Company: Heartsome 
http: //www. heartsome. net/EN/hsts. htmI 
23. Omega-T 
Developer: Omega-T development team 
http: //www. omegat. org/en/omegat. html 
24. ProMemoria 
Company: BridgeTerm 
http: //www. bridgeterm. com/en/promem. html 
25. SDL TRAMS 
Company: SDL International 
http: //www. sdl. com 
26. SIMILIS 
Company: Lingua et Machina 
http: //www. lingua-et-machina. com 
27. Snowball 
Company: Total Recall ApS 
http: //www. trmem. com/ 
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28. Transit XV 
Company: STAR AG 
http: //www. star- 
solutions. net/html/eng/produkte/Transit, XV. htmi 
29. TrAID 
Company: Greek Institute for Language and 
Speech Processing 
http: //www. ilsp. gr/traid_eng. html 
30. Transolution 
Developer: independent developers 
http: //transolution. python-hosting. com/ 
31. Wordfast 
Company: Champollion WordFast Ltd. 
http: //www. wordfast. net 
32. WorclFisher 
Developer: K6rnyei Tibor 
http: //www. wordfisher. com/index. htm 
Software localisation tools 
7. iLocalise 
Developer: Arizona (Jean & Simon Bovet) 
http: //www. arizona- 
software. ch/applications/ilocalize/en/ 
8. LangBox (for localisation of C applications) 
Developer: Gulf Computers, 11c. 
http: //www. langbox. com/inter-e. html 
9. Lingobit Localizer 
Developer: Lingobit Technologies 
http: //www. lingobit. com/products/ 
10. Multilizer 
Company: Multilizer Inc. 
http: //www. multilizer. com/ 
11. Open Language Tools (Sun) 
Developer: Independent developers 
https: Hopen-language-tools. dev. java. net/ 
12. RC-WinTrans 
Company: Shaudin 
http: //www. schaudin. com/products/products. ht 
m 
1. Alchemy CATALYST 6.0 13. SDL Passolo 
Developer: Alchemy Software Development Ltd. Company: SDL International 
http: //www. alchemysoftware. ie/products/catalyst . 
http: //www. Ispzone. com/en/products/software- 
html localization/ 
2. AppleGlot 
Developer: Independent developers 
http: //developer. apple. com/intl/localization/tools. 
html 
14. Tramigo (for localisation of Macromedia 
Flash files) 
Developer: Avral Technologies Limited 
http: //www. avral. com/tramigo/index. php? lng=e 
n 
3. CatsCradle 3.2 
Developer: Stormclance 
http: //www. stormdance. net/software/catscradle/ 
overview. htm 
4. ENLASO Localization tools 
Developer: Yves Savourel 
http: //www. translate. com/technology/tools/ 
5. Globalization Image Assistant (for localisation 
of images) 
Developer: Bjorn Austraat of Austraat 
Globalization Solutions 
http: //www. imageglobalization. com/index. html 
6. Globalyzer 
Developer: Lingoport 
http: //www. lingoport. com/product/globalyzer 
15. TransLocale 
Developer: Bantam Software 
http: //www. avral. com/ti/index. php? lng=en 
16. Visual Localize 
Developer: Applied Information Technologies 
AG 
http: //www. visual-localize. de 
17. WebBudget XT 
Developer: Aquino Software 
http: //www. webbudget-com/ 
18. WorldServer 
Developer: Idiom Technologies Inc. 
http: //www. idiominc. com/products/ 
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Appendix B: TM Survey 2006 web questionnaire (screenshots) 
User profile (page 116) 
FI- 3,1" irju fo! ri IIIcIp at; I 1', j n the T MI Sucey '200ý , ondicted by In V ýi; aI Lo II &ý, e LDr kn 
The survey's goal is to strengthen the voice of translation professicnais with regard to technology offerinjs for assisting the translation actnt, 
'Nilh 
,, our 
help i4e hope firsIly to find out to what extent and hoi. v Translation Memory tools are used toda.,, by translafion profess*nals and secondly to discover v-,; ays of 
improving these tools so that they can he more pfntica!. rnore uspr-friendly and most irnportantly. rneet better the- needs cf Ih2ir users 
1. What is your occupation? 
Translatm 
Subtille! 
Terminologist 
Prolcd M3nager 
Re,; ie, %verrOA Marager 
Other (please specifjý 
2, How many years of experience do you have in this ; ole? 
3, What is your professional status? 
* 
;: r-?? lancer Yiorking independently oithcut an 9gencv 
Free-lancer ovorking closely , vitn an agency 
Freelancin Yýo! kmo coopeiatively mfith other N. -elancers 
rnkmily 0ývnel Co 
Company employee (Tran: lation, Localisation company) 
Company employee (other sector. please necilýý) 
............ 
. .......... 
** ......... 
................... 
. 
......... 
. .. 
4. To which age group do you belong? 
<20 
2-3-30 
41 -60 
5. Do you have a professional quallfication? 
Yes 
NO 
6. If yes. whot type? 
University de-gree 
Certific3tirn by a private institution C 
Certification by a professionals* association 
, please 
specifjý Other f 
......... -- 
- 
----- * 
7. How would you rate your general computer usage competence? 
_., 
Non-existont Clio comrutEO 
Poor 
Aderj'LlSle (Carl send email. create VVP docs,, 
Good 
Excellent fCustomlse O/S. create macros) 
FN-Wd Da 
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Translat: on 1.1emories SuNey 2CO6 
vh. k -ký & P-W-- 41-V ZIR 
f 
vlt-. 
2. Wit., . 1. ttý I., 4-g., 
.................................... .............. ............... .......... 
.......................... ........... ....................................... 
o. yoo 
L- 
.......... - 
S. it y- ý11 Ulld ol do yo,, t, - to th... 1, 
Sufý 
6. wh. 1.0. .. 1. '.. - Y-o- e. I-- to, i:,. W. U.. Y. ", 
tll. i t" tt 
tl-km -i- 
7. wh. t 1. V. o' of. p. dw; '. 1-7 
tg; l 
TW-9 ic-Azt 
M. V.. 
S-H.. -d. -1 Y- do y- 91. - qj,. fý, p--f -k H 
.-... 3, -M pa, d. y -0 yo., -k . 11 b. ,,.: r. d F60 7M -al 11 y.. -p-y o. - 
pl. - gi- . -gh -; - M I,,. ý-o 
). IQ .. A, . 
1)0 ý't: oo 
, lmýMmj: - 
,, ýW "P"n 
S. Wbf. h .1M. f. 11-9 I--- q'! dc, Y. u -Ov -A -h? 
I- I Al. - 
V- 1-1 
-00A., I.. 
lrAe- 
. . 
. .. ........ ....... 
ltý. 0-1 d. Y". -. 11, d.. l it), 
A: 
Zomv" .0 M4 
;l 0ý All 
I It h- to Ph- -4 d- k-', a.. :. Id d-I -1.1 In f-I d.. b.. it y- TU .. IL d4; 
I! h it 
71 1- 
C" ý'O"! ý 
Otc 
iN ý1. ý 
". 4-pt tit'ý 
i: T1 
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I Translation Memories Survey 20M Exit this survey 
Translation Memory system: Usage (page 316) 
1. Do you use any Translation Memory softwaie package? 
Yes 
I << Prewous pag; --l 
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"fill 
bý. wo oat Iney ýCst Iýc I'mJt 
Trq on& I ý, jjd 4. p tc. t- cc. 111 tv, M, t-, 
NO t'nn mll zhad :I is nfýf sunar,; A %, my , 4, xk 
I ha"'i Uled iýld willuatec, Orle"Se-91 W. d'dn. 1 Ike anf 
Net s0able formy ýc&, 
Zý mn 0.,: r.. t r"ll 4 Mnl twý, g wy tý. r. --fn to m_- "-k sl,, gped 
I haýe a TM 9ýft,, we to : heA . cl loý. ýj hN, to -isee ye! 
SýW. A; j 
.............. . ....... 
2. Hav& you hr. aid of any Transladon Memory of Local imation tools? !F yes, which onitts)? 
I fi; ov ol, homd of Pixh 
F 
aý'- 
r 
CatsCmdo ýFREE) 
Delev., 
E'c. u 
f- EMý', O Local, safý,,, ý tools (FREE, 
ES-saq, ý: smOvwi 
FxqjqrDw; ',, IFREE; 
r-on Tra: *,,; ai:? C. MT 
iý nolýze 
L ý-, gvht 1. -nalize, 
F LcaT. ars 
Logopor, 
Memr's[ho'c 
MtqýT-s 
Caoepa-l iFREE) 
possolo 
P, D?, A. e! r. c:, a 
sM. TRA11,03 M. 6 
SDL\ 
81hill'- 
STAR 7iase. 
Tml- 
IIAII 
Trvr, sljWi Intunion 
r Frwiom: o, iFREEt 
T, a!, B,,. Pq AmbaEzadcr 
sca:: Ze 
Vy-aodfisheý TRM 
............ . 
* 3. Výould you W wtilil, g to tly out c( do you plan to I)uV a Tran3fation Memory 5oftwM0? 
No 
Yq1 
Y,? 3 w-e Ine, mm 
............ 
............. ...... .......... .................................... ........... 
* g, If k TK4 s, )kwaie developeo a3ked for your Invotv211jerit whev 
devel"Ing a TratiWation memory jeftwafe so that they Lýild a system con, ýPonding to 
your iAeds woOd you ac., ýpf to Parlielpato Ir IMO Process? 
)as 
NO !; ýaLýe 
. ....... ... . ....... ...... ............... 
....................... .......... .................................... . .... 
CN: 
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ýn chw, 4 
2 low ", Ww V... Y" voý --p-Y (d Y. - .1.. Pl7VQ. j uMd M. -Y .? T..,. 
- : 
qr tha a tw 
1-I ; flf 
'. 113 kri 
3 v, v! 
10 eaJ 
3 WhIth ff"$IJWDn f, %MWV; L-1Mtion ýRs) mr. Voti c, vr*mly wng-) 
Akl.. , cmýw 
gi- 
P: 
. ", 
Lf 
Tr- 
T, X 
Wtba"d A -, tl 
%^-df3v 
Mv 
............. 
........... - 
T,. Wmon M. -ay ý, I. . -Iftetunlooll &, af you - NOT curre, uty ushig In ycuwotk. but yo-oald like to? 
CtCro. 
E., co 
r-Nt;, SC 
Eý71. m 
ý-; on T. w., IY.. 
Hwý. - 1"-Irx, SW. 
A 
Loj.. d WýLr., 
Lg: -. ws 
?. w, To- 
LA. -tv- 
kbAV, -., 
Pýsnj. 
2006 
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STAR 'Nish 
Trafts 
TrAID 
TransWo(s hituiti. 
Tran3wave Ambassaft 
Visual Ltwalure 
WebBudgst 
Wordlast 
Othe, (please spec*p, 
........... * ............................... .......... 
S. Did you receive any t(olning on using the Translation Memory software that you use? 
No 
Yes, by my companyAranshmon agenry 
Yet,. by tha sokwars develoW. 
Yes. attended a coursefseminar 
Yes. the vaining *Wwa pail of an academc coutse I did 
Othe, iplease specifyj 
.......... * *** ................................ 
6. What percentage of your translation work Is processed using a Translation Memory tool? 
....................... 
7ý If it is anything less than 100%, please list the reasons why you do not use the TM tool for all your content? 
..................................................................... . ................................ 
& For which tasks do you usually use a Tfunslation Memory tool? 
3 Translation 
Quality Asaurapce Translation Completeness 
Quality Aoufai "_ Tarminolotjy checks 
Qualfty Assurance Consistency checks 
Quality Ausurance. cheCku fin clients proprsilary needs 
Analysis lot quotatiommoir in 
Pioviding content to othene wilhin the oManisation 
Tenrinclogy 
Twminoiriqv mdracti n 
Comper:. Vmergir-9 projects 
"Plinim TTA,; to veate project mernnnes 
Leveraging suoier TMe fof in-house use 
Othe, (please Specify) 
........................................ ................................... . ............... 
9. How do you fill In your translation memory database ? 
By aligning my legacy translations and their odginals 
By i1mviloalkng pairs ef pirallell teAts 0.0m, thP Wel) and by aligning them 
By aligning a ready-made bilingual parviell corpus 
Tim database 43 emply slid I fill it in as I tr-11,11918110 
By mpolinq the client's nil 
impooml; my agamy's T411 
I use a mnote TM database which exists on a remote serer 
In anottiur wiry (019ase spec4l) 
..................... ... ................ 
10. You voluntarily use a TM software because you 
11,91hive the( 
i it : mpiroves the %ality of ttansistian 
e, sx-3 you Vms 
I educes Vie cost oftfansistion 
lit. 0 ronjilstancy in terminoirigy Improves 
cilange lvv-Qwvjs fq! ossade!;. TNI datiabase-j' A 45 tho tRist wall, to CA 
Othof (please Specify) 
1, -ý5pmvlqlwpoQe ! 
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AppieTmns 
Cafe(w) 
Ecco 
tlj--&D 
ESTeam Tia. slew, 
F %jiior Trmislat a CNI T 
HeAlts". r. A. 1. "Onew. 6n woo 
hlý-ate 
LinsceA Loc3luv 
LcqT om 
kmporl 
L ,,, Wmla 
le. 3cl. vm 
P'UM--c'm 
7R4D', S 20vc, 
slto:: iS 
S-API 7ý3, sd 
Trm-Jýi 
TfAIr 
Translato(ý )rou: ý; w 
Tra: 'S', ave 
VistýA: 1, xali" 
'VebSjdget 
Wýirdl: &er 
htv cnmpaý/-, mlemal 1.10 
.1 
Nil 0,,:, 
ff; 19; 70 spwýlfrl 
....... ........ ........ . ....... 
.......... - ............................ 
2. Which vershi. (if "-metinber)? 
........... .... . ..... ... ............ - 
3, Please ato this (not 1.1-11.0.. 
(Ijie Ea'tisfp'd vqr' E -livnil 
,,. I 
fe'euM3 tial Yý. tý 
Cen 'ýý R I'l 1, ytt. jr ""'r" in a 
uA ! ýv 
wo. +unp ý1 th'ýý 
FJOC0.31r. ý 
oll "ittiVe a. arl 
fuzz, rýalcws fo, a Sci ce 
'"rrvr) J--D, 
J 
recall 
rvý--'q ýlw cv"-f -J': ý 
'0 ý EL. 1- 
iý' E*ýLIO 'ý. l ý 1ýa'Oý 
& 'Aneeing filethee 
Ethý'iincý in 3.10-C 
CO Mý ,e It I ,, nc. ' 
i, to u", ! h-'1h. 
ýntwbcej OTIt N" 
ftiw qm-y it RA f'r 'MU 
A 
Vv 'qvil'FA, vhm 
C'SlLmw Stv. "'! 
4. Which feature do you to" the. most in the TM foci that you u3io? 
Which is the most a iolting thing that has happened (of happens a loll to you. while using this 
TM too[ 
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Translation Memories Surv ey 2006 Exit this e 
Future directiorm: Visualising the ideal Translation Miam OrY tool (page 6/6) 
wimt y 
1. Most of al., k'atUIL's beluyl w 
f 
" curreitly being dev eloped. Considering the Lra nslation(. i elated) task% you peffonn everyday. ho w important is ir yrju for a ranslation Memory tool t o be able to... 
Very :! rPrta: It Somet,,, ýlat irnponarrit ! lot i, ey -rrportant ! lot at. all mpýflant Ocrit know 
handle PDF files 
sur.;:, d all a. i, g%ýages micode) 
run or., mulll pialforri-is 
JlAar. OS, Linux, e1c. ) 
harldiký g1a; ýICS e4iraCl teKI 
fr-In al-les, flaýý 
ewwl As TTA ý-atalo3se in a 
standard froiinal that will alloy it 
Io be ompoilecl and used 
ef, cwmý/ by a different PPA loot 
(coinply with the TNUI and SPý 
standards) 
plug :na Cow., xi-il Minagem, ý:, i 
for iny 
language 
soft lillds :n 
,, rlýhaLetizsl ordeý 
han-dilp tem :n ljrapýis an-4 
that afq efnbeý, Idpd 
in a text drirwrient 
spa, ch ýs "Cii t"Pe ; ýiaýe fEisu: l-, 
retrisw^ and d, spla, ?d 
Ii ni ,j;, jj rlýr; rig 
preýlie-w target full lext before the 
t(WOW10H 1: 3 1011i: llete 
J 
'till -ou'Le 1? V Ill cl; gln: rl 
frorniallung *hiie you t! ansWze 
di, 3i, lav 3nnie ccrtpxt ofthe 
ax. 3rV furzy in. atch itiggemild 101, 1.01 . 1) 
consirix, nd F, Igý3=? Ft filý-7, 
matches bý combining driffeent 
words, phrases (existmq In your 
Iranslation mernor,; oi in vwur 
teniniriologv imilk"exicr)nI. if an 
exact or fuzzv match ranno. 1 be 
found fn- a gpen source 
segment 
2. Which text processing environment do you find more practical to use while translating? 
PAncrosoft Word 
The TM s 3pplimation., erp., wonment 
Any I use them in-to(rhangeably 
Other (piease specify) 
.............................................................................. I 
* 3. Which software solution do you prefet? 
One program vvaý ýO: ch vott can pefform all your transiation-ralated ! asks 
Seeral rrograrris (offered altogether as a translation tooltbox -, or suiret each pdorn)-nrg a diffefent task [! Pf. minology, managpnient too!. concordance tool etc 
that IýOU Can open and close depandm2. on týe you have to compiete 
4. Language Resources: How imponant Is to you lot a TIA tool to be able to... 
Verý nnpoitant 11Som;? Y0iZ. 1 irnprflant tJot ; Py mporlant ! Jot a- all irnOrtiv! ., n i 
imp,,: rt djrb,: narias, ý glossaries 
from a CO-ROM toirnat 
locate bilingual pafailel texis. on 
your subleict on the V. 'ei) (you 
may specify, aut"horitative 
SOUrces onl-,, i. doetrilvad th"n 
align thern and fill in your 
d, itabase for future us: -? 3! 
refprenc- 
locoln webp3ges on th,;, V,, 1, ib 
that, contain glossanes -f)( your 
lsubjr-ct and lang, ýig- p., air inc, 
boo. krnaik tharn so that you Carl 
aces, -, tfiprn throuOh your 7A 
tool 
5, Any comments for the above possible features? Is there any other particular task that you would like to see a Translation Memory do in the future? 
------------- ----- - ------ ------ 
............. ............................ . ... . .... ................................ ............. ...... 
........... ....... . ............ ---------- 
K< Previous page j rNeA page 
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1e aýpfecialp yout I ý, dý, ark. It 1'ý 'youl ; 1; ýas that will -hapiE: ýlia futuip of-fansIaLon Meý, Tiori ,"zI Systems 
Thanks againt 
Efina Lagoudaki, PhD Researchet at Imperial College London 
1. If you aie interested in the findings of this survey, we can e-mail a copy ofthe results, when the survey is completed, to your e-mail address: 
---- --- -------- ----- -------------_- ............. 
.......... .......... 
- ----- 
............................. . 
I- Prevtous page I Done' 
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Appendix C: TM Survey 2006: Summary of quantitative results 
Results Summary Show All Pages and Questions 
Filter Results Share Results 
To analyze a subset of your dara, Your esults can be shared with others, 
you can cream one or more filters. mthcut giving access to vcur account. 
ff-r'"Bilt Z Total: 874 Status: Enabled 
Visible: 874 Reports: Summary and Detail 
1. User profile (page 1/6) 
-------- - ------- ------- 
F -------- ---- ---- *-, -", - -- -------- - ------- ---- -------- - ------------ --- - -------- ------------ -- - --7 
1. What is your occupation? 
ý Rosponse Rosponse 
pament Tots 
Translator 89.7 ýt 784 
Subtitle, 3.2-!,. 28 
Tiii, rninclogist 3.81,. 33 
Prc, *ct Martagar 98% 86 
roanaga, (j" 6.6% 58 
Othe, Dlease soacify i 891". 7e 
..................... .................. I .......... - ............... ........... ................. ................. ....... . .... ............ ........... .. 
R*SP064eAts 
........................ . .......... . ................................................... ............ 
874 
........................ . 
(sloppýd thi, 
............ -I..................... ......... ...... .... II... .................. 2. How many years of experience do you have in this role'? 
F---] Total It7sponden- 
... ..... . 
74 
................................................... - .................... ...................... ................ ..... ..................... .................................... 
............. .......... I ................. ......................... .............. ................ - ...................... ............ ........................................ ........................................ ................ 
I 
--- -- ---------- 
3. What is your professional status? 
R"Ponse Response 
- -------------------- - -------- -- ------ -- --- - -------- 
Percent Total 
Freelancer. orking 
independently without an agency 
- ---- -------------------------- ............. 
47.9-ý. 419 
Fr, @41a. nc*- vxWng closely 4th an 19.3% t69 
ncy 
....... ... ............. ...................................................................................................................................................................... 
Frealancrr viorking cooperatiYely " 5.7-, r. 50 
Oth other Freelancer3 
............................... ...... .... .................... ....... ............................................................................................................................................................................. ...... . ................................ ............ ........... ................ 
Company ovmef jig" 7 9% 69 
Company employee 
'Translabon; Loz3hýation 9 83 
........ ........ ....... . ..................................... . .................................. ............... ............ .............. . .. ....... . ................ .... . ......... . ... . ............................................. ...... ............................. . .... . ...... . ............ I ................................. ......... . 
---- C. rnpan-ý emplo a , ctho, 
' 
9.61; ý lease specify) 
rylsw I 
sector 7p 
"' *I 
....... . ... 
24 
Total Respond*pts 874 
.... .... .. 
quet, o. ) 0 
: 
4. To which age group do you belong? 
Responý Respon" 
............... - ...... ........ 
Percent Total 
......... ................ ............. . 0.3% 
........ .... ................................... ......................... .................... -- ........... ............... --- ........................................................ ... ............ ............. ..... . ... ... ......... ....... ...... . 0-30 20.5`iý 
............... ................................ .......................... ... ..... ................................................................ ........................................................ 
31-40 
... 
29 3-- 
....... I-- ............ 
25e 
41-5t' 
23.3" 221 
Total Rasponclents 674 
6. If yes, vvhat type? 
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7. How woulld you rate your general computer usage competence? 
Response K nsal 
Pece. t Total 
rion-exi A tent (No computer) 2 
- -- ------------- 
Pcc, ýi 0.1 : It II 
Adequate (Can sand email create* 
4-1 docý) 
C.. d 64-. 559 
Excellent (Cuxtomi3e OjS, create i 
3G, 3ýýi 265 
.......... I-- ................................................ ................ ............ ...................... ................................................ ................. ............................... ....................... .......................................... 
Total Respondents 874 
.................... - ........................... ................................ ........... ................................. ............................. ................ ......................... 1-1.1 1-1-11. . 4. 
(. kipp. d th. q-. "- 
[-2WOI*ý 
environment & practices (page 2/6) 
............ .......... ................... .................. .............................................................. ........................ - ......... ........................................................ - ......................... 
.......... ................. ........................................................................................................................ ............ ...... ....... ... ..................... . ........... . ........ 
1. Where are you located? 
jlltespos&ýResponsol 
Percent Total I 
............. 
Albania 2 
Argentina; 515% 43 
. .... . .. i .............. ... ... ....... . ..... . . .. . ..................................... .................................. .......................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................... .......... 
Aust, . 14i i 
............................. ..... .... . .. . ................................ T ................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................ ..... 
Austria: L". 5-%' 1: 12 
.............. ................ ........... .......... ............. . . .... ....... . . . . .. . . . ................. .............................................................................................................................. ........................................................................... ...... ......... .. 
0 
................................... -. 1 .............................................. . ........................................................ ..................................................................................................................... . ............... ..................................... . .............. . ...................... 
ealgiurn L. 2% 9 
.............. ............ I ................................. . ........................... .... ...... ...... .... .... . ......... ... ... . ............... ...... ........ ........ .... .... . .... ....... ....... ..... . ... ..... . ..... .... . ... ...... . .............. ......... ..... .... ..... 
Bosms and H. -g-ral 0 ý11. :0 
................................................... . ................. . .. . ..... . .... . . .. ...... ... . . . .............................. ............................... .............................................. ..................................................................... ............................................ ...................................... . ... 
4.9-1,38 
. ............... .............................................................. ....................................................................... ..................... ................................................................................................................ ...... . .......................... ............. 
0 Eulga, la:: 
Canadaii" 3'. 24 
Chilell 16 
1 0 3ý iI Colombia ,.: , 
Cu ba 
Czech Republicil 0,4- 3 
....... ........ . ......... ....... ..... . 
0,4; ýt 3 
..... . ......... -- ........... ...................... ............. ................... ................. .................................. .................. .......... ................................................................ ............. . 
Egypt 1 
........... ............................ .................................................................................................. ........................................................ ................ ............................................ ................ . ... . ...... ......... .... .. . 
0.4-/. 3 
... ........... I ........... I ............... . . . . . . . . 
Eztonia: ý, 
. . ......................................... 
0.8: /, 6 
............... ........ .. ............................... ..................................... ............ ............. I ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... I .... 
Finlandlik 
........................................................ . .... . .... . . 
3.9; 1.30 
........................ . ..... .................. ..... . ...................................................................................... ......................................................................... . .......................................... .......................................................................... 
............................ ................. ...................... I ............................................................ . .I... .. 
4.4 V. 34 
.......... . . . ............. I .................................................... .......... ................... ........................ ........................................................... 
G arm any 
.................................................. ................................................ ........................ . ... 
t 
5.5, 43 
........... ... ........... ............ .. . ............................................................... -- ................ ................................................................................................................................ 
G re ece 
...... . ....... ..... *... ..... * ..................... ............. * ...... .......... . ...................... ......... .*...... ..... . ..... . ............. * .... .......... ............. ....... ........ Hungary: " 
.......... . ....... 
Iceland 
India! 0,5V. 4 
Indonesia: 
-- ----- ---- 
Iran i 0 zeý :0 
Iraq 0 
0,41Y. i3 
Israeli, 013% 2 
--- ---------- 
Italy: jjý 3; ý* 23 
Jamaica: 
.............. ......... ........ .... ..... ............ ..... ... ............... ..... ............... ....... ........ . ..... ..... 
0 
.............. 
............. ..................................................... ............. ............ . ...... ........ . ........ ..... ............. . ............... .. 
Japan 
.... ............ .......... ...... ....................................... ........................ ... ........... ................. . ..... .................... ........................................ . ... ...... ..... ......................... . .... . ..... ..................................... I ............................ .......... ........................................ 
Luxembourg 'i 
...................... . ...................... .......... . ..... ..................... ........ . ...... ......... 
0.5 4 
............. - ........... ....................................................................... . .... ..... ............. . 
Malz,, -sia 
............................... ............................................................................................................... . ........... .. . 
0 If 0 
......................... ........... ...... .. .. .............................................................................. ........................................ ........................... .................................. 
Malta 
. . .......... .................................. ..................... ................... ... ................ ...... .................. ...... . ................ ................ ........ .... . .............. ...................... ................. .............................. . ..... . ......... .... ......... .............. .. . 
......... .......... .... ......... ..... . .... 
O. r% 5 
........... 
.................................................................... ....... ...... ................................ ......................... * ........... 
Morocco 
....................... ............ ....................................... ............... ................... . ................. ...... .......... ............. .................................................... . .................................................................... ................ . .................................................................... 
Netherlands 
2.1 1,1ý 1 Is 
New Zealand 
i 24 
Nigeria 1! 
o. 5zV 4 
no 
0% :0 Pakistan 
Poland: 1 
0.5;,. ýi 4 
Portugal 
!2 
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Romania L 1 
.............. ..... . .... ............................................ .......................... ........... - ............................... . ........... ................... ..................... 
0.3% 2 
Russia . ..... .......... .. - ------- . ....... . ... .............. ... ...... 
14 
Soitýi Africa 
14 
Spain 
3-1. 23 
Sý, wden 3.7% 29 
0,8% 6 
0% 0 
....... ... .......... ..... . .................................. .......... . ............ ................................. ... .................. ......... . United Atab E minii s 
. ............... ..... ...... .......... .............. .. .... . ..... 
................. ................. . ... ............ . ........ . ............... . .. 
United Kingdom 
.................................. -- .......... -- .................. ............... 
... . ..... . .... ....... 
......... .................... ................ ......................................................... . . 
119 
United States 
. . ..... ............................................... ............................. ....... j"Vj" .......... 
.................................................................... - ............... ........... . ........................................ . .... . ........... ...................... .... ......... ... ... ................. ............... .. . 
9 SS. 74 
Uruguay .............. . ..................................... ................. ........................ . .. ... ....... 0% 
. ......... 
0 
vwnezuelz 
--- -------- 
0% 0 
Other country 'pýease 
specif" 
- ------------ 
2 7% 
Total Respondents 7731 
too 
..... ..... .......... . ...... 
2. What are the languages you work with? _7 
View j Total Res; mmdents 
3. Which operating system are you using? 
Mac 05 1 W" 
Response 
Percent 
4.4-ý 
R"Ponsa, 
Total 
34 
wi. dows 
................. .................................................................... ........................................................................................................................... 
91 
....... ............................. - . . .. 
: 
709 
Li, ux j 
................. ........................... ........................................ ........... I ...................... ...... ................................................................................. 
.. - .. . ... ............................................................. ..................... -.......... - ............. 
1.7% 
........ .. . 
.-........... 
13 
UNIX 
. .. ..... - ........... . .... . .................................. . ........................ ..... . ....... ....... . .... . ...... .................. . .... 
O'S'. 
..... . ................. 
0 
....................... ........ ... I..., ..................... ................................ ............................................................. 
fjtheý (pleasý specify) jjj 
.......... ........................... ............. ..... 
............... ................................................................................................ ..................... ....... ............ 
2.5% 
................ ..................... .......... ............ .......................... . .. . . 
........... I 
19 
............... ............ .................. .............. . ................... ............................... ............ ...... 
. .. . .. - . 
Total Respondents 
............... .............................. . ...... ................. .............. I ............. 
1173 
'4. Do you have access to the Internet? 
Respon" Response 
P--t r. t. 1 
Yes 99.7 773 
- --l 
NO 0 3., 2 
Total Raspomlýts 775 1 
------ - ------ 
S. If yes, what kind of connection do you have to the Internet? 
Res"nse Respoý 
-- ----- - ------------ ----- ------ 
Peme. t Total 
ZE, 9 Kbpm rnode-ý 0 3., 2 
56 Kba. -odo- 
................. .... .............. . ... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ...... .. ... .............. . .. . ... .... .. ..... . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. 
4 11% 37 
. ... ------ . . .. . 
ISDN 
... . 
... . . . ............... ...... . . ... . . . .. ..... . . . ... . . . . . .. . ..................... ... . . . ...... .................. 
"'W' 
. . .. . . . .. . .. . . ..... .. . .... ...... . .. .................. ........................................... .......... .. 
................ . ....................... ................. .. . ....... ...... 
.. . ..... . ...... .. .. .. . .... ................. 
......................... 
5 3ýV. 
......... ....... .... 
......................... 
41 
............. ...... ......... . .... ...................... ..... .............. 
Cable -odam 
.. .. 
........ .... ... ......... .. . . ...... .. . ... I . . . I.. . . .. . . . 
........................................ . ........................................................... ................. ................ ... . . . .. ........................ 
. . . . .. . . 
............ . ..................... .............................................. 
. . 
.. 
143 
................ ..... ........................ I ............................................ ... .... 
DSL 
... . . . . . . 
,mM. -Z -M -"m -- ------ x 
.................................... ................................................................................ . .... ............................... . .......... . ............ ............ . ..... 
58.2-ý 
........................ 
447 
................. ................................................. .................................... 
TI or better 
. . .................. .. 
7 6S. 38 
AQ 
Total ResponJents 7" 
.......... ................ ------- ------------ -- ------ 
ýsk! qqd t"ýis 
;0r 
........... 
6, What is the main reason you use the Internet for (in relation to your work)? 
Responý Ftesponse! 
Percent Total 
m-rnzil (reception, processing and: 
delivery of transJation ordem,! 87.3- 676 
communication with 
/clients) colleagues 
source of knc,, ledge infor. mation 
on 3pCjalj3ed areas, ýe; e, ence 
t.. ts) 
............ ........... ........................................................... . ......................... . .................... . ................. ................................................. . ................. ..................... .......... .... ........................ 
sou, * of 1, gwsb_ 
'terminolog,, uýage examples, 
76ý3- 392 
-tetff, 
do-load joftým 29. V, ý 
..... .............. ........... ...................... ................ ...................... ...... . .............. ............. ..... . ........ ...... . 
227 
.. . 
doWoad other software .3 
61 
.... ...... ...... ... ....... . ...... ....... . ...... ............. 
237 
. ....... ... . ........ ............ -1 . ....... .......... ............ ........... . 
Othat (please specify) baaahoj" 9. S% 76 
.., ........... ........ ..... . ... ....... ............ ... ........ " Total R&spork1*mta 
........................ . ................ ..... ............................. ........... . . 
774 
. ....... ........... .. .. 
.................. 1.11 ............... .................................................................................... ................................................................................................ 
. ..................................... 
, '. k, pp., l thi, I 0ý 
I 
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S. How many source viords per year do you translate? If you are a freelancer, please give an estimate for your personal annual work (e. g. if you translate 3,000 words per day - woriong 5 days a week - your annual work will be around 780,000 words). If you are a company owner or 
employee, please give a rough estimate of the company's amount of translation work. 
R*-%Pons* Rýpon 
.. ........ ................ ... ............. 
Pam nt e Total 
<I million 
- ------- -------- -- 
.......... 
i"iA 
.., I 
7 2.7 5153 
1-3 million 17.3 134 
5-10 million 3.7% 29 
10-20 million 1.6% 12 
n 20-50 111to'i 2ý7% 13 
50-100 million 0.6% 3 
100-500 million 0.9-11.7 
............................................................. .............. ........................................... . .. ........................... .......... .................. ............ ......................... . ... ........ ........................ . ..... ........... . ....... .......... .......... - ....... . ...... 
ý 501,11 14S. 11 
...... . ..... ............. - ..... ........... .......... ..... ...... ......... . ....... .......... ........... .................. ... ......................... ... .. ..... . . . . . . .... .... .. ................... 
Total ReisponJonts 774 
............................ ........................ ................. ................................................... I ................................ . ........ I ........... I ........ . ................ 
101 
................ .......... .................. ....................................................... ............................................................................... . ....................................... ........................ ........... 
........ ................ - ............ ........... .......... ................... --- .................... ........ I-- ......................... ........ .. --- ................. . ..... 
9, Which of the following format(s) do you mostly work with? 
Rasponý PýPon 
Pemet Total 
Wo, d/pl. in 
tamt/ Excel/ PowerPoint M. " 95.7; ý. 741 documents 
.......................................... - ................. ............................ .................................. ............................. ...................................................................... . ........................ ....................... ........ - .......... 
Hard copy documents 
........................................... ......................... ......................................................................................................................... ................. .... . .. . . 
1 S. 9 146 
. . ......................................... .... ....................... 
HTMLa'NK- ,, %bpages 
... . ....................... I .............. ................. .... ... . . 
.... .......... 
26ýt 
............... 
201 
. . . ............................................................................ ...................................... ................................................................ 
POF dot 43ý1 333 
............................. - ................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .......... 
F, anieMake, files 8.94 69 
........ . ......... 
oth- (PI*... Specify) Aw',, W4" 9.7% 75 
Total Respon4ents 774 
10. Does the content you usually deal with have... 
A lot Average hot that much Not at all 
Respnse 
Total 
irternal *P*ti. n ý'. &rne ze,, t. nc- 
are repeatecl -in full or partially- 9=V. (711 454b(350) 42S'. 321) 43 1) 773 
throughout a dccument)- 
external reDebtion 'source text 
ac>pearing ma ne, ý 30C. MR,. t has IVý. ; 96) 44%(340) 38-t (290) 6 '4 6) 772 
t. % been encoun red anci trznsl3ted i 
before I, Brothe, dacurnerW 
.......... I .......... .......... . ...................... .......... .............. ................. ........................ . ....... 
........... 
Total Respom44ntz 
............ ................... 
772 
.......... ..................................... 
............................... .................................. ....... . ...... . .... . ........ ........ ........ .... ..... ..................... --- ............................... .......... ... .... . .. 
........... .... ................. __ ............. ................ .............. . 
11. If you have to translate a term or phrase and y 
........ .......... ......................... - ............ 
ou don't know the translation ( 
..... .............. . ....... ..................... ......... 
and doesn't exist in your TNI database, if you use a TM tool), 
were do you usually look (in order of use 
F. '-st 2nd 3rd th 4Bth 4th 5th &th 7 9th d 
I Oth Last Re, spon" Average 
1 in hard-opy dictionaries! 'glossaries 
....................... 
1 20ýt 
1,132) 
21% 
(139) 11ý1. (72) 
i '40) ý 3ý. 
ý' 10,1.64) 12^,, "B" 7% e49) 6ý 
4, : 19" 3:, 4.01 
(99) Sqt 6% (38) 3N e28) 3-/. fq) 3q4 1,17) 6qt 3-,. (20) 621, (34) 6; -. (37) 3.75 
RMa 
in old tronslations/gIcisoriew that 
00 ha, e 
(223) 
(6 5) 1 J;, j 64, 9% i54) 8% (44) q% ý33) '46) 8% (47', 7; ý. 139', -31" 5.12 
in printed texts on the subjec-t 1 ', 4, 3 ,ý ý16, 6% ; 27) 1 CAj (47) 15ýýj 
(67) 7ýrt ý32i 8 ý39) 12 -ýi (57) 13ý- 160) 20%t (94) 7.80 
an the fritemeti ortfine i 230A 21; ý: 13-, ý '93) as. ý53) 
1 4% (25) :ý 44ý'. 123) 2 IS'. 11-0) Imi. is) 1% (6) 0% e2) 3.08 i dicticnaries. igicalaries f (162) (1471 
: on the Intemot: a s*&, ch engine 26% 25 : C1.1ir ý43j 4% ; 29) 1-ý ý9) 1 6) ' C-4t f3) C. -i,. 1 O: v- L 3.00 'eg. Google) 
............... 
i'l 12) 
... ............ 
(189) 
..... 
(181) 
......................... 
138) 
........ .......... .............. ......................... .......................... 
i ................ ........ ......................... .... .. ......... ............................... 
on the Interneti monolingual texts (93) ISIA 
20% 19.;. ! 
: 124i (77) 71ý1.142) 31ý-,. (16) 2%(10) 0% '2) 3.20 
an th* subjllct (127) 
(118) 
...................... .......................... ............. . ........... ......................... .... ........ ......................... ................ ....... . ..... . .............. ......................... 
: crý tie 1ý, tt, not: b0iriqual k 
................ 
1% (5) 6% (33, 
.................. . 
! 0% (62) 
. 
164 "96) ; 
21% 
161i ý'95) 11-i k65) 7% 5% ý27) 34A f2Q) 3-, '20) 5.55 
or alignedi texti on the subject 
..................... ....................... ...... - ........ ......................... ........................ ............. ......... 
(126) 
........................ ... . ........ .... .................... .... ............... ......... .............. .............. ...... . .... ...... ..... ...................... 
on the Inter., et: ask questions In 
i Fcru. ms/-ommunicate ith other 0% f2) I ý. (4) 34ýý6 
(18) 7-Aý (46) : 10ý (62'- 1 125. (77- 2 14% f89,, : 150)b C93) 141ý,. ; 134) 7.33 
-4 
you ask a subject exDert 1% (6) 1% 
(4) 2q, (14', 
71.4 
44 f22) 64i, (3 31 "60) lli`ý "68) (1 100) 
17-ý'. '99) 
811b 
(106) 13 Ric r7 8) 8.03 
you oak a mllasg-- IS4 It, '. (9) 3"i flg,. 5% 
ý31.7% (46) 9-i 153,1 6'ý. (sis) f9i) 
18'Vb 
15". 92,, 0Nf 
Total Respowd'amts 761 
iskippd this q. estion) 113 
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1"", * .... ..... .................................... . ... . ...... .... . ................. ..... . ..................... . ...... ...... .............. . ................................... . ................ -. - . .. 13. Translation Memory systems: Usage (page 3/6) 
... ..... ................ 
.... ............. . .............. . ..... 
...... . ......... 
1. Do you use any Translation Memory software pack-age? 
.... ............. .......... ..... ................ 
R*SJMnS* RASPOnSO 
----------- ---------- - 
Poment Total 
--- ---- yeý ý...... . 82.4-, v 633 
L36 
TOW PAH*MPd*ntg 771 
------------ --- ----- 
(sj'q'ý-d Oo' 
4. Translation Memory systems, Usage and perceptions (page 4/6) 
- -- -------- 
............ --...................... 1. What prompted you to use a Translation Memory tool? 
.......................................... . ............................................... .... ... .. .. 
Response Re*ponsa 
. ............... . ... ......... .................. ...... 
Pecant Total 
.. ..................................... ................ ........................ ........................................ ....................................... I p-d by the ... ................. . ..... ............... ........ . .............. ...... ...... 
I'll, I k" , ompanyft-anslation agency To, 
-rk pat,. r Ath; 
1 19.6. 123 
My own choice ohm-, ........... ........................ . ........ ........ ... 
72ý. 453 
. ................. ............ ...... .... .......... ................. 
.......... ............ ... ............ ................... .... ... ........ 
.................................... .......... . ..... .. 
S. 4- 
..... 
..... 
53 
... ............. 
Total Respondents 6Z9 
............................................................... ............................................................. ............................................................ --- ................................................... ..................... 2. How many years have you (if you are a freelancer), or your company (if you are a company 
........... .......................................................... ................................................. 
owner or employee) used a Translation Me 
................ ... 
mory 
software for7 
Repo.. * R-p.... 
... ........ - --------- 
P4ment 
-- -- ------ ---- ........... - 
Total 
------ - ----- 
less than a yeal: W""W, ", ", 10.5c. 66 
1- 2 years 17ý8-., a 112 
2-5yearsýia 3 1.3; v 197 
5- 7 g" 21.5 135 
7-10 years; 
t 
3 
-.;. 
12 
over 10 years: liiiii" 3,9 37 
- 
Total Respondents 
- -- -------------- ----------------- -- ----------- 
629 
................. ................... ...... I-.................. I ................ 3. Which Translation Mernory/Localisation tooi(s) are you currently using? 
Response Response 
---- ------------ -- ---- - 
Pviment Total 
Alchiamy Catalyst: 
...................................................................................... ........................................................... . .............................. ....................................................................... . ....... . ...... .............. . .... . ............................. . ...... . .............. . ...... . .. 
7,2ýý 49 
. ............. ... 
Appl. Tr-s: j 
..................................................... I ................................ .............. ........................................................................................................................................... ................. ................ ........... . ............................. .... . ............................. . ...... ..... 
Caf, --tran 
............... ........................... ..... ....................... ..................................................... I .................................................................................................................. .................... ....................... 
0.3; 1.2 
........................ .............. . 
CatsCradle: 
................. . ................................... ............................... ........................................................ .................... . ....................................................................... . ....................... . ........... . ......... ....... . ........................ . ...................... ........... . 
3.8; 1 24 
.......... . ..... ............. . .......... 
DejaVu: 
.......... ...... ................ .................... -- ........... .................................................................................................................................................................................. .................................. ............................................... 
22,9% 144 
.............. .................... 
. .............. .......... . ............... . ......... 
0 ýYT 0 
.................. - ...................... ..... . .................. ........... ............................... ................................................................................................................... .................. - ..................................... ..................... ...... 
ENILASO Localization tools: 
. .. . ...... ... .. ...... 
? 
3,7"', 23 
....... ............. ....... . .. .. . ..... . . . ............ ..... ...... -. 1- .................. ......................................................................... I ................ ................................................................................................................................. ...... ! ** - 
EýTeam Tranalator' 
.. . 
0. :I 
Fusion Translate CMT 
Heartsommi 7ra, isIsUon Sýit. EýS% 10 
il-otallze'j 0 '2 1 
Inlocatei 
Lingooit Local, zar 
0: 11 0 
0 
LogiT,. ns: i 
4 0 
6,1% 38 
LoqoVista:: 
mastann 
..... ......................................... ........................... ..................... .................... ............................................................................ . 
0 ill 0 
............ .......... ... ... . ... . ................................... ............. .......................... ........................................ 
M. -O 
........ . ...... ..... ............ * ......... . -* ... .......... .......... * .... .............. .*.. .... .... ................... .. -...... . ......... *-"-* .......... ....... 
0.8% 
............. ....... .................................................. .......... ........ .... 
memo. vsphemi 
.......... . ..................... ................................................................................................................................................... . .... . ....................... . .. .... . ....... -- ---------- .. .................... ............................. ................................... t ...................... ................... 
M. el: BTexiii 
....... ............. . ...... . .......... . .................... . ........ ........................ ............................... . ..... ...... *"*"*'*" .......... . 
1.4% 9 
....................... .... . ....... 
..................... ........................................................... ........... ............... ***"* ........... * ....................... -. ... . 
.................................................................................. . ............................. . ........................ . .................................................... 
10 
.......... .......... I ............. 
.................................... I .......................... ...................... ............... I .......................................................... 
MultFrrvn, x,: 
......................... . .............................................................. . ...... .... ....... . ............ ..................... ...................... .. ... ............ . . ......................................................................... ........... t ................ ........................................ . ................................. 
................................. . ..... . .... . ....................................... ....................... . .... .......................... ................. . .......... .................................. . 
6.4% 40 
............ . ...................................... ...................... ...................................... 4.8-t 30 
Promemoria! 
SOL TRADOS 2006 
2 4.4 153 
222 
S1 141 
L IS i 
0 ý--. 101 
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.................. S. Did you receive any training on using the Translation Memory software that you use? 
R"Panse Raspou-se 
... ... 
Pamem Tct: aI 
No 51.4-ý 323 
Yes, by My comp. n'i".. 'a i at 
. Cemcy kmCY 
................ 
Yes, ýri the software developer 
...................... ..................................................................... .................. .................... .............. ....... ........... . ............ ........ . ......... ....... ............ 
7 44 
Yes, attended a ý 17. a t 112 
-OR part of an A i" 
acad2mic cowse I dloý. 
l 
7S6 44 
............................ - 
Cther -'please specif, ) 
- ... ................... ...... ..... ....... .... .................... .................................... ........ ............... ............. . .......... . ..... . .... . ............ .............. ... . ....... ý A" 
I 
1 1 
----- - ------- 
4.9 1% 31 
I 
... . .......... 
Total Retponglem 
--- 
..................... I ................ .......... .............. ....................... .............. ---.. - 1. - 11 -...... 
] 
................... -J-t--2-4. 
I. j 
Ca. WrIat percentage of your translation work is processed using a Translation Memory tool? 
7 
Ln! w j TtAal R&spandeft 628 
..... ..... 
7. If it is anything less than 1000/6, please list the reasons why you do not use the TM tool for all your content? 
Total R, 
(, k: pPQJ OJ-4. est, ýnj 418 
.......... ... ...... ........ ......... . .... ..... ........ ... . .......... 
9. How do you fill in your translation memory database? 
Pwaspon" RON nsa 
................. ........... .......... 
percent T. tal 
............... ................. 
Eý, ahqing -ný, legacy traa, slat, o,; 51.3: 1: 322 and their originals 
......... ........ ................. ................... ............................................ ....................... ....................... .......... . ................. ............ . ............................. 
By doý,, nlosdjng pairs of parallel, 
.......... ..... ..... .... .. 
teýtz from the %Vab and by 15ý4týl 97 
them aligning 
Ey aligning a ready-mad- tiili, gual 
The database is empty and I FiR it 
' 
73.4-ý, 461 
in as I translatia , 
By Importing the client i TM. 44,3ýt 278 
By importing my agen<ý,. 's TM 28. zzý, 177 
I uze a remote TV. databa=e hich 41 
*xista on a f*mote 
w 
in another ýýAy ,p *as* 6 výt 43 
specify) 
Tatal Respowd, ants 629 
ýi 
ý40 
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110. You voluntarily use a TM software because you befieve that 
ponse R&SP(Msel 
Peirc*nt Total 
it improýas the qual, ty of, 
t, a n 70.4. ". 442 
j 
It saves you Onm 539 
It 1-dýcss the .. at of t,., Sibti,, 34ý2% 215 
the co-sistancy in terminology 
----------- 
----------- 
320 
it 15 the best ýIsy to exchange 
IsscurrIbs ý'gllssa, iaz, TM. 31.4% 197 databa se 3 
Cther ( rlea! e 3pecify'. I ! 10% 63 
'Total Respondefft 628 
.... ........ .. -------------- --- --- ------ -- ---- - ----------- 
5. Translation Memory systems: Limitations of use (page 4/6) 
1. What are your reasons for not using a Translation Memory tool? 
Response Response, 
-- --- -- ------------ -- -- -------------- --- --- ----------- --- ------- ------- 
Ptrc*. t Total 
what's this? Ne, ef hear o 10.4% 16 
1a "an told that they cost too 
nnuch 
The one I would like to buy costs 7i 
to. rnuch 13: 112 20 
1', * been told thtrt is not 
suitable fo-my work 
....... ..... ..... ............... . ... . .... . ... . ................. .... ... 
1,9% 3 
I ha, G tried and eyaluated . .... ........... ... " 4 5% 7 onelseveral but I didn t like any 
.......... .. ----- . ...... .... ..................... .... ........ *"*"** ............. ....... ..... .................. ......... ............. ............... 
, 
Not suitable ; or my vork. - 26 40 
.................................. ....................................... .... I -, as vsii-iq one in the past but it 
............ ........................ ........................................................................................................................ .............. ..................................... ..................... ................... ............ . ............... ...... 
didn't bring any benefit to my ýrk JW 3.2% 5 
so I stopped using 
............ * -* ........... .. --- * * ......... ........................... . ................. * ....... ....... . .. .. 
1 have a TNI zoftare bt I have 
. . . . ......... ........... . ............... ...... 
not learned how to use it yet 
14,9-, - 23 
other reason (please 
................ ........................................................................................... ............. .......... ....................... ..................... ...................... 
- 
... 
specifv) 
3 3.1. 
Total R*sjý-Ients 154 
q-utmr) 2ý1 
-- ------- - ------- 
i .............. ........ ... . ... . .... . ...... * ............ ........ ..... ........ ........ . ....... . ............. ............ ........ .............. ............ ..... ....... ............ ........ . .... . ..... .... .................... .................... * .............. 
2. Have you heard of any Translation Memory or Localisation tools'? if yes, which one(s)? 
Res, porise Resporr 
........... ..... ...... . ... ............... .......... .......... . ... ....... 
Percept Total 
I have n. t ý.., d or' such tools 
... . ... ... ... ... . ...... ............... .... ..... ........ ... ....... . ..... ...... ..... ... ..... ... 
across askAeak 
..................... *** 
1* 
.... -- -*.......... ........... ..... ............................. ........ .... ...... .... . .......... ......... ...... ........ .. - -- --- - ------ - 
6.5% 10 
Alche-y Catalyst 
AppleT, sns , 
FREE) 
Cafetran 
CatsCradle ýFREE) 8.4% 13 
04I. V, mg ag 58.7ý, 91 
i 
Ecco 0% 0 
ENLASO Localisation tools FREE, 
. ...... ... .......... 1- ......................................... ............................................... ............. I ................. .......................................... I ........................................................................................................ ...................... .. ......................... . . 1 .... i .... .................... ....... .......... 11 1 1- i ESTisam Trzrislato, 
. . .. .................... ........... . ..... . 
0% 
. ....... . 
0 
.. **- 
ForeignDesk FREE) 
.... ........ ............. -- ............. ..... ..... *. .. . .. 
........ * ........... ................... 
7 
......... ................................ . .................... . ..... ...................... 
Fusion Trsnýxlzt* Cf4T 
. . .. 
6ý,. 
... ... 
4 
............. ................ ................................ ................... 
Heartsonie Translation Suite 
... .. ..................... ................................................................................ ........... ............................................... . ......... . ........... .......................... ................................... . 
3-21t'. 3 
3 9S 6 , . 
Il-ate 0% 0 
Ungobit Locallrer 1ý9% 3 
Lcgi-r, ans 
Logopart 3.9 % 6 
Mast-in 
.... ..... . ..... 
O-A 0 
Memo 
........... . ........................... .............. .............. . ........................ . ........ . ........... ..................... 
1.9% 3 
.................... . .......................................... "I'll, I-. 
MerincrySphare 
....... ......... ............. .*.............. ................................................... 
....... .................................... .......................... ................................................................................................................................. . 
0-11. 
............ I ... 
0 
.......... .. 
......... --- 
MotaTexil 
.. .................................... 7.7% 
........................ 
12 
........................ 
...... ....... .* 
multilizer 
"" '- . ...... . 1.9% 3 
M. 1tiTrans S. 8 at, 26 
Orriega-T (FREE) 9.7% 
15 
pasiolo 10,31ft 16 
. ..... - 
ProPlarnorm 0.6% L 
SDL TRADOS 2006 47.1;, ý 
73 
SDLY 
. ........... .......... ................ ............................. ............................. ............... . ............. 
34.94. 
. .................... 
34 
.... . ..... .............................. ....... ... ........ ................................ 
SIMILIS 
........ ...... ......... ... 11111111-111-- ............ *""-, --, * * .... 
........ ........ . ..... ..... ..................... ......................... . ... 
j 
......... .. - ----- --- - --- -------- -- 
1 3-A 
- ....... -- 
2 
------ - ---- - 
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STAR T, amvit 23.9ý 37 
Trados 7 2.9: ý- 113 
TrAID 1 ý3% 2 
. ...... .......... 
Traýslato, 's Jýtujton 
.... . ........ .......... . .......... 
1 3% 2 
..................... 
... . ............ 
Transoiuticn (FREE) 
........ ... .... .... ......... . ...................... 
......... . ........ . ........................ . ....... ............... ...... 
........ . 
--------- - ---- --- ------------- --------- -------------------- 
13% 2 
Transar% A-boalado, 
. . ......................... . ............................ . ....... . ............ .................... .............. .................... . ........ . .... . ............... 
' 
..... . ................. . .......... -- ....... . ......... ........... ........ . ... 
0,6-A 
............ . 
1 
..................... 
Visual Localize 
. ..... ....... I ... ... ...... .... . 
. ................ * ........... -- ----- -- - ------ ----------- .............. .* '*""* ........ ............ .................. ....... 
1 9% 3 
. 
webaudget 
................ . .................. -- ----- -- ---- - -- - --- - ------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------- - ----- ---------- --------- -- ------- -------- ----- -------- ------- -- ---- ---------- --- ---- ---- - ------ --- - -- 
1.9% 
-- -------- ------- 
3 
Wo, difant 
- 
48.4% 75 
- -- --- - ----------- 
?, 'o rdfi s he r F; k EE) 
--- -------------- 
7.7% 12 
Other (, r1ease 7 -, t 12 
Total Respo"ents, 133 
3. Would you be willing to try out or do you plan to buy a Transtation Memory software? 
Responý Response 
. .............. .......... .... ..... ..... .... .... 
Percent 
....... - 
Total 
. ...... 
29,7; -. 46 
..................... .................................. .............................. ........... I ................ ............. ............. .............................................................. ........ . ............. . ............. 
Yes ------------ 
........... . ... . ........ . .... . ..... . .... ............ . ........ ........... ............. 1 
52.3% 
......... -- .......... 
81 
.... ............... ............................... . ..... . ..... . ................. ............................... . ................. . ......... . ... ........ . ..... . ...................................................... . ............................................................ 
I he- 0'* iý -m'ý: 
......... ................ ................... ...... ........... .... . ......... 
is I 1ý11. I 
..................... 
28 i 
............. ............................ ........... ....................................................... ..................... .. 
... . . .. . .. .... ... I ... .. . 
-ý ........... - .............. 
Total Respondents 
..... ...... . ..... ............ .... .. -. 
133 
..... .. . ... . . . . . .. . 
] 
4. If a TM software developer asked for your involvement when developing a Translation Memory software so that they build a system 
corresponding to your needs .,. iould you accept to participate in the process? 
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2. Which version (if you remember)? 
Tot. 1 Respondents 1 496 
I 37B 
3, Please rate this tool in terms of 
-- -------- 
......... . ... ............. 
'ha,, ng qnc, ýPh Featu'" that you 
can use to do iour ýýrk in a better 
vvv and the features are ý, a, king 
as tlQ, / am supposed to)t 
Pun-tionality 
................................. ............................. 
(hoý a-ten it crashes/ p, oduces 
e, ros): Reliabiht; 
Not satisfied at all 
(S') 
2'. 112 
pzioý 
.......... 
(1a) 
............. - 
7- t39ý 
Quits satisfied Very satisfied 
.............. --------- - 
ý192) 4Y%(277) 
...................... .............. .............. ........................ 
36WO (213) 35ýý (204) 
Excall*M1 
6% %'94) 
21ý (1 22 
Res'... 
3.73 
3.65 
It availablo exact or ............ ...... ... . 
Fu=y matzhes for a source - 
segment): Efficlencv In mstýh 
recall 
(5) 9; ý 135 1 464t(270) 34SI. 1198) 10ý'. (61) 3.43 
the correct e. act or 
iýzzy natrhe3 for a source 
.. gme, tt; Efficiency in match 
6-. (37) 45%(257) 38"t (224', 10ý'. (36) 3.49 
precision 
. ... . ..................... 1. ................ ............................. . 
sea, chiag & -trie, ing matches 
quicki")! Efficjenvý In speed 
... 
... .... ................... 
1 ; 1. (7) 
.......... .... -....... ............. . 
.......................................................... 
6 (34) 
.................................................. . ..... ............... ............. 
261V. '131) 43%(254) i 
..... ..... .... . .......... ........ .................... 
24% (143) 
.......... 
3.84 
'ho,, ancl practical it is k 
. ............. .... ..., . ............... ..................... .............. I ..................... .................. ... ......... ... 
to vsr through its user interfa-ce)t 1% (S) 7 (401 29. ". '170) 354b(209) 28ý, (162, 3.81 
jsabi lit . 1 
(ý. oy, easy It vas for you to learn 
how to use it): Lownability 
. ...... ..... .... ... ...... ......... .... . .... ......... ..... . ........ .. 
10ýv (38 
........... 
30-, 179) 35%(212) 
..................................................... .. 
22 129) 
........ .. - 
3.66 
tval- for mone-, ): Pnc. to i L--. 
-,. 
useFulness as at ols ratio 
----- ------- -- -- 
'27) 3 cýc , I Vkt: 7 0) 
--- 
- ---------- 
C-; -v f174) 3 20% (113) 34%(201) 3.07 
(support that you recel, ed from 
i ------------------ --- ----------- -- 
the c*, *Ioc, *, , H. n needed'.; qRt (52ý (98) 
J 
39% (231) 
, 
117) 15s. '9'-) 3.16 
Custo-er supipýrt 
-- ---- ----- -- ------------- 
I Total Respondents 589 1 
4. Which feature do you love the most in the TM tool that you use? 
Total Rýpondants 481 Lawj 
1. Most of the features below are currently being developed. Considering the translation(- related) tasks you pef form every day, how important 
s to you for a Translation Memory tool to be able to... 
.... .... ........ .............. ... . ................. ................ ........ 
Very Impoita "t i 
.... ..... . .... ......... 
Somewhat important Not Vey important Not at all important 
........ .. I. - .... ...... I..... ..... . 
Don't know Response Average 
handle PDF files 55" (386) 261ýi: (1132) 4*% 27) 12ýt (87 2ýA ý'17) 1.72 
........ ....................... ...... ... ........ ... .... ..... .... . ...................................... . .......................................................... ...................... . .................................. ........................................................... ... 
Support all langýagez ýum'ccde) 40%(282) 2.0; ý f 137', 22 54) 3ý1- (20) 2.21 
.................. .................................................................... 
run on multiple platforms iMo-OS, 
........................ ......................... ....... 
i 130 i 19 
........................................ ................ 
17-,. ý122i 
... ...................................................... t .................................... . ............. ...... 
29% (204) 30qt (207) 
.... ................................... ..... . ...... .. 
3; t (36'1 
......................... 
2.83 
Linux, etc. ) 
........... . ...................... .............. - ....... ........ ... ...... ....... .......... . ......... ..................... I ........................................... .............. handle graphl, 3 (extract text Frorn 
............................. . ......... ............... 
37%(262) 
.......................................................... 
33., i233I 
..... ........ 
18-t k127) 8% (55) 3: ý (23" 2.06 in'6905! Flash mo. iol'i 
export ita TM databaie in a 
L standard Format that v, 111 allov, it te 
be imported and us*d officiontIv 334b(370) 254ý1. (175) Lzýt (85) 5% (34) 5-A 1,36) 1.64 
by 3 cl, iferent TM tool ýccmohý with 
the TV. X and SRX atond. ldj) 
plug in * Coritiiint Miiiinag--t 1 10; t (731 2. zýt ý-'55) 27%(192) 15ýlt (107. ) 
I 25'1.177) 3.22 
system 
................ ....... . ........... ... ............ ................. .................... ................................................ ............ ........................... ....... .......... ............ .... ................... .......... . 1. ........... 
Support project- Spec, Fic 22% '155) 33% (232) 20%1,139) 9;,. (65) 25". (108) 2.63 
t,. n, ot,, n/jcc&l,. ah. n d,, *cfi, %ý 
. ...... ......................................... ..................... h.,, a, integrated Cotical 
................................. ....................... ....................................... . ............... ................................................... ........ 
i 
... . .................................. . ........... . ... .............. 
Ca. -actor Recognioen (OCR) 28%(199) 2-ýý i 1.88 i 20-t C140) 13--s (103) C-ý f69) 2.31 
carabdit-, 
integrate 215011chockes for anv 54%b (374) 24ýi (I 69) 183. 12ýt (56) 2% -'17) 1.02 language 
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sort 3utomatically hs,, 
S-, -n- . ....... 
I 11,10habatics order Z7% ý'LSS) 29% (201) 24% (166) 22". ý86) 8% (39) 2.47 
..................... ........ ...... I-.......... ... ......... handle text in grep and 
.......... . .......... ---- - ------- - --- - --- - --------- - ---------------- -- ---------- ............................ .... ............ . 
illustrations that ar 9 embeddeca in 37%(401) 291ý i2M a.. (53) 3ýi, (21) 3: r- (20" 1.65 t ext document 
....... search as you type (have results 
....... ........................ ............. ............. ................. .............................. . ...... ........... ........................ . ...... ................... ............. . .. 
an(! disrl. yod before 27'- '191'. 34%(241) 25-. t '177) 8% 158) 'jý., 1 33, 2.29 finaIiing you, typing) i 
PfOY14M target full text before the 
' 40%(280) 33ý' 1248) 6-4 e . translatJon ,a complete . 
- --------- 
1 10) 
.' 
4. (31) 4c. (30) 1.97 
vle, ý, Full source text in original 
formatting ýAila you translate 
- - - 
39% (274) 3Sr', 254) 1691. ýI to'. 6-r- 1.97 
display some contaxt 
or 
the %ýactj, 
- -- 
' fuzze match suggested 
37-i; 236) 42%(206) 13ihi (102) 3% '20i 4,. 1.95 
construct and suggest fu=y 
me tch-3 by C-rnbil, ng different 
'e. iýting in your 
translation memory, or ýn your 
i 
37ý4c ý257) 41%(284) 14; - (97) 4 ý- (3 2 4-1ý (31) 1.99 
: tarmmologý ban k; lax. zorii, 1F an i 
exa or Fuzzy match -annot be 
f. urid ror a given scurf* seciment 
Tobal Raepori<llerit. 699 
(sk, ppej 0; ýý IPý 
.... .................... .I.. ....... . ......... ........ I ...... ... .... .... .... .......................... ....... . .................... ........ ... 
2. Which text processing environment do you find more practical to use while translating? 
. .... ................................ ................ .................... . ..... . ...... ... - -------- - 
Response Response 
........................... . ......... -. 1 ................................ ....................... ............. ............ ....... ............... ............... - .................. 
Percent 
**--............ 
Total 
................. 
HicrosaftWord 
......... 
I 
i 56% 339 
The TM's application environment 
................. 
...... .... ....................... ........... ....... ........... ............................................................... ..... !ý--- 
--" 
... I .......... ......... .. . 
................ ......................................... 
21.6-t 
........... 
150 
I use them irýte, changaably 
. . ................................................ ..................................................................... .................. .................................................... ............... .. 
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Other (please specify) 2.7Sý 19 
Total Respo"donts 4193 
3. Which software solution do you prefer? 
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-- ---- --------- 
S*ýs, al programs (oIfQ, %d 
---- -_-_---- 
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the task you have to complete 
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ference or re 
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locate ýboag*3 an the Web that 
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glossaries for your subject i 
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Total Respondorift 699 
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: future? 
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ý8. Thanks! 
................. ............ ................... .................................... ...................... -1 ................ ....................... .......... ........... 
1. If you are interested in the findings of this survey, we can e-mail a copy of the results, when the survey is completed, to your e-mail 
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APPENDIX E: EXCERPTS FROM TM SURVEY 2006 RESPONSES ON DESIRED FEATJP ES 
Appendix E: Excerpts from TM Survey 2006 responses on desired 
features 
Any comments for the above possible features? Is there any other particular 
)ondentID I task that you would like to see a Translation Memory do in the future? 
No 2 sounds rather big brotherish to me. Am also worried about the fact that it would be difficult to validate the translation and/or source, apart from the fact that a lot of 253382438 translations on the web are pretty awful. .................. --------------- .... ...... ... ...... ... . ................................. . ............. . ....... --- ------ -------- And how would the copyright owner like it if I was to 'import dictionaries/ glossaries from a 253603039 CD-ROM format'? 
Well you should have asked about a certain data format to import dictionaries, but not CD- 253646189 ROM format -a CD can have data in multiple formats ....... . ........ . ...... . ........ ............. . ............ ................... ......... .................... ------------- --- I-- ----------- --- --------------- I ...................... . ............... . .............. . ......... ....... ................. .... ................... ........... - ------------ -- -------------- AFAIK, there's no such 'CD-ROM format' for glossaries. There're CSV and TBX, what do 256044514 1 you mean? 
........................... .............. ...... . ...... ....... ......... ................................. .............. . ....... . .............. ......... ............ . ....................... ...................... . ...... 
. 
25360.7.. 64.3 Editinq,.... a. n. d applying chan es in TM, the translated text when reviewinq it. . .... ... ... ........ ..... ... ....... I ...... ........... ..... ... .... .... .... . ...... . .... I.......... ?ý: open api and python scrip s ii Y 
...,..... 
open source the CAT tool, it should run on Linux ................................... 
ting p P622684 1 ............................... ............................. . .................. .............. 1-9. 
sibI.; 
..... ..................... . .................... . .... . ............................. ................... ............ ... . ................. .... 253628781 Semantic Sort out software 
..................................... .......... . ....................................... .......................... . .......................... ................................................................................................................ .... . ....... ... ..... . ... ............................ .-........... . ...... I don't really need the TM to automate terminology research for me: what I would value 
most would be the ability to import and export terms in multiple formats - e. g., XML, plain text, HTML for my own use but also whatever TM or database format the clients out there 
253638528 miqht sup0v or demand. 
features are not that important. what matters is the workflow. right now all the workflows 
253646106 that are proposed are way too technical for the translator to full ap 
. 
preciate the features. ................ ................... ...................... ...................... . ..... .......... ............. ........ . ................ . ...... ........... ........... . ............. . ..... . .................................... . ..... - .................. 
Y 
..... . ............ .......... . .................... ...................... ............ Support for the Linux platform would be nice. Most TM suites force one to use Windows 
and Word for Windows. Many have suffered the consequences. The RTF file format in 
Word for instance keeps getting changed by MS, and companies like Trados (read SDQ 
253699691 can't keep up with these changes. Good luck with your survey, Peter .............................................. . ................................ ... ..................... ............. ........................................ . .......... ..... . .... . ........................... . ........ ....................... ....... ............................ . .... . ....... . ...................... . ................... .... ..... ............. At the moment, the version of trados that I se can only find individual terms (termbase) or 
whole sentences (memory), it would be good if the memmory could store parts of 
senetences, phrases, as quite often part of a sentence will be a reprtition but this is not 
found by the memory. (This is where concordance is handy, as you can copy and paste 
253700459 the relevant bit into concordance to see how you transalted it before. ) 
...... ... ........ .... ........ . ..... ...... ..... . ............ . ........ . .................. ................... ................ . ............................. . .................... . .................... . .......... .......... . ...... . ............. I don't think that a TM tool is supposed 'to bake a cake' while I am translating. There is a 
i reason why it is called a translation memory tool and not machine translation. I believe 
that most of the things mentioned above are supposed to be handle by human translators. 
How on earth should a piece of software know whether or not a glossary located on the 
253700991 1 Web is accurate and can be trusted? Sometimes less can be more. 
253703000 Just to work twork. 
........................... . .................. .................................................... 
p-ýqpýrjy Yý0ýýq ýqppeqýo iq qe 
........................ . .................. . ....... ..................................... . ... . ................ ...... ............ I interpreted 'very important' to mean 'oh, that would be cool' or 'DVX already does this 
and I find it very useful'. Stuff like PDF processing capability and an integrated OCR engine 
W ould require flawless text and format recognition, but I don't think that's feasible at the 
moment -I would never import a freshly OCR'ed document without reformatting and 
proofreading it first. Same goes for locating language resources on the net automatically - 
253704992 1 trust mvself more than a software in that respect, too. 
More sophisticated example-based machine translation techniques, based on user-defined 
253717435 attributes on certain terms/phrases (part of speech, e 
........ ..................................... .......................................................................... . ...................................... ................... . .. I........ .................. ... . ...... ... . ......... .... The above 3 suggestions are very nice, but possibly a bit fancy. Can a TM tool do these 
any more easily than I can, and more importantly, should it? I'd prefer TM tools to 
concentrate on getting the basics right (why *can't* most others, apart from DejaVu, 
Assemble, and what good is a tool that doesn't, for example? ) before they start adding 
loads of potentially useful but inessential additional features (more development time, 
253717539 more cost to the user, more things to update). - -------------- ....... .- ------------- - ------ - --- 
External spellchecking. No more insupportable limitation for number of used resources 
(TM, termbase, etc. ) on the project. Support for open stanclarts like OpenDocument. New 
functions for translators, but not for programmers. Since 10 yers there are no new goog 
253724980 1 functions for translators (handling TM, termbase, concordances, term extraction, etc. ). 
............................................... ........ . ................ . ....... . ................ . .............. . ..................... .... . ............ . ...... . ..... ........... . ........ . ........... ........ ... . .... ....... . ..................... I ----------- . ...... ..... ......... These features may be useful - it's difficult to say without having tried them - but Im 
getting on fine with one of the simplest tools on the market, which doesn't have any of 
253725113 them. 
.......... -- ----- . ........ . ..... . ...... . ..... ........... ... . ....... ..................... Combine machine translation features with translation memory features to make optimal 
253734590 use of both approaches. 
28o 
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I'd rather have a TM tool that is better and faster at TRANSLATING and doesn't do all 
these other things than one that does everything but slowly and poorly. I can google for 
253742851 bilingual texts, glossarit§, 
......................................... .............. . ..................... .... . ....... . ........................ ... ....... . ....... ...................................... ............................ ...... . ......... ... improved formatting options as formatting can be tedious but is very much appreciated by 
253757061 1 clients 
.......... . ....... ............ .............. ......... .. 1 This is way above anything I ever dared imagine ... I'm not good enough to suggest even 253757259 1 more useful 
_improvements. ......... .... -. -. -----. ---- --- ---- - --------------- -......... Our needs are quite simple, so it would be great if there was a 'pared-down' version of a 
253765481 TM tool that we could use. 
..... .......... .............. ... . ..... . 253768493 The agencies need to be educated in the correct use of Ws, not apply it haphazardly. 
253782436 j! I don't think the first feature is feasible due to copyright issues, ýut it sure would be nice. .................... . ....... ........ ...... .......................... 1 have support for inflected languages, now it's a disaster to translate from Polish to English 
using any TM tool (stemming or lemmatising is required which is trivial to implement using 
253797296 j dictionaries) 
................. . ................... § --* ***.. ............................ .............. ome of these I would have to try out - completing the typing for example can be very 
irritating, like when Word suggests a spelling on the basis of a couple of letters and it isn't 
what you need. I do think the further development of online translation memory will be 
253816148 imDortant. as two of mv staff work from home. 
253819300 11 would love to see a TM tool have editing capabilities like EMACS. 
.............................................. ... ........ ................... . ................................. . .......... . ....... ........ ....... .............................. ........ rminology propagation for new and updated terms Customized and sophisticated 
terminology handling features (current systems are too primitive) Better TM editing 
features and ease in their use by way of a more user-friendly editing interface (Trados is 
hopelessly complicated though quite powerful) Features to prevent corruption of the file 
formatting, and tools to identify/locate/fix any errors introduced by the tool Regular 
expression TM Search ( yes, translators will be able to cope with regular expressions 
Interactive batch use of the TM (Trados has non-interactive batch use) directly from the 
word processor environment (more like programming environments in software 
........ . .............. .................. ............ . ......... ............... . ........ .................................. ......... .............. . .... .................. . 
253939769 1 development, such as Emacs 
............................................... ............................. . ....................... . ................................ ........................................................... 
) 
ly rammar rules to target text when putting to ether text seqments 253954652 Ap9a 
........................ ........... 
P. 
......... . ....... . ........... . .............. . .............. ......... . ..... ....... ...................... . ................ . ....... .............. ... ...... ... .... .... ...... ...................... . ................. 253996058 User definabale functions are needed, as Translation needs AL 
............ I .................................. ................................................................................................... . ..................................... 4 ................... . ..................................... . ............................ .............................. . .............. ............. ................ ........ . ..... ....... I tend to use other tools for OCR of 'soft' copies (FineReader), extracting PDFs 
I (SolidConverterPDF) or making alignments (logiterm from Terminotix), so they are not 
priorities in the TM. But if it all came together on a neat package, excellent. In my 
wildest dreams, Atril (DejaVu) marries Terminotix! And gets rid of MS document 
254015008 dependanceN And runs on MacsM And PDF never existed! M . .......... .... ___ ....... . ..... ...... ... ............................................... .............. ................. I ..... .......................... ............. . ...... ............................. ............ ......................................................................... .... once the translation work completed, to fill a bilingual glossary in base of the source and 
254016645 1 the translated text. 
........... I ................................... ............................ . ........................................................ ........................... . .... . .... ......... I .......................... . ..... . ........................... ..... ..... .............. ............. ........... I think there needs to be much more training offered for CAT tool users. I think that in 
the future the CAT should be used together with OCR and voice recognition to free us 
from keyboards and from sitting behind a desk all day. It would be great if there were a 
254057940 rn compatible with a mobile OS like Symbian, Palm or WindowsMobile/CE 
.............................. . ................ ......................... . .................. .......... .................................... . ................ . ...................... . .......... --_........ - . ... . ..... .... ................. .............................. ......... I ......................... If the features listed above would be available in one software solution, I would be willing 
254058528 to paV a premium price! - ---- ------------- - 
254079770 Can't think of any more - you've got some great ones here. 
......................................... . ... ...... ............................. . ............ . ... . ......... I .... . ............ ............. ... ..... ............ ......................... . ............................ . ...... . ... .............. ... . ......................................... .............. .... ..... .. Point 2: 1 don't like Word with Trados because it can become very slow, but I like to see 
the context of the text. Point 3: 1 don't have a preference, performance is more 
important (i. e. with Trados, I like TagEditor better than TWB + Word, because the latter is 
254085752 slower, and both provide context info).... 
.......................... .................. . ..................................... . ................. .......... . ..... ................ . ............ ... .................. . .......... ................... .... . .......... ............ The above possible features (question no. 4) strike me as quite impossible in most 
situations. Even if part of it can be implemented, most of it is inevitably doomed to failure 
due to its moving target shooting nature. That kind of work still had better be left to 
I human beings. And all the effort these features would require would certainly be spent 
254099994 better if spent on the real critical features of CAT software. 
.... . ........................... ........ .......... ....... ........ . ............... . ...... -- - --------------- Locate bilingual parallel texts on my subject on the Web and fill my TM database is a 
dream come true. Translate while I'm asleep, so that when I wake up the job is done and 
254104382...,, 1 can have a free day. .................... .......... ... ......................................... ............ ............... . ............. . ................. . ............... ........ .............. . ................. . ... . ....... I TM systems need to communicate/interact with their users better. If something goes 
I wrong or if something is outside the capability of the software, error messages should be 
clear, simple, comprehensible and explanatory of the situation, so that the user 
understands what's going on and what caused the problem. Quite a few times, users have 
said: it did this and did that with no apparent reason. That's how users get frustrated and 
give up on the software. Error and other messages are crucial for the good collaboration 
254113314 1 between the user and the software. 
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Better documentation, advice and support for handling problems and errors. Trados is a 
very complex product with a huge range of options, and it is often very hard to understand 
I the benefits of different options. This is not helped by the Trados documentation, which I find often rather impenetrable. I speak as someone who has written a number of technical 
user guides in the past, and I would do it quite differently from the way Trados do it -- for a start I would include far more example TMs to illustrate the various points. I would also 254163472 include far more advice about how to recover from Droblems. .......... ......................... . ..... .. L-- Integrated morphology ('low-level TM) could have been implemented years ago, but the 254163946 developers don't seem to be interested .............................. . ............ ............ ^ .................. . *- -------- - --- ............ *-"--""-, -, **"---""-, ---, -, --* ---- ---------- *......... .... ... ....... .- -------- - --------- 254175774 To be able to prioritize the Concordance matches Py.. qient, Subject etc. .............................................. .............. . -- ............... .......... .............................. . .... ..... __ . ...................... ..... ..... ............ . ....... ...................... 254180507 1 would like to use the keyboard with easier key commands. ........ . ......... ......... . ............ T m o-r"e**"i"n't"*e'*res*t-e'd-"i*n--g-'*e't't-'i-n g r-ee-'-of Wi-nd-o--w's""a*'n-d"", -W-'-o-r"'d'-t-h'a*'n-"-i n--ha vi'n-g-'_s'o`m-e -kin d_-0-f_, __-____ 
integrated front-end wrapped around a bunch of things that are by nature separate apps 
1 or distributed resources. A translator needs to mistrust any terminology from a remote I or unknown source, so the source needs to be kept apparent when you start integrating 
1 remote terminology resources! By the way, why do you write 'hardcopy' when you mean 
254187994 
......................... . ................... 
ýint' or'paper'? T................ 
I ....... . ...... ......... 11, ....... ............. . .... ..... . ........................... . ...... . ................ 254202383 all three make up a great wish list but if I can do it why couldn't the customer. ........................................ I.... ............................. ------ ............. .... ...... . ..................... . ... .......... ................. I'd like to be able to specify the order in which the programme lists suggested terms (i. e. 
I assign an ordinal rather than only having the choice of chronological order or reverse 
54283276 1 chronological ord! ýO. ...................... . ....................... il---, -----, - ....... . ........................... ...................... I ....... .... . ................. I .................................. ........................ ....... ..................... ........ . ............................... ... ......... ...... 
- . 
9. jnýtch. a yqy typ . 
25.4.2.. 8.4.6.8.9 
..... 
1 wy w, s .... . ...... ... ... .... ... .... ... .... . ..... 
y 
............. ......... . ... . ........... . .......... ................... ........... .... ............... ..... ........................ .............................. 254591079 1 Those features sound interesting. ..... .... . .................................. ................................... . ............... . ............ --. --_.. _ ........ ..... . ..... .............. . ........ . ................ . ..... 1 Smart autoassemble (using user-defined simple logic rules when retrieving terms from the 
254615151 1 terminolog PP) 
................... . .... . ..... . ...................... . ............... . .... . ...... . ...................... ......... ... ................................. ............. ........................................ 
y 
One full-fledged app please, but make it modular, so you can keep tasks apart when 
necessary, and with a *well documented and powerful* API, so that addons like e. g. 
language-specific assembly algorithms can be made and plugged in. I don't mind paying, 
254668336 but I do mind closed source lock-in effects and strongly resent platform lock-in. .................................... ..................................... ------ ........... ........................... ---- ........ ..,............. * ............. . ....... ** ........ . ................ ........... . ...... 254682410 Nothing more than the above 
........................................ . ..... ........................ . ....................................... . ... .................... . ........... ..... . .............. ................. .................... 1 You say 'currently being developed' about 'construct and suggest fuzzy matches by 
1 combining different words/phrases (existing in your translation memory or in your 
terminology bank/lexicon), if an exact or fuzzy match cannot be found for a given source 
segment' -> that's my favorite feature in DejaVu. Even if it doesn't work 100% of the time 
254682893 it has alreagy given me very satisfying results. ............................................... ........ . .................................... ................ . ....... . ......... . ..... . .... . ............ _--. . ... . ... ............ ...................................... ................. . ...... ........ ....................... 254714250 Streamline user interface (I am drearrliN.! ). 
.................................................................... I ........... ............. -...... ---- -- ........... . Better 'terminology extrý 'o'n"**, **"'i'e*. **"e-xt'racti'on* n ot*"'ba'-s-ed-*'o"n'l'y'-'o"n'-'n-umbe*r'"-o*f*'*o'c'c'urrences of 
a term in a text, but 'technicity' of the term (which may appear only once or twice but will 
i require a lot of research to find the appropriate equivalent in the target language). The 
existing tools right now only make up lists of 'frequently found' terms, which 99% of the 
254891740 1 time are not technical terms related to a specific technical topic. 
........................... .......... . ....... 1 ..... . ..................... ....... . ...................... . ........................ ............... ............... 
1 Integrated OCR and graphics would be wonderful. I don't know that I would want to 
254954734 *im ort* a CD-ROM dictionary, but being able to *access* one would be a huge p 
............................................ ................... 
p 
........................................... . ................ ......................... . ..... . ....................... . ... ............... .......... 
255065232 Would like to see a text-on[ 
_(qnicode) 
TM tool to work with. pqq,.. 5ýy, or Enlaso. 
... . ......................... . ....... . ..... ................................................... . ................................................. .. 
Y. 
256156997 Less ve Term. Extraction software 
.................. ........ . ... .................. ........... I ..... . ......... . ........ . ...... . ....................... ........ . ....... 256309458 Allow not to use the tool for specific part of the text where it's not required or useful . ....... ............................................... . ..... . ..................... ................................... . ........ .................. . ... . .......... . ...... . ... . .... . .................. . ........... . ....... . ........ -.. . ............... I ...... . ........ Is support for PDF really realistic? PDF was not designed to be translatable (or editable at 
I all, apart from minor touchup) in the first place, and customers who send PDF for 
translation and don't want to pay for redoing the layout in a layout program are in need of 
training. Aligning previous translations, especially ones found on the web, is also not 
something I would do or recommend, apart from very rare cases like when a previous 
256755918 translated version of the same document is accessible. 
........... ....... . ............... . .. .... ... ... . ...... .... ..... --- ____ -- ........................................ Y-e-SW.. he .. na-n.. alyzing untranslated files, I would like to see an estimate of the time that will 
be required (based on an average value that I will enter) to translate them. What I mean 
is that 1000 words of a help file (eg. 100 strings of 10 words each) take less time than 
257035458 1000 words of SW file (e. g. 500 strings of 2 words each). 
............. I .... .... ....... ........ . .... ! '--*--'- ......... . ................... ------ --- -- -------- 
257050929 more user-friendly interface and help 
......... ..... .... .......... ........... . .... . ................ -* * -- -- . .............. *......... * ................. 257089776 Integrated MT pre-translation for No matches. 
. .......... .... ........ . .............. . ................... . ............. . .... . ............. I ..... ........ The less clutter, the better. If a program is going to be looking for something on the Web, 
257120158 1 want to beytry sure that it is not. 9 tiqý me up with m oing translation. 
The problem with TMs: agencies/clients will demand the use ot TM tools even when they 
are not suitable for the specific text; negative impact on payment for translators - 
259235006 1 translator has to invest in TM, learn how to use it and will get paid less oberall by the 
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agency and get less work, too 
, 
these all sound very exciting and useful. Handling larger files without crashing would be 259235347 1 good. Making coffee would be fab 
. .................... ........................ . ................. . ..... .... ...... . .......... ......... ................................ ... .............. .............................. 259235864 I_mpo_r_t sca.. n_n. 
_e. 
d 
................ I ............. I ............... ------ -------- -- -- - ------------ --- I don't understand the software solution question. Is it just referdng to translation, or to translation business? The OCR capabilities and PDF capabilities are irrelevant if you 25.9. z.; )A!. ).. /.: 3- have a good OCR program - don't know whether You ask about that later. 
- --------- - --------------- ------- Not sure, haven't had the nerve to restart learning the TM I bought a few years ago. Have 259253459 since switched to hard-copy based translation. 
.............. . ...................... . ....... . ........................... ..................... . ..... . ...................... . ............. ....................... - ------ Be able to incorporate terms from a terminology recognition database more efficiently, like 
IBM's translation manager used to do: with a letter assigned to each term in the database 
259263059 which can be entered with 1 keystroke as t .......................... I .................... ................ ........ . ........... ........................................................ ............................. 
yy 
.. 
4 Pý 
------- 1 All the features sound like good ideas in principle as long as they don't slow the whole 
1 process down and/or make it more prone to crashing or being irrational (e. g. replacing 
bullet points with pictures of post boxes - happened to me once when TagEditor got 259268748 confused). Also, a cheap basic version without flashy features would always be welcome. ............. .......... . ... ............... ..................................... I ..................... ................ .... ....... . ... ....... ....... .............. . ....................... . .......... .. I am still using an old version of Multiterm because I have never been able to work out 
how to use Multiterm X Since the old version works fine, I haven't spent a lot of time on 
259358006 the supJect. 
................................ . ............. ................................ ...... . .......... . ....... . ............................................ ....... ..... .... ................................. . ........ - --------- - ----------- - --------- - -- - ---- - ------- - ------------------------------------------ A TM software program that would work just as easily in Linux and output MS Word 
compatible documents with the use of intermediate software. A programme that would 
deal with PDF documents directly without having to use OCR. A program that copes with 
259365587 Hebrew without changing character fonts and formatti ............................................... ........... . .................... . ................................................ _. _ . ....... . ....... ............ . .......... . ................ ...... .......... . ............ . ........................... . ...... ........ ........ All these features are unimportant. I don't use a TM, don't wish to use one... so why do 
259402759 1 you assume I use one above? 
............................. . .......... ..... .............................. ....................................................................... ..... ..... .... .................................... . ... . .............. . ............ . ........ ---.... ......... . .......... . .... . ....................... ..... . .......... . ...................... . ........ Improve reliabilty of WYSIWYG editing. Increase number of file formats that can be 
handled by WYSIWYG interface. 'Format painting' as used by SDLX is awful. Handle 
259409985 i embedded graphics better more formats) would be a godsend. ... ...... . .......... . ......................... . ........ I ........ . ...... . ................ ...... . ........... . ...................... ..... ....... . ............................ ........ .............................. . .... .... ...................... I I'm sure there is but can't think at the moment Have a spellchecker that is as good as 
259418681 1 Word 
............ I .................................. ...................................... I ..................................................... ........ ............. ........ I .............. 
would be concrned about web searching being carried out by TM software, I think 
1 someone has a long way to go in that respect a) because of security issues and b) 
259581468 : reliablity of texts/qloasaries on the Internet - forums win hands down in that respect ............................................... ................................ . .................................... . ... . ........................................... . ........ . ..... . ... ............................... ..... ......................... . ...... . ..... . ...... ....... . ........ . ... .... ............................. . ............... ................... . ..... Yep. Some groupware features to enable me to work with colleagues on a current project 
259638382 1 would help create the ideal CAT tool. 
..... ................ .................. ................................ ........ ..... ... ....................... .............. I ........................................................... . ...... I ......... ................. ....... ..... ........... ....................... ................ .... recognise the differeence between 'dictionary' words and management rhubarb/invented 
words - very predominant in German. If I could ask my wife for her interpretation before 
starting a text then I could sail through the rest. (Perhaps the feature that the programme 
should have is a foreign husband or wife for all translators (preferably one who stays at 
259796742 1 home! ) 
I'm sure the link between the Internet and the CAT tool can be improved. It would also be 
great if Trados released a version for Windows Mobile 5 so I can take texts with me and 
edit them anywhere-but I think I'd be in a minority on that one. I'd like to look at Trados 
7 as I think that has a lot of improvements in it. Otherwise, the software does all that I 
want - apart from the different word count structures that different companies use - but 
there are separate packages out there that allow you to do that. Good luck with the 
259938500 1 research! 
260477159 1 improved fuzzy matches 
....... ...................... . .............. L ............. . .............. ............. ............................. ...... -... I would expect a corpus of parallel texts would be useful if I was working in a particular 
261142915 1 field for any length of time but usually I am not. 
............. . ............................... .... .... ................... ................. . ........ . ................ . ....... . ......... ............. . ........... .. 261410311 handle edited texts after cleaning ... ................................... . ......... . ...................... . ....... . ................. . ............................... ........ . ..... ......... ...... .......... . .......... Do not disable any functions of the software for the source file (e. g. when translating doc 
files, all MS Word features should be available) Having linguistic capabilites (e. g. 
recognizing singular-plural forms, inflextions, etc. ) When, say, finding fuzzy matches from 
261422641 the TM, the ability to analyse and do some operations on the target se ment as well. 
.............. . ........... ..... ......... ............. I .... . .......... I.................. .... . .................. . .......... . ..... . ........... ............. ........ . ---.. - ......... ....... . ........... 
HOW YOU ARE SURE THAT LANGUAGE PAIRS ON THE WEB ARE CORREM. THEY ARE 
261480621 TRANSLATIONS ... .............................. . ................... . ............. . ............................. . ................. . ........ . ............ ... . ........... . .......... - -- - ---- ------------------- . ......... 261482128 Many web glossaries are suspect, duplicated or Wmpýny-s Ific. 
............... I .......................... . ......... . ....... ....... . .... . ..... . ...................... .I.......... . ............ .... ------ Improve sub-segment processing (as suggested above) Incorporate MT at a user- 
defined level for sub-segment/new segment processing (e. g. search for terms in standard 
261487955 1 dictionaries) - Use multiple TMs/glossaries for secondary reference i 
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261496465 1 check consistency of translation automatically ........... ...... ........... ............................... 261496575 Implement client feedback automatiqýY; 7) . ... . ...................... ..... ............... ........... What would be most helpful for me would be a search and replace plugin for Word with 
i expanded functionality and integrated translation helps. I make much use of the search 261510980 ' 
...... . ..... - --------- -. --- --j 
and replace facility in Word durinq translations. 
261512936 1 Close the concordance box automatically after use. ... ..................................... . .. - --------------- -- ............ *, *", *, -**, *-, * ------- *- ----------- ---------- ----------- 261515232 1 Correct terminoloqy extraction 
261518388 Cross-referencing of glossary terms from Standards. . .................................................. . ............ . .. --- 261531268 Shorter and less complex tags. More userfriendly and better explained se os ............................... . ..... . .... . .............. ....... . .............. ............ .... . .......................... . ............. ....... 1n I would very much like to be able to centralize the content of all the dictionaries I have 
purchased and of glossaries available free on Internet, in order to query against them as I 
261539866 translate et have the possibility to insert translation of terms in my TM environment. ... ...... . ........ . ..... ........... ......................... . ..... .... . ......................... ... .... 261545944 1 More format su 
II don't see why one would want to use a TM tool to search the web for appropriate texts, 
261550720 1 I'm sure the translator would be better.. e uip ýqd_to. d. q.. that . ............ . ...... . .............. ............ . ... ........ ....... . ... ............ ................ . ............... . .......... ....................................................... .................................................... . .......... . .............. .... 
gp 
261553881 More fuzzy matchinq capabilities at the term level ................................... . ......... ...... ....... . ............................................. . ............................... .......................... I ...... ......... ..................... ...... ....................... ... . ............ . ............. ....... I ........... .... ............ Make it easier to work with external translators, both those who use TM software and 
261563470 those who don't. 
. ................ .......................... ..................................... . ...... ...... . ........... II wish the big players would include support for conjugated and declinated words in their 
terminology data base. In English a 'house' is always a 'house', so I can use a terminology 
base for that. In russian, it is 'dom, 'doma', 'domu, 'dome' and so on, depending on which 
case the word is in. The SDLX terminology base then just does not recognise the word. 
Trados Multiterm does some sort of fuzzy matching, but that one is unreliable. It might or 
might not find the word. The only tool that more or less handles this is Wordfast. There, 
1 you can enter 'dom*' and it will find all the variations. However, this could be improved on, 
e. g. 'dom*' also matches 'domashni', which has not got anything to do with 'dom'. So 
maybe a wildcard for just two or three letters would be a better choice, or even hand- 
261566505 crafted support for the case endinqs of certain major lanquaqes. 
improved TM maintenance features, improved standards of interchangeability between TM 
tools, say between Trados and SDLX, more seamless interaction between Trados and 
261585464 SDLX. Improvement of TagEditor removing a variety of bugs etc. 
.............................................. .... ................................... I ........................... ............................. .......... ..... . ...... . ..... ........ . ................. ..... .......... . ......... .......... ...................... ..... 261596391 1 Wow! How fantastic some of those features would be 
.......... . ........... I ..................... .... . ............................................ . .............. . ....... . ............................... . ... . ....................... . ........................... . ............... ... . ..... .... ......... .---- -- -- ------- ------------ -------------------- 
I In the feature list above, the one I consider THE feature of the future is the last one listed. 
TM tools need to go below sentence level and 'build' tentative sentences from bits and 
261688936 i pieces found in TMs. This will boost productivity tremendouýýIy.. 
............................... . ...... ..... ............... . ............ . ........ ...... ....... ........... . .......... ..... ..... ............ ....... ...... ........ ............ .......................... ........ i 261815883 1 Automatic terminology building 
........ . ........... ....... ..................................... ............. - ------- - --- . ......... ....... . ..................................... .................... . ....... . .................................. . ............ . ........... ...... . ......... Before adding new functions, Trados should take more care for a perfect functionality of 
261886885 their current products and for better more customer orientated support. 
................. ............................ ..................................................... I ................................................................ . ................. . ................................................... . .................... .... ................ . ......... -, .... . .... ..... ............ . .... ................. . ....... . ........... Supported should be: - Web-based time-tracking system accessible online to all 
localization teams on the project - separate software for manager (depending on needs) 
and freelancer (freeware) - localization testing tools, for example, tool to provide all 
possible screenshots for a localized applicalion (in pairs: before and after the localizatuion) 
261889230 ýq. make it possible to perform visual testing of localization results on any screen 
...................................... ................................. . .................................................................. ............. ...... -- ----- --- - -------- --- ----- --------------------- -------- -- - ------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------------- ---- - ---------- -- Terminology-management tasks performed conversationally within the translation 
environment (being able to edit MultiTerm from the Workbench environment so as to 
handle multiple equivalents for a source term, e. g., instead of editing the entries ex post 
261906052 facto). 
would like availability of more than I reference memory for concordance searches, that 
.. 
pr oqt 261949338 i can be sorted in order of i 
............................................... ...................................................................................... . ......... ...... .Y.............. ........... ......... . ... .... ................. ........ ....... ... ........... ....... . ...................... ............... . ................... . .... ............... ..... ...... . I've just finished working on a geological report (nearly 20,000 words rendered from 
Brazilian Portuguese into English) for which I had to use a huge amount of my time on the 
Internet (Google) to make sure the appropriate wording would be used (I am an 
aeronautical engineer, not a geologist! ). If only I could have a user-friendly tool to help me 
262047792 in such situations... 
p9intment now 262281437 ýqqK. LK!! ýP have an pp ýqnd to this at a later date? I_ 
........................... ......... . ..... . ...... ................... I am reasonably satisfied with what I have. I would like to see wordfast make the 
necessary changes so that I can use two different legacy fonts in the glossary. But I don t 
know if it is at all possible. I am not in favour of too many features. Translating with a 
262398984 TM tool is easier on the eyes and less taxinq for my brain. That is enouqh reward for me. 
........... ...................... . ..... . ............... . ............. ...... ........ . ....... . ........ .............. . ... . .................. . ........ . ................... ... ............. ........ .......... ............ ........ . If it could also do all the translating for me for the money it costs! H I'd also include a 
262549866 more easily affordable price! 
.......... . ..... . ................... . ..... -- --------- *"", -"- . ....... .-........ ....... .... 262670575 
_L, 
All of them are excellent options. They would help greatly. 
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Feature-rich does not mean overbearing. I would prefer a feature-rich, single small-scale 
tool that is highly-adaptable to individual translators' needs and--since most core TM 
features are already highly-developed in most TM tools--that places preference on new 
features that enable a translator to get started quickly on any format (OCR, PDF handling), 
to access additional reference materials more directly (CD dictionaries, major online 
dictionaries, bilingual parallel texts), and to work from within any of the major word 
processing applications and OSs. That being said, I don't believe that any one tool 
26ýjq7201 
.... ........................... ..... .............. 
provider can develop a single end-all be-all tool. 
. .... ............ -_ - - '_ ` ....... ........... . ................... i d o n"t th ink that do the browsing on the net for me. I think that 
would be higly irresponsible anyway... however, once i find paralel corpora, it is a must 
that i can align it, and use it with the trn tool. i am not sure what you mean by 'cd-rom 
format - if you mean, say, tmx, i think it would be essential to accept that (if not anything 
else) as an industry standard format. i find it highly frustrating that i need to obtain various 
tm tools for various clients - the interoperability between tm tools should is a basic interest 
263704422 
.......................... . ......................................... 
of the industry - for end users and for tm tool manufacturers likewise. . ........... . ... . ........................... . .................... .. . . I want something that can handle virtually all of the above. It's something of a pipedream, 
however, as I have never encountered software that is not buggy to the point of absolute 
frustration -- let alone software that handles the advanced functions described in your 
263922013 
.... ............................ 
ýTTýy 
. .... . .......... .................. . ........ .......... ................... . .......... 
wow - it all sounds amazing. First I feel I have to become a 'power user' of what is already 
263924516 there in DJaVu as I'm not using everything it offers already. . .. . .. .... . . ................................ ..... . . ..... . ........ .......... .................. ................ . . . ........... ..................... . ...... ........... . ........ ....... .............. 1 analyze the original file and highlight and reference all sections that are the same or 
263944779 
.............. ...................... ..., ...... . ..... I ....... . ... 
'1 similar. 
......................... . .............. . ........ . ................. ... . ........ ------ . ................ ... . .......................... ... ................... ....... . .... ............................... . ............... . ... -... - ---- --------------- i I Respect of original document formatting. XML compatibility to work with alternatives to 
263957356 
..................... ............................. 1-1 ........... 
1 Word and/or future Word format. 
.................. .................. . ........................................ . ..................................... ......................... . .... ............... -- . ......................................... ....................... . ........... . ......... ........... . 263976370 
.................. ........................................... 
Better Help, I have learned TM myself and it is not yýr. 
... - .................................... . ...... .............................. - ....................... ..... ... ........................... ...... ..... .............................. ............................. ......... ...... ....................... ... .......................................... . .... _y 1 Mostly I found the automatic translation text have very poor grammer. I wonder if the 
1 latest TM tool can automatically correct and show you what should be the best grammer 
263985529 1 your translated text should use? 
.... ..................... .................... . .......... ..................... . ..... .... . ................. .............. . .... ................................................................... . . ... .......................................................................................... . ...... ......... . .... . ................. .................. You will be having a bit of a problem with Farsi text as the font (parsnegar) is not fully 
I developed yet and the recognition software is still being developed. But it would be very 
very noice to have a calender converter integrated as well. i. e. your GUI should include a 
1 small window for calender, a small window for exact word translation and a work area for 
typibng or text recognistion usable in both languages. Mind you you need to make it 
1 compatible with Farsi English texts put together. meaning one or two English words in the 
264173758 
........................................................... 
!1 middle of a Farsi text. Cheers for thinking about this! 
... ..................................................................... ..................... ...... . ...................... ................... ........ .... I................................................ ............................. .... .......... ........................ ............. .............................................. 264193945 
................................................................... 
Maintain original formatting of the document 
... .................... . ........................ I.................................................... . ......... . .......................... . .............. . ......... ............ . .... . ....... ............................ ........... .............. . ......................... ........ ............... 264221975 
.......................... . ...................................... 
Extract terms from previous translations. 
.... ..................................................................... . ... .I..................................... . ........... . ........ . ........... . ...................... . ............... .... ...... ..... . _- ... . .................... .............. ................. 264226968 
.................................................................. 
seamlessly integrate with a proiect manaqament system 
.... ..................... .................. . .................. . ............ . ............................. I .......... . ............................... ........ ............. . ... . ..... I. ..... . ....... . ........... I ......... ......... . ........ ..................... . ............. ................... ........... . 264255774 
.................................................................. 
To handle animations and text in imag! ý§. 
.... ................................................... . ....... .................. . .................. ..... .... .... . ........................... ...... ............ . ... ................... ...... ... Suggesting the next words of the sentence as I type, possibly a few alternatives (e. g. 4-5) 
264262995 in a menu at the bottom of the page as I type. ... ................ ......... ............... ......... . ............ . ............ ... ............ ...... ........ ......... ..... ..... . ....... ................. I .......... . ................... . ... 11 think integrating OCR is important on the source text input side and that integration with 
speech recognition is important on the translation input side. That is, to be able to dictate 
264334537 i into the CAT. p ....... ............ . .... . ..................... .... . ............................... ......... . ..................... ........................... ....... ........................ _Kqg. 
EýM .... ............... . ..................... __ .............. 
264336676 You have listed everything! ......... . .... .................. .......... . ............ . ...................... . ...................................... ..... ...... ........ .......... . ....... . ................ I ............ .............................................. . .................. . I would like to see some software that we can use between translators easily. I hope 
264379592 Trados could get PDF files normaly, that would make easy on the texts. 
................... . ....................... . ........... ........ ........ . ... . ......... I .................... ....... ......................... I ...... ... .................... . __---....... . ................ ................... ............................................... - ................ .... .................................... Allowing definition of segmentation, i. e., each unit would not necessarily correspond to a 
264403569 1 linguistic sentence. 
.............................................. . ................. ..... . ................ ....................... ............................ ................. ......... ........ .................. ......... ........... ... ............. . .... .... . ..... - . ............ .............. ................... .................. ..................... .... ............ allow the use of wildcards to reduce the number of entries in TMs and Terminology 
264409231 
.......................................... ....................... 
Databases 
............... ..... . ..... . ----...... . ............... ............................... .... . ... ..... .................... . ...... .................. . ... . ........... .... ................................................ ..... . ........ . ......................... ...................................... ...... 
264419503 
...................... 
'L... Quality Assessment functions . ..... ............ ........ . ........... . ... . .... . ....... ........... .... .......... . ... .............. .... ------------- .... . .................. . ....................................... .. I................ .. .............................. ............. 264441074 A reliable wordcount tool, includoing headers, footers, text boxes, text in images, etc. ........ ............ ... ............. ........ ......... ........ ....... .... . ............. ...... . ........ I ...................... ............ . ........................... ...................................... . .... r ........ . ............................................. ....... . .............. 11 believe one of the most important features for translators would be voice recognition 
264457376 interface. . ............. .... . ............ .......... . .............................. . ................. ........ .... ........... .... . .............. --- ..................... . ..................... . .................... ................................. . ... . ..................... ........... . ..................... . ............. .. on the mere mechanical A well designed translation program should not be based 
replacing of texts (like the worst program in the world, the Trados) but it must think, 
analyze and reconstruct the text in the destination language, using its database to 
enhance the translation. I am using one of such programs, akin to the BabelFish, and I am W d d (an or quite satisfied. It allows you to work independently and to translate directly in 
264583092 in Word 6 as well . . ........... ----- --------- -- -------- .......... ........... . ........ . ........ ......... --. r ........ This is the first time I have come across a mention of the TM tool actually *locating* 
264666641 webpages w/ glossaries etc. I very much doubt it will work, but if it did, it wd. be a boon. 
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APPENDIX E: EXCERPTS FROM TM SURVEY 2006 RESPONSES ON DESIRED FEATURES 
Independency from MS Word features (e. g. independent spellcheck) could be an 264667148 improvement. 
......... ................... ... ___ ............ ............. . ... . ........... ........... .... It would be useful that there was a terminology consistency check tool integrated in the 264686496 basic software packages; the tools themselves should be localized in more languages! ............. ........... -- ............ -1 ............... ..... ....... ... ..... ...... . ..... . ........... I 1 QA features for common mistakes, such as multiple spaces, spaces before full-stops, etc. Pretranslation analysis of documents for problem areas, such as in-sentence line breaks 
(Star has published stand-alone programs with this function for Word and FrameMaker 264699236 files). 
............ ............... I........................................ ............... ....... .......................... .............. . .... _-... ..... . .................................. ... .............. ............ Be combined EASILY with an Translation Machine (Systran-like: maybe it does but I can't 
make it work with Systran 5 and Trados 6/7). 1 mean a feature integrated in TagEditor for 
example that would make it possible to run Systran on selected sentences that show no 264985697 match at all. .............................. . ....... . ............................. r............. .......... ..... .................. . .......... ......... . ............... i Screen split horizontally and NOT vertically. Selection tabs along the top and not the 
2 sides. 
........ ....... - ... ...... ...... I ................ ....... ...... . ........ ...... ........... 266761673 Handle text boxes without problems ... . ...... . ........................... ....... ..... ..... ..... ............... . .... . ................... .... 267287431 If it can have a programme were by we can store new terminologies for future references ....................................... .......... I... ................ ................................ . ........................ . .......... _. _-.... -_ . ............. ........... _. ---... _.... __. ....................... . ...... . .................. -- . ....................... . ......................... ............ Yes. It is very important to have an environment for the reviewer, for example identify 
only the segments to be reviewed and automatically open only these segments (e. g. 
267610732 1 sometimes a reviewer doesn't have to review 100% matchesO. ................................... ........ . ............................... . ....... . .......... . .................. ........... -- . ... ............. -------- --- ------ * ------ ...... ......... Maybe all the above might be useful but as I don't work like that now i wouldn't know. I 
would like the software to be userfriendly, so you don't have to attend seminars to use 
them. And all those features they usually have but that normal users hardly ever come 
across the need for could be left out. The only thing that would be useful would be to be 
i able to open all sorts of files easily and intuitively without haveing to look for buttons to 
click to get the right settings and translate them and get them back looking as they did 
267697840 1 before but in another language. And therep important. 
........................... I ...... . .................. .......... . ................ ...... ........... ....... ..... .................... . ....................... ... ........ I would like to be able to use Copy and Paste in an MS-Word environment. It is currently 
267721832 impossible to do so when using a TM tool. ......... ............. I ........................... . ............. ....... ........... . .................. . ......... . .................... . ......... ...................... ...... . .... . ......... .................. ........................ .... .... ................... . ...... . ............ 268236633 Be compatible with other versions ................ .................................... I ..... .......... ...................... . ...... . ....................... . .................. ...... ..................................... ... ............ ..... .......... .............. ....... ........ .... .... . .......... .......... .... ........ ........... . .... . ...................... ............... Show concordances in a format similar to the corpus tools Wordsmith or 
268828512 monoconc/paraconc. 
.......... ........................................................ .......................................... j ... . ............................................... . ....... .... . .................. ................................... . ......... . ........ . ............ . ............... ....................... . .................... ............................................................... ............... Would like it to work together with Wordfinder dictionary product (much used in Sweden) 
269561977 Would like it to handle InCopy documents and Lotus Notes produced documents 
. .................................................... . .... ...................................................... . ..... . ............................................. .... . ........................... . ............................................ ......... . .............. .... .......... ........ . ...................... ............................ .... . .............. . ..... ............... In order to appropriately and accurately leverage legacy translations, a TM tool should 
provide me with detailed contextual information on the suggested target text: filename, 
270157708 keywords, dates, folder location, and others I can't think of right now. 
-.................. .. *.............. .............. . ........................ I......................................................... . .......................... -............... ....... . .......................................... 271356559 Include spellchecking in the terminology tool. 
.......................... . ..... ................. . ................. ........... . ....................... .. I.............. ..... . ................. . ......................... ............... . ....... _. - .... . ........................... .......... ............ ............ . .............. ....... ......... ...... ........ . .... .......... ......... ....................... ........ 281063862 1 think that the most essential are mentioned. 
..................................................................... ......................... * .................... ** ................ . ......... . .... * ... . ................ . .... ................... . ..... ........... . ... . ...... . ........ -*, --, *--"'"-"'-'-'-'-'*"'--"* ...... . ....... * ............ . *-------- ............. .................. an ongoing count how many words/lines there are to go in the file or project, complete 
281149213 with match ana! y s 
................. ................................ .... ................ ...................... ......... ........ . ........................ .............. .... . .............. .................. . ........ ................ .......... . ....... .. .................................. * .................... .............................. . ...................... . ..... 281489191 Better combination of matches 
. ....... . ..... . ................ . .... ..... . ....... . .............. .... . ......... ...................................................................... ....................................................... ............... I............. . ............... -I... ............... .... ................ . ....... . ........ .......... ................ . .......... . .......... Support Greek grammar (eg. pressing a key to get alternate versions of the translated 
282279278 1 word in plural, in a different inflexion). 
. .......... . .... .. .................................... * .............. ............... ....... . .................................................................. ........ .............. . ......... ............ . ..... ........... ........ . .................. . 285150990 Independent of Word program, clear an. d_.. mo_re. siTP!! ý. 
..... . ................ . ...................... . ................. . ... . .......................................... . ...... ..... . ............. . .......... 286303889 It depends how much work one is having. For small jobs one can not get much help 
Wool 
va 
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